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1 Purpose of the Review 
Public entities that operate fixed route transportation services for the general public are required 
by the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations implementing the Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) to provide ADA complementary paratransit service for persons 
who, because of their disability, are unable to use the fixed route system. These regulations 49 
CFR Parts 27, 37, and 38 include six service criteria, which must be met by ADA 
complementary paratransit service programs. Section 37.135(d) of the regulations requires that 
ADA complementary paratransit services meet these criteria by January 26, 1997. 

The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) is responsible for ensuring compliance with the ADA 
and the DOT regulations implementing the ADA. As part of its oversight efforts, FTA, through 
its Office of Civil Rights, conducts periodic reviews of fixed route transit and ADA 
complementary paratransit services operated by Federal grantees. 

The purpose of these reviews is to assist the transit agency and FTA in determining whether 
capacity constraints exist in ADA complementary paratransit services. The reviews examine 
policies and standards related to service capacity constraints such as those measured by on-time 
performance, on-board travel time, telephone hold times, trip denials, and any other trip-limiting 
factors. The reviews consider whether there are patterns or practices of a substantial number of 
trip limits, trip denials, early or late pickups or arrivals after desired arrival or appointment times, 
long trips, or long telephone hold times, as defined by the transit system’s established standards 
or typical practices if standards do not exist. The examination of pattern or practice includes 
looking at service statistics and basic service records and operating documents, and observing 
aspects of service delivery and operations including dispatch, reservations and scheduling to 
determine whether records and documents appear to reflect true levels of service delivery. 
Comments are solicited  from local disability organizations and customers. Technical assistance 
is provided to assist the transit agency in monitoring service for capacity constraints. 

FTA conducted a review of ADA complementary paratransit service, TheHandi-Van (Handi-
Van), provided by the Department of Transportation Services (DTS) of the City and County of 
Honolulu, Hawaii from January 25–28, 2010. Planners Collaborative, Inc. and TranSystems 
Corporation, both located in Boston, Massachusetts, conducted the review for the FTA. The 
review focused primarily on compliance of the complementary paratransit service with the DOT 
ADA regulations. 

Sections 37.123 through 37.127 of the DOT ADA regulations require that a process be 
established for determining who is ADA paratransit eligible, and that eligibility determinations 
are made consistent with regulatory criteria. Section 37.129(a) requires that ADA 
complementary paratransit be origin-to-destination service. Section 37.131(a) requires that ADA 
complementary paratransit service be provided in all geographic areas where non-commuter 
fixed route service is provided. Section 37.131(b) requires that next-day service be provided. 
Section 37.131(c) requires that ADA complementary paratransit fares be no more than twice the 
full fixed route fare. Section 37.131(d) requires that ADA complementary paratransit service be 
provided without restrictions or priorities placed on trip purpose. Section 37.131(e) requires that 
ADA complementary paratransit service be provided during all days and hours that fixed route 
service is provided. Section 37.139(g) requires that plans for ADA complementary paratransit 
service address efforts to coordinate with other public entities that have contiguous or 
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overlapping ADA complementary paratransit service areas. Because there are no other ADA 
complementary paratransit services on Oahu, coordination with other service providers is not 
included in this review 

The review also examined compliance with the requirements related to eligibility determinations, 
rider-assistance policies, service area, response time, fares, trip purposes, days and hours of 
service, and coordination with other ADA complementary paratransit services in the area. 

This report summarizes the observations and findings of the on-site review of DTS’ ADA 
complementary paratransit service. Chapter 2 explains the approach and methodology used to 
conduct the review. Chapter 3 then describes key features of transit services provided in the three 
regions—fixed route bus and ADA complementary paratransit service. Chapter 4 provides a 
summary of the findings that are also presented at the end of the remaining chapters. Chapter 5 
includes observations and findings related to rider assistance policies, service area, fares, trip 
purposes, days and hours of service, and coordination with other public transit entities. 
Observations and findings related to the eligibility determination process are presented in 
Chapter 6. Additional observations are presented in Chapter 7 (Telephone Service), 8 
(Reservations), 9 (Service Performance), and 10 (Resources). Recommendations for addressing 
some of the findings are also provided. 

FTA provided DTS with a draft copy of the report for review and response. A copy of the 
correspondence received from DTS on September 11, 2012 documenting its response to the draft 
report, is included as Attachment A. 
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2 Overview 
This review focused primarily on compliance with the DOT ADA requirement that ADA 
complementary paratransit be operated without capacity constraints. The regulations identify 
several possible types of capacity constraints. These include waiting lists for trips, limits on the 
number of trips provided, and patterns or practices that result in a significant number of trip 
denials missed trips, untimely pickups, or excessively long trips. Capacity constraints also 
include any operating policies or practices significantly limit the amount of service to persons 
who are eligible for ADA complementary paratransit. 

To assess each type of potential capacity constraints, the review focused on observations and 
findings regarding: 
•	 Trip denials and waiting lists for a trip 
•	 Trip caps 
•	 On-time performance 
•	 Travel times 

The review team also made observations and prepared findings related to five other sets of 
policies and practices that could limit access to ADA complementary paratransit service: 
•	 Rider assistance policies 
•	 Service area, response time, fares, trip purposes, and service times 
•	 Coordination with other ADA complementary paratransit services in the area 
•	 ADA complementary paratransit service eligibility process 
•	 Telephone capacity 

The review also addresses scheduling, dispatching, and operation of service as potential causes 
of, or contributors to, capacity constraints. Similarly, the review includes an analysis of resources 
as a potential contributor to capacity constraints. 

2.1 Pre-Review 
FTA sent a notification letter to DTS Director Wayne Yoshioka on November 3, 2009, 
requesting dates for the review and information the review team needed that should be sent in 
advance. Based on the information received from DTS, the review team examined key service 
information prior to the on-site review. This information included: 
•	 A description of how the DTS ADA complementary paratransit service is structured 
•	 Public information describing the DTS ADA complementary paratransit service 
•	 The DTS standards for on-time performance, trip denials, travel times, and telephone 

service 

At the request of FTA, DTS made additional information available for the on-site review. This 
information included: 
•	 Copies of completed driver manifests for recent months 
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•	 Six months of service data, including the number of trips requested, scheduled, denied, or 
canceled, no-shows, missed trips, and trips provided 

•	 Breakdown of trips requested, scheduled, and provided 

•	 Detailed information about trips denied in the previous six months, including origin and 
destination information, day and time information, and customer information 

•	 Detailed information about trips identified in the previous six months with excessively 
long travel times 

•	 Telephone call management records 

•	 Records of recent customer comments and complaints related to capacity issues
 
including: trip denials, on-time performance, travel time, and telephone access
 

In addition to reviewing the above service data and information, the review team reviewed 
complaints forwarded to the FTA’s Office of Civil Rights alleging violations of ADA 
requirements by DTS in the provision of ADA complementary paratransit service. Finally, the 
review included interviews with riders, disability advocates, and disability agency staff to obtain 
comments on their recent experiences with DTS’ ADA complementary paratransit service. 

2.2 On-Site Review 
An on-site review of the ADA complementary paratransit service took place from January 25– 
28, 2010. The on-site review began with an opening conference, held at 9 a.m. on Monday, 
January 25 at the DTS offices at 650 South King Street in Honolulu. Attendees included: 
•	 Wayne Yoshioka, Director, Department of Transportation Services DTS) 
•	 James Burke, DTS, Public Transit Chief 
•	 Eileen Mark, DTS, Paratransit Operations Branch Chief 
•	 Scott Ishiyama, DTS, Planner, Public Transit Division 
•	 Geri Ung, DTS, Planner, Paratransit Operations Branch 
•	 Raynette Dang, DTS, Senior Clerk, Public Transit Division 
•	 Roger Morton, Oahu Transit Services (OTS) President and General Manager 
•	 Robert Yu, OTS, Senior Vice President and Deputy General Manager 
•	 Randy Inaba, OTS, Vice President, Finance 
•	 Patricia Nielsen, OTS Vice President, Paratransit 
•	 John Black, OTS Director of Operations 
•	 Susan Clark FTA Office of Civil Rights 
•	 Russell Thatcher, TranSystems, Review Team Leader 
•	 Patricia Monahan, TranSystems 
•	 Bill Schwartz, Planners Collaborative 

Ms. Clark opened the meeting by thanking DTS for opening its office and operations to the 
review. She stressed that the review team would make every effort to complete the review with a 
minimal level of disruption to the DTS operation. She invited DTS staff to contact her directly 
should they have any questions or concerns about the review. She also mentioned that the review 
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team had significant experience with ADA paratransit operations and encouraged DTS to take 
advantage of their knowledge for any technical assistance that might be helpful. She stated that 
she hoped the review would be beneficial to DTS and that FTA was available to provide 
technical assistance. 

Russell Thatcher of TranSystems then presented the schedule for the on-site review including the 
parts of the operation that would be observed each day. A copy of the review schedule is 
provided in Attachment B. 

Following the opening conference, the review team met with staff of DTS and its contractor 
Oahu Transit Services (OTS) to discuss the information sent in advance and the information and 
material that was available on site. Information about the design of the ADA complementary 
paratransit service was reviewed. 

For the remainder of the morning on January 25, the review team discussed the process in place 
at DTS to record and respond to consumer comments. The review team also began gathering 
information about the process used by DTS to plan and budget for ADA complementary 
paratransit services. Finally, the review team gathered information needed to analyze compliance 
with the ADA complementary paratransit requirements related to service area, fares, days and 
hours of service, and rider-assistance policies. 

In the early afternoon on Monday, the review team met with representatives of Citizens for a Fair 
ADA Ride (CFADAR), a rider group formed to provide comment to OTS on the service. The 
review team then toured the OTS Handi-Van call center at 811 Middle Street and then began 
observing the process used to take ADA complementary paratransit trip requests. 

On Tuesday morning, the review team continued observations of the trip reservations and initial 
scheduling process at OTS. Review team members sat with selected reservationists, listened to 
calls from riders, and recorded observations on the handling of trip requests. Review team 
members met with the lead scheduler to discuss procedures used to develop final runs. OTS staff 
prepared several special data reports on on-time performance and travel times. The review team 
began examining completed driver manifests as a part of on-time performance verification. The 
review team also began the process of examining long paratransit trips and comparing on-board 
travel times with those on the fixed route service. 

On Tuesday afternoon, the review team gathered information about call center staffing levels, the 
design of the telephone system, and telephone performance, and observed the dispatch area 
during the peak hours of operation. The review team examined driver and workforce records, 
training programs, and turnover rates and began interviewing drivers as they returned from 
morning runs. 

On Wednesday, the review team met with the DTS staff that manages the ADA complementary 
paratransit eligibility-determination process and its contractor, Innovative Paradigms. This 
included a review of the process used to conduct interviews and in-person functional 
assessments. The review team began to examine fleet information, daily vehicle availability, and 
operating spare ratios, pullout records and run coverage. 

The review team continued its examination of on-time performance and on-board travel times, 
no-show policies and information about the tabulation of rider no-shows and observed the 
dispatch area of the call center for a second time. 
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On Thursday, the review team tabulated the various data that had been gathered and prepared for 
the exit conference. The exit conference took place at 2 p.m. at the DTS office at 650 South King 
Street. DTS and OTS representatives attending were: 
•	 Wayne Yoshioka, Director, Department of Transportation Services 
•	 James Burke, DTS, Public Transit Chief 
•	 Eileen Mark, DTS, Paratransit Operations Branch Chief 
•	 Scott Ishiyama, DTS, Planner, Public Transit Division 
•	 Geri Ung, DTS, Planner, Paratransit Operations Branch 
•	 Raynette Dang, DTS, Senior Clerk, Public Transit Division 
•	 Roger Morton, Oahu Transit Services (OTS) President and General Manager (DTS 

Contractor 
•	 Robert Yu, OTS, Senior Vice President and Deputy General Manager 
•	 Randy Inaba, OTS, OTS, Vice President, Finance 
•	 Herb Barbosa, OTS, Vice President, Maintenance 
•	 Patricia Nielsen, OTS Vice President, Paratransit, 
•	 John Black, OTS, Director of Operations 
•	 Phil Maguire, Innovative Paradigms (DTS Contractor) 
•	 Susan Clark, FTA Office of Civil Rights (by telephone) 
•	 Russell Thatcher, TranSystems, Review Team Leader 
•	 Patricia Monahan, TranSystems 
•	 Bill Schwartz, Planners Collaborative 

Bill Schwartz, Russell Thatcher, and Patricia Monahan represented the review team. Susan Clark 
of FTA’s Office of Civil Rights participated by telephone. 

Ms. Clark began the exit conference by thanking DTS staff members for their cooperation and 
assistance with the review. She stated that a draft report would be prepared and forwarded to 
DTS for review and comment. Ms. Clark stated that once the draft was transmitted to DTS, it 
would be subject to release in response to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests.  DTS’ 
comments on the draft would then be incorporated into the final report, and the final report 
would be posted on FTA’s website. Ms. Clark advised DTS that it will be required to respond to 
the findings and not to the recommendations presented in the report. Recommendations will be 
offered as suggestions for addressing the findings and DTS may consider the recommendations 
in developing responses to the findings. 

The review team also thanked the staff of DTS, OTS, and Innovative Paradigms for the 
cooperation they provided throughout the week. They then presented initial findings in each of 
the following areas: 
•	 Service design (rider assistance policies, service area, response time, fares, trip purposes, 

days and hours, and coordination) 
•	 Eligibility determinations 
•	 Telephone access 
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• Handling of trip requests 
• On-time performance 
• Trip duration 
• Resources (vehicles, personnel, and financial planning and  budgeting ) 

Mr. Burke asked how long DTS would have to address the findings. Ms. Clark responded that 
FTA would look to DTS to propose reasonable timelines for implementation of corrective 
actions to resolve specific findings. Mr. Ishiyama asked if the review team had developed an 
estimate of how much additional capacity was needed to address the findings. Mr. Thatcher 
responded that the team did not develop an exact estimate, but that general information provided 
by schedulers suggested that 10–15 additional morning, midday and afternoon runs were needed 
now. There was also some further discussion and explanation of the travel time findings and the 
training of drivers by taxi subcontractors. 

Mr. Yoshioka thanked FTA and the review team for conducting the review. He said he looked 
forward to working with FTA to continue to improve Handi-Van service. 
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3 Background 
The Department of Transportation Services (DTS) oversees the planning and management of 
transportation services within the City and County of Honolulu. DTS has five divisions: Traffic 
Engineering, Transportation Planning, Traffic Signals and Technology, Public Transit, and Rapid 
Transit. Fixed route bus and ADA complementary paratransit services are the responsibility of 
the Public Transit Division. 

The City and County of Honolulu encompass the entire island of Oahu, which is 277 square 
miles in area with a population of approximately 910,000 people. In addition to the City of 
Honolulu, other communities on the island served by DTS include Kailua, Kaneohe, Mililani, 
Pearl City, Waimalu, and Waipahu. 

3.1 Description of Fixed Route Service (TheBus) 
DTS provides several types of fixed route service, known as TheBus. These include express and 
rapid routes, urban and suburban trunk and feeder services, and local circulators. At the time of 
the review, 100 different fixed bus routes were in operation, providing approximately 
236,000 weekday rides and operating 67,000 miles of service. Table 3.1 shows the number of 
routes by type, as well as the number of weekday riders, runs, hours and miles of services. 

Table 3.1 – TheBus Daily Service Characteristics 

Service Type Routes Daily 
Runs 

Weekday 
Riders Hours Miles 

Express 33 240 11,200 464.1 11,600 
Rapid 4 399 32,000 581.9 9,000 
Urban Trunk 11 1,301 102,500 1,611.9 16,000 
Urban Feeder 11 510 11,600 291.1 3,600 
Suburban Trunk 16 913 69,200 1,434.8 21,000 
Suburban Feeder 7 185 1,500 81.3 1,500 
Community Circulator 14 484 7,600 234.4 3,500 
Community Access 4 54 400 50.1 800 
Total 100 4,086 236,000 4,749.6 67,000 

DTS contracted with Oahu Transit Service (OTS) for daily operation of TheBus. Fixed route 
service was operated with a fleet of 531 vehicles. All vehicles were accessible (lift or ramp 
equipped). 

Hours of operation varied by route. A few routes operated 24 hours a day. Other routes typically 
operated from 5 a.m. to 1 a.m. 

The base adult fare on all fixed route services was $2.25 at the time of the review, and was 
increased to $2.50 effective July 1, 2010. Public information stated that one free transfer was 
provided per fare paid. A discount ($1) fare was advertised for youth (ages 6–17), seniors (65 
and older) and persons with disabilities who had a TheBus Disability Card or Medicare card. 
Children under 6 ride the bus free if accompanied by a fare-paying adult. 
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3.2 Description of ADA Complementary Paratransit Service 
DTS ADA complementary paratransit service is known as TheHandi-Van (Handi-Van). 
Following is a summary of the service design and key service policies, based on information 
provided by DTS as well as information included in the Handi-Van Rider’s Guide (revised 
October 2009) (Rider’s Guide). 

System Design 
OTS operated Handi-Van under contract to DTS. OTS provided a turnkey operation that 
included reservations, scheduling, dispatching, and service delivery. 

OTS is a private, non-profit corporation. DTS and OTS planned Handi-Van service and 
developed operating policies and procedures. The contract between DTS and OTS called for 
OTS to submit service budgets annually to DTS and for monthly operating payments to be made 
based on the approved budget. An annual management fee was also negotiated. 

Type of Service 
The Rider’s Guide stated (Pages 2, 7, 25, 26, and 38) that the service was “curb-to-curb.” Pages 
25 and 26 stated: 

An Operator’s responsibility for a customer begins at the curb where the trip begins, and ends 
at the curb of the customer’s destination. This means that Operators will assist you on and off 
the van only. You must make your own arrangements for any special assistance getting to 
and from your pickup point. Handi-Van does not provide custodian care. 

The Rider’s Guide (Page 38) stated: “Operators are not allowed to assist passengers from the 
door of their point of origin or to the entry of their destination.” 

At the time of the review, there was no indication in the public information or in any written 
policies and procedures that assistance beyond the curb is provided if needed. This policy does 
not meet the regulatory requirement for “origin-to-destination” service and is discussed in more 
detail in Chapter 5. 

Service Area 
The Rider’s Guide (Page 12) stated that the service “is generally available throughout Oahu.”  
The service description posted on the DTS website says the service “is generally available 
islandwide.”  DTS and OTS staff stated that service is not limited to corridors around fixed 
routes and is provided throughout the island in all areas which it is possible for vehicles to 
access. 

Response Time 
Handi-Van reservations were taken Monday–Sunday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Reservations were 
accepted up to 7 days in advance. 

The Rider’s Guide (Page 16) stated that same-day service is provided when space is available. 

Handi-Van Fares 
The fare for Hand-Van service was $2.00 as described in the Rider’s Guide (Page 6). This was 
below the fixed route base adult fare and met the requirement that ADA complementary 
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paratransit fares not exceed twice the base fixed route fares. The Rider’s Guide (Page 14) states 
that personal care attendants (PCAs) ride free and page 28 notes that companions pay the same 
fare as the eligible rider. As detailed on page 14, fares can be paid in cash (exact fare only) or 
with coupons that can be purchased by mail or at TheBus pass office on Middle Street in 
Honolulu. 

Days and Hours 
Online information and the Rider’s Guide (Page 12) stated that service is available “Mondays 
through Sundays, from approximately 5 a.m. through 1 a.m.”  Both sources of public information 
note that 24-hour service is available within 3/4 mile of TheBus Routes 2 and 40. The online 
information provides a link to a map of the Routes 2 and 40 corridors. 

DTS and OTS staff stated that, aside from the identified 24-hour corridors, the hours of Handi-
Van operation are not limited to the precise fixed route times in those corridors. Outside of the 
identified 24-hour corridors, Handi-Van service was operated from approximately 5 a.m. to 
1 a.m. 

Trip Purpose 
The Rider’s Guide (Page 19) stated: “All trips taken on Handi-Van are important. Priorities are 
never assigned based on the purpose of a rider’s trip.” 

Eligibility 
DTS contracted with Innovative Paradigms (IP) for its ADA complementary paratransit 
eligibility determination process. At the time of the review, all applicants participated in an in-
person interview conducted by IP staff. Some applicants were asked to also complete functional 
assessments if an eligibility determination could not be made based on the interview. As 
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6 of this report, individuals could bring verification of 
disability information with them to the interview. On an as-needed basis, IP contacted the 
applicants’ named professionals for additional information. 

DTS staff stated that the eligibility determination process was changed on October 14, 2009. 
Prior to that date, eligibility was determined based mainly on a paper application, with in-person 
interviews with functional assessments used on an as-needed basis. 

PCAs and Companions 
The Rider’s Guide (Pages 28 and 29) detailed policies related to PCAs and companions. It stated 
that a PCA is always accommodated as long as the rider mentioned needing a PCA during the 
interview with the eligibility center. In addition, one companion is always accommodated and 
others are accommodated on a space-available basis. PCAs and companions are transported to 
and from the same origins and destinations as eligible riders. 

Visitors 
Visitors who provide documentation of eligibility from another system and visitors who claim a 
disability without documentation of eligibility from another system, receive 21 days of service 
per 365-day period. This policy was detailed in Handi-Van online information and in the Rider’s 
Guide (Page 10). 
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3.3 ADA Complementary Paratransit Performance Policies 
and Standards 

DTS provided the review team with advance information detailing its ADA complementary 
paratransit performance policies and standards. Some of this information was contained in a 
letter and attachments from DTS dated November 20, 2009. Additional information was 
contained in the Special Transit Services section of DTS’ Rules and Regulations. Information 
regarding missed trips was found in the OTS General Policies & Procedures (GP&P) for Handi-
Van service. The information below summarizes  of the ADA complementary paratransit 
performance standards established by DTS for trip denials, vehicle wait time, late cancels and 
rider no-shows, missed trips, on-time performance, on-board travel times, and telephone service. 

Trip Denials 
DTS information provided in advance of the review stated that its goal is to have zero denials. 

In addition to any outright inability to serve a next –day trip, at the time of the review DTS 
defined denials as any of the following: 
•	 Riders were only offered pickup times more than an hour from their request , which were 

counted as a denial, regardless of or not the riders accepted them. 
•	 Riders had to accept a pickup time that required them to leave earlier their origin earlier 

than they were able to leave (e.g., leave work early). 
•	 Riders accepted a drop-off time that was later than their stated appointment times. 
•	 Riders were only offered one leg of a round trip (in which case two denials were
 

recorded).
 

Vehicle Wait Time, Late Cancellations, and No-Shows 
The Rider’s Guide (Page 22) stated that vehicles will wait a minimum of 5 minutes at pickup 
locations for riders to board. A late cancelation was defined as a cancellation made less than 2 
hours before the scheduled pickup time. The Rider’s Guide also stated that a late cancellation is 
treated as a type of no-show. Page 23 defined a no-show as a rider failing to take a scheduled trip 
without proper cancellation, or failure to board before the vehicle has waited the required 5 
minutes. The Rider’s Guide does not state that the vehicle must arrive within the pickup window 
and the rider can board anytime during the five minute minimum wait period. In addition, the 
policy does not distinguish between no-shows within the rider’s control and those not under the 
rider’s control.  Vehicle wait time and no-show/late cancellation policies are discussed in 
Chapter 9 of this report. 

The Special Transit Services section of DTS’ Rules and Regulations (Page 13) stated: 

A cardholder who is a “No-Show” three or more times in a month may be subject to the 
suspension of special transit services to him/her at the discretion of the Director of the 
Department of Transportation Services Hearing Officer. The first such suspension of special 
transit service shall be for not longer than one (1) month. Suspensions for violations of this 
rule after the first suspension shall be for not more than six months. 

Prior to suspending service for any cardholder, the Director or his or her authorized 
representative shall send at least one (1) written notice warning the cardholder that a 
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subsequent failure of the cardholder to appear at the scheduled pickup time will result in 
suspension. 

At the time of the review, DTS and OTS staff stated that the no-show suspension policy had not 
been enforced for the past three years. 

Missed Trips 
Section 9 of the OTS GP&P defined missed trips and how missed trips are to be coded. A 
missed trip occurs when: 
•	 The vehicle arrives late and the trip is not taken. These are to be coded as “NM” trips 

(“Trip Not Made”). 
•	 The vehicle arrives late (after the 30-minute window) and the trip is taken. These are to 

be coded as “MT” trips (“Missed Trip But Transported”). 

The GP&P in use at the time of the review did not appear to set a percentage of missed trips that 
OTS should not exceed. Coding of missed trips is discussed in more detail in Chapter 9. 

On-Time Performance 
Based on information provided by DTS, the on-time performance window for pickups was from 
the scheduled pickup time to 30 minutes after the scheduled time (0/+30 window). Pickups made 
31–60 minutes after the scheduled time were recorded as late trips. DTS staff stated during the 
review that their goal is for pickups to be on time or early at least 95 percent of the time. 

At the time of the review, DTS had not established a formal standard or goal for on-time drop-
offs. On-time performance standards and goals are discussed in more detail in Chapter 9. 

On-Board Travel Time 
Based on information provided by DTS, “trips of excessive duration” were defined as “trip 
lengths that exceed 1.5 times the ride time of an equivalent fixed route trip, including the 
estimated travel time to and from the bus stop.” The travel time standard and goal are discussed 
in more detail in Chapter 9. 

Telephone Service 
Based on information provided by DTS, its telephone performance standard was that all calls be 
answered within 3 minutes that 80 percent of all calls be answered within 2 minutes and  that no 
more than 10 percent of calls are abandoned. 

3.4 Rider Comments 
Formal ADA Complaints Received by FTA 
At the time of the site visit, there was one formal complaint on file with FTA concerning ADA 
complementary paratransit services, identifying the following issues: 
•	 Vans not showing up at all for scheduled pickups 
•	 “Versa vans” (described as converted cargo vans) used for some trips 
•	 Drivers are disrespectful and generally rude 
•	 Driver sat on stepwell seats talking on radio and would not move to let rider out. Rider 

had to open emergency exit in rear to get out. 
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• Confusion at times over the agreed upon pickup location 

Consumer Comments 
Prior to the on-on-site review, the review team spoke with three riders by phone. While on-site, 
the review team met with representatives of CFADAR. The meeting was requested by CFADAR 
through the DTS Director who asked that the team attend. During the telephone contacts as well 
as the during the CFADAR meeting, the review team asked riders for comments  on various 
aspects of the service, including the eligibility determination process, telephone hold times, trip 
denials and getting trips scheduled at desired times, on-time performance, on-board travel times, 
driver assistance and professionalism, and vehicle condition. The review team invited any other 
comments on the service not covered by the specific questions. Summaries of the comments 
received are provided in the appropriate sections throughout the report. 

Consumer Comments on File at DTS 
The review team examined a summary of complaints and commendations received by OTS from 
June 28, 2009–January 28, 2010. Of the 279 complaints and commendations received during the 
six-month period, 150 (54 percent) were specifically about Handi-Van service. 

A breakdown of Handi-Van complaints by topic is shown in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 – Complaints Received by OTS Regarding Handi-Van Service by Topic 
(June 28, 2009–January 28, 2010) 

Complaint Topic Number Percent 
Late pickup 22 15% 
Taxi service 18 12% 
Eligibility 12 8% 
Vehicle no-show 6 4% 
Unnecessary travel time 6 4% 
Wrong drop-off location 5 3% 
Wrong pickup location 4 3% 
Pickup and Drop-off 3 2% 
Other 74 50% 
Total 150 100% 

Approximately half of the complaints received were in the “Other” category. Late pickups and 
concerns about service provided by one of the two contracted taxi operators accounted for 15 and 
12 percent of complaints, respectively. Approximately 8 percent of complaints dealt with 
eligibility-determination issues. Other topics made up between 2–4 percent of total complaints 
each. 

The review team examined two types of complaint files maintained by OTS. The first type of file 
included complaint reports marked “completed” from the OTS Customer Service report system 
(described in more detail in Chapter 5) for December 2009 and January 2010. During that time, 
17 completed reports were generated. Of those, 11 documented commendations and six 
documented complaints. Complaint topics included: 
• Incorrect charging of customer no-show 
• Observation of speeding 
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•	 Cab sent to provide trip had no space for the customer’s PCA 
•	 Vehicle parked at market with customers onboard and no operator in sight 
•	 Rude driver 
•	 Difficulty getting through to the reservations office on the phone 

DTS referred Handi-Van service complaints received from the Honolulu City Council or 
Mayor’s office to OTS. OTS tracked and logged these complaints. The review team analyzed 
files pertaining to complaints forwarded to OTS between October and December 2009. See 
Chapter 5 for more detail.  

OTS recorded seven completed complaints and one commendation during that time. Topics 
included: 
•	 Incorrect charging of customer no-show 
•	 Van parked and running with the air conditioning on 
•	 No follow-up with customer about a service complaint 
•	 Need to transfer between vehicles 
•	 PCA was asked to call back about pickup times and was told that no vehicle was 

available 
•	 Rude reservationist and van not able to serve home location 
•	 Customer dropped off at care center; operator would not go up driveway; handled 

customer roughly and she fell; customer believed driver had been drinking alcohol 
•	 Van hit and damaged sign and the driver did not file an accident report 
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4 Summary of Findings 
This chapter summarizes the findings made as a result of the review. Findings denote 
deficiencies in ADA compliance or topics on which FTA requires additional reporting to ensure 
an ADA compliance issue does not exist. Findings shall always require corrective action and/or 
additional reporting. Recommendations are statements detailing suggested changes to policy or 
practice to ensure best practices under the ADA. The basis for findings and recommendations are 
detailed in Chapters 5 through 10. 

4.1 ADA Complementary Paratransit Service Criteria 
1.	 At the time of the review, DTS provided only curb-to-curb service. Under § 37.129(a), 

paratransit service is required to provide service from origin to destination; in some cases 
where an individual’s disability requires assistance beyond the curb, such assistance must be 
provided. Nine of the eleven drivers interviewed stated that they provided at least some 
service beyond the curb and some said they did so as long as they were able to keep their 
vehicles in sight. To meet the requirements of §37.129(a) of the DOT ADA regulations, DTS 
must revise its public information to inform applicants and eligible riders that assistance 
between the curb and the door of their point of origin or destination will be provided when 
needed due to disability, and how such assistance may be requested. The revised policy must 
take into account that an eligible rider’s need for assistance may vary depending upon the 
location, particularly if it is one to which the rider has not traveled previously. DTS must 
ensure that personnel, contractors and subcontractors are trained to proficiency on this policy 
and provide copies of the revised policy and public information to FTA. 

2.	 At the time of the review, fixed route service hours were daily between 5 a.m. and 1 a.m. for 
most bus routes with the exception of 24-hour service on Routes 2 and 40. Some bus routes 
(Routes 88A, 52, and 412) had time points on their schedules that were before 5 a.m. Service 
hours for Handi-Van were listed in the Rider’s Guide as available from about 5 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
The Rider’s Guide also stated that 24-hour service was available within 3/4-mile of Routes 2 
and 40. To meet the requirements of §37.131(e) of the DOT ADA regulations, DTS must 
make Handi-Van service available throughout the same hours and days of fixed route service 
and direct reservations to accept these trip requests. DTS must ensure that eligible riders are 
made aware of the change, direct contractor(s) to adjust the scheduling software to recognize 
these trips and ensure that contractor(s) have vehicles and drivers available to provide these 
trips. As part of DTS’ response to this finding, please provide a copy of the directive(s) and 
revised public information to FTA.   

3.	 At the time of the review, DTS and its contractor, Oahu Transit Services (OTS), recorded 
much information about complaints in logs. Based on the information provided to FTA, 
however, it is unclear whether the records kept were sufficient to meet the requirements 
under § 27.121(b) that copies of complaints be kept on file for one year and that a summary 
of complaints be maintained on file for five years. Please provide information on DTS 
policies and procedures describing how these obligations are met. 
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4.2 ADA Complementary Paratransit Eligibility Process
 
1.	 To meet the requirements of §37.125(c) of the DOT ADA regulations, DTS must revise its 

public information to explicitly inform applicants and prospective applicants that if DTS has 
not made an eligibility determination within 21 calendar days, presumptive eligibility will be 
granted and service will be provided beginning on the 22nd day until DTS makes a 
determination. As part of DTS’ response to this finding, FTA requests that DTS clarify when 
an application is considered complete, as the October 2009 eligibility process eliminated 
paper applications. It is unclear whether an application is considered complete when an 
applicant participates in the interview/assessment, or if, as described in Section 6.2 of this 
report, the IP Mobility Coordinator (MC) decides after the interview/assessment whether 
sufficient information has been gathered to make a determination. Secondly, FTA requests 
the current average number of days between a request for an appointment and the actual 
interview/assessment. Third, FTA requests that DTS describe the current maximum and 
average number of steps and days, beginning with an applicant’s call for an 
interview/assessment, needed to complete the eligibility determination processes, for both 
new applicants and those applying for recertification. Finally, FTA requests that DTS specify 
the frequency of its review of IP’s eligibility determinations. 

2.	 At the time of the review, Innovative Paradigms (IP), DTS’ contractor for eligibility 
determinations, was not recording or tracking milestones in the eligibility determination 
process. Developing a system for tracking milestones in the application process, including 
the dates that interviews/assessments are requested, offered and accepted and  scheduled, 
dates that customers no-show for these appointments, and the date that the determination 
letter is mailed is essential for DTS to grant presumptive eligibility as required. 

3.	 At the time of the review, when making final determinations, IP’s Mobility Coordinators 
(MCs) overlooked or did not consider potential barriers related to street crossing, such as 
crossing wide streets and busy intersections and the functional walking speed necessary to 
accomplish these tasks, even though these factors were listed on the Determination Form, a 
thorough checklist of potential barriers that IP had developed for MCs to use when making 
final determinations. This observation was supported by the review team’s analysis of a 
sample of determinations, as at least one condition was omitted in each of the four 
conditional determination decisions reviewed. DTS must direct IP MCs and Managers to 
consider all barriers to using fixed route service on IP’s Determination Form when applicants 
are granted conditional eligibility, including walking speed and the ability to cross wide 
streets and busy intersections. Please provide a copy of the directive to FTA. 

4.	 One of the 41 suggested questions that MCs used during the interview/assessment asked 
applicants to describe “any obstructions or barriers between your home and the closest 
TheBus stop that affects your ability to travel by yourself.”  To meet the requirements of 
§37.125 of the DOT ADA regulations, this question and public information containing this 
question must be revised to address travel to and from origins and destinations throughout 
the service area, rather than just soliciting information about potential barriers between 
applicants’ homes and the closest bus stops. DTS must also ensure that eligibility 
determinations are based on an individual’s functional abilities to use fixed route service to 
travel between any origin and destination within the service area, rather than proximity to a 
particular bus stop. Not all trips than an applicant may make will begin at home, and 
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environmental conditions that may interact with a rider’s disability to prevent use of the fixed 
route service (terrain and lack of curb ramps, for example) are not necessarily identical to 
those surrounding the stop that is closest to the individual’s home. In addition to revising this 
question, DTS must also revise all public information containing this question, including 
online information entitled "What Information do I need at my In-Person Interview?” As 
part of DTS’ response to this finding, please provide copies of the directive, revised public 
information and the revised set of suggested interview questions to FTA. 

5.	 At the time of the review, the sample letters provided to the review team granting conditional 
or temporary eligibility did not contain information about the right to appeal the decision. To 
meet the requirements under §37.125 of the DOT ADA regulations, DTS must ensure that its 
eligibility determination letters granting temporary or conditional eligibility inform 
applicants of the right to appeal, since these determinations limit a rider’s eligibility. DTS 
must inform similarly-situated riders who were not afforded their right to appeal that they 
may reapply for eligibility. DTS must direct IP to revise determination letters accordingly 
and provide examples of the revised letters and a copy of the directive to FTA. As part of 
DTS response to this finding, please submit an example of letters and/or other public 
information sent to these riders informing them of the right to reapply. 

6.	 In one of the 16 cases examined by the review team, DTS granted eligibility only for return 
trips from dialysis treatment. This policy does not meet the requirements under § 37.131(d) 
of the DOT ADA regulations, which prohibits restrictions based on trip purpose. The review 
team discussed this issue with IP, and IP agreed to revise the determination letters 
accordingly. DTS must provide examples of the revised letters to FTA, and inform similarly-
situated riders whose eligibility has been linked to trip purpose that they may reapply for 
eligibility. As part of DTS response to this finding, please submit an example of letters 
and/or other public information sent to these riders informing them of the right to reapply. 

4.3 Telephone Access 
1.	 At the time of the review, while DTS had set reasonable standards for telephone 

performance, OTS met the standard only for abandoned calls. Performance in the 
reservations and “HV Cancellation” call groups were well below the established standards 
with some calls on hold for more than 9 minutes. In addition use of averages as a 
performance standard can mask individual call times and periods of poor performance; it is 
possible to meet an average standard while still experiencing significantly longer hold times 
at specific times of day and/or on specific days of the week. To meet the requirements of 
§37.131(f) to operate Handi-Van service without any operational pattern or practice that 
significantly limits the availability of service, the maximum allowable hold time standard 
must be set to avoid significantly long hold times. Telephone hold times must be regularly 
tracked and monitored against this standard and staffing must be adjusted in the call groups 
to avoid a pattern or practice of significantly long hold times. Along with a revised 
performance standard, DTS must establish a policy or procedure to regularly monitor 
performance and must direct OTS to adjust staffing to meet the standards. As part of DTS’ 
response to this finding, please provide to FTA a copy of DTS’ revised telephone 
performance standard and its procedure for monitoring OTS’ performance which also 
specifies the frequency of OTS’ periodic reviews /evaluation of its own performance. 
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4.4 Trip Reservations and Scheduling 

1.	 At the time of the review, DTS’ contractor, Oahu Transit Service (OTS) was not properly 
recording trip denials, resulting in an undercount of denied trips. During the site visit, DTS 
and OTS staff acknowledged that Handi-Van denials were experienced. During the six 
months prior to the review, 78 trip denials were recorded. Four trips were denied outright and 
never scheduled. The remaining 74 denials were recorded due to pickups times being 
scheduled at times more than one hour before or after the times requested by riders. At the 
time of the site visit, the review team observed a total of 188 trip requests, three of which 
should have been recorded as denials due to riders accepting pickup times more than one 
hour from the time they requested. These three denials were not recorded as such by OTS 
personnel. To meet the response time requirements of §37.131(b),  DTS must ensure that 
employees and contractors count and track as denials any outright inability to serve trip 
requests, including any trip which it cannot schedule within one hour before or after the 
eligible riders desired departure time (even if accepted by the rider). If only one leg of a 
round trip can be reserved and the rider declines the trip, it must be tracked as two denials. 
DTS must track and report this information to FTA. DTS must direct contractor(s) and 
subcontractors to re-train reservation agents to record trip denials, establish a procedure for 
reviewing reservation practices to ensure that these denials are properly recorded as denials, 
and provide a copy of the directive to FTA. As part of DTS’ response to this finding, FTA 
requests the number of ADA paratransit trips requested, scheduled, provided, and denied for 
the past six months and DTS’ short and long-range plans to eliminate all ADA trip denials. 

2.	 At the time of the review, while trips booked for weekdays were left unscheduled in the 
system, callers were left with the understanding that the requested times would be honored. 
As discussed in Section 9 of this report, schedulers were instructed to call riders back if 
adjustments had to be made to the pickup times entered into the system.   DTS must establish 
consistent policies to ensure that riders are actually called back and afforded the opportunity 
to negotiate pickup times prior to trips being scheduled. Given the large number of trips that 
were “unscheduled” going into the service day at the time of the review, FTA also requests 
additional information on the polices currently in place to ensure that schedulers do not 
change a rider’s pickup time without their knowledge, and that any necessary changes are 
limited to within 60 minutes of the rider’s originally-requested pickup time. In order to 
ensure that the list of unscheduled trips does not constitute a prohibited waiting list, we also 
request information on how DTS ensures that these trips are actually scheduled prior to the 
day of service. 

4.5 Service Performance 
1.	 At the time of the review, it appeared that DTS did not require OTS or subcontractors to 

regularly measure or report on-board travel time, and the extent to which DTS monitored 
performance of its contractors and subcontractors was unclear. Defining “trips of excessive 
duration” as “trip lengths that exceed 1.5 times the ride time of an equivalent fixed route trip, 
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including the estimated travel time to and from the bus stop” did not provide for comparable 
Handi-Van travel times for some trips. To meet the requirement of §37.131(f)(3)(i)(C), DTS 
must monitor contractor and subcontractor performance to ensure that Handi-Van service is 
provided without substantial numbers of trips with excessive trip length. A revised standard 
for on board travel time is needed, as is a plan for monitoring the on-board time that Handi-
Van riders experience. Such a plan should include requiring employees and contractors to 
collect, measure, and report accurate data regarding on-board time. As part of DTS’ response 
to this finding, please provide the requested information and revised performance standard to 
FTA. 

2.	 At the time of the review, it appeared that DTS did not require OTS or subcontractors to 
regularly measure or report on time performance, and the frequency with which DTS 
monitored on-time performance of Handi-Van service was unclear. The computed average 
on-time performance for DTS ADA paratransit service for the six-month period prior to the 
review was 85.6 percent, well below the DTS standard. For the sample day, DTS was on time 
for only 52.0 percent of the sampled trips. (If trips with pickups that occurred prior to the 
start of the pickup window are included, this increases to 96.7 percent; however, passengers 
cannot be compelled to begin their trips early and on-time performance should not be 
dependent upon a portion of substantially early pickups.) These on-time performance levels 
suggest the existence of a capacity constraint in violation of §37.131(3)(i)(A). DTS must 
develop a plan to review operational practices and identify ways to increase on-time 
performance for Handi-Van pickups, and adjust the sampling methodology to accurately 
reflect actual performance and include trips provided by taxi subcontractors. As part of DTS’ 
response to this finding, FTA requests DTS’ performance standards for its current contractors 
and subcontractors. 

3.	 At the time of the review, DTS did not have a standard or window for on-time drop-offs for 
Handi-Van service. Of the trips with appointment times, 23.6 percent of the drop-offs took 
place after the appointment time, of which 13.4 percent (12) drop-offs were more than 
15 minutes late. This represents poor performance, as nearly a quarter of all trips with 
requested drop-offs were late, and one in seven was more than 15 minutes late. DTS has an 
implicit obligation to get riders to appointments on time (not late) and an explicit obligation 
to monitor performance to insure that Handi-Van service is operated without any operational 
pattern or practice that significantly limits the availability of service to ADA paratransit 
eligible persons.  Operational practices that cause riders to arrive late to appointments may 
discourage riders from using the service, which would constitute a capacity constraint 
prohibited by the DOT ADA regulations. DTS must develop an on-time standard or window 
for on time drop-offs to appointments; require contractors and subcontractors to track, 
measure review and report drop-off performance for all trips with a requested appointment 
time; and require contractors and subcontractors) to print the appointment times on driver 
manifests for all trips with a requested appointment time. As part of DTS’ response to this 
finding, please provide copies of these standards and directives to FTA. 

4.	 At the time of the review, DTS’ no-show policy did not appear to make distinctions between 
no-shows that are within a rider’s control, those due to circumstances beyond the rider’s 
control, and those due to system error. DTS must revise the no-show suspension policy to 
include the following: 
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•	 The wait time must not begin before the beginning of the pickup window provided to 
the rider. If a vehicle arrives early, the wait time must begin at the start of the pickup 
window, not at the time of the vehicle’s arrival. If the vehicle arrives before or after 
the pickup window, the rider is under no obligation to board early or wait for a 
vehicle that is late. 

•	 No-shows that are not within the customer’s control will not be counted against the 
rider. 

•	 The advance notice of the proposed suspension must be provided in writing and the 
number of days of advance-notice must be reasonable and must be specified. 

•	 Riders’ frequency of use must be taken into account, to ensure that sanctions are 
imposed only for a pattern or practice of missing scheduled trips and not isolated 
accidental or singular incidents. Three no-shows in a 30-day period does not 
constitute a pattern or practice of missing scheduled trips.  

•	 The length of the first and subsequent suspensions must be revised, as “not longer 
than one (1) month” and “not more than six months,” respectively, are unreasonably 
long. 

•	 The phrase “At the discretion of the Director of the Department of Transportation 
Services Hearing Officer” must be explained. 

•	 Trips classified as a “missed trip and transported” will not be counted against the 
rider. 

As part of DTS’ response to this finding, please provide the requested information to FTA 
prior to making any revisions to the Rider’s Guide and/or /the DTS Rules and Regulations. 
The policy must be revised to resolve this finding, even if DTS does not plan to reinstate the 
policy. 

5.	 At the time of the review, DTS did not appear to have a written policy or procedure for 
employees, contractors and subcontractors to follow prior to declaring rider no-shows. Based 
on information the review team provided to FTA, the de facto procedure was for the driver to 
initiate a 5-minute countdown timer on the Mobile Data Terminal (“MDT”) to indicate 
arrival at the pickup address. If the rider did not appear within 5 minutes, the driver was to 
report this failure to the dispatcher to obtain authorization to depart before leaving the pickup 
location. When alerted to possible no-shows, dispatchers were to double-check to make sure 
drivers had waited at least 5 minutes within the window. In practice, however, dispatchers 
stated that vehicle operators called in no-shows before they departed the pickup location 
about “about 95 percent of the time.” Dispatchers stated that, if time permitted, they tried to 
call riders to alert them that the vehicle was waiting, and that “most of the time” they 
attempted to call riders. Approximately half of the no-shows analyzed by the review team 
were correctly coded; however, another 10 percent were incorrectly coded, and the remaining 
40 percent lacked sufficient information to verify whether they had been correctly coded as 
no-shows. To meet the requirements of §37.125(h)(1) – (h)(3) of the DOT ADA regulations, 
a procedure for properly coding no-shows is required. Employees, contractors and 
subcontractors must be directed to code no-shows correctly and DTS must monitor and 
verify trip coding to ensure that proposed suspensions of service are warranted. As part of the 
response to this finding, please provide a copy of the procedure and the directive to FTA. 
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6.	 At the time of the review, there did not appear to be adequate procedures in place to verify 
that no-shows reported by taxi subcontractors were in fact no-shows. If a call was received 
from the subcontractor dispatcher at least 5 minutes after the scheduled pickup time, OTS 
agents appeared to assume that the vehicle arrived had arrived inside the pickup window and 
had waited the required 5 minutes. Based on observations at the time of the review, there was 
no attempt to verify that the vehicle was at the correct pickup location or locate the rider 
before the no-show was approved. As part of DTS’ response to this finding, develop such a 
policy and provide a copy to FTA. 

7.	 At the time of the review, DTS incorrectly defined a “missed trip” as either of the following: 
•	 The vehicle arrives late and the trip is not taken. These are coded as “NM” trips (“Trip 

Not Made”). 
•	 The vehicle arrives late (after the 30-minute window) and the trip is taken. These are 

coded as “MT” trips (“Missed Trip But Transported”). 

DTS must revise its definition of a missed trip to include any attempted pickup after the end 
of the pickup window that does not result in a passenger being transported, either due to the 
rider turning down or cancelling the trip, or the rider no longer being at the pickup location. 
If a vehicle does not arrive within the pickup window, the rider has no obligation to wait for 
the vehicle and is under no obligation to board the vehicle. If the rider elects to board a 
vehicle that arrives after the pickup window, that pickup must be counted as a late pickup. To 
meet the requirements of §37.125(h)(1)-(3) and §37.131(f)(3)(i)(B) of the DOT ADA 
regulations, DTS must operate Handi-Van without a substantial number of missed trips and 
must ensure that trips missed by DTS, OTS or subcontractors are not counted against the 
passenger. DTS must direct contractors and employees to code missed trips properly to 
ensure that riders are not experiencing a substantial number of trips missed due to transit 
system error and that such trips are not counted as no-shows against the rider. As part of 
DTS’ response to this finding, please provide a copy of the directive to FTA. Please also 
report whether DTS has adopted a performance standard for missed trips that contractors and 
subcontractors are not to exceed. 

8.	 To meet its obligations under §37.125(h)(3), DTS must establish an appeals process and 
make it available to an individual on whom sanctions have been proposed and submit the 
appeals policy to FTA. The policy must call for the sanction to be stayed pending the 
outcome of the appeal. The appeals process must meet the requirements of 37.125(g). As part 
of DTS’ response to this finding, please provide the requested information to FTA. 

4.6 Resources 
There were no findings of non-compliance concerning resources. See Section 10.8 of this report 
for recommendations regarding resources. 
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5 ADA Complementary Paratransit Service Criteria 
This chapter presents information about compliance of DTS’ ADA complementary paratransit 
service policies with the DOT ADA regulatory criteria for: 
• Type of service 
• Service area and days and hours of operation 
• Fares 
• Trip purposes 
• Coordination with adjoining transit systems (not applicable) 

This chapter also examines the process used by DTS to receive, investigate, and respond to 
comments and complaints from ADA complementary paratransit riders. 

5.1 Consumer Comments 
Neither the riders contacted in advance nor those participating in the CFADAR meeting 
expressed concerns about the type of service, service area, days and hours of operation, fares, 
trip purposes, or trip reservations policies. The one formal ADA complaint on file with FTA also 
did not include these aspects of the service as issues.  

One of the three riders contacted in advance of the on site visit expressed concern about the DTS 
complaint process. She stated that responses to complainants often did not indicate what had 
been done to address the issue. The lack of responses to complaints was also mentioned as an 
issue during the CFADAR meeting. 

5.2 Type of Service 
Section 37.129(a) of the DOT ADA regulations states that ADA complementary paratransit 
service must be provided on an “origin-to-destination” basis. Transit agencies may designate the 
“base” level of rider assistance that they provide as either curb-to-curb or door-to-door. 
According to DOT’s interpretation of this provision, if the base service is curb-to-curb, transit 
agencies must have procedures in place to provide additional assistance beyond the curb if this is 
needed for eligible riders to complete their trips. This might include assisting riders to and from 
the front door and policies and procedures for providing this assistance in a safe and reasonable 
way. 

DTS policy as stated in the Rider’s Guide (Pages 25-26) does not meet the requirements of the 
DOT ADA regulations at §37.129(a). The Rider’s Guide stated: 

An Operator’s responsibility for a customer begins at the curb where the trip begins, and 
ends at the curb of the customer’s destination. This means that Operators will assist you 
on and off the van only. You must make your own arrangements for any special 
assistance getting to and from your pickup point. Handi-Van does not provide custodian 
care. 

Interviews with several drivers at the time of the review indicated that the policy was not always 
followed explicitly. Nine of the 11 drivers interview reported that they assisted passengers who 
“clearly need help” with groceries, with making it to their door, and/or that they provided 
assistance to and from the door unless riders indicated that the assistance was not needed.   Some 
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of the nine drivers stated that they did not assist passengers beyond the point that would prevent 
them from seeing their vehicle, but that they usually provided assistance. The other two said they 
only provided curb-to-curb service. 

5.3 Service Area 
Section 37.131(a)(1) of DOT ADA regulations requires a transit provider operating fixed route 
bus service to provide complementary paratransit service that covers, at a minimum, all areas 
within 3/4 mile of all of its bus routes, along with any small areas within its core service area that 
may be more than 3/4 mile from a bus route, but which are otherwise surrounded by served 
corridors. The service area for ADA complementary paratransit service must include areas 
outside of the defined fixed route jurisdiction—such as beyond political boundaries or taxing 
jurisdictions—that are within 3/4 mile of the transit operator’s fixed route, unless the public 
transit agency does not have the legal authority to operate in those areas. 

TheBus provides island-wide transit service throughout the island of Oahu. Fixed route service 
does not extend onto all roads.  

The Rider’s Guide (Page 12) stated that the service “is generally available throughout Oahu.” 
The service description posted on the DTS website stated the service “is generally available 
islandwide.” At the time of the review, DTS and OTS staff stated that service was not limited to 
corridors around fixed routes and was provided throughout the island in all areas which vehicles 
could access. 

5.4 Days and Hours of Service 
Section 37.131(e) of the DOT ADA regulations requires that the ADA complementary 
paratransit service be available during the same hours and days as the fixed route service. This 
means that if a trip can be taken between two points on the entity’s fixed route system at a 
specific time of day, it must also be able to be taken on paratransit. It also means that the service 
area may change depending upon the time of day or day of the week, when certain routes or 
areas may not be served.  This requirement applies on a route-by-route basis. For example, an 
area that has fixed route bus service on weekdays but not weekends must have ADA 
complementary paratransit service (provide trips) on weekdays but not necessarily on weekends; 
an area that has bus service from 5 a.m. until 9 p.m. must have ADA complementary paratransit 
service, at minimum, from 5 a.m. until 9 p.m. 

With the exception of 24-hour service on routes 2 and 40, service hours for TheBus at the time of 
the review were daily between 5 and 1 a.m. The Rider’s Guide stated: 

All-day-all-night service (24 hours per day) was available in areas located within 3/4 of a 
mile of TheBus Routes 2 and 40 (from Makaha, along Farrington, Kamehameha and Nimitz 
Highways to Ala Moana Center; and from Liliha, along South King Street, Kuhio Avenue 
and Kalakaua Avenue to Kapiolani Park). Your Reservationist can tell you if the Handi-Van 
ride you need falls within an area that receives 24-hour service. 

Routes 88A, 52, and 412 all had scheduled stops prior to 5 a.m. and after 1 a.m. 
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5.5 Fares 
Section 37.131(c) of the DOT ADA regulations requires that paratransit fares be no more than 
twice the fixed route fare for the same trip at the same time of day on the fixed route system, 
excluding discounts. In addition, fares for individuals accompanying ADA complementary 
paratransit riders must be the same fare as for the paratransit rider. Personal Care Attendants 
(PCAs) must be allowed to travel at no charge. Finally, a transit system may negotiate a higher 
fare to a social service organization or other organization for trips which are guaranteed to the 
agency. 

At the time of the review, the cash fare for a one-way trip on all DTS fixed routes was $2.25, and 
was as of July 1, 2010, the fare increased to $2.50. The ADA complementary paratransit fare was 
$2.00. Personal care attendants (PCAs) who accompanied a certified rider did not pay a fare and 
companions paid a $2.00 fare. 

5.6 Trip Purpose 
Section 37.131(d) of the DOT ADA regulations requires that there be no restrictions or priorities 
based on trip purpose in the provision of ADA complementary paratransit service. 

At the time of the review, DTS written policy did not prioritize provision of ADA paratransit 
service based on trip purpose. As discussed in Chapter Six of this report, during the review of the 
paratransit eligibility process, trip purpose issues were noticed and discussed with staff. 

5.7 DTS Complaint Handling Process 
The DOT ADA regulations require public transit providers to receive complaints from riders, 
resolve them promptly and equitably and to keep copies of complaints on file for one year and 
maintain a summary of complaints on file for five years (§§ 27.13(b) and 27.121(b)). While 
requirements to respond to complainants are not included in the DOT ADA regulations, it is a 
common and effective practice for a transit provider to respond to complainants and for transit 
providers to investigate allegations to ensure that all DOT ADA requirements are being met. 

The review team examined the DTS complaint process and the files obtained from the DTS 
Public Transit Division, Paratransit Operations Branch and the OTS customer service staff. 

Complaint Policies and Procedures 
Complaints and commendations about Handi-Van service could be submitted by phone, letter, or 
e-mail. The various procedures used to track and respond to complaints are described below. 

Complaints initially received by the Honolulu City Council or the Mayor’s office were logged 
into the city’s complaint-tracking system and then forwarded to DTS. Complaints were logged 
again and referred to the Public Transit Division for investigation and resolution. The Chief of 
the Paratransit Operations Branch investigated the complaint and prepared a response letter for 
signature by either the Director of DTS or the Mayor. Responses were prepared within 14 
calendar days of when the complaint was logged. If a time extension was needed to resolve the 
issue and the time extension was approved internally, an interim response was typically sent to 
the party filing the complaint. 
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When necessary, complaints, general questions, concerns, and explanations of policies and/or 
procedures were referred to OTS and logged by OTS. In those circumstances, OTS resolved the 
complaint or other issue directly with the customer. OTS’ Vice President of Paratransit Services 
had to approve the complaint report and response, which were transmitted to the Head of the 
DTS Public Transit Division and the Chief of the Paratransit Operations Branch, who conducted 
follow-up if necessary. The Director of DTS co-signed the final complaint report. 

If possible, OTS immediately handled those complaints and commendations which were filed 
directly with OTS via phone call or e-mail. When additional follow-up was necessary, OTS 
entered the complaint into the OTS Customer Service Report (CSR) system and referred the 
complaint to the manager or supervisor of the appropriate department for investigation and 
resolution. Managers and supervisors have 30 days to investigate a complaint and prepare a 
response. The Handi-Van Operations Manager reviewed and approves every response before it 
was finalized. The Customer Service staff phoned the customer with the approved response, 
finalized the complaint record in the CSR system, and printed and filed a copy of the CSR 
record. 

Handi-Van Customer Service staff also tracked and responded to incident reports filed by drivers 
and tracked and respond to complaints about the service that were submitted via e-mail to 
TheBus website. 

The CSR system tracked all dates of actions taken with regard to a complaint (as well as the 
identity of the staff member who made any changes to the complaint record. Processing times 
were monitored by Customer Service staff. OTS provided an annual report on complaint activity 
to DTS. No reports were generated throughout the course of the year. 

Analysis of Complaint Response Times 
The review team examined records of complaints received from the city in October and 
November 2009, from a log maintained by DTS for 2009 and files of completed complaint 
reports maintained by OTS. 

The target response period at the time of the review was 14 days. The review team could not 
assess typical processing times, either because the OTS files did not include all of the complaints 
listed in the DTS log or because the dates that DTS referred complaints to OTS and OTS 
responses were missing or the information varied between the DTS log and the OTS complaint 
reports. It appeared that for approximately one-third of the complaints for which processing time 
could be determined, the customer received a response in 14 days from the date OTS received 
the complaint from DTS. 

The target response period for complaints submitted directly to OTS was 30 days. The review 
team analyzed complaint files from December 2009 and January 2010 and determined the 
processing times. Eleven of the 18 reports in the files were commendations and one concerned a 
complaint about TheBus service. For the six complaints about Handi-Van service, all were 
addressed with a response to the customer within 30 days. 
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5.8 Findings 

1.	 At the time of the review, DTS provided only curb-to-curb service. Under § 37.129(a), 
paratransit service is required to provide service from origin to destination; in some cases 
where an individual’s disability requires assistance beyond the curb, such assistance must be 
provided. Nine of the eleven drivers interviewed stated that they provided at least some 
service beyond the curb and some said they did so as long as they were able to keep their 
vehicles in sight. To meet the requirements of §37.129(a) of the DOT ADA regulations, DTS 
must revise its public information to inform applicants and eligible riders that assistance 
between the curb and the door of their point of origin or destination will be provided when 
needed due to disability, and how such assistance may be requested. The revised policy must 
take into account that an eligible rider’s need for assistance may vary depending upon the 
location, particularly if it is one to which the rider has not traveled previously. DTS must 
ensure that personnel, contractors and subcontractors are trained to proficiency on this policy 
and provide copies of the revised policy and public information to FTA. 

2.	 At the time of the review, fixed route service hours were daily between 5 a.m. and 1 a.m. for 
most bus routes with the exception of 24-hour service on Routes 2 and 40. Some bus routes 
(Routes 88A, 52, and 412) had time points on their schedules that were before 5 a.m. Service 
hours for Handi-Van were listed in the Rider’s Guide as available from about 5 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
The Rider’s Guide also stated that 24-hour service was available within 3/4-mile of Routes 2 
and 40. To meet the requirements of §37.131(e) of the DOT ADA regulations, DTS must 
make Handi-Van service available throughout the same hours and days of fixed route service 
and direct reservations to accept these trip requests. DTS must ensure that eligible riders are 
made aware of the change, direct contractor(s) to adjust the scheduling software to recognize 
these trips and ensure that contractor(s) have vehicles and drivers available to provide these 
trips. As part of DTS’ response to this finding, please provide a copy of the directive(s) and 
revised public information to FTA. 

3.	 At the time of the review, DTS and its contractor, Oahu Transit Services (OTS), recorded 
much information about complaints in logs. Based on the information provided to FTA, 
however, it is unclear whether the records kept were sufficient to meet the requirements 
under § 27.121(b) that copies of complaints be kept on file for one year and that a summary 
of complaints be maintained on file for five years. Please provide information on DTS 
policies and procedures describing how these obligations are met. 

5.9 Recommendations 
1.	 Consider ensuring that customers receive a response to complaints within 14 days for 

complaints filed with the City or within 30 days for complaints filed with OTS. Consider 
maintaining and directing OTS to maintain more complete and accurate logs of complaint 
receipt dates and key actions taken. To monitor the timeliness of responses, consider 
directing OTS to generate complaint activity reports periodically throughout the year rather 
than OTS providing only an annual report of actions taken on complaints. 
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6 ADA Complementary Paratransit Eligibility 
Section 37.121 of the DOT ADA regulations requires transit systems to establish a process for 
determining ADA complementary paratransit eligibility including who is eligible, application 
timelines, recertification requirements, how appeals are handled, and how the process is 
described and made available in public information documents 

The review team examined the process used to determine applicants’ eligibility for ADA 
complementary paratransit service to ensure that determinations are being made in accordance 
with the regulatory criteria and in a way that accurately reflects the functional ability of 
applicants. The review team also assessed timeliness of the processing of requests for eligibility 
and carried out the following tasks: 
•	 Obtained information about the eligibility determination process through interviews with 

riders and advocates and a review of consumer comments on file at DTS 
•	 Developed an understanding of the handling and review of applications through an 

assessment of current eligibility materials and interviews of eligibility determination staff 
•	 Review of application files of 23 recent applicants who had been granted conditional 

eligibility or who had been denied ADA complementary paratransit eligibility 
•	 Reviewed the application files of applicants denied ADA complementary paratransit 

eligibility 
•	 Reviewed no-show policy and procedures 

6.1 Consumer Comments 
The 14 riders who attended the CFADAR meeting stated that the outcomes of the October 2009 
eligibility process “seemed fair.”  One person commented that she had heard that an applicant 
who was blind and used a dog guide had been denied due to staff misconceptions about the level 
of assistance provided by the dog.   There were however, a number of comments about the new 
process and how it was planned and implemented: 
•	 The implementation seemed rushed and not well planned 
•	 Public information provided during the planning of the process was not clear and
 

sometimes was conflicting
 

•	 Some riders were told that they could have either a Handi-Van ID card or a fixed route 
free fare ID, but not both 

•	 Applicants who get private transportation to interviews have to pay to park at the facility 
where interviews are conducted 

•	 Concerns about the privacy of disability information provided during the interview 
process 

•	 Concerns about the qualifications of persons conducting interviews and assessments 
Riders contacted by telephone in advance of the on-on-site review also stated that determinations 
seemed appropriate. One person expressed a concern about the qualifications of the staff 
conducting interviews and assessments. 
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No concerns were raised about the timeliness of eligibility determinations. CFADAR members 
and riders contacted by phone stated that determinations are usually made quickly—1 or 2 days. 

Eligibility was not raised as an issue in the one formal ADA complaint on file at FTA. 

A review of complaints received by DTS and OTS indicated some rider issues with eligibility. 
Twelve of the 150 complaints (8 percent) received from June 28, 2009–January 28, 2010 were 
about the eligibility process. 

6.2 Overview of the Eligibility-Determination Process and
 
Materials
 

Section 37.125(b) of the DOT ADA regulations requires that all information about the process, 
materials necessary to apply for eligibility, and notices and determinations concerning eligibility 
be available in accessible formats, upon request.  

Section 137.125(c) of the DOT ADA regulations requires transit systems to make a 
determination of ADA complementary paratransit eligibility within 21 days of the receipt of a 
completed application, or treat the applicant as eligible and provide service until the eligibility 
determination has been made. 

Section 37.125(d) of the DOT ADA regulations states that determinations of eligibility must be 
in writing and if applicants are found to be ineligible, the determination must state the specific 
reasons for the decision. Appendix D to the regulations indicates that these reasons cannot be a 
simple recital that the person has been found to be able to use fixed route service. The specific 
reasons must relate to the regulatory criteria and the transit system’s eligibility process.  
Decisions that deny or limit eligibility also must also include information about the process for 
appealing the decision. 

Section 37.125(e) requires the transit system to provide documentation to each eligible 
individual stating that he or she is “ADA complementary paratransit eligible” and include the 
following information: 

1. Name of the eligible individual 
2. Name of the transit system 
3. Telephone number of the transit system’s paratransit coordinator 
4. Expiration date for eligibility 
5. Any conditions or limitations on the individual’s eligibility, including the use of a PCA 

Section 37.125(f) permits the transit system to require recertification of the eligibility of ADA 
complementary paratransit eligible individuals at reasonable intervals. 

Section 137.125(g) outlines a process for administering appeals through which individuals who 
are denied eligibility can obtain review of the denial. The transit system is permitted to require 
that an appeal be filed within 60 days of the denial of an individual's application. The appeal 
process must include an opportunity for the denied applicant to be heard and to present 
information and arguments. The decision on the appeal must be made by a person not involved 
with the initial decision to deny eligibility, must be written, and must explain the reasons for the 
decision. During the appeal period, the transit system is not required to provide paratransit 
service to the appellant. However, if a decision is not made within 30 days of the completion of 
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the appeal process, the appellant must be provided paratransit service from that time until and 
unless a decision to deny the appeal is issued. 

At the time of the review, DTS required that all persons applying for ADA complementary 
paratransit eligibility participate in an in-person interview. Functional assessments are also 
conducted when needed. The 100 percent in-person process was implemented on October 14, 
2009. Prior to that date, eligibility determinations were based largely on a paper application with 
in-person interviews and assessments conducted on an as-needed basis. 

Innovative Paradigms (IP) oversaw the process under contract to DTS. IP took calls from 
individuals inquiring about eligibility, scheduled and conducted in-person interviews and 
assessments, made determinations, and sent out determination letters. DTS set policies related to 
the process, developed and disseminates public information about ADA complementary 
paratransit eligibility, oversaw the work of IP, and administered the appeal process for riders 
who did not agree with initial determinations. 

Initial Determination Process 
Section 37.123 of the DOT ADA regulations contains the regulatory eligibility standards for 
ADA complementary paratransit service, with further explanatory text provided in Appendix D 
to this section. As specified in §37.123(e)(1) & (2), eligibility is based on whether an individual 
can travel independently on the fixed-route system without the assistance of another person, 
other than the vehicle operator deploying  the lift or ramp. 

DTS had developed TheHandi-Van Eligibility Information (Brochure/Flyer) describing ADA 
complementary paratransit eligibility and the October 2009 determination process which 
eliminated paper applications. DTS had also developed a list of Frequently Asked Questions 
about the 2009 process, which was also posted on the website. 

Individuals interested in applying for ADA complementary paratransit eligibility were instructed 
to call the Handi-Van Eligibility Center, located at 1100 Ward Avenue in downtown Honolulu. 
IP staff answered the telephone, responded to questions, and scheduled interviews. When 
arranging the interview, IP recorded applicants’ general information (name, address, primary 
disability). If applicants were already Handi-Van riders, their eligibility status was verified. If 
eligibility was about to expire or might expire during the recertification process, IP staff 
extended eligibility for 30 days. 

IP offered Handi-Van transportation the interview; the transportation was provided by OTS at no 
charge to applicants. At the end of each day, IP staff sent OTS a No Fare Report to ensure that 
the applicants traveling to and from the interview using Handi-Van were not charged a fare. 

IP staff discussed the following information that applicants needed to bring to the interview, 
which was also included in the Brochure/Flyer: 
•	 Applicant’s contact phone numbers (home, cell, work) 
•	 Applicant’s complete street and mailing addresses 
•	 Emergency contact names, relationships, and phone numbers 
•	 Names, addresses, phone and fax numbers of health care providers that can be contacted 

if additional information is needed 
•	 List of medications currently taken 
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•	 All mobility devices currently used 
•	 Information about the make, manufacturer, and model of wheelchairs or scooters used 
•	 Location of the bus stop closest to the applicant’s home and the addresses of destinations 

to which they frequently travel 
•	 List of barriers between the applicant’s home and the nearest bus stop, such as hills, 

missing sidewalks, curb ramps, uneven surfaces, busy intersections 

When applicants called IP to arrange an interview, IP told those who indicated they had a 
psychiatric disability that they should bring documentation of the disability from a health care 
provider. Applicants who indicated a vision disability were told that they should bring a visual 
acuity or field-of-vision statement from their vision care provider. The reason for encouraging 
these applicants to bring documentation is that it is important to know whether a psychiatric 
disability has been diagnosed and whether vision loss is at the level of legal blindness or greater, 
as this information cannot be determined in a physical functional assessment. However, the 
Brochure/Flyer does not state that the information is required. It advises applicants and 
prospective applicants that this information is optional. Applicants who indicated other 
disabilities were instructed that if they wished, they could bring supplemental information from a 
health care provider or disability services provider regarding their inability to use fixed route 
service. 

At the time of the review, IP employed two Mobility Coordinators (MCs) who conducted the 
interviews and most of the in-person assessments. The two MCs at the time of the on-site review 
had experience working with persons with disabilities as counselors or as job trainers. Neither 
was a licensed Occupational Therapist (OT) or Physical Therapist (PT). IP stated that MCs 
completed an 80-hour training course that included instruction in the ADA regulations, eligibility 
policies and procedures, and the specific interview and assessment tools and protocols used. 

At the time of the review, IP managers noted that they established the qualifications for MCs 
because MCs focused on making a “transportation decision” rather than a “medical decision.” IP 
managers stated that if a determination required the skills of an OT or PT, IP had a contract with 
the Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific and would arrange for applicants to be evaluated by 
medical professionals at that agency. IP managers also mentioned that a similar arrangement 
with an Orientation and Mobility (O&M) Specialist who could evaluate applicants   Evaluation 
by an OT, PT or and O & M Specialist, would require the applicant to make a second 
appointment. At the time of the review, IP stated that it had not needed to seek these additional 
assessments. 

When applicants arrived at the Eligibility Center, their photos were taken. In the event the 
applicants were determined eligible, the photos were used to create their picture IDs. MCs 
conducted an interview and collected any additional documentation applicants brought with 
them. At the time of the review, IP had developed a set of 41 suggested questions that constituted 
the application (Attachment A). The questions addressed mobility issues for persons with various 
types of disabilities. MCs chose the pertinent questions among the 41 and asked them during the 
interview. MCs also collected general information (name, phone numbers, information on 
mobility aids, and need for information in accessible formats). Applicants were asked to sign a 
statement that the information provided was true and correct and that they agreed to notify 
Handi-Van if their condition or travel abilities changed. 
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Among the set of 41 suggested questions was one asking applicants to describe “any obstructions 
or barriers between your home and the closest TheBus stop that affects your ability to travel by 
yourself.” 

At the time of the review, the City and County of Honolulu provided free travel training to 
applicants for Handi-Van service. IP interviewed applicants to determine a range of mobility 
options, including paratransit service as well as travel training for fixed route service. The 
question regarding obstructions or barriers between home and bus stop was designed specifically 
to assist MCs in evaluating travel training options, not eligibility. This was explained that for 
purposes of eligibility determinations, obstacles and barriers system-wide (covering the island of 
Oahu) were considered. 

This question must be revised to address travel to and from origins and destination throughout 
the service area, rather than just soliciting information about potential barriers between 
applicants’ homes and the closest bus stops. Not all trips that the individual might wish to make 
begin at home, and the conditions around each fixed route stop (curb cuts, terrain, or accessibility 
of intersections, for example) are not necessarily identical to those around the stop that is closest 
to the individual’s home. 

If applicants provided all required information and documentation the interview phase of the 
process was considered complete. MCs next considered whether they had enough information to 
make an eligibility determination. If the MC still had questions about an applicant’s eligibility, 
the MC conducted a physical functional assessment, a cognitive functional assessment, or both. 

The physical functional assessment started with the MC conducting a Tinetti Balance and Gait 
test, as appropriate. The applicant and MC then left the eligibility center and walked a course 
established in the neighborhood around the Center. The course was appoximately a half-mile in 
length and included several controlled and uncontrolled street crossings, several inclines and 
declines and uneven and gravel surfaces. The course looped through the neighborhood so the 
applicant was never more than a block from the Center, in the event that the assessment needed 
to be terminated before the half-mile course was navigated. The MC recorded observations on a 
“Transit Skills Functional Assessment Form” while walking the course with the applicant. If the 
whole course was navigated, this physical functional assessment took approximately 30–35 
minutes. 

For applicants with cognitive disabilities, IP used the Easter Seals Project ACTION Functional 
Assessment of Cognitive Transit Skills (FACTS) Assessment Tool. 
As mentioned above, IP also had contracts with a local rehabilitation hospital and with a local 
licensed O&M Specialist if more in-depth assessments by higher-level professionals are needed. 
Arranging these additional assessments, though, requires that applicants make a second 
appointment at the center. 

If MCs still had questions after the physical or cognitive functional assessment they might 
contact one or more of the health care or service providers identified by applicants. Additional 
information about the disability or functional abilities might be requested. At the time of the 
review, determinations for applicants with psychiatric disabilities or seizure conditions were 
made based largely on information provided by applicants in the interview, documentation 
provided by applicants, and follow-up with named treating professionals, as information on 
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functional ability to use fixed route transit for those applicants with psychiatric disabilities or 
seizure conditions cannot be determined during a physical functional assessment. 

IP had developed a Determination Form, which was a comprehensive checklist of tasks, skills, 
and barriers that MCs were required to consider all types of possible barriers fixed route travel 
before making a recommendation on an applicant’s eligibility. MC were required specify, for 
each item on the Determination Form (Attachment A) whether they felt the applicant could 
perform the task, possessed the skill, or whether the applicant was affected by the barrier. At the 
time of the on-site review, since the process was still relatively new, the Manager of the 
Eligibility Center stated that she reviewed all files for completeness and consistency before 
making final determinations. If she had a question, she said she would consult with the MC who 
conducted the interview and assessment and would review the information in the file. 

At the time of the review, IP sent out the determination letters on DTS’ behalf. 

DTS staff also stated that a streamlined eligibility process was sometimes used for certain 
emergency cases. These might include individuals who are needed transportation for life-
sustaining medical treatment who needed service immediately. In these cases, DTS accepted 
documentation from treating medical providers and granted temporary presumptive eligibility 
until the individual went through the full determination process. DTS staff mentioned that this 
streamlined process had not been used very often. At the time of the review, 23 individuals using 
the service had been granted temporary presumptive eligibility (out of a total of 14,305 eligible 
riders). 

Types of Eligibility Granted 
Sections 37.127 (c) and (d) of the DOT ADA regulation requires that visitor eligibility be 
granted to individuals with disabilities who present documentation that they are ADA paratransit 
eligible in the jurisdiction in which they reside in addition to those who do not have 
documentation of being determined ADA paratransit eligible by another transit system. This 
section states that: 

With respect to visitors with disabilities who do not present such documentation, the public 
entity may require the documentation of the individual’s place of residence and, if the 
individual’s disability is not apparent, of his or her disability…The entity shall accept a 
certification by such individuals that they are unable to use the fixed route system. 

Section 37.127(e) of the DOT ADA regulations requires that a public entity shall make the 
service to a visitor required by this section available for any combination of 21 days during any 
365-day period beginning with the visitor’s first use of the service during such 365-day period. 

As Appendix D explains, an eligible rider does not need to live within an ADA service area in 
order to be eligible for service. Eligibility is based on an individual’s functional ability to use 
fixed route service. If an eligible rider lives outside of the paratransit service area and can get to 
a pickup point within the service area, he or she must be provided with service from the pickup 
point to destinations within the service area. 

At the time of the review, applicants for Handi-Van service could be determined eligible for 
unconditional paratransit eligibility, conditional paratransit eligibility, temporary paratransit 
eligibility, or they could be determined to be ineligible. 
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•	 Unconditional eligibility is granted if it is determined that applicants cannot use the 
fixed route service under any reasonable conditions.  

•	 Conditional eligibility is granted if it is determined that applicants can use the fixed 
route service under certain conditions and need paratransit service for only some trips. 

•	 Temporary eligibility can be either unconditional or conditional. Unconditional and 
conditional eligibility are granted for a period of four years. Temporary eligibility is 
granted if it is determined that the applicant’s ability to use fixed route service is likely to 
change in the short term. For example, this might include a change in travel abilities due 
to planned or current treatments. 

A review of determinations suggested that IP considered a broad range of barriers and that the 
applicants in the sample who were found to have conditional eligibility were provided with a 
detailed list of conditions that conferred eligibility. Types of barriers and conditions included in 
letters of determination reviewed were: 
•	 Distances to or from bus stops 
•	 Uneven (irregular) surfaces 
•	 Steep street grades 
•	 Busy intersections 
•	 Travel at before sunrise or after sunset (darkness) 
•	 Unfamiliar destinations 
•	 Lack of sidewalks or lack of curb-ramps 
•	 Trips that required a transfer 
•	 Variable disability conditions (good day/bad day) 
•	 Inaccessible bus stops 
•	 Long standing/waiting times 

Final Decisions and Letters of Determination 
Sections 37.125 (d) and (e) of the DOT ADA regulations require that letters of determination 
include the following five points of information: 

1. 	 Name of the eligible individual 

2. 	 Name of the transit provider 

3. 	 Telephone number of the entity’s paratransit coordinator 

4. 	 Expiration date for eligibility 

5. 	 Any conditions or limitations on the individual’s eligibility, including the use of a PCA 

This section also requires that determinations of eligibility are in writing and if applicants are 
found to be ineligible, the determination must state the specific reasons for the decision. 
Appendix D to the regulations explains that these reasons cannot be a simple recital that the 
person has been found to be able to use fixed route service. Decisions that deny or limit 
eligibility also must also include information about the process for appealing the decision. 
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IP staff made final determinations to grant unconditional, conditional, or temporary eligibility 
and sent out determination letters. IP also sent photo ID cards to approved applicants. DTS staff 
stated that DTS conducted regular reviews of the process to ensure that IP was following DTS 
established policies and procedures. 

The review team analyzed a sample of the letters used by IP. The letters granting eligibility 
contained the information required by the DOT ADA regulations: name of transit agency, 
contact name and phone number, the applicant’s name, any conditions of eligibility including use 
of a PCA, and an eligibility expiration date. The letters denying eligibility contained information 
about the right to appeal, an enclosure with details about the appeal process and a specific 
justification for the decision. A copy of a sample letter to an applicant found not eligible is 
provided as Attachment C. 

Sample letters granting conditional or temporary eligibility did not contain information about the 
right to appeal. Since these determinations limit eligibility, appeal information must be included. 

Recertification 
At the time of the review, DTS granted full-term unconditional and conditional eligibility for 4 
years. Temporary eligibility was granted either for the expected duration of the applicant’s 
disability, or for a shorter time period if IP determined that the applicant’s functional abilities 
might change in the short-term. 

All Handi-Van riders received notices 90 days before the expiration of their eligibility reminding 
them to reapply. During review team observations of the trip-booking process at the time of the 
review,   reservationists also reminded those riders whose expiration dates were approaching to 
reapply. 

DTS authorized IP to extend the eligibility of riders if they reapplied late in their term of 
eligibility to ensure that eligibility did not lapse. 

6.3 Reported Determination Outcomes 
Statistics provided by DTS and IP during the on-site review indicated that 20,522 individuals 
have registered for Handi-Van service since its inception. As of January 1, 2010, there were 
14,305 individuals in the system as current eligible riders. Table 6.1 shows the breakdown by 
types of eligibility for registered riders at the time of the review. 

As of January 1, 2010, 39.4 percent of registered riders had unconditional eligibility. A relatively 
high percentage of registered riders (60.2 percent) had conditional eligibility. A relatively small 
percentage of registered riders ((0.1 percent) had been granted either conditional temporary or 
unconditional temporary eligibility. Twenty-three riders had presumptive eligibility for critical 
medical needs, and 24 riders had visitor eligibility. 

Table 6.1 – Handi-Van Eligibility by Type for Riders Registered as of January 1, 2010 

Eligibility Type Riders 
Percent of All 

Registered Riders 
Unconditional 5,637 39.4% 
Conditional 8,605 60.2% 
Temporary Unconditional 11 0.08% 
Temporary Conditional 5 0.03% 
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Presumptive 23 0.17% 
Visitors 24 0.17% 
Total 14,305 100% 

To determine the typical volume of determinations and the number and percent of applicants 
found eligible and not eligible, the review team requested outcome data for January 1–October 
12, 2009, the date of the system change. During this 42-week period, DTS received 
4,863 applications. DTS made 4,692 determinations, with 171 applications returned as 
incomplete (3.5 percent). On average, DTS received 512 applications each month with 
approximately 494 determinations made. Eligibility was granted for 4,583 applicants (97.3 
percent) while 109 applicants were determined not eligible (2.3 percent). 

To compare outcomes for the new eligibility process to those from the prior one, data was also 
collected on interviews requested, interviews conducted, and determinations made from October 
14, 2009–January 27, 2010.  The data indicated that 1,036 individuals made appointments for 
interviews during this period (approximately 300 per month). Only 720 interviews were 
conducted. 

From October 14, 2009–January 27, 2010, IP made 606 determinations, approximately 173 per 
month. This was an approximately 65 percent drop in the number of determinations compared to 
the data reported prior to the implementation of the new process. It appeared that fewer 
individuals were requesting consideration for Handi-Van eligibility. It appeared that others were 
initiating the process by calling for interview appointments, but were not following through on 
their requests. 

Table 6.3 summarizes the outcomes for the 606 determinations made under the new system.  The 
majority of applicants (62.9 percent) were granted unconditional eligibility.  A third (33.2 
percent) received conditional eligibility.  Temporary eligibility was granted 2.3 percent of the 
time, and 1.6 percent of applicants were found to be not eligible. 

Table 6.2 – Handi-Van Eligibility Outcomes October 14, 2009–January 27, 2010 

Eligibility Type Riders 
Percent of All 

Registered Riders 
Unconditional 381 62.9% 
Conditional 201 33.2% 
Temporary Unconditional 9 1.5% 
Temporary Conditional 5 0.8% 
Not Eligible 10 1.6% 
Total 606 100% 

These percentages under the October 2009 process do not appear to explain the significant 
decline in the number of applicants. Outcomes actually appear to be less strict. A higher 
percentage of applicants had been found unconditionally eligible under the October 2009 process 
while the percentage of those found conditionally eligible or temporarily eligible had declined. 
The number of applicants found not eligible had declined slightly and was still a relatively small 
percentage of the total. 

The percentages under the 2009 process appeared to be similar to those reported by systems that 
are generally considered to have established similar in-person paratransit eligibility processes. 
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Conditional eligibility is typically reported to be 20–40 percent of total determinations and 
denials of eligibility are typically eight percent or less.  

6.4 Process Observations and Reviews of Determinations 
Review of Application Processing Times 
Section 37.125(c) of the DOT ADA regulations requires public entities to make a determination 
of ADA paratransit eligibility within 21 days of the receipt of a completed application, or treat 
the applicant as eligible and provide service on the 22nd day and thereafter until the eligibility 
determination is made. 

At the time of the review, DTS stated that it considered the application to be complete once the 
in-person interview had been conducted and the applicant had provided all required 
documentation. For applicants indicating a vision disability, this included providing visual-acuity 
statements or field-of-vision statements. For applicants indicating a psychiatric disability this 
included providing documentation of the disability from a treating professional or service 
provider. 

The review team examined 23 randomly selected eligibility determination files to determine the 
time required to schedule interviews/assessments and make determinations. The files covered the 
period from October 14, 2009–January 27, 2010. Table 6.3 shows the results of this check of 
processing times. 

Table 6.3 – Processing Times for 23 Randomly Selected
 
Handi-Van Eligibility Determinations
 

Rider 

Recert. 
Or New 

Applicant 

Date of 
Call 

Requesting 
Interview 

Date of 
Interview 

Days to 
Schedule 
Interview 

Date of Final 
Determination 

Letter 

Days After 
Interview to 

Make 
Determination 

1 New 10-20-09 11-12-09 23 11-16-09 4 
2 New 10-22-09 11-4-09 12 11-19-09 15 
3 Recert 10-23-09 12-3-09 11 12-14-09* 11 
4 New 10-26-09 11-19-09 24 11-23-09 4 
5 Recert 10-29-09 11-23-09 25 12-7-09* 14 
6 Recert 11-2-09 12-4-09 2 12-4-09* 0 
7 Recert 11-3-09 12-4-09 31 12-4-09* 0 
8 Recert 11-3-09 12-2-09 29 12-7-09** 5 
9 Recert 11-9-09 12-11-09 32 12-24-09** 13 
10 Recert 11-10-09 12-29-09 49 12-31-09** 2 
11 New 11-16-09 11-23-09 7 11-23-09 0 
12 Recert 11-17-09 12-28-09 41 12-31-09* 3 
13 Recert 11-19-09 12-24-09 35 1-14-10* 21 
14 Recert 11-20-09 12-31-09 41 1-10-10* 10 
15 Recert 11-24-09 1-6-10 13 1-6-10* 0 
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16 Recert 12-2-09 1-7-10 36 1-18-10* 11 
17 Recert 12-2-09*** 12-2-09 0 12-2-09 0 
18 Recert 12-8-09 12-10-09 2 12-24-09 14 
19 Recert 12-9-09 12-23-09 14 12-27-09* 4 
20 New 12-9-09 12-15-09 6 12-28-09 13 
21 New 12-10-09 12-11-09 1 12-23-09 12 
22 New 12-21-09 12-23-09 2 12-31-09 8 
23 New 12-21-09 1-25-10 35 1-27-10 2 

* Applicant was current rider. Eligibility was extended at intake to ensure no lapse.
 
** Applicant was current rider. Check of eligibility status at intake showed adequate remaining time to
 
cover determination process. No lapse of eligibility occurred.
 
*** Walk-in
 

In all 23 determinations, final letters were sent within 21 days of the dates of the interviews/ 
assessments. The elapsed time between interviews and final determinations ranged from zero to 
21 days and averaged 7 days. IP staff stated that prior to early December 2009 there were some 
delays in scheduling interviews. The files examined prior to December 3, 2009, showed that 
interviews were scheduled in 2–49 days and the average time between calls and interviews was 
approximately 26 days. Since December 3, 2009, it took 1–35 days to schedule interviews; the 
average time for the sample of files examined was 10 days. 

During the on-site review, the review team checked the availability of appointments to get a 
sense of the interview scheduling at the time of the review. On that day, appointment times were 
open and available in as few as two days out (January 29, 2010). 

IP staff mentioned that in some cases, delays in scheduling interviews were likely the result of 
applicants not showing up for initial appointments or not being able to accept the earliest dates 
offered. At the time of the review, IP was not recording when this happened. It would be a good 
practice to document no-shows for interview appointments and whether initial interview offers 
are accepted. 

As shown in Table 6.3, for each rider applying for recertification, IP routinely checked their 
eligibility status and extended eligibility if needed, to cover the time needed for the 
recertification process.  In the sample reviewed, there did not appear to be any lapses in 
eligibility for registered riders; either riders had  Either riders had enough time left in their term 
of eligibility to for the recertification process or IP extended the expiration date. 

For new applicants in the random sample, all determinations were made within 21 days of the 
date of the interviews/assessments, but for three riders, it took some time to schedule and 
conduct an interview (Riders 1, 4 and 23 in Table 6.3). As mentioned above, this could have 
been due to applicant’s no-showing or not accepting initial interview dates. 

DTS gave applicants a general sense of how long it takes to make determinations but did not 
state in public information that service will be provided if the determination takes more than 21 
days from the date of the interview/assessment. The Brochure/Flyer stated “Eligibility 
determinations normally will be made within 21 days of completion of the application process.” 
It did not state that service would be provided if the decision took longer than 21 days. 
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To review the appropriateness of determinations, the review team analyzed several applications 
that were randomly pulled from the files. The sample included 16 applications from individuals 
who were found conditionally eligible and seven applicants found to be not eligible. 

All seven determinations of ineligibility in the sample reviewed appeared appropriate. In five 
cases, applicants did not identify a disability, stated that they did not have any issues using 
TheBus and that that they were currently riding TheBus without limitations. In the other two 
cases, the information gathered in the interview process did not indicate impairments or 
disabilities that were significant enough to prevent use of TheBus. 

In several cases for which applicants were found not eligible, including the two cases where 
some level of disability was indicated, outside functional assessments or professional verification 
were not conducted to support the information and observations from the interview. It is possible 
that the applicants agreed that they could use TheBus, but it appeared that it would have been a 
good practice to conduct a functional assessment or professional verification to ensure that the 
denial of eligibility was appropriate, in case of a subsequent question or appeal. Eleven of the 16 
determinations that found applicants to be conditionally eligible appeared to be very thorough. In 
each of these cases, the files included a complete and appropriate list of issues and barriers that 
would prevent fixed route use and confer eligibility. 

In another four cases where conditional eligibility was granted, the decisions seemed relatively 
complete. In each case, one additional condition should have been considered. In two cases, the 
applicants used walkers and the assessment noted a slow walking speed. Both applicants were 
granted eligibility when distances to/from bus stops were more than two blocks, when there were 
steep hills, and when there was no sidewalk or no even path of travel. The inability to cross wide 
streets should also have been included as a condition, since all four applicants were likely to 
encounter major streets or intersections at points throughout the service area where they did not 
have sufficient walking speed to reasonably and consistently cross wide streets.  

In one of the 16 cases where conditional eligibility was granted, the applicant had late-stage renal 
failure and was receiving dialysis treatment. The determination granted conditional eligibility for 
return trips from dialysis. The determination should not have been tied to a specific trip purpose. 
Instead, it would have been more appropriate to grant conditional eligibility for trips when severe 
fatigue prevented use of the fixed route service. 

DTS must ensure  that its eligibility process first either grant conditional eligibility to applicants 
who are able to use fixed route under some conditions, or it must grant unconditional eligibility 
to these applicants. The conditional eligibility determination letter must identify the applicant’s 
functional limitations and the environmental conditions that prevent the applicant from using 
fixed route. The conditional eligibility letter should list the condition as severe fatigue due to 
treatment. Next, in trip-by-trip eligibility, DTS must apply the individual’s conditions to his or 
her specific trips requests based on the trip origin and destination and must do so for every trip 
request to determine whether or not the trip is to be taken on Handi-Van or on TheBus. 

The review team discussed with IP the issue of limiting eligibility to a particular trip purpose, 
dialysis, in this case. While the intent is to provide ADA paratransit service at times when the 
person’s health condition and/or the effects of the treatment make the person too fatigued to be 
able to use fixed route service, tying eligibility to dialysis trips only is not appropriate. For 
example, a person with end-stage renal failure may be too fatigued not only when they are 
traveling to and from dialysis treatment, but at other times as well. Limiting their eligibility to 
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dialysis trips only would prevent them from using Handi-Van service to make other trips at times 
when they are too fatigued to use fixed route service. Instead of tying eligibility to a particular 
trip purpose, DTS must grant eligibility for trips when severe fatigue prevents a rider from using 
fixed route service. IP staff stated that conditional eligibility determination letters would be 
revised accordingly. 

Appeal Process 
Section 137.125(g) of the DOT ADA regulations contains the requirements for administering the 
eligibility appeals process through which individuals who are denied eligibility can obtain review 
of the denial. The transit system is permitted to require that an appeal be filed within 60 days of 
the denial of an individual's application. The appeals process must include an opportunity for the 
applicant to be heard and to present information and arguments. The decision on the appeal must 
be made by a person not involved with the initial decision to deny eligibility, must be 
communicated in writing and must explain the reasons for the decision. During the pendency of 
the appeal, the transit system is not required to provide paratransit service to the applicant. 
However, if a decision is not made within 30 days of the completion of the appeal process, the 
applicant must be provided paratransit service from that time until and unless a decision to deny 
the appeal is issued. 

At the time of the on-site review, since the process was still relatively new, the Manager of the 
eligibility center and DTS staff stated that no appeals had been requested. Therefore, the review 
team was not able to review appeal decisions to determine whether or not the appeal process met 
the requirements §37.125(g) of the DOT ADA regulations.   

At the time of the review, DTS policy was that individuals who do not agree with the initial 
eligibility decision could request an appeal within 60 days of receipt of the determination letter, 
(or longer at the discretion of the DTS Director). To request an appeal, individuals were 
instructed to sign a one-page Notice of Appeal (Attachment C) and send it to DTS’ Paratransit 
Operations Branch at 650 South King Street. The form asked applicants to mark a line on the 
form to indicate that they were appealing a denial of eligibility or if they believe they are 
unconditionally eligible but were granted conditional eligibility. Copies of the form and the 
description of the appeal process are provided in Attachment C. 

A three-person panel was to hear appeals. Appeal panel members were to be selected from 
among members of DTS’ Committee on Accessible Transportation (CAT), an advisory 
committee made up of disability service organizations and TheBus and Handi-Van riders. CAT 
members were to be selected based on their knowledge of particular types of disabilities and on 
the specific disability of the appellant. 

DTS policy as explained in the Notice of Appeal was to arrange an appeal hearing within 20 days 
of receipt of the request. The process was designed to follow Hawaii administrative hearing 
requirements (HRS, Chapter 91). All decisions were set forth in writing. 

6.5 No-Show Suspension Policy 
Section 37.125(h) of the DOT ADA regulations states that transit agencies “may establish an 
administrative process to suspend, for a reasonable period of time, the provision of 
complementary paratransit service to ADA eligible individuals who establish a pattern or 
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practice of missing scheduled trips.” While such a “pattern or practice of missing scheduled 
trips” represents the only circumstance under which the DOT ADA regulations permit such 
suspensions, FTA has permitted transit systems to regard late cancellations in the same manner 
when they have the same operational effect on the system as a no-show. This generally means a 
cancellation within 1–2 hours of the scheduled trip time. 

As mentioned in Section 3.3 of this report, the Rider’s Guide (Page 22) stated that vehicles will 
wait a minimum of 5 minutes at pickup locations for riders to board. This section of the Rider’s 
Guide also defines a late cancel as one made less than 2 hours before the scheduled pickup time. 
It also says a late cancel is treated as a type of no-show. Page 23 defines a no-show as a rider 
failing to take a scheduled trip without proper cancellation, or failure to board before the vehicle 
has waited the required 5 minutes. The Rider’s Guide does not state that the vehicle must arrive 
within the pickup window. Vehicle wait time and no-show/late cancel policy issues are discussed 
in Chapter 9 of this report. 

The Special Transit Services section of DTS’ Rules and Regulations (Page 13) stated the 
following regarding possible suspension for no-shows: 

A cardholder who is a “No-Show” three or more times in a month may be subject to the 
suspension of special transit services to him/her at the discretion of the Director of the 
Department of Transportation Services Hearing Officer. The first such suspension of special 
transit service shall be for not longer than one (1) month. Suspensions for violations of this 
rule after the first suspension shall be for not more than six months. 

Prior to suspending service for any cardholder, the Director or his or her authorized 
representative shall send at least one (1) written notice warning the cardholder that a 
subsequent failure of the cardholder to appear at the scheduled pickup time will result in 
suspension. 

At the time of the review, DTS and OTS staff stated that riders were not suspended for no-shows 
and that the policy has not been enforced for the past three years. 

Findings concerning DTS no-show policy are discussed in Chapter 9 of this report. 

6.6 Findings 
1.	 To meet the requirements of §37.125(c) of the DOT ADA regulations, DTS must revise its 

public information to explicitly inform applicants and prospective applicants that if DTS has 
not made an eligibility determination within 21 calendar days, presumptive eligibility will be 
granted and service will be provided on the 22nd day until and unless DTS denies the 
application. As part of DTS’ response to this finding, FTA requests that DTS clarify when an 
application is considered complete, as the October 2009 eligibility process eliminated paper 
applications. It is unclear whether an application is considered complete when an applicant 
participates in the interview/assessment, or if, as described in Section 6.2 of this report the IP 
Mobility Coordinator (MC) decides after the interview/assessment whether sufficient 
information has been gathered to make a determination. Secondly, FTA requests the current 
average number of days between a request for an appointment and the actual 
interview/assessment. Third, FTA requests that DTS describe the current maximum and 
average number of steps and days, beginning with an applicant’s call for an 
interview/assessment, needed to complete the eligibility determination processes, for both 
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new applicants and those applying for recertification. Finally, FTA requests that DTS specify 
the frequency of its review of IP’s eligibility determinations. 

2.	 At the time of the review, Innovative Paradigms (IP), DTS’ contractor for eligibility 
determinations, was not recording or tracking milestones in the eligibility determination 
process. Developing a system for tracking milestones in the application process, including 
the dates that interviews/assessments are requested, offered and accepted and  scheduled, 
dates that customers no-show for these appointments, and the date that the determination 
letter is mailed is essential for DTS to grant presumptive eligibility as required. 

3.	 At the time of the review, IP’s Mobility Coordinators (MCs) overlooked or did not consider 
potential barriers related to street crossing, such as crossing wide streets and busy 
intersections and the functional walking speed necessary to accomplish these tasks when 
making final determinations, even though these factors were listed on the Determination 
Form, a thorough checklist of potential barriers that IP had developed for MCs to use when 
making final determinations. This observation was supported by the review team’s analysis 
of a sample of determinations, as at least one condition was omitted in each of the four 
conditional determination decisions reviewed. DTS must direct IP MCs and Managers to 
consider all barriers to using fixed route service on IP’s Determination Form when applicants 
are granted conditional eligibility, including walking speed and the ability to cross wide 
streets and busy intersections. Please provide a copy of the directive to FTA. 

4.	 One of the 41 suggested questions, making up the paratransit application at the time of the 
review, that MCs used during the interview/assessment asked applicants to describe “any 
obstructions or barriers between your home and the closest TheBus stop that affects your 
ability to travel by yourself.”  To meet the requirements of §37.125 of the DOT ADA 
regulations, this question and public information containing this question must be revised to 
address travel to and from origins and destinations throughout  the service area, rather than 
just soliciting information about potential barriers between applicants’ homes and the closest 
bus stops. DTS must also ensure that eligibility determinations are based on an individual’s 
functional abilities to use fixed route service to travel between any origin and destination 
within the service area, rather than proximity to a particular bus stop. Not all trips than an 
applicant may make will begin at home, and environmental conditions that may interact with 
a rider’s disability to prevent use of the fixed route service (terrain and lack of curb ramps, 
for example) are not necessarily identical to those surrounding the stop that is closest to the 
individual’s home. In addition to revising this question, DTS must also revise all public 
information containing this question, including online information entitled "What 
Information [D]o I [N]eed at my [I]n-[P]erson Interview?”  As part of DTS’ response to this 
finding, please provide copies of the directive, revised public information and the revised set 
of suggested interview questions to FTA. 

5.	 At the time of the review, the sample letters provided to the review team granting conditional 
or temporary eligibility did not contain information about the right to appeal the decision. To 
meet the requirements under §37.125 of the DOT ADA regulations, DTS must ensure that its 
eligibility determination letters granting temporary or conditional eligibility inform 
applicants of the right to appeal, since these determinations limit a rider’s eligibility. DTS 
must inform similarly-situated riders who were not afforded their right to appeal that they 
may reapply for eligibility. DTS must direct IP to revise determination letters accordingly 
and provide examples of the revised letters and a copy of the directive to FTA. As part of 
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DTS response to this finding, please submit an example of letters and/or other public 
information sent to these riders informing them of the right to reapply. 

6.	 In one of the 16 cases examined by the review team, DTS granted eligibility only for return 
trips from dialysis treatment. This policy does not meet the requirements under § 37.131(d) 
of the DOT ADA regulations, which prohibits restrictions based on trip purpose. The review 
team discussed this issue with IP, and IP agreed to revise the determination letters 
accordingly. DTS must provide examples of the revised letters to FTA, and inform similarly-
situated riders whose eligibility has been linked to trip purpose that they may reapply for 
eligibility. As part of DTS response to this finding, please submit an example of letters 
and/or other public information sent to these riders informing them of the right to reapply. 

6.7 Recommendations 

1.	 Track the number of requests for interview appointments, the number of interviews 
conducted, and the number of determinations made each month.  Documenting this 
information is also important for ensuring that delays are not being caused by a shortage of 
MCs. If the number of requests is still or continues to be significantly lower than requests for 
eligibility before the October 2009 eligibility determination process was implemented, 
consider discussion with the DTS advisory committee and the community to identify any 
issues that may potentially prevent or discourage potentially eligible individuals from 
applying. 

2.	 Consider and direct IP to conduct professional verification and/or a functional assessment 
when the applicant is likely to be determined ineligible, rather than denying eligibility based 
solely on the interview. This additional information could help support that the denial of 
eligibility was the appropriate decision, in the event of a subsequent question, complaint or 
appeal. 

3.	 Consider increasing the regularity of DTS reviews of IP’s eligibility determinations. 

4.	 Provide training to CAT members on the regulatory requirements of the appeal processes for 
appeals of eligibility determinations and appeals of proposed suspensions of service for a 
pattern and practice of no-shows.    

7 Telephone Access 
Telephone access is an important part of ADA complementary paratransit operations. 
Experiencing significant telephone delays to place or confirm trip requests or to check on rides 
could discourage people from using the service and could therefore be considered a form of 
capacity constraint. 

Section 37.131(b) of the DOT ADA regulations requires that service must be scheduled and 
provided at any requested time in response to a request for service made the previous day. For 
example, e.g., a rider must be able to make a reservation at 4:45 p.m. for a pickup at 8 a.m. the 
following morning. Requests must be accepted during normal business hours, even on days that 
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the agency may not otherwise be providing service (e.g., trip requests taken on Sunday for a trip 
on the following Monday). In addition, Section 37.131(f) prevents a transit system from limiting 
the availability of service (capacity constraint). This chapter summarizes the review of the 
telephone system used for placing, changing, or confirming trip reservations or checking on the 
status of a ride 

The review included: 
•	 Rider comments obtained through telephone interviews with riders, advocates, and 

agencies 
•	 Standards for telephone answering performance 
•	 Design of the phone system and the staffing of phones 
•	 Practices for handling of calls in both reservations and dispatch through direct
 

observation
 

7.1 Consumer Comments 
Two of the three riders contacted in advance of the on-site review stated that they had 
experienced long hold times when calling both to place trip requests and to check on rides. One 
rider said that sometimes when calling dispatch, the phone will be answered in a reasonable time, 
but then the dispatcher will place the call back on hold. The second person said that she had 
experienced hold times of between 10 and 20 minutes. 

The third person contacted in advance said that hold times when calling to place trip requests 
were “not too bad.”  She said that the line sometimes is busy, on certain days or at certain times, 
but that overall it was “okay.”  However, she said that hold times can be very long when calling 
dispatch to check on the status of a ride. She also mentioned that sometimes when calling 
dispatch the phone rings and rings and is not answered. 

Several riders who attended the CFADAR meeting on January 25, 2010, also commented on 
telephone service. The general consensus was that hold times when calling reservations to place 
a trip request were reasonable. One person said that hold times seemed to be longer on Mondays 
and Fridays. The group indicated that hold times in dispatch when calling to check on the status 
of a ride are often excessive. The issue of calls not being answered (the phone in dispatch just 
ringing and ringing) was again brought up in this meeting. 

Comments on file at DTS and OTS did not appear to identify telephone hold times or telephone 
service as a major concern. These issues were mentioned in one of the complaints examined by 
the review team. 

Telephone service was not mentioned as a concern in the one formal complaint related to Handi-
Van service on file with FTA at the time of the review. 

7.2 Phone Service Standards and Performance Monitoring 
According to information provided by DTS, its telephone performance standard was that all calls 
be answered within 3 minutes and that 80 percent of all calls be answered within 2 minutes. The 
standard also requires that no more than 10 percent of calls be abandoned. 

OTS managers stated they had the ability to generate daily telephone reports that showed: the 
average hold time by hour of the day; the number and percentage of abandoned calls by hour of 
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the day; and the number of calls answered. OTS managers stated that they reviewed these reports 
periodically to evaluate the level of telephone performance. It appeared to be possible to measure 
average hold times for each day from one to nine minutes (in one minute increments) and all 
longer hold times in an over nine minutes category. . 

7.3 Phone System Design 
DTS and OTS advertise one main voice telephone number for Handi-Van service 
(808-456-5555). This number allows toll-free calls to be received from throughout the island. A 
separate TTY number is also advertised (808-454-5045). 

When riders call the main number, they are given four options. They are directed to: 
•	 Press “1”  to place a reservation 
•	 Press “2”to report a late van, check an estimated time of arrival (“ETA”), or cancel a ride 

for today 
•	 Press “3” for customer service or for lost and found 
•	 Press “4” for an application form or for information about eligibility 

Callers could remain on the line and be transferred to the next available agent (a reservationist if 
during reservations hours, or a dispatcher if after hours). 

At the time of the on-site review, OTS had an Avaya telephone system with an automatic call 
distributor (ACD). The system was used to handle calls for both TheBus and Handi-Van service 
and was equipped to record all calls. OTS Managers stated that it was an older recording system 
that did not have the latest digital searching capabilities, but that it was adequate for training and 
for investigating complaints. The system allowed 92 incoming calls at any given time. 

A review of telephone service records indicated that between 20 and 60 calls were received in 
reservations per hour and between 5 and 30 calls were received in dispatch per hour. 

7.4 Reservations and Dispatch Staffing 
As mentioned earlier in this report, Handi-Van accepted trip reservations from 8 a.m. until 
5 p.m., 7 days a week, 365 days a year. The dispatch area was typically staffed from 3:30 a.m. 
until 1 a.m., and longer if early morning trips are scheduled in the corridors where 24-hour 
service is available. 

At the time of the on-site review, OTS employed 12 reservationists, three lead reservationists, 
and 12 dispatchers to handle trip bookings, “Where’s My Ride?” (WMR) calls, and dispatch 
responsibilities. Agents assigned to the WMR group were the first point of contact for riders 
reporting a late van or seeking an ETA. They assisted callers directly whenever possible and 
would seek help from dispatchers if they could not provide an answer directly. This allowed 
dispatchers to focus more on run management. 

The 12 reservationists and three lead reservationists typically allowed five agents to be assigned 
to handle trip requests each day from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. It also allowed for two or three agents to 
be assigned to the WMR function. 

The 12 dispatchers provided for four during weekday peaks, three during “shoulder” times, and 
two during late-evening and early-morning hours. 
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At the time of the review, OTS managers anticipated increasing the number of reservationists. 
They acknowledged that there were issues with hold times at certain hours of the day. They also 
acknowledged that the WMR function was understaffed. Two additional agents were scheduled 
to begin working on February 7, 2010, which would allow for one additional WMR agent, plus 
additional reservations capacity. 

The review team discussed with OTS managers the issue of WMR calls ringing multiple times 
without being answered which had been reported by customers contacted in advance of the 
review. OTS stated that, because the WMR area was currently understaffed, the phone system 
was set to automatically transfer calls from WMR agents to dispatchers if calls were not 
answered within 30 seconds. Once transferred to a dispatcher, the phone could ring and not be 
answered if the dispatcher was busy with a high-priority issue. OTS managers anticipated 
revisiting the phone system design once additional staff was in place. 

7.5 Telephone Service Performance 
During the on-site review, the review team obtained copies of call management reports. This 
included reports for both the reservations call group and the WMR call group (labeled the “HV 
Cancellation Grp”). 

Maximum hold times for calls to the reservations area were reviewed for the months of 
November and December 2009. Table 7.1 summarizes the key information in reports for these 
two months. Copies of the reports from which this data was gathered are provided in Attachment 
D. 

Table 7.1 – Reservations Call Group Performance, November and December 2009 

November 2009 December 2009 
Total ACD Calls Received 21,799 22,941 
Calls Answered Within 2 Minutes 14,837 (68%) 16,727 (73%) 
Calls Answered Within 3 Minutes 17,605 (81%) 19,384 (84%) 
Calls on Hold For More Than 9 Minutes 79 (0.4%) 29 (0.1%) 
Percent of Calls Abandoned 1,485 (6.4%) 1,457 (6.0%) 

As shown in table 7.1, 68 percent of all calls received in November 2009 were answered within 2 
minutes, and 81 percent of all calls were answered within 3 minutes. Seventy-nine calls, or 0.4 
percent, were on hold for more than 9 minutes. Approximately 6.4 percent of calls were 
abandoned during the month. Performance was slightly better in December 2009, with 73 
percent of calls answered within 2 minutes, 84 percent answered within 3 minutes, 0.1 percent of 
calls on hold for more than 9 minutes, and approximately 6 percent of all calls abandoned. 

The rate of abandoned calls for these months met the adopted standard of having no more than 
10 percent of calls abandoned. The hold times, however, did not meet the standard to answer 80 
percent within 2 minutes and 100 percent within 3 minutes. 

To get a better idea of hold times throughout the day, the review team analyzed detailed hourly 
call information for Friday, November 13, 2009. The report showing hold times by hour for this 
day is provided as part of Attachment D. The analysis showed that hold times were significantly 
higher from 8–9:30 a.m., and from 2–5 p.m. 
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The review team then analyzed maximum hold times for WMR calls for the week of December 
6–12, 2009. Table 7.2 shows excerpts from reports for this week; copies of the actual reports are 
provided as part of Attachment D. 

Table 7.2 – HV Cancellation (WMR) Call Group Performance, December 6–12, 2009 

Date 

Total 
ACD Calls 
Received 

Answered Within 
2 Minutes 

Answered Within 
3 Minutes 

On Hold For >9 
Minutes. 

No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
6-Dec 183 164 90% 172 94% 0 0% 
7-Dec 406 216 53% 278 68% 8 2% 
8-Dec 363 246 68% 291 80% 3 1% 
9-Dec 438 307 70% 349 80% 7 2% 
10-Dec 430 229 53% 283 66% 21 5% 
11-Dec 435 291 67% 358 82% 17 4% 
12-Dec 137 75 55% 97 71% 0 0% 
Total 2,392 1,528 64% 1,828 76% 56 2% 

As shown in Table 7.2, 64 percent of all calls received during this week were answered within 2 
minutes. 

In total, 76 percent of all calls were answered within 3 minutes. Performance on Monday, 
December 6, 2009 was best, with 94 percent of calls answered within 3 minutes. For the other 
days, 66–80 percent of calls were answered within 3 minutes. Two percent of calls were on hold 
for more than 9 minutes, with the longest holds occurring on Thursday and Friday. 

The analysis of this sample week indicated that performance did not meet any DTS standard for 
answering calls. Hold times were well above the levels called for in the DTS standards. 

7.6 Findings 
1.	 At the time of the review, while DTS had set reasonable standards for telephone 

performance, OTS met the standard only for abandoned calls. Performance in the 
reservations and “HV Cancellation” call groups were well below the established standards 
with some calls on hold for more than 9 minutes. In addition use of averages as a 
performance standard can mask individual call times and periods of poor performance; it is 
possible to meet an average standard while still experiencing significantly longer hold times 
at specific times of day and/or on specific days of the week. To meet the requirements of 
§37.131(f) to operate Handi-Van service without any operational pattern or practice that 
significantly limits the availability of service, the maximum allowable hold time standard 
must be set to avoid significantly long hold times. Telephone hold times must be regularly 
tracked and monitored against this standard and staffing must be adjusted in the call groups 
to avoid a pattern or practice of significantly long hold times. Along with a revised 
performance standard, DTS must establish a policy or procedure to regularly monitor 
performance and must direct OTS to adjust staffing to meet the standards. As part of DTS’ 
response to this finding, please provide to FTA a copy of DTS’ revised telephone 
performance standard and its procedure for monitoring OTS’ performance which also 
specifies the frequency of OTS’ periodic reviews /evaluation of its own performance. 
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7.7 Recommendations 
1.	 Base the hold time standard on maximum hold time rather than average hold time. The 

concern with using average hold times is that this standard could be met while masking 
periods of poor performance and actual individual call times during the month. If an average 
hold time standard is used, call for a specific percentage of hourly call periods to have shorter 
hold times than the average. When measuring hold times, use 15 or 30-minute increments, 
rather than entire hours. 

2.	 Direct OTS to hire additional reservationists to increase staffing in both the reservations and 
WMR groups, if it has not already done so. At the time of the review, DTS had set 
reasonable standards for telephone performance. OTS employed 12 reservationists and three 
lead reservationists, which allowed five reservationists to be assigned to handle trip requests 
for most of the week, and two or three to be assigned to take WMR calls. This level of 
staffing did not appear adequate to handle calls within the DTS established performance 
standards; additional reservationists and WMR agents were needed to reduce telephone hold 
times and to handle calls without excessive delays. OTS managers indicated that they 
anticipated adding two additional agents to the daily schedule starting in February 2010. 
DTS’ Update stated that two additional staff were tentatively scheduled to start work on 
October 11, 2010. 

3.	 Once additional staff is added, review and direct OTS to review the telephone system setting 
that automatically redirected WMR calls to dispatchers if calls were not answered within 30 
seconds. Consider alternate approaches to keep calls from ringing many times without being 
answered. At the time of the on-site review, if calls were not answered by WMR agents 
within 30 seconds, the telephone system automatically transferred calls to dispatchers. If 
dispatchers were handling other priority issues, this caused the phone to ring many times 
without being answered. This concern was reported by at least three customers contacted in 
advance of the review. 

4.	 If the Automatic Call Distributor will not generate a busy signal report, direct OTS to request 
a report from its telephone service provider. 
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8 Reservations 
While the previous chapter addressed access to reservations, this chapter focuses on how DTS 
handled trip requests.  

Section 37.131(b) of the DOT ADA regulations require the transit system to schedule and 
provide paratransit service to any ADA complementary paratransit eligible person at any 
requested time on a particular day in response to a request for service made the previous day. 
Reservations may be taken by reservation agents or by “mechanical means” and can be made via 
“real-time scheduling.” A transit agency may negotiate pickup times with the rider but cannot 
require the rider to schedule a trip to begin more than one hour before or after the individual's 
desired departure time. At the transit system’s discretion, reservations may be made up to 14 
days in advance. 

Section 37.133 of the DOT ADA regulations allows subscription trips, i.e., pre-arranged trips at 
a particular time not requiring individual trip reservations for each trip. Such trips may not 
comprise more than 50 percent of the available trips at any given time if there is a capacity 
constraint at that time of day. If the paratransit service operates without capacity constraints, 
there is no limit to subscription service. 

In this part of the review, particular attention is paid to policies regarding trip reservations and 
whether DTS uses any form of trip caps or waiting lists. In addition, the review team researched 
whether there is a pattern or practice of denying a significant number of ADA-eligible trip 
requests. Finally, this portion of the review examined the policies and procedures concerning the 
negotiation of requested trip times.  

8.1 Consumer Comments 
Three riders who were contacted by the review team in advance of the on-site review or who 
attended the CFADAR meeting stated that they sometimes experience trip denials. One said that 
trip denials are very occasional. A second said it was a “little more than occasional.”  The third 
rider said she could recall one instance in recent months when she was denied a trip because the 
schedule was full. One other rider said that her trip requests were always accommodated. 

Four riders indicated that while there are not outright denials, the times offered can be more than 
an hour from the desired or requested time. These riders indicated that in areas outside of the 
City of Honolulu, pickups are only scheduled every other hour (e.g., 6 a.m., 8 a.m., 10 a.m., etc.). 
One gave an example of having to take a 6 a.m. pickup for a 9 a.m. appointment in Honolulu 
because taking the 8 a.m. time would not guarantee that she would get to her appointment on 
time. Another rider said that trips in the City of Honolulu are scheduled every hour on the hour 
but that this can also result in pickup times that get her to appointments very early. She gave an 
example of taking an 8 a.m. pickup time for a 9:30 a.m. appointment because taking a 9 a.m. 
pickup might get her to her appointment late. She said the trip was relatively short, so she got to 
her appointment very early. 

Riders who attended the on-site meeting explained that hourly and bi-hourly time slots are only 
used for weekday travel. They said that weekend service is scheduled based on the desired 
pickup or arrival times and is more precise. 
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The review of complaints received by OTS and DTS from June 28, 2009–January 28, 2010, did 
not identify any complaints related to trip denials, waiting lists, trip caps, or trips scheduled at 
times that were more than 1 hour from the time requested by the riders. The one formal 
complaint on file with FTA at the time of the review did not mention these issues either. 

8.2 Standards, Policies, and Procedures 
The response time provisions of DOT ADA regulations differentiate between next day 
reservations and advance reservations. Section 37.131(b)(4) states that a transit agency may 
permit reservations to be made up to 14 days in advance of an ADA paratransit eligible 
individual’s desired trips. Providing advance reservations is optional; providing next day service 
is required under Section 37.131 (b). 

OTS accepted trip reservations daily from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. up to 7 days in advance. This DTS 
policy met the requirements under the DOT ADA regulations at 37.131(b). 

Same-day reservations could be made on a space-available basis. 

As mentioned in Section 3, DTS defined trip denials as any of the following: 

•	 Riders were only offered pickup times more than an hour from their request, which were 
counted as a denial, regardless of whether or not the riders accepted them. 

•	 Riders had to accept a pickup time that required them to leave their origin earlier than 
they were able to leave (e.g., leave work early). 

•	 Riders accepted a drop-off time that is later than their stated appointment times. 
•	 Riders were only offered one leg of a round trip,in which case two denials were recorded. 
•	 Any outright inability of DTS to serve a next –day trip. 

In documentation provided in advance of the on-site review, DTS stated that its goal was to have 
no denials. DTS and OTS staff also stated that they did not employ waiting lists for non-
subscription trips, nor did they impose any kind of cap on the number of trips that riders could 
take. 

8.3 Review of Reported Trip Denials 
Under Section 37.131(b) of the DOT ADA regulations, the transit system may negotiate pickup 
times with a passenger, but cannot require the passenger to schedule a trip to begin more than 
one hour before or after his or her desired departure time. If the trip cannot be arranged within 
this timeframe and the passenger accepts a departure time of more than one hour earlier or later, 
this still constitutes a denial of service and must be counted as a denial, whether the rider accepts 
the offer or not. 

At the time of the onsite review, OTS and DTS staff stated that there were a small number of trip 
denials and that any trip denials that occurred were recorded and tracked. 

Trip-denial data as well as total ridership data were provided for the period from January 2007– 
October 2009, as shown in Table 8.1. In 2007, Handi-Van provided 761,303 trips and 185 trip 
denials were recorded (0.08 percent of all trips requested and not cancelled or no-showed). In 
2008, 718,009 trips were provided and 1,376 trip denials were recorded (0.19 percent). For the 
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  first 10 months of 2009, 782,498 trips were provided and 553 trip requests were recorded as 
being denied (0.07 percent). 
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Table 8.1 – Reported Handi-Van Trip Denials, January 2007–October 2009 

Year Total Passengers Number Percent 
2007 761,303 585 0.08% 
2008 718,009 1,376 0.19% 
2009** 782,498 553 0.07% 

* Percent denials are calculated as a percent of total trips requested and not cancelled 
or no-showed. Denials as a percent of total trips requested, which would include 
cancellations and no-shows, would be lower. 

** 2009 figures for January to October 2009 (10 months) 

The review team analyzed detailed information about trips denied for the period from July 1– 
December 31, 2009. There were 78 trip denials recorded during this period. Of these 78 trip 
denials, four trips were denied outright and never scheduled. The remaining 74 denials were 
recorded as such because the times scheduled were more than one hour from the times requested 
by riders. 

Trip Denials by Location 
Reported trip denials were also analyzed based on geographic location. This analysis indicated 
that the denials were spread out over 30 different communities or neighborhoods throughout the 
island. The largest geographic group of denials (12 of the 78) was for trips originating in the 
Honolulu/Downtown/Waikiki areas. Seven were for trips originating in Ewa Beach. Six of the 78 
were for trips requested from Aiea. Five were for trips from Liliha. There were four denials each 
for trips originating in Waianae, Ala Moana, Tripler, and Kakaako. In addition, the remaining 32 
denials were spread out over 22 communities, with only one or two per community. Almost all 
of the locations with more than two denials during this period were in the south-central part of 
the island where most service is provided. The one community that is somewhat remote that had 
more than two denials was Waianae, which is located on the far west of the island and had four 
denials during the 6-month period of analysis. In general, the analysis showed the reported 
denials to be in the areas with greatest demand and did not suggest higher denial rates in more 
remote parts of the island. 

Trip Denials by Day 
Next, the 78 denials were analyzed based on the day of the week. Table 8.2 shows the 
distribution of denials. The analysis indicated that there was some concentration of denials on 
Tuesdays, when the chance of being denied a trip was approximately twice as high as on other 
weekdays. Other than Tuesdays, there was a fairly even distribution for the rest of the weekdays. 
In addition, the percentage of denials on weekends was approximately one-third to one-half as 
high as on weekdays. 
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Table 8.2 – Analysis of a Sample of Trip Denials by Day of the Week 

Day Number Percent of Total 
Monday 14 18% 
Tuesday 22 28% 
Wednesday 10 13% 
Thursday 12 15% 
Friday 12 15% 
Saturday 5 6% 
Sunday 3 4% 
Total 78 100%* 
* Days do not total 100% due to rounding 

Third, the sample of 78 trip denials from July 1–December 31, 2009, was analyzed by time of 
day. The distribution is shown in Table 8.3. As shown, the distribution tends to follow trip 
volume throughout the day, with low denials in very early morning and late evening hours, and a 
higher number and percentage during the peak operating hours of the day. A slight spike in 
denials was noticed during the 11 a.m. to noon period and from 1–2 p.m. that appeared to be 
related to capacity and having fewer vehicles on the road during these shift change times. The 
analysis showed that denials were dispersed throughout the day and that an overall increase in 
capacity during most hours of operation was needed. 

Table 8.3 – Analysis of a Sample of Trip Denials by Time of Day 

Time of Day No. of Denials % of Total Denials 
5–6 a.m. 1 1% 
6–7 a.m. 2 3% 
7–8 a.m. 2 3% 
8–9 a.m. 7 9% 

9–10 a.m. 7 9% 
10–11 a.m. 7 9% 

11 a.m.–12 n 11 14% 
12–1 p.m. 2 3% 
1–2 p.m. 8 10% 
2–3 p.m. 7 9% 
3–4 p.m. 9 12% 
4–5 p.m. 6 8% 
5–6 p.m. 3 4% 
6–7 p.m. 1 1% 
7–8 p.m. 2 3% 
8–9 p.m. 1 1% 

9–10 p.m. 1 1% 
10–11 p.m. 0 0% 

11 p.m.–12 m 1 1% 
Total 78 100%* 

* Time periods do not total 100% due to rounding 
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Trip Denials by Rider 
Finally, the sample of trip denials was analyzed by rider to determine if some riders had 
experienced multiple trip denials during the six-month period. The analysis showed that the 
sample of 78 trip denials had been recorded for 71 different individuals. Sixty-four individuals 
had each been denied one trip. Seven individuals had been denied two trips during the period. No 
riders in the sample had been denied more than two trips. 

8.4 Observations of the Handling of Trip Requests 
At the time of the review, OTS used Trapeze software to record, schedule, and dispatch trips. 
Handi-Van managers wished for reservationists to eventually schedule all trips to actual runs in 
the system. At the time of the on-site review, reservationists were scheduling only weekend onto 
runs, to test the impact of this change. 

For weekend trips, reservationists searched for open time slots and scheduled trips onto runs 
where possible. Reservationists queried the system for actual scheduling solutions rather than 
leaving trips in the system as unscheduled (“UNS”) for the scheduler or dispatcher to handle 
later. . If the Trapeze system produced an acceptable scheduling option, the reservationist 
confirmed the time with the rider, the time was locked in as the “negotiated time,” and the 
system showed the trip as being scheduled. 

Reservations booked requests for weekday trips in Trapeze without actually scheduling the trips 
onto runs. While trips booked for weekdays were left unscheduled in the system, callers were left 
with the understanding that the times negotiated and entered would be honored. As discussed in 
Section 9 of this report, schedulers were instructed to call riders back if adjustments had to be 
made to the pickup times entered into the system. 

Review team members spent several hours observing the trip reservation process. When handling 
requests for weekday trips, reservationists, with only slight variation, followed the procedure 
detailed below: 

1.	 The reservationist first asked the caller to provide his or her name. The rider was selected 
from the list of all registered riders contained in the Trapeze system. Once matched in the 
system, stored information system populated several fields in the trip-booking screen. 
The rider’s home address populated the origin address, and the rider’s telephone number 
and any mobility aids typically used were also shown. 

2.	 The reservationist confirmed the home address and telephone number to ensure that the 
correct rider had been selected. 

3.	 The reservationist asked the day and date of the trip. Both are requested to ensure that 
there was no confusion about the date that was entered. 

4.	 The reservationist requested information about the trip origin. Typically, a reservationist 
asked if the caller would be leaving from home and, if so, confirmed that the home 
address that was automatically displayed was still correct. If the caller indicated that the 
trip would be starting from a different address, that information was entered in place of 
the home address. 
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5.	 The reservationist requested information about the destination. If the location was a 
common destination that had already been geocoded in the system, the reservationist 
selected the location from a pop-up list. If the address was not in the list, the 
reservationist entered the exact street address and community and then attempted to 
confirm the location through geocoding. 

6.	 The reservationist then asked if there was a phone number at the destination, should the 
dispatchers need to reach the rider about their return pickup. A phone number was 
entered if available. 

7.	 If the destination was not selected from the pop-up list, the reservationist requested 
descriptive information about the location. Typically, she would ask “What is there?” and 
would then enter the description of the destination (e.g., store name, business name, etc.) 
in the destination comment field. 

8.	 Next, the reservationist asked for information about the time of the trip. Riders were able 
to request trips based on either a desired pickup time or an appointment time. Typically 
the reservationist would first ask if there was a desired arrival or appointment time. If 
there was, this time was entered into the latest drop-off time field in the destination 
portion of the trip-booking screen. If there was no appointment or desired arrival time 
and the rider instead wanted to book the going trip based on a pickup time, the requested 
pickup time was entered into the requested time field in the origin portion of the trip-
booking screen. 

9.	 The reservationist asked “Will you be going by yourself?” to get and enter information 
about companions or an attendant traveling with the eligible rider. 

10. The reservationist confirmed information automatically called up from the client file 
regarding mobility aids by asking something like “Will you be using your wheelchair?” 

11. Next, the reservationist asked if the rider would be paying with cash or coupons and 
entered this information. 

12. Once all of the above information was entered, the reservationist placed the request in the 
system for the first leg of the trip. For weekday trips, the trips were left unscheduled in 
the system. 

13. The reservationist then asked the time that the rider would like a return trip, flipped the 
origin and destination addresses in the trip-booking screen, and logged in the request for 
the return trip. The return trip was also left unscheduled in the system (for weekday 
trips). 

14. After information about all requested legs of the trip was entered, the reservationist 
would read back and confirm key trip information with the rider. This included the date, 
times, addresses, etc. of all trips booked. 

. 
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Set Vehicle Tours and Trip-Time Matrices 
In order to accommodate as many trips as possible throughout the entire island, Handi-Van 
schedulers have developed set tours for vehicles. In areas of the island where population density 
is higher and Handi-Van trips are concentrated, tours are designed to allow pickups on the hour. 
In outlying areas of the island, tours are designed to only accommodate pickups every 2 hours 
(generally on the hour). For some types of trips—to and from very remote locations—even more 
limited routing has been established, with maybe one or two trips per day to and from these 
areas. The design of these tours also includes required transfers when traveling to and from 
certain parts of the island. 

These set vehicle tours are summarized in a series of matrices. In total, there were 33 matrices 
that defined the flow of vehicles throughout the island at various times of the day. Copies of two 
of the matrices—one for daytime trips from Honolulu to various parts of the island and one from 
Waianae to various parts of the island—are provided in Attachment E. As the matrix for 
Honolulu shows, pickups can be scheduled on the hour throughout the day for trips to other 
locations within the city. Hourly service is also permitted for travel to many other parts of the 
island. For trips from Honolulu to the west side of the island, though, less frequent service is 
provided. If riders are going to Kaneohe, for example, the matrix shows that pickups can be 
scheduled only at 5:45, 6:15, 8, 9, and 11:30 a.m., and 1, 3, and 5 p.m. There is another matrix 
for evening travel after 5 p.m. 

The matrix in Attachment E for trips from Waianae shows even more limited tours. For example, 
riders who want to request direct (non-transfer) trips from Waianae to the central part of the 
island must request pickups at either 6, 8, or 11 a.m. or 3 p.m. Trips can also be requested at 
noon, 1, 2, and 5 p.m., but require transfers. Trips from Waianae to the eastern parts of the island 
are typically only available every 2 hours and almost always require a transfer. In addition, as 
shown in the right-hand margin of the Waianae matrix, when traveling eastbound from Makaha, 
trips are only available at 1 p.m. 

While the set vehicle tours provide pickups at least every 2 hours, this restriction of allowed 
pickup times can result in very early pickups and very early drop-offs. For example, with service 
provided every other hour from Waianae to Honolulu, if a rider has an appointment in Honolulu 
at 10 a.m., they must request a pickup at 7 a.m. This is because service only operates in this 
direction at 7 and 9 a.m., and the 9 a.m. pickup time would not ensure an on-time drop-off given 
the expected travel time. An 8 a.m. pickup would be ideal, but is not available for trips going 
from Waianae to Honolulu. 

Summary of Firsthand Observations 
Review team members observed the reservations process for several hours on January 25 and 26, 
2010. Review team members sat with several different reservationists and used telephone 
splitters to listen to conversations with riders. Review team members directly observed the 
handling of 188 trip requests. For each request, the day and times of the trip was recorded. Table 
8.4 summarizes the results of these observations. The “Days in Advance” column refers to the 
number of days in advance of the day of service that the trip request was placed. “ 

Table 8.4 − Summary of Observations of the Handling of 188 Trip Requests 

Days in 
Advance 

Trip Requests 
Observed: 

Requests Scheduled 
w/Times within an 

Requests Scheduled 
More than Hour 
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No. (Pct) Hour of the 
Requested Time 

from the Requested 
Time (Denials): No. 

(Pct.) 
Same day 2 (1%) 2 0 

1 93 (50%) 90 3 (1.6%) 
2 34 (18%) 34 0 
3 27 (14%) 27 0 
4 14 (7%) 14 0 
5 9 (5%) 9 0 
6 6 (3%) 6 0 
7 3 (2%) 3 0 

Total 188 (100%) 185 3 (1.6%) 

As shown in Table 8.4, all 188 of the trip requests observed by the review team were scheduled. 
While no trips were denied outright due to lack of capacity, three trips were denials and were not 
counted as denials. The set vehicle tours and trip matrices which prevented scheduling and 
providing hourly service to the three pickup locations were a likely cause of riders accepting 
pickup times that were more than one hour from the times they requested In one of the three 
instances,, a rider finished her appointment at 1:15 p.m. and requested a pickup between 1:15 
and 1:30 p.m. Pickups were only available at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. however.  The trip was scheduled 
at 3 p.m., 1 hour and 45 minutes after the desired pickup time.  

In all three cases, reservationists appeared to simply book the trip. They did not appear to use the 
pop-up screen that is used to code trips as denials. These observations suggest that the actual 
level of trip denials, including denials where trips are scheduled at times that were more than 1 
hour from the time requested by the riders could be higher than the number of denials recorded 
in the system. 

As shown in Table 8.4, 50 percent of all trip requests observed were made 1 day before the 
service day, 18 percent were requested 2 days in advance, and a total of 82 percent were 
requested no more than 3 days in advance. This suggests that since there were some trip denials 
in the system, some riders felt that it was necessary to call more than one day in advance place 
trip requests. 

All observed reservationists handled calls and scheduled trips in a professional manner. They 
were diligent in asking about and confirming important trip details, such as the mobility aids 
each rider would be using and whether or not riders would be traveling with attendants or 
companions. 

The review team noticed that OTS had done a very thorough job of geo-coding common trip 
origins and locations in the reservation system. For large facilities with multiple entrances and 
exits, the common destination list contained separately geocoded detailed information for each 
entrance. When riders indicated that they were going to one of these locations, reservationists 
determined which entrance or exit would be used and selected that specific location from the list. 
When origins and destinations did not appear on the lists in the system, reservationists requested 
and recorded specific information in the system so that drivers would be able to find the location. 
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8.5 Findings 

1.	 At the time of the review, DTS’ contractor, Oahu Transit Service (OTS) was not properly 
recording trip denials, resulting in an undercount of denied trips. During the site visit, DTS 
and OTS staff acknowledged that Handi-Van denials were experienced. During the six 
months prior to the review, 78 trip denials were recorded. Four trips were denied outright and 
never scheduled. The remaining 74 denials were recorded due to pickups times being 
scheduled at times more than one hour before or after the times requested by riders. At the 
time of the site visit, the review team observed a total of 188 trip requests, three of which 
should have been recorded as denials due to riders accepting pickup times more than one 
hour from the time they requested. These three denials were not recorded as such by OTS 
personnel. To meet the response time requirements of §37.131(b),  DTS must ensure that 
employees and contractors count and track as denials any outright inability to serve trip 
requests, including any trip which it cannot schedule within one hour before or after the 
eligible riders desired departure time (even if accepted by the rider). If only one leg of a 
round trip can be reserved and the rider declines the trip, it must be tracked as two denials. 
DTS must track and report this information to FTA. DTS must direct contractor(s) and 
subcontractors to re-train reservation agents to record trip denials, establish a procedure for 
reviewing reservation practices to ensure that these denials are properly recorded as denials, 
and provide a copy of the directive to FTA. As part of DTS’ response to this finding, FTA 
requests the number of ADA paratransit trips requested, scheduled, provided, and denied for 
the past six months and DTS’ short and long-range plans to eliminate all ADA trip denials. 

2.	 At the time of the review, while trips booked for weekdays were left unscheduled in the 
system, callers were left with the understanding that the requested times would be honored. 
As discussed in Section 9 of this report, schedulers were instructed to call riders back if 
adjustments had to be made to the pickup times entered into the system. DTS must establish 
consistent policies to ensure that riders are actually called back and afforded the opportunity 
to negotiate pickup times prior to trips being scheduled. Given the large number of trips that 
were “unscheduled” going into the service day at the time of the review, FTA also requests 
additional information on the polices currently in place to ensure that schedulers do not 
change a rider’s pickup time without their knowledge, and that any necessary changes are 
limited to within 60 minutes of the rider’s originally-requested pickup time. In order to 
ensure that the list of unscheduled trips does not constitute a prohibited waiting list, we also 
request information on how DTS ensures that these trips are actually scheduled prior to the 
day of service. 
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8.6 Recommendations 

1.	 As part of DTS plan to eliminate ADA paratransit denials, continue to revise and direct OTS 
to revise the matrices, while ensuring that more trips are not denied and trips are not denied 
outright. 

2.	 When tracking and reporting denials to FTA, track and report separately instances where 
riders had to accept a pickup time that required them to leave their origin earlier than they 
were able to leave (e.g., leave work early)and instances where riders accepted a drop-off time 
that was later than their stated appointment times. 

3.	 The review team noticed that OTS had done a very thorough job of geo-coding common trip 
origins and locations in the reservation system. For large facilities with multiple entrances 
and exits, the common destination list contained separately geocoded   detailed information 
for each entrance. When riders indicated that they were going to one of these locations, 
reservationists determined which entrance or exit would be used and selected that specific 
location from the list. When origins and destinations did not appear on the lists in the system, 
reservationists requested and recorded specific information in the system so that drivers 
would be able to find the location. This is an effective practice to assist some eligible riders 
and drivers and it is recommended that this practice be continued.    
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9 Service Performance 
Section 37.131(f) of the DOT ADA regulations for ADA complementary paratransit service 
prohibit capacity constraints—including missed trips, a substantial number of untimely trips, and 
excessively long rides and other operational practices that limit the availability of service to 
paratransit eligible riders. Consequently, the review team examined on-time performance, missed 
trips and no-shows, and on-board travel times for DTS ADA complementary paratransit service. 
•	 Obtained comments from consumers regarding on-time performance and travel times 

through telephone interviews and a review of complaints filed with DTS 
•	 Reviewed DTS relevant service policies, procedures, and standards 
•	 Observed DTS scheduling and dispatch functions and interviewed the appropriate staff 
•	 Interviewed drivers about schedules provided and dispatch support received 
•	 Reviewed DTS on-time performance and travel time records 
•	 Tabulated actual pickup and drop-off times recorded on completed manifests for a
 

selected day
 

•	 Reviewed a sample of run manifests to assess average trip length 
•	 Compared travel times of Handi-Van trips with those of comparable trips on TheBus 

9.1 Consumer Comments 
On-time performance and on-board ride times were major concerns of riders who were contacted 
in advance of the review. Two of the three riders contacted in advance of the on-site review 
reported that both pickups and drop-offs were often late, and both estimated that the majority of 
their trips were late. One of the two also said that drop-offs are often very early, because pickups 
sometimes have to be made two or more hours in advance. The third indicated that pickups and 
drop-offs were “mostly on time,” but could sometimes be 30–45 minutes late. 

All three riders reported dissatisfaction with on-board ride times and said that d they were very 
often unreasonably long. One person mentioned frequent rides of 2 to 2-1/2 hours. The second 
gave an example of a trip that was 10 miles and took over 2 hours. One said she understood that 
the service was shared-ride, but said that too many passengers were placed in a single van, which 
was unreasonable and “not fair shared-rides.”  Two of the three also mentioned that routing is 
very circuitous with deviations far out of the way to pick up and drop off other riders. 

Similar concerns were expressed at the CFADAR meeting. Eight of the participants offered 
estimates of the percentage of time that trips were late. Six of them said trips were late 40–60 
percent of the time. One said that trips were “mostly late.”  Another said that pickups were 
“mostly okay, but drop-offs are often late.”  Several riders also mentioned that both pickups and 
drop-offs were often early. 

There was general agreement at the CFADAR meeting that ride times were excessively long. 
Examples of rides of 2 hours or more were given. One person said that ride times from outlying 
areas were particularly long. Another said that ride times are much better if trips are sent to the 
backup taxi subcontractors. 

Taxi no-shows were raised as a concern at the CFADAR meeting. Two riders indicated that taxis 
sometimes don’t show up and the riders were marked as no-shows. 
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Late rides and long rides were mentioned in many of the complaints on file at DTS and OTS. 
Late rides accounted for 22 percent of the complaints received between July 28, 2009, and 
January 28, 2010. Long travel times accounted for 6 percent of all complaints during this period. 
A significant number of complaints were also received regarding the taxi subcontractors and no-
shows. Eighteen percent of complaints were about trips provided by taxis, many about vehicles 
not showing up or rider being charged with a no-show. Another 6 percent of complaints were 
related to no-shows on Handi-Van vehicles. 

The one formal complaint on file at FTA at the time of the review also mentioned vehicles not 
showing up as scheduled. 

9.2 Service Standards and Policies 
On-Time Performance Policies and Standards 
DTS policy was to achieve an on-time performance rate of 95 percent. Trips were defined as on 
time if the vehicle arrives within a window of 0/+30 minutes of the scheduled pickup time for all 
trips. There is no performance standard for drop-offs. 

No-Show and Missed Trip Definitions and Performance Standards 
Under §37.125(h) (1) of the DOT ADA regulations, transit operators may establish an 
administrative process to suspend ADA paratransit service, for a reasonable amount of time, to 
eligible individuals who establish a pattern or practice” of missing scheduled trips. Trips missed 
by the individual beyond his or her control (including, but not limited to, trips which are missed 
due to operator error) shall not be a basis for determining that such a pattern or practice exists. 
Appendix D explains that “pattern or practice” involves, intentional, regular, or repeated actions, 
not isolated, accidental, or singular incidents. In particular, trips that are missed due to operator 
error are not attributable to the individual passenger for this purpose. 

Page 24 of the Rider’s Guide stated, “a ‘no-show’ occurs when”: 

You are not at the requested pickup address and the Operator cannot locate you; or 

You are at the address where you requested to be picked up, but you are not ready to 
board the van within five (5) minutes of the arrival of an on-time van and the van has to 
depart; or 

You have not called to cancel your trip at least two (2) hours prior to pickup to allow for 
rerouting of the van to another location. 

Section 9.01A of the GP&P defined and classified a missed trip occurring when a driver arrives 
“at a pickup location outside the 30-minute window from the schedule time and the customer is a 
no-show or cancel-at-door.” If the rider is transported despite the late arrival, the trip is 
classified as a “missed trip and transported.”  The policy instructs drivers to verify the scheduled 
pickup time, 30-minute window, and location with dispatch so this information can be properly 
recorded. 

Travel Time Policies and Standards 
Based on the information DTS provided before the on-site review, DTS defined trips of 
excessive duration as trip lengths that exceed 1.5 times the ride time of an equivalent fixed route 
trip, including the estimated travel time to and from the bus stop. At the time of the review, no 
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goal for the percentage of trips that meet this standard had been developed, although DTS and 
OTS stated during the on-site review that they were working to identify such a goal. 

9.3 Scheduling and Dispatching Procedures and 

Observations
 

Scheduling Procedures and Staffing 
As mentioned in Section 8 of this report, at the time of the review, OTS used the Trapeze system 
to book, schedule, and dispatch trips.  Because of the capacity issues on weekdays, 
reservationists left all weekday trips as unscheduled while taking trip requests, meaning that 
reservationists booked the trips into the Trapeze system without actually scheduling the trips 
onto runs. Reservationists used the software to schedule weekend trips.  For Saturday and 
Sunday trips, reservationists allowed Trapeze to place some trips directly onto runs, in part to 
test the software and measure the impact of changing to “real-time scheduling” for all trips. OTS 
Managers stated that they were considering moving to “real-time scheduling” for all trips and 
that these weekend tests were informing their decision. 

At the time of the on-site review, OTS employed three schedulers. A fourth scheduler position 
was vacant. The three schedulers worked overlapping shifts with the first starting at 11 a.m., the 
second at noon, and the third at 1 p.m. each day. 

Since the vast majority of all trips were left unscheduled by reservationists—including all 
weekday trips and some weekend trips—the schedulers’ primary function was to place these 
trips onto vehicle runs. Each scheduler assumed responsibility for handling trips during a set 
portion of the day based on requested pickup times:  5 a.m. to 9:30 a.m., 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., and 
all trips with pickup times after 2 p.m. 

Scheduling was based on a highly organized run structure. As mentioned in Section 8, a set of 33 
“trip-time matrices” determined when pickups could be offered in various parts of the island. 
Typically, pickups were offered every hour on the hour in more populated areas of the island. 
Less frequent pickups were provided in outlying, less populated areas and for longer trips that 
crossed the island. Samples of the matrices that had been created are provided in Attachment E. 

Schedulers started certain vehicles in each area of the island and had them travel in pre
determined directions, according to the trip-time matrices. This was largely the case in the 
morning and afternoon, when there were more subscription trips. During the middle of the day, 
schedulers stated that some runs might not travel in pre-determined directions in order to respond 
to non-subscription (demand) trips. 

Each scheduler tried to complete their set portion of pickups for the day with vehicles in the 
correct areas for the next setoff pickups   For example, the scheduler who handled morning trips 
with pickups from 5–9:30 a.m. tried to leave vehicles in the locations where the next scheduler 
anticipated them to be when starting to create the 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. pickups and runs. 

Each scheduler had their own approach for placing unscheduled trips onto runs, but in general 
the approaches involved organizing trips by time of day and location and then pulling all trips for 
similar times in similar areas and organizing them into runs. For example, the scheduler handling 
5 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. pickups might have 20 trips with 6 a.m. pickup times in one part of the island. 
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If two vehicles were anticipated for that area, she would place approximately 10 trips each on 
each vehicle and would order the pickups in sequence. 

OTS stated that it had developed some backup taxi capacity to accommodate short trips by 
ambulatory riders, or trips that went “against the grain” and might not be able to be 
accommodated on Handi-Van vehicles. This back- up capacity was available to the three 
schedulers as they created runs and schedules throughout the day. 

OTS stated that, given the highly organized run structure, scheduler knowledge of the planned 
flow of vehicles throughout the day was critical. The scheduling software can help find solutions 
for some trips that are difficult to-place trips, but most scheduling was done manually. It was 
mentioned that schedulers typically started as reservationists, then moved to dispatching, and 
finally progressed to become schedulers. 

To determine whether reasonable and feasible schedules were being created, the review team sat 
with the schedulers at the end of the day on Tuesday, January 26 and reviewed several of the 
schedules created for the next day. This review showed that in many cases the schedules being 
created were overly tight and sometimes not realistic. A quick scan of the schedules for 
Wednesday, January 27 identified at least 33 schedules that likely could not be performed on-
time. Nine examples are included in Attachment F. Some of the issues identified on these 
schedules are detailed below. 

Schedule A, Run 15210: This run had 12 pickups (all at 6:00 a.m.) in the Kapolei and 
Makalilo areas. These 12 passengers were scheduled to be dropped off from 7:15–8:15 a.m. 
in Waimalu, Mapunapuna, Nuuanu, and Kakaako. Even with minimal travel and pickup time 
assumed, the Trapeze system estimated that the 12 pickups would not be completed until 
approximately 7:32 a.m., meaning that some of the pickups would happen as much as 90 
minutes after the pickup time and the drop-offs would not happen until between 8:16 and 
9:20 a.m., an hour or more after the appointment times. 

Schedule B, Run 12100: 12 pickups scheduled in the Pearl City area from 7:00–7:15 a.m. 
Trapeze estimated that these would not be completed until 8:27 a.m., which would make 
every 8:00–8:30 a.m. drop-off late (some over 90 minutes late). Also, to allow the pickups to 
start at 7:00 a.m., one rider who had a 7:00 a.m. appointment was picked-up at 5:05 a.m. and 
was scheduled to be dropped off at 5:29 a.m., 91 minutes before his appointment time. 

Schedule C, Run 13100: 13 pickups scheduled from 5:50–6:00 a.m. Trapeze estimated these 
pickups would not be completed until 7:11 a.m., making most of the 7:30–9:00 a.m. drop-
offs late and some over an hour late. 

Schedule D, Run 14500: Nine pickups scheduled from 6:55–7:10 a.m. Trapeze estimated 
these pickups would be completed by 8:18 a.m., making most of the 8:15–9:30 drop-offs late 
and one 69 minutes late. 

Schedule E, Run 16610: 11 pickups scheduled at 7 a.m. that Trapeze estimated would not be 
completed until 8:14 a.m., making 10 of the 8:15–9:00 a.m. drop-offs late and  one 66 
minutes late. 

Schedule F, Run 17510: 10 pickups scheduled from 8–8:20 a.m. that Trapeze estimated 
would be completed at 9:18 a.m., making all drop-offs late and one 74 minutes late. 
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Schedule G, Run 21400: Seven scheduled 1 p.m. pickups dropped off from 2:30–3:00 p.m. 
that Trapeze estimated would not be completed until 3:39 p.m., making three 4 p.m. pickups 
over an hour late and one 4:00 p.m. drop-off 57 minutes late. 

Schedule H, Run 16820: Six pickups scheduled for 3:30 p.m. not estimated to start until 
4:14 p.m. (44 minutes late) that Trapeze estimated would not be completed until 4:24 p.m. 

Schedule I, Run 16620: Eight 4 p.m. pickups estimated to begin at 4:30 p.m. and not 
completed until 4:57 p.m. due to the demands of an earlier schedule. 

This review of runs from one day indicated that in order to accommodate all of the trip requests 
received, OTS was overloading some of runs and that trips were being scheduled to be late from 
the start. 

The examples in Attachment F also show that insufficient time was provided between pickups 
and drop-offs. Many schedules did not appear to allow for the 5-minute vehicle wait time and 
instead expected that riders would appear and board immediately. Also, the schedules did not 
include slack time to allow for traffic, delays in boarding, or same-day-service issues. 

All three schedulers acknowledged that, in order to accommodate all trip requests, it was 
necessary to create schedules that they knew would probably not be completed on time. All three 
indicated that more capacity was needed to allow feasible schedules to be created. The morning 
scheduler said that she had 53 “straight” and 49 “split” runs to work with and that she needed at 
least 10 more runs for morning trips. The mid-day scheduler said that he needed at least 10–15 
more runs. The afternoon/evening scheduler said that she also needed at least 10–15 more runs to 
be able to create more feasible schedules. 

Schedulers also stated that while they tried to list trips on the schedule in a logical pickup 
sequence, sometimes, though, they just grouped the trips in the same areas together and left it to 
drivers to determine the best sequence for pickups. They stated that on many runs, riders are 
regulars and drivers have worked out the pickup sequence that seems to work best for them and 
the riders. 

Even though the schedulers created some runs with overly tight schedules that they 
acknowledged could not be completed on-time, the review team observed that even then some 
trips remained unscheduled going into the day of service. Dispatchers same-day scheduled and 
placed these trips on runs as cancellations occurred or assigned the trips to subcontractors. On 
weekdays, between 55 and 95 trips typically remained unscheduled going into the day of service: 
approximately 20–25 trips between 5 and 9:30 a.m.; approximately 20–50 trips between 10 a.m. 
and 1 p.m.; and another 15–20 trips after 2 p.m. 

Considerations for Change to “Real-Time Scheduling” 
At the time of the review, DTS and OTS managers were considering changing the way that 
Handi-Van trips were scheduled to more fully utilize the Trapeze scheduling capabilities to allow 
reservationists to place trips directly onto runs. At the time of the on-site review, weekend tests 
were underway. 

After reviewing the current trip-booking and scheduling processes, the review team made several 
observations regarding this planned change. First, the “trip-time matrices did not meet the DOT 
ADA requirements. The matrices did not allow all trips to be accommodated within an hour of 
the requested pickup time.  
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Second, in an attempt to meet all the demand at the time of the review, it seemed clear that 
schedules were being overloaded, resulting in late pickups, late drop-offs and excessively long 
travel times. 

One approach for meeting the ADA requirements would be to move to “real-time scheduling” 
and allow the Trapeze system to schedule trips within an hour of the requested times as required 
by the DOT ADA regulations and in a way that would allow for on-time service. 

In order to schedule trips so that they can be performed on time and with comparable travel 
times, it is likely that less grouping of trips will be possible. As a result, it is possible that 
significant additional capacity will be needed as the move to “real time scheduling” is carried 
out. 

In addition to adding capacity, DTS and OTS should consider the following when planning the 
move to “real-time scheduling”: 
•	 The success of “real-time scheduling” might be enhanced with additional training for 

reservationists. If the run structure at the time of the review is replicated in the Trapeze 
system, reservationists will need to fully understand the run structure in order to make 
appropriate assignments of trips to runs. 

•	 If “real-time scheduling” is implemented, it may be beneficial to direct schedulers to 
review and clean up runs 3 to 4 days in advance of the day of service. This review well in 
advance of the day of service might allow trips to be organized more efficiently 
throughout the island) which might then allow reservationists to add subsequent trips 
more efficiently. 

•	 “Real-time scheduling” likely will likely increase the time needed to book reservations.    
Rather than just entering pickup trips as requested, reservationists will query the system 
for trip assignments and reviewing them as they are returned by the system. The number 
of reservationists needed to maintain reasonable telephone hold times could increase. 

Dispatch Staffing and Procedures 
At the time of the on-site review, OTS employed nine full-time dispatchers and one part-time 
dispatcher for Handi-Van service. This allowed four dispatchers to be on duty during weekday 
peak operating hours with two to three dispatchers on duty at other times. 

Service records indicated that approximately 160 runs are scheduled on weekdays. During peak 
hours, 120–130 vehicles are in service. This meant that, during peak times, there was a ratio of 
30–32 runs per dispatcher.  

Dispatchers were interviewed and the dispatch operation was observed for several hours on 
January 26–28, 2010. The dispatchers did not divide the work by certain vehicles. Instead, all 
dispatchers were available to handle issues with any vehicles and runs, and queries and issues 
were directed to the first available dispatcher. 

Dispatchers identified the following as major tasks throughout the day: 
•	 The major task was placing any unscheduled trips on runs. As mentioned above, 

approximately 55–95 trips remained  unscheduled going into each weekday of service. 
This number could grow if drivers called out unexpectedly, pulled out late some or all 
trips on runs have to be assigned to other runs and if there were no-shows or same-day 
changes to trips. Throughout the day, dispatchers stated they worked to place any 
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unscheduled trips onto runs far enough in advance to allow them to be performed on 
time. 

•	 Second, dispatchers handled any same-day issues and requests for assistance from drivers 
including: incidents, accidents no-shows, and requests for directions. 

•	 Third, dispatchers stated that they spend time responding to WMR calls. As mentioned 
above, the WMR agents handled these inquiries whenever possible. If vehicles were 
running late, though, WMR agents typically asked dispatchers for an update that could  
be relayed to riders. 

•	 Next, dispatchers handled  any requests from riders for same-day trip changes, early pick
up requests or same-day trip requests. Typically, reservationists received same-day-trip 
requests, but then  had to check with dispatch to see if the request could be 
accommodated. 

•	 Dispatchers also signed drivers in and out at the beginning and end of each shift. At 
major pull-in and pullout times, this can required a good deal of dispatcher time. 

Firsthand observations indicated that dispatchers did not proactively scan runs to identify 
potential late trips. Instead, they appeared to rely on riders calling to report that pickups were late 
or drivers reporting that they were running behind. Once they learn that a run is operating behind 
schedule, they then examine options to reassign trips to other available runs. Instead of using the 
“Dispatch” screen in the Trapeze system which is designed for proactive dispatching and lists all 
trips and runs projected to be late dispatchers work almost exclusively in “Schedule Editor” 
mode, which is used more for addressing individual run issues. 

Dispatchers also stated that, because drivers often rearrange their runs to perform trips in the 
order they think worked best, it was difficult for dispatchers to be proactive. If a driver made 
pickups in a sequence that is different from what was scheduled, the system may show the trips 
and run as late or potentially late when in fact it may be on time. 

Even though drivers may rearrange pickups and drop-offs, it can still be possible for dispatchers 
to proactively identify runs that are behind schedule, if they remain in regular contact with 
drivers. By the time riders call and report a trip as late or drivers radio in to request assistance, it 
likely is too late to reassign the trips so they can be performed on time. 

Dispatchers also indicated that during peak periods they were sometimes unable to reassign trips 
that were running behind because all vehicles in the system were so tightly scheduled. Options 
were often not available to reassigning trips to runs where riders could be picked up sooner. 

Dispatchers also stated that they spent time each day manually gathering actual pickup and drop-
off times from drivers who reported non-functioning mobile data terminals (MDTs). If 
dispatchers notice that actual times are not up-to-date in the system, they ask a driver via radio to 
provide the missing times. This could sometimes consume a significant portion of a dispatcher’s 
time. 

For no-shows, the adopted procedure was for drivers to wait a minimum of 5 minutes within the 
30-minute pickup window before requesting that a rider be declared a no-show. For vehicles 
with functioning MDTs, the driver was directed to press a button to indicate they had arrived at 
the pickup address, which initiated a 5-minute countdown timer. If the rider did not appear 
within 5 minutes, the driver was to report this to dispatch to obtain authorization to depart before 
leaving the pickup location. When alerted to possible no-shows, dispatchers were to double-
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check to make sure drivers have waited at least 5 minutes within the window. When the MDT 
was functioning properly, an early departure was also recorded in the MDT. 

Dispatcher stated that, if time permitted, they tried to call riders to alert them that the vehicle was 
waiting. Dispatchers stated that most drivers notified them before leaving pickup locations 
“about 95 percent of the time” and that “most of the time” they attempt to call riders. . 

Dispatchers and WMR agents also raised issues about no-shows for trips assigned to taxis. When 
a rider did not appear for a pickup, the adopted procedure was for the taxi dispatcher to call the 
WMR line. The WMR agents checked to see if the time of the call was at least 5 minutes after 
the scheduled pickup time. If 5 minutes had elapsed, they stated they assumed that the driver had 
waited the minimum 5 minutes before departing and the driver had arrived within the pickup 
window. Because WMR agents had no direct communication with the taxi driver, it was not 
possible for them to verify whether the driver arrived at the correct location within the pickup 
window and waited the minimum five minutes. 

Dispatchers stated that they spent a “significant” amount of time following up when trips 
assigned to taxis are no-shows. If riders subsequently call for the ride and state that the trip was 
missed, dispatchers then have to arrange another option to serve the trip.  

According to WMR agents, a potential problem with taxi trips is that some riders are expecting a 
Handi-Van vehicle rather than a taxi. Approximately “50 percent of the time,” the rider is not 
told the vehicle will be a taxicab. 

9.4 Driver Interviews 
During the on-site review, the review team interviewed 11 Handi-Van drivers. This sample 
included a mix of long-term and newer drivers. Six drivers had more than 10 years’ experience, 
two stated they had between one and ten years of experience, and three had less than one year of 
experience. 

Questions covered: 
•	 Whether the schedules they were expected to perform were feasible 
•	 How often they ran late, and whether they found it necessary to run early to stay on time 
•	 Whether times on the manifests were consistent with times reported by riders 
•	 Level of dispatch support provided 
•	 Their understanding of operating procedures, particularly the on-time performance 

window, no-show procedures, and rider assistance policies 

Ten of the 11 drivers commented on the schedules. Six stated that the schedules were often too 
tight. One said it was “impossible to make all pickups in the 30–minute window.”  Another said 
he tries to talk to dispatch to have the schedules adjusted before he goes out. Another said “It is 
what it is and there is no sense in complaining.” Three of the 10 drivers said the schedules 
varied, with some okay and some too tight. One of these three said the schedules could 
sometimes work if he was able to start making pickups early. The tenth driver said the schedules 
were “very reasonable.” 

Drivers were asked how often they ran late outside the 30–minute on-time window. Ten drivers 
responded to this question and the responses were similar to the responses on the schedules. Five 
drivers mentioned that they were late fairly often, one said “Quite a lot,” another said four of 13 
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trips typically on her run were late, one said “Two runs a day,” another said “Several times a 
week,” and the fifth said “At least twice each day.”  The remaining five drivers indicated fewer 
late pickups. One said “A lot in the past, but it has gotten better,” another said “Not often as long 
as I start early,” one said “Rarely but sometimes 20 minutes late,” one said “One or two a 
week—not very often,” and the last said “Not often.” 

When asked about dispatcher assistance they receive on late trips, the review team received ten 
mostly favorable responses. Three said dispatchers do typically help, with one saying it was 
important to let them know in advance that help was needed, and a second saying “It is all in 
how you approach the dispatchers.” The other seven drivers said that dispatchers sometimes 
help, with responses including “They will try,” “Will help if they can,” “Sometimes ask you to 
do the best you can,” “Some help—depends on the dispatcher,” and sometimes just do the best 
you can.”  One driver said that if the late trip was for one of the regular daily riders on the run, 
dispatchers typically just let the driver manage it. If the rider was not a regular rider, they were 
more likely to help and move it to another run. One driver also said that it sometimes takes a 
long time to get through on the radio, so he sometimes just manages the best he can rather than 
ask for assistance. 

Most drivers were very familiar with the key operating policies and procedures. Nine of the 11 
understood the 30-minute pickup window to define what was “on time.”  However, two drivers 
had a different understanding of what was on time. One said “8:30–8:45 for a 9:00 pickup,” and 
the second said “No more than 10 minutes past the scheduled time.” One of these drivers had 
more than 10 years of experience and the other was new, with less than one year of experience. 

All 11 drivers appeared to know the correct procedures for no-shows: pressing the button on the 
MDT to start the countdown timer, waiting at least 5 minutes within the window and then getting 
dispatch approval before leaving. Three drivers indicated that they did not always do this. One 
driver said, “It takes a while to get through to dispatch and I sometimes just leave.”  The second 
said, “I will go see if I can help them and will then leave.”  The third said, “Sometimes I just 
move on. I don’t have time to wait.”  Two drivers also stated that before contacting dispatch they 
would try to call the rider using their cell phones. 

Nine of the 11 drivers interviewed stated that they provide assistance beyond the curb, even 
though the policy is that the service is curb-to-curb. Two said they did not. One of the drivers 
who said he did not go beyond the curb said “We’re a mobile bus stop. If I do, it creates 
problems for other drivers who don’t.”  The second said something similar: “I sometimes suggest 
they get a PCA. I worry about screwing it up for other drivers.”  One of the drivers who said she 
did provide assistance beyond the curb said “I don’t understand the policy that you are not 
supposed to go to the door.” 

When asked if they needed to run early to stay on time, 10 of the 11 drivers said “Yes,” and one 
said “It depends on the time of day.”  Several drivers indicated that regular passengers know they 
need to be ready to go early to allow all riders to be picked up on time. One said “we work as a 
team.”  Two drivers said that if they get to a location early and the passenger is not ready, they 
go to the next pickup and then come back later for the passenger who wasn’t ready early. Several 
drivers also indicated that they “know which passengers will be ready early.” 

Mixed responses were received to the question about whether times on the manifests were 
sometimes different from what riders said they were given. Ten of the 11 drivers responded to 
this question. Five said that it does happen, with three of these saying it was “sometimes” or 
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“once in a while,” and two saying it was more frequent (“three times a week”). The other five 
drivers said it either didn’t happen or that it happened only very rarely. Those who indicated that 
times were sometimes different indicated that the differences were typically one hour. 

Drivers were also asked about the accuracy of information on the manifests about special pickup 
instructions or rider needs. Ten of the 11 drivers said “Yes” or “Mostly.” Of these ten, one 
driver said the information was good for trips originally scheduled to a run, but could be 
incomplete for add-ons. A second said it was good except for some locations and mentioned 
military bases as particularly difficult locations on which to get accurate information. One third 
said more information about whether riders could be left unattended was needed. One of the 10 
drivers was not happy with the accuracy of the instructions and cited an example where a rider 
was listed as using a walker but showed up using a wheelchair. 

Finally, at the end of the interviews, drivers were asked about “other issues”. Comments related 
to scheduling and dispatching included: 
•	 “Need more vehicles” (two drivers) 
•	 “Some vehicles (26s, 27s, 28s) don’t have enough interior room to maneuver riders using 

wheelchairs. Have to pick people up in the reverse order they will be dropped off, which 
sometimes requires making pickups in a more circuitous and less efficient way.” 

•	 “The notes on the manifests could be more detailed.” 
•	 “With switchover to MDTs, no longer doing all-calls to see if there are drivers in the area 

who might be able to help out. Used to do this with the radios, but stopped, and would 
like to see this done again.” 

•	 “Need more communication and a better working relationship between management and 
drivers.” 

•	 “There is sometimes a lack of consistency in the way policies are implemented.” 
•	 “Need more rider education of what the policies are.” 

9.5 On-Time Performance 
The drivers used MDTs to record their arrival and departure times at the pickup and drop-off 
locations. DTS used Trapeze software to compute the on-time performance by comparing the 
scheduled pickup time with the actual pickup time and the appointment time with the drop-off 
time. Table 9.1 presents the computed on-time performance from the software reports for July to 
December 2009. As shown, on-time performance averaged 85.6 percent for the period, which 
was well below the DTS standard of 95 percent. 

Table 9.1 – DTS Computation of On-Time Performance for Pickups 

Month 
(2009) Pickups 

Early Late On-Time (in 
window/ early) Number Percent Number Percent 

July 62,157 18,393 29.6% 7,779 12.5% 87.5% 
August 60,210 17,420 28.9% 8,337 13.8% 86.2% 
September 61,356 15,611 25.4% 9,792 16.0% 84.0% 
October 63,075 15,889 25.2% 10,143 16.1% 83.9% 
November 58,191 15,509 26.7% 8,562 14.7% 85.3% 
December 62,501 17,994 28.8% 8,448 13.5% 86.5% 
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Average 61,248 16,803 27.4% 8,844 14.4% 85.6% 

Table 9.2 presents the on-time performance data for July to December 2009 for drop-offs. The 
performance is measured for those trips with scheduled appointment times. As shown, on-time 
performance averaged just below 80 percent for the 6-month period. 

Table 9.2 – DTS Computation of On-Time Performance for Drop-offs 

Month 
(2009) 

Trips with 
Appointments 

Late 
Drop-offs On Time 

July 43,899 7,902 82.0% 
August 42,211 8,429 80.0% 
September 42,759 9,235 78.4% 
October 45,923 9,809 78.6% 
November 41,424 9,206 77.8% 
December 42,988 8,807 79.5% 
Average 43,202 8,898 79.4% 

Calculated On-Time Performance for Sample Day 
In order to develop an independent estimate of on-time performance, the review team evaluated a 
sample of Handi-Van trips completed on Wednesday, December 9, 2009: a day that that did not 
feature any unusual events to make the day’s performance atypical. Using hard copies of the 
driver manifests, the review team sampled 152 trips by taking every 15th completed trip and 
recording whether the trip was demand or subscription, the scheduled time, appointment time, 
arrival and departure at the pickup point and arrival time at drop-off. 

As shown in Table 9.3, DTS was on time in the pickup window for 52.0 percent of the sampled 
trips. If one also includes the pickups performed prior to the window, then DTS was on time or 
early for 96.7 percent of the sampled trips.  
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Table 9.3 – On-Time Pickup Performance: December 9, 2009 

Trips Percentage 
Sample 152 100.0 
Pickups in Window (0–30 
minutes after negotiated time) 

79 52.0 

Pickups in Window or Early 147 96.7 
All Early Pickups 68 44.7 

1–15 minutes 50 32.9 
16–30 minutes 11 7.2 

All Late Pickups 6 4.0 
1–15 minutes 5 3.3 

There were inconsistencies between the data provided in the computer-generated reports 
provided by DTS and OTS and the review team’s analysis of the sample data. The review team’s 
analysis showed a much higher percentage age of early pickups and a much lower percentage of 
late pickups after the 30–minute window. As shown in Table 9.4, 44.7 percent of the scheduled 
pickups in the sample were early arrivals compared to approximately 27 percent in the Trapeze 
data. Further, only 3.9 percent of the sample pickups arrived outside of the 30-minute window 
versus 14.4 percent in the Trapeze reports. It appeared that the percentage of early arrivals was 
higher for subscription trips, which was supported by the information obtained in the driver 
interviews. Some of the interviewed drivers mentioned that in order to stay on time, they arrive 
early and that their “regulars” are accustomed to this and are usually ready to go. 

Table 9.4 – Comparison of Sample, Daily, and Monthly 

On-Time Performance for Scheduled Pickups
 

Scheduled Pickups Trips 
Early Late 

Number Percent Number Percent 
December 9, 2009, Report 2,689 714 26.6% 421 15.7% 
Sample 152 68 44.7% 6 3.9% 
July-Dec Monthly Average 61,248 16,803 27.4% 8,844 14.4% 

For on-time drop-off performance, the analysis compared the arrival times of trips with 
appointments with the scheduled appointment time, as shown in Table 9.5. Of the trips with 
appointment times, 76.4 percent of the drop-offs were made before the appointment time with 
23.6 percent of the drop-offs took place after the appointment time, of which 13.4 percent were 
more than 15 minutes late. This is poor performance: a quarter of trips with requested drop-offs 
are late; one of every seven trips with requested drop-offs are more than 15 minutes late. The 
results from the sample were consistent with the Trapeze reports. 
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Table 9.5 – On-Time Drop-off Performance: December 9, 2009 

Number % 
Sample 89 100.0 
All Early Drop-offs 68 76.4 

1–15 minutes 12 13.5 
16–30 minutes 12 13.5 
> 30 minutes 44 49.4 

All Late Drop-offs 21 23.6 
1–15 minutes 9 10.1 
16–30 minutes 6 6.7 
> 30 minutes 6 6.7 

Table 9.5 also shows that 49.4 percent of the drop-offs were more than 30 minutes early. As 
discussed previously, use of the scheduling matrices appeared to contribute to very early drop-
offs since pick-up times may have been scheduled well in advance of stated appointment times. 

9.6 No-Shows and Late Cancellations 
Handi-Van Service 
The review team obtained reports for the 393 trips provided by Handi-Van trips that were coded 
as no-shows for December 1–9, 2009. Of the 393 no-shows reported, approximately half were 
correctly coded. Of the remaining half, approximately 40 percent lacked sufficient information in 
“Tracker Notes “to enable the review team to determine the accuracy of the coding, 4.5 percent 
should have been coded as missed trips in other words, the driver arrived more than 30 minutes 
late, and 5.6 percent indicated that the vehicle left prior to the end of the 5-minute waiting 
period. Additional efforts are needed to ensure that when trips are not taken because the vehicle 
arrived late, these trips are correctly coded as “missed” instead of as “no-shows”. More complete 
information on no-shows should be kept in the system, particularly in tracker notes, to indicate if 
there was contact between the driver and dispatch prior to the driver leaving before the 5-minute 
waiting period elapsed. 

DTS Subcontractors 
At the time of the review, in an effort to address increasing demand and to better manage costs 
for certain trips, OTS had contracted with two taxicab companies for supplemental capacity and 
anticipated adding two more subcontractors. These subcontractors were assigned trips either 
when the trips could not be accommodated on Handi-Van runs, or when it was more efficient to 
have them performed separately. To measure the accuracy of no-show coding by subcontractors, 
the review team obtained data on trips provided on a sample day (December 9, 2009) by 
Signature Cab, one of the subcontractors, covering 159 trips. From this list, eight additional trips 
were not completed and were coded as cancelled trips with no additional information regarding 
whether these were in fact no-shows, whether the cab driver waited a full 5 minutes before 
departing, or whether the driver had any communication with dispatch. Similarly, there was no 
information as to whether the cab company dispatcher communicated with OTS dispatch to try to 
locate the rider. 
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The review team discussed the procedures for handling taxi no-shows with OTS WMR agents 
and dispatchers. As mentioned earlier, because they were not communicating directly with the 
drivers, it was difficult for WMR agents to determine exactly when the vehicle arrived or to 
check to make sure it is at the correct location. As a result, they typically just approved the no-
show as long as the time of the call from the taxi dispatcher was 5 or more minutes after the 
scheduled pickup time. This was a concern for both WMR agents and dispatchers because they 
did not feel that they had enough control in terms of verifying that the taxis were at the pickup 
location at the scheduled time. They also expressed concern that because the taxi companies and 
drivers received payment for no-shows, this might be an incentive to sometimes misrepresent a 
trip as a no-show. 

Subcontractors invoiced DTS each month for no-shows, billing $10.00 to 20.00 per no-show. In 
December 2009, this amounted to $4,720.00. At the time of the review, there was no 
straightforward method to audit the accuracy of the no-show report in a way that correlated with 
the Trapeze data. Trip and service records were maintained separately from billing records and 
there was no way to link them. Because a growing portion of the ADA complementary 
paratransit service was being sent to taxicab subcontractors at the time of the review, it is 
important for DTS and OTS to monitor the on-time performance of contractors and 
subcontractors and to verify the recording of no-shows and missed trips. 

9.7 Analysis of On-Board Ride Times 
Among the examples of prohibited capacity constraints included in §37.131(f) are “substantial 
numbers of trips with excessive trip lengths” (§37.131(f)(3)(i)(C)). Since paratransit is a shared-
ride service, trips between Point A and Point B will usually take longer than a taxi ride between 
the same points, and involve more intermediate stops. However, when the number of 
intermediate stops and the total trip time grows so large as to make use of the system 
prohibitively inconvenient, a capacity constraint could exist. Generally, total transit time aboard 
paratransit should be comparable to the same trip taken on the fixed-route system, after 
accounting for any transfers for multi-route trips, waiting time at each end of the trip, and travel 
to and from the bus stop. 

The review team calculated travel times for the sample of 152 trips provided on December 9, 
2009, for which the on-time performance analysis was conducted. 

Table 9.6 shows the distribution of travel time for those trips, as determined by pickup and drop-
off times recorded on driver manifests. The average (mean) travel time for trips in this sample 
was 49 minutes. 

Table 9.6 – On-board Travel Times for Selected Trips Provided on December 9, 2009 

On-board Travel Time Trips Percent 
Up to 15 minutes 25 16.4% 
16–30 minutes 35 23.0% 
31–45 minutes 25 16.4% 
46–60 minutes 26 17.1% 
61–90 minutes 27 17.8% 
91–120 minutes 5 3.3% 
Over 120 minutes 9 5.9% 
Total 152 100% 
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From this list, the review team created a sample of 30 trips with long travel times (greater than 
60 minutes) for further analysis. Trip information was obtained from either Trapeze reports or 
from handwritten driver manifests. The review team used the public transit trip planner available 
on Google Maps to develop 28 fixed route itineraries for the sample trips. Each estimate of fixed 
route travel time included: 
• Travel time on each bus route 
• Transfers (waiting time) for multi-route trips 
• Walking time at each end of the trip, as estimated by the Google trip planner 

Handi-Van travel times were calculated using the actual departure time from the pickup location 
and arrival at the drop-off location as recorded on the driver manifests. The list of long trips 
generated by Trapeze showed only the arrival times and not departure times at the pickup and 
drop-off locations. 

For two of the 30 trips in the sample, no fixed route itineraries could be generated using the 
Google transit trip planner, leaving 28 in the sample. Table 9.7 below shows the results of the 
travel time comparison between Handi-Van and TheBus using 28 fixed route itineraries. For 
each Handi-Van trip, the table shows the origin and destination (addresses are rounded to the 
nearest 100 block to maintain confidentiality), the actual departure time from the pickup location 
and arrival at the drop-off location as recorded on the driver manifests, and the actual total 
paratransit travel time. The table then shows TheBus routes that would be used to connect the 
same origin and destination, the number of transfers involved, a calculation of travel time on 
board TheBus, an estimate of walking time to the bus stops, and a calculation of total fixed route 
travel time. 

Twenty-two of the 28 trips, or 79 percent, had Handi-Van travel times that were longer than the 
comparable travel time on TheBus. The differences in travel time between Handi-Van and 
TheBus services ranged from 8–62 minutes, with an average of 42 minutes. The remaining six 
Handi-Van trips, or 21 percent, would have taken more travel time using TheBus, a difference 
that ranged from 4–67 minutes, with an average of 26 minutes. 

Seventeen of the Handi-Van trips, or 61 percent, were longer than the comparable TheBus trip 
by 20 minutes or more. FTA considers ADA paratransit trip length to be comparable to fixed 
route where paratransit ravel times do not exceed the fixed route travel time by more than 20 
minutes. An analysis of a sample of 152 Handi-Van trips completed on December 9 indicated 
that approximately 27 percent of trips had travel times that were over 60 minutes. Extrapolating 
to the full sample day indicates that 16.5 percent of all Handi-Van trips have long travel times 
that are not comparable to the travel time for a similar trip on the TheBus. This proportion of 
trips system-wide with long travel times constitutes a substantial number of trips with excessive 
trip lengths. 

The final two columns of Table 9.7 compare the travel times via Handi-Van with TheBus. The 
Travel Time Difference column presents the difference in travel times between the two modes; 
a minus sign (–) indicates that Handi-Van travel time was shorter than the estimated fixed route 
travel time. 

As shown in Table 9.7, 14 of the trips on TheBus involved no transfers, 12 trips required one 
transfer, and two trips required two transfers. 
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Table 9.7 – Comparison of Travel Times on Handi-Van ADA Complementary Paratransit Service vs. Fixed Route for Selected Trips, December 9, 2009
 

Handi-Van Trip 
Handi-Van Travel 

Time Fixed Route Equivalent 

Trip 
No. 

Pickup/Drop-off Address 
(rounded to 100 block) 

Actual 
PU/DO 
Times 

Actual 
Ride 
Time 
(mins) 

Itinerary (routes/ 
transfers) 

Start/ 
End 

Times 
Ride Time 

(mins) 

Walk/ 
Wait 
Time 

Total FR 
Travel 
Time 

Paratransit 
Travel Time 

FR Travel 
Time (mins) 

Travel 
Time Ratio 
Para/Fixed 

Route 

1 
980300 Ponokaulike Street, Aiea 
570100 Kamehameha Highway, 
Kahuku 

8:40 a.m. 
9:57 a.m. 77 

Route 54 
Route 55 
1 transfer 

8:08 a.m. 
10:25 a.m. 126 18 144 –67 53% 

2 
1800 Pikea Street, Foster Village 
4000 Diamond Head Road, 
Diamond Head 

7:31 a.m. 
8:41 a.m. 70 

Route 32 
Route 3 

1 transfer 

7:51 a.m. 
9:17 a.m. 80 17 97 –27 72% 

3 
66500 Paalaa Road, Haleiwa 
100 Krukowski Road, Tripler 
Army Medical Center, Honolulu 

8:01 a.m. 
9:24 a.m. 83 

Route 52 
Route 31 
1 transfer 

8:25 a.m. 
10:11 a.m. 79 30 109 –26 76% 

4 800 Ilaniwai Street, Honolulu 
840200 Water Street, Makaha 

1:29 p.m. 
3:10 p.m. 101 

Route 6 
Route C 
1 transfer 

1:15 p.m. 
3:13 p.m. 101 24 125 –24 81% 

5 911300 Renton Road, Ewa Beach 
450400 Nihina Place, Kaneohe 

1:28 p.m. 
2:45 p.m. 77 

Route E 
Route 55 
1 transfer 

1:54 p.m. 
3:13 p.m. 65 19 84 –7 92% 

6 910900 Haipu Place, Ewa Beach 
2400 Ahakai Street, Pearl 

3:07 p.m. 
4:24 p.m. 77 

Route 42 
Route 53 
1 transfer 

3:09 p.m. 
4:19 p.m. 64 17 81 –4 95% 

7 
870100 Nanaikeola Street, 
Nanakuli 
700 Wilikina Drive, Wahiawa 

3:30 p.m. 
5:22 p.m. 112 

Route 40A 
Route 62 
Route 72 

2 transfers 

3:08 p.m. 
4:48 p.m. 84 20 104 8 108% 

8 2300 Apapa Street, Pearl City 
1800 Bachelot Street, Liliha 

5:41 a.m. 
6:42 a.m. 61 Route 53 

No transfers 
5:05 a.m. 
5:40 a.m. 35 16 51 10 120% 
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Handi-Van Trip 
Handi-Van Travel 

Time Fixed Route Equivalent 

Trip 
No. 

Pickup/Drop-off Address 
(rounded to 100 block) 

Actual 
PU/DO 
Times 

Actual 
Ride 
Time 
(mins) 

Itinerary (routes/ 
transfers) 

Start/ 
End 

Times 
Ride Time 

(mins) 

Walk/ 
Wait 
Time 

Total FR 
Travel 
Time 

Paratransit 
Travel Time 

FR Travel 
Time (mins) 

Travel 
Time Ratio 
Para/Fixed 

Route 

9 

641500 Kamehmeha Highway, 
Helemano 
981400 Kulawai Street, Aiea 
Heights 

3:01 p.m. 
4:32 p.m. 91 

Route 62 
Route 11 
1 transfer 

3:07 p.m. 
4:06 p.m. 45 33 78 13 117% 

10 99000 Moanalua Road, Aiea 
91200 Kupiapia Place, Ewa Beach 

3:46 p.m. 
5:23 p.m. 97 

Route 71 
Route 42 
1 transfer 

3:54 p.m. 
4:53 p.m. 48 35 83 14 117% 

11 800 Kealahou Street, Hawaii Kai 
200 N. School Street, Liliha 

4:59 a.m. 
6:28 a.m. 89 

Route 23 
Route 80 
1 transfer 

6:42 a.m. 
7:32 a.m. 39 33 72 17 124% 

12 

921000 Luawainui Street, 
Makakilo 
940300 Farrington Highway, 
Waipahu 

7:13 a.m. 
8:18 a.m. 65 

Route 411 
Route 40A 
1 transfer 

7:45 a.m. 
8:11 a.m. 20 22 42 23 155% 

13 1100 Luapele Drive, Salt Lake 
1800 Bachelot Street, Liliha 

6:09 a.m. 
7:14 a.m. 65 Route 11 

No transfers 
6:15 a.m. 
6:31 a.m. 16 18 34 31 191% 

14 
100 Ohai Street, Wahiawa 
860100 Farrington Highway, 
Waianae 

5:27 a.m. 
7:36 a.m. 129 

Route 62 
Route 40A 
1 transfer 

5:51 a.m. 
7:25 a.m. 89 9 98 31 132% 

15 840200 Water Street, Makaha 
2600 Kilihau Street, Mapunapuna 

5:02 a.m. 
7:05 a.m. 123 

Route 93 
Route 9 

1 transfer 

5:11 a.m. 
6:32 a.m. 74 16 90 33 137% 

16 100 Pauahi Street, Nuuanu 
840400 Jade Street, Makaha 

1:00 p.m. 
3:12 p.m. 132 Route C 

No transfers 
1:12 p.m. 
2:41 p.m. 89 9 98 34 135% 

17 300 Walker Avenue, Wahiawa 
950700 Holani Street, Mililani 

2:00 p.m. 
3:08 p.m. 68 Route 52 

No transfers 
2:18 p.m. 
2:34 p.m. 16 16 32 36 213% 
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Handi-Van Trip 
Handi-Van Travel 

Time Fixed Route Equivalent 

Trip 
No. 

Pickup/Drop-off Address 
(rounded to 100 block) 

Actual 
PU/DO 
Times 

Actual 
Ride 
Time 
(mins) 

Itinerary (routes/ 
transfers) 

Start/ 
End 

Times 
Ride Time 

(mins) 

Walk/ 
Wait 
Time 

Total FR 
Travel 
Time 

Paratransit 
Travel Time 

FR Travel 
Time (mins) 

Travel 
Time Ratio 
Para/Fixed 

Route 

18 3200 Hayden Street, Kapahulu 
2600 Campus Road, Manoa 

9:59 a.m. 
11:15 a.m. 76 Route 4 

No transfers 
10:24 a.m. 
10:44 a.m. 20 17 37 39 205% 

19 1200 Pua Lane, Kalihi 
1400 Leahia Street, Foster Village 

3:31 p.m. 
4:40 p.m. 69 Route 11 

No transfers 
3:10 p.m. 
3:22 p.m. 12 18 30 39 230% 

20 
860080 Farrington Highway, 
Waianae 
1100 Luapele Drive, Salt Lake 

2:10 p.m. 
4:35 p.m. 145 Route 40A 

No transfers 
2:19 p.m. 
3:42 p.m. 83 20 103 42 141% 

21 
850700 Farrington Highway, 
Waianae 
1300 Punchbowl Street, Honolulu 

7:42 a.m. 
9:26 a.m. 104 Route 93 

No transfers 
7:05 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 55 6 61 43 170% 

22 

410300 Manawaiola Street, 
Waimanalo 
4000 Diamond Head Road, 
Diamond Head 

5:46 a.m. 
7:29 a.m. 103 Route 57 

No transfers 
5:50 a.m. 
6:38 a.m. 48 12 60 43 172% 

23 200 N. Kuakini Street, Liliha 
450200 Waikalua Road, Kaneohe 

3:02 p.m. 
4:47 p.m. 105 Route 55 

No transfers 
3:21 p.m. 
3:49 p.m. 28 26 54 51 194% 

24 2000 Uhu Street, Kalihi 
700 Keeamoku Street, Ala Moana 

9:12 a.m. 
10:43 a.m. 91 Route A 

No transfers 
9:06 a.m. 
9:28 a.m. 22 12 34 57 268% 

25 
3800 Waialae Avenue, Kaimuki 
64500 Kamehameha Highway, 
Helemano 

4:41 a.m. 
7:40 a.m. 179 

Route 1 
Route 62 
1 transfer 

4:44 a.m. 
6:35 a.m. 92 24 116 63 154% 

26 2700 Kuilei Street, Moiliili 
1200 S. King Street, Honolulu 

11:02 a.m. 
12:30 p.m. 88 Route 1 

No transfers 
11:05 a.m. 
11:16 a.m. 11 9 20 68 440% 

27 910200 Peleiake Place, Kapolei 
1800 Bachelot Street, Liliha 

6:10 a.m. 
8:18 a.m. 128 Route 102 

No transfers 
6:19 a.m. 
6:59 a.m. 40 19 59 69 217% 

28 941000 Lumialani Street, Waihapu 
600 Lilani Avenue, Wahiawa 

5:49 a.m. 
9:00 a.m. 191 Route 62 

No transfers 
6:14 a.m. 
6:35 a.m. 21 8 29 162 659% 
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The number of long trips and the fact that certain Handi-Van trips show repeatedly as having 
long ride times indicates that a pattern or practice of long on board travel times existed at the 
time of the review. Certain addresses appeared more than once in the sample of long travel times, 
including: 
•	 Kokua Villa, Farr Highway, Waianae (adult day care center) 
•	 Home and Community Service, Farrington Highway, Waipahu 
•	 Goodwill Kilihau, Kilihau Street, Mapunapuna 
•	 Lanakila Crafts, Bachelot Street, Liliha 

The repetition of certain addresses in the sample of Handi-Van trips with long travel times 
indicates that some long travel times occur on regularly scheduled group trips to human service 
program locations, particularly for the customers who are picked up first in the morning and/or 
dropped off last in the afternoon. 

In addition, some areas outside of downtown Honolulu appear repeatedly in the sample of trips 
with long travel times. Those areas include Ewa Beach, Kalihi, Kaneohe, Waianae, and 
Waipahu. 

While OTS and DTS were trying to be efficient by filling vehicles on trips to program locations 
and to/from outlying areas to serve as many customers as possible, comparable travel times must 
not be sacrificed —for the sake of operational efficiency. 

Table 9.7 also shows each paratransit travel time as a percentage of the corresponding fixed route 
travel time, which indicates whether the trip met the DTS maximum travel time standard for 
Handi-Van trips of 1.5 times the length of a similar trip on TheBus. In this sample of 28 trips, 13 
trips (46 percent) exceeded the DTS standard. Several trips were two, four, or six times as long 
as the comparable fixed route trip. 

9.8 Findings 
1.	 At the time of the review, it appeared that DTS did not require OTS or subcontractors to 

regularly measure or report on-board travel time, and the extent to which DTS monitored 
performance of its contractors and subcontractors was unclear. Defining “trips of excessive 
duration” as “trip lengths that exceed 1.5 times the ride time of an equivalent fixed route trip, 
including the estimated travel time to and from the bus stop” did not provide for comparable 
Handi-Van travel times for some trips. To meet the requirement of §37.131(f)(3)(i)(C), DTS 
must monitor contractor and subcontractor performance to ensure that Handi-Van service is 
provided without substantial numbers of trips with excessive trip length. A revised standard 
for on board travel time is needed, as is a plan for monitoring the on-board time that Handi-
Van riders experience. Such a plan should include requiring employees and contractors to 
collect, measure, and report accurate data regarding on-board time. As part of DTS’ response 
to this finding, please provide the requested information and revised performance standard to 
FTA. 

2.	 At the time of the review, it appeared that DTS did not require OTS or subcontractors to 
regularly measure or report on time performance, and the frequency with which DTS 
monitored on-time performance of Handi-Van service was unclear. The computed average 
on-time performance for DTS ADA paratransit service for the six-month period prior to the 
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review was 85.6 percent, well below the DTS standard. For the sample day, DTS was on time 
for only 52.0 percent of the sampled trips. (If trips with pickups that occurred prior to the 
start of the pickup window are included, this increases to 96.7 percent; however, passengers 
cannot be compelled to begin their trips early and on-time performance should not be 
dependent upon a portion of substantially early pickups.) These on-time performance levels 
suggest the existence of a capacity constraint in violation of §37.131(3)(i)(A). DTS must 
develop a plan to review operational practices and identify ways to increase on-time 
performance for Handi-Van pickups, and adjust the sampling methodology to accurately 
reflect actual performance and include trips provided by taxi subcontractors. As part of DTS’ 
response to this finding, FTA requests DTS’ performance standards for its current contractors 
and subcontractors. 

3.	 At the time of the review, DTS did not have a standard or window for on-time drop-offs for 
Handi-Van service. Of the trips with appointment times, 23.6 percent of the drop-offs took 
place after the appointment time, of which 13.4 percent (12) drop-offs were more than 
15 minutes late. This represents poor performance, as nearly a quarter of all trips with 
requested drop-offs were late, and one in seven was more than 15 minutes late. DTS has an 
implicit obligation to get riders to appointments on time (not late) and an explicit obligation 
to monitor performance to insure that Handi-Van service is operated without any operational 
pattern or practice that significantly limits the availability of service to ADA paratransit 
eligible persons.  Operational practices that cause riders to arrive late to appointments may 
discourage riders from using the service, which would constitute a capacity constraint 
prohibited by the DOT ADA regulations. DTS must develop an on-time standard or window 
for on time drop-offs to appointments; require contractors and subcontractors to track, 
measure review and report drop-off performance for all trips with a requested appointment 
time; and require contractors and subcontractors) to print the appointment times on driver 
manifests for all trips with a requested appointment time. As part of DTS’ response to this 
finding, please provide copies of these standards and directives to FTA. 

4.	 At the time of the review, DTS’ no-show policy did not appear to make distinctions between 
no-shows that are within a rider’s control, those due to circumstances beyond the rider’s 
control, and those due to system error. DTS must revise the no-show suspension policy to 
include the following: 

•	 The wait time must not begin before the beginning of the pickup window provided to 
the rider. If a vehicle arrives early, the wait time must begin at the start of the pickup 
window, not at the time of the vehicle’s arrival. If the vehicle arrives before or after 
the pickup window, the rider is under no obligation to board early or wait for a 
vehicle that is late. 

•	 No-shows that are not within the customer’s control will not be counted against the 
rider. 

•	 The advance notice of the proposed suspension must be provided in writing and the 
number of days of advance-notice must be reasonable and must be specified. 

•	 Riders’ frequency of use must be taken into account, to ensure that sanctions are 
imposed only for a pattern or practice of missing scheduled trips and not isolated 
accidental or singular incidents. Three no-shows in a 30-day period does not 
constitute a pattern or practice of missing scheduled trips.  
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•	 The length of the first and subsequent suspensions must be revised, as “not longer 
than one (1) month” and “not more than six months,” respectively, are unreasonably 
long. 

•	 The phrase “At the discretion of the Director of the Department of Transportation 
Services Hearing Officer” must be explained. 

•	 Trips classified as a “missed trip and transported” will not be counted against the 
rider. 

As part of DTS’ response to this finding, please provide the requested information to FTA 
prior to making any revisions to the Rider’s Guide and/or /the DTS Rules and Regulations. 
The policy must be revised to resolve this finding, even if DTS does not plan to reinstate the 
policy. 

5.	 At the time of the review, DTS did not appear to have a written policy or procedure for 
employees, contractors and subcontractors to follow prior to declaring rider no-shows. Based 
on information the review team provided to FTA, the de facto procedure was for the driver to 
initiate a 5-minute countdown timer on the Mobile Data Terminal (“MDT”) to indicate 
arrival at the pickup address. If the rider did not appear within 5 minutes, the driver was to 
report this failure to the dispatcher to obtain authorization to depart before leaving the pickup 
location. When alerted to possible no-shows, dispatchers were to double-check to make sure 
drivers had waited at least 5 minutes within the window. In practice, however, dispatchers 
stated that vehicle operators called in no-shows before they departed the pickup location 
about “about 95 percent of the time.” Dispatchers stated that, if time permitted, they tried to 
call riders to alert them that the vehicle was waiting, and that “most of the time” they 
attempted to call riders. Approximately half of the no-shows analyzed by the review team 
were correctly coded; however, another 10 percent were incorrectly coded, and the remaining 
40 percent lacked sufficient information to verify whether they had been correctly coded as 
no-shows. To meet the requirements of §37.125(h)(1) – (h)(3) of the DOT ADA regulations, 
a procedure for properly coding no-shows is required. Employees, contractors and 
subcontractors must be directed to code no-shows correctly and DTS must monitor and 
verify trip coding to ensure that proposed suspensions of service are warranted. As part of the 
response to this finding, please provide a copy of the procedure and the directive to FTA. 

6.	 At the time of the review, there did not appear to be adequate procedures in place to verify 
that no-shows reported by taxi subcontractors were in fact no-shows. If a call was received 
from the subcontractor dispatcher at least 5 minutes after the scheduled pickup time, OTS 
agents appeared to assume that the vehicle arrived had arrived inside the pickup window and 
had waited the required 5 minutes. Based on observations at the time of the review, there was 
no attempt to verify that the vehicle was at the correct pickup location or locate the rider 
before the no-show was approved. As part of DTS’ response to this finding, develop such a 
policy and provide a copy to FTA. 

7.	 At the time of the review, DTS incorrectly defined a “missed trip” as either of the following: 
•	 The vehicle arrives late and the trip is not taken. These are coded as “NM” trips (“Trip 

Not Made”). 
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•	 The vehicle arrives late (after the 30-minute window) and the trip is taken. These are 
coded as “MT” trips (“Missed Trip But Transported”). 

DTS must revise its definition of a missed trip to include any attempted pickup after the end of 
the pickup window that does not result in a passenger being transported, either due to the rider 
turning down or cancelling the trip, or the rider no longer being at the pickup location. If a 
vehicle does not arrive within the pickup window, the rider has no obligation to wait for the 
vehicle and is under no obligation to board the vehicle. If the rider elects to board a vehicle that 
arrives after the pickup window, that pickup must be counted as a late pickup. To meet the 
requirements of §37.125(h)(1)-(3) and §37.131(f)(3)(i)(B) of the DOT ADA regulations, DTS 
must operate Handi-Van without a substantial number of missed trips and must ensure that trips 
missed by DTS, OTS or subcontractors are not counted against the passenger. DTS must direct 
contractors and employees to code missed trips properly to ensure that riders are not 
experiencing a substantial number of trips missed due to transit system error and that such trips 
are not counted as no-shows against the rider. As part of DTS’ response to this finding, please 
provide a copy of the directive to FTA. Please also report whether DTS has adopted a 
performance standard for missed trips that contractors and subcontractors are not to exceed. 

8.	 To meet its obligations under §37.125(h)(3), DTS must establish an appeals process and 
make it available to an individual on whom sanctions have been proposed and submit the 
appeals policy to FTA. The policy must call for the sanction to be stayed pending the 
outcome of the appeal. The appeals process must meet the requirements of 37.125(g). As part 
of DTS’ response to this finding, please provide the requested information to FTA. 

9.9 Recommendations 
1.	 Work to improve on-time performance within the pickup window.  

2.	 Review a sample of trips each month and compute on-time pickup and drop-off performance 
and compare the results to those provided by contractor(s) and subcontractor(s). 

3.	 Review scheduling practices at the time of the review which allowed between 55 and 95 
weekday trips to remain unscheduled at the beginning of each service day. At the time of the 
review, the number of trips left to scheduler and the dispatcher created a burden for staff that 
may have contributed to decreased on-time performance. 

4.	 Direct OTS to periodically analyze a random sample of the longest trips on Handi-Van 
service to determine if the ride times are comparable to fixed route travel times. . If the 
analysis indicates that ride times are not comparable, adjust scheduling and/or capacity. 
Monitor OTS performance. Calculate comparable Handi-Van ride times by starting with 
fixed route ride times, adding walking time to and from stops, waiting time plus any transfer 
times between routes. Handi-Van ride times should be similar to this estimated fixed route 
travel times, for example within 15 or 20 minutes of fixed route travel time. At the time of 
the review, for the sample day, seventeen of the Handi-Van trips, or 61 percent of trips in the 
sample, were longer than the comparable TheBus trip by 20 minutes or more. This proportion 
of trips system wide with long travel times constitutes a substantial number of trips with 
excessive trip lengths. When the actual travel times of 28 long Handi-Van trips those with 
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travel times of 60 minutes or more) on December 9, 2009 were compared with the estimated 
travel times for comparable fixed route trips, travel times on six Handi-Van trips (21 percent) 
were less than the comparable fixed route travel time, by an average of 26 minutes. Twenty-
two Handi-Van trips (79 percent) had travel times that were longer than comparable fixed 
route travel times by an average of 42 minutes. Seventeen Handi-Van trips (61 percent) had 
travel times that exceeded the travel time on TheBus by 20 minutes or more; travel times for 
these Handi-Van trips are not comparable to TheBus. 

5.	 Consider scheduling adequate floater capacity (additional vehicles) to allow reassignment of 
trips that are predicted to be late. 

6.	 Because of the observed differences between the review team’s analysis of the sample of 
driver manifests and Trapeze reports concerning early pickups, conduct additional analysis to 
determine if the software is computing on-time performance inconsistently. The review 
team’s analysis of data from a sample of driver manifests showed some important 
inconsistencies between the manifests and the Trapeze data. The sample of driver manifests 
showed a much higher percentage of early pickups and a much lower percentage of late 
pickups. Just over 44 percent of the scheduled pickups in the sample of manifests were prior 
to the start of the 30-minute pickup window, compared to approximately 27 percent in the 
Trapeze data. The sample of driver manifests showed that 3.9 percent of the pickups arrived 
outside of the 30-minute window, compared to 14.4 percent in the Trapeze reports. It 
appeared that the rate of early pickups was higher for subscription trips. Drivers provided 
anecdotal support for this hypothesis. Some of the interviewed drivers mentioned that in 
order to stay on time, they arrived early and that their “regulars” were accustomed to this and 
were usually ready to go 

7.	 Direct OTS schedulers, whether using manual or automated processes, to be more realistic in 
assigning trips to driver runs. The schedules at the time of the review could not be performed 
on time and often created unrealistic expectations for drivers and riders. As of January 2010, 
OTS schedulers estimated that, , at least 10 more morning runs, 10 to 15 more midday runs, 
and 10–15 more afternoon/evening runs were needed to allow trips to be performed on time.   
A review of schedules created for Wednesday, January 27, 2010 indicated that many runs are 
scheduled in a way that does not allow them to be performed on time. Runs often included 
many pickups that could not be made within their respective 30–minute pickup windows. 
Because the schedules were overloaded, the schedules often showed estimated drop-off times 
well past the appointment times requested by riders. 

8.	 Separately report Handi-Van’s on-time performance for pickups and drop-offs. A 
performance standard for all pickups which combines pickup and drop-off performances can 
mask poorer performance in pickups or drop-offs. Improving performance for pickups and 
drop-offs may require different procedural or operational changes. 

9.	 Revise the methodology used to evaluate performance to reflect the differences in the 
proportion of Handi-Van service provided by OTS and each subcontractor.  

10. The model drop-off policy would also prevent riders from arriving substantially early (for 
example, more than 30 minutes prior to the rider’s desired arrival time). Consider reviewing 
operational practices to reduce the number of Handi-Van drop-offs that are more than 30 
minutes ahead of the requested appointment time.  The review team’s analysis compared the 
arrival times of trips with appointments with the scheduled appointment time, as shown in 
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Table 9.5. Of the trips with appointment times, 76.4 percent of the drop-offs were made 
before the appointment time and 49.4 percent of the sample (44 of the 89 drop-offs) were 
more than 30 minutes early. 

11. Once sufficient capacity is provided, revise and direct OTS to revise dispatching procedures 
to be less reactive and more proactive. It is recommended that dispatchers should scan runs, 
at least an hour in advance, to identify any trips that are expected to be late. These trips 
should then be reassigned far enough in advance to allow them to be performed on time. 
Review team observations of dispatch function indicated that OTS dispatchers reacted to late 
trips reported by riders and drivers and did not proactively look ahead and manage runs. This 
appeared to be the case partly because dispatchers spent a lot of time assigning unscheduled 
trips to runs. There also did not appear to be adequate vehicle capacity to allow for effective 
reassignment of predicted late trips or proactive management of runs.  

12. Consider strategies to remove potential incentives to improperly code no-shows. At the time 
of the review, OTS “Where’s My Ride” agents and dispatchers expressed concern that 
payments for no-shows might incent taxi companies and drivers to sometimes misrepresent a 
trip as a no-show. 

13. Develop a methodology for correlating the no-show reports submitted by taxi subcontractors 
with the Trapeze data, for the purpose of auditing the no-show reports. At the time of the 
review, trip and service records were maintained separately from billing records and there 
was no way to link them. Because a growing portion of the ADA complementary paratransit 
service was being sent to taxicab subcontractors at the time, it is important for DTS and OTS 
to monitor the on-time performance of contractors and subcontractors and to verify the 
coding of no-shows and missed trips. 

Direct OTS to regularly examine scheduled runs to human service program locations and to 
communities at a distance from downtown Honolulu on which long travel times occur and 
estimate fixed route travel times for those trips. In cases where Handi-Van paratransit travel 
times are not comparable to fixed route travel times, OTS should consider breaking these 
runs into smaller segments.  
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10 Resources 
Section 37.131(f) of the DOT ADA regulations prohibits operational patterns or practices that 
significantly limit the availability of service to ADA paratransit eligible riders. The review team 
examined the resources made available by DTS to provide ADA complementary paratransit 
service. This information included: 
• Consumer comment on driver performance and vehicle condition 
• Comments from drivers on training and vehicle condition 
• Information on the vehicle fleet 
• Number of drivers and tenure/turnover 
• Availability of vehicles and drivers to cover scheduled runs 
• Operating budget for the service and the process used to estimate funding needs 

The review team also compared the paratransit ridership in the DTS service area with ridership 
in other systems using a national paratransit demand model. 

10.1 Consumer Comments 
The three riders contacted in advance of the on-site review said that most drivers were helpful 
and professional, but some were not. Those in attendance at the CFADAR meeting said the 
majority of drivers were good, but there were issues with some drivers. One rider characterized 
the situation as “60/40,” and said that approximately 40 percent of the drivers were not helpful. 
The main issues cited by the group were that some drivers do not get up from their seats to assist 
riders on and off the vehicle, and some drivers do not assist with seat belts or even checking to 
be sure that the riders had secured the seat belts. One person also said she has seen some drivers 
get upset if ambulatory riders ask to use the lift. 

All three riders contacted in advance said that many vehicles were old and not in good condition. 
They said that the air conditioning on some vehicles was bad, and the ride was rough and bumpy. 
All three also said that many times the vehicles are not very clean. The seat belts and securement 
straps were cited, in particular, as needing to be cleaned. 

Those who attended the CFADAR meeting mentioned similar issues. One person said the shocks 
on the vehicles seemed to be bad and the ride was very rough. All who spoke about the vehicles 
mentioned cleanliness. In particular, riders had issues with the cleanliness of vehicle interiors. 
Two riders said they did not think vehicles were properly cleaned after being soiled by prior 
riders. 

The tabulation of complaints by DTS did not include a category for driver performance or 
vehicle condition. These appeared to be included under the “other” category. A detailed review 
of 16 complaints identified some related to driver performance. These included one about a 
driver being rude and one alleging unsafe driving. 

The one formal complaint on file with FTA at the time of the review complained about “cargo 
vans” being used to provide service. It also alleged that drivers were disrespectful and rude and 
cited a specific incident where a driver got upset with a rider and sat in the stepwell to block him 
from exiting the vehicle. 
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10.2 Vehicle Fleet 
Vehicle Age and Condition 
At the time of the on-site review, OTS had a 160-vehicle fleet, which is listed in Table 10.1. As 
shown, nine vehicles were model years 1998 or 1999, 36 vehicles were model year 2001, and 29 
were 2002. Almost half of the fleet was 8 years old or older. 

Table 10.1 – Handi-Van Fleet by Model Year 

Model Year Vehicles % of Fleet 
1998 3 2% 
1999 6 4% 
2001 36 22% 
2002 29 18% 
2004 5 3% 
2006 32 20% 
2007 20 12% 
2008 28 18% 
2009 1 1% 
Total 160 100% 

A review of the mileage on the fleet showed that 69 vehicles (43 percent of the fleet) had over 
300,000 miles of service. Sixteen vehicles had logged over 400,000 miles of service. 

A review of breakdown records also showed that the fleet was quite fragile. Sixty breakdowns 
were recorded in December 2009, an average of two per day. In addition, on 5 days in December 
2009, there were four to five breakdowns recorded. 

The review team asked interviewed drivers about the condition of the vehicles. They were also 
asked if repairs were made promptly when they identified mechanical or condition issues. The 11 
drivers who were interviewed provided mixed responses. Three said the vehicles were “good” or 
“pretty good” and that repairs were typically made promptly. Two said the vehicles were 
“adequate” or “okay.”  One of these two said that interior cleanliness was a problem. Three 
drivers said that vehicle condition was an issue, with one saying the condition was “fair to poor,” 
and all three saying that reported problems do not always get fixed right away. One driver said 
that vehicles were “terrible” and “dirty.”  One just commented that the vehicles were very old 
and that newer equipment was needed. The final driver said they “could be cleaner” and stated 
that vehicles had very high mileage. 

The review team interviewed OTS maintenance staff about vehicle condition and focused on the 
issues raised by riders about dirty seat belts and securement straps. The OTS staff indicated that 
they were investigating ways to clean the belts and straps. They said that they were reluctant to 
use cleaning fluids as this might compromise the materials and the strength of the belts and 
straps. They said that they were considering a steam cleaning system and obtaining several spare 
sets of seat belts and securement straps so that they could regularly cycle out and steam clean 
them. 
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Mobile Data Terminals (MDTs) 
OTS staff mentioned some issues with the reliability of the MDTs. Dispatchers indicated that 
several MDTs fail to transmit and receive data each day and they then have to ask drivers for 
actual times and enter this information in the system. They also have to get information about 
add-ons and cancellations to drivers using the voice systems (two-way radios or Nextels). At the 
time of the review, OTS managers stated that they were aware of the problem and were working 
to identify the exact cause and develop a solution. They indicated that the exact cause was 
unknown and indicated that it was likely a wiring issue, a repeater issue, or a combination of the 
two. Managers stated that OTS anticipated setting up a special radio shop to handle MDT and 
other communications equipment issues. 

Vehicle Availability and Run Coverage 
A review of the run structure showed that the maximum number of runs in service at a given 
time (the peak pull-out requirement) was 130. This was in the early afternoon and considered 
afternoon shift change needs and the fact that some vehicles pulled in late for the changeover. 
Given a total fleet of 160 Handi-Van vehicles, OTS had approximately 30 spares on any given 
weekday—a spare ratio of 23 percent. 

The review team analyzed vehicle availability records for the month of December 2009. The 
number of vehicles held out for preventive maintenance or longer-term repairs was indicated for 
all 21 weekdays in the month. Weekends were not examined since the peak pull-out was much 
lower and there were plenty of spares. Records showed that 20–25 vehicles were held out on five 
of the weekdays in the month, leaving the operation with 5–10 operable spares. From 26– 
29 vehicles were held out on 13 of the weekdays in that month, leaving only one to four operable 
spares available. Thirty vehicles were held out on one day, leaving the system with no operable 
spares. In addition, 31–32 vehicles were held out on two of the days in the month, which meant 
that one to two runs had to be closed for lack of available vehicles. 

10.3 Driver Availability, Turnover, and Training 
Information about the driver workforce was also collected from OTS. This included the total 
number of drivers and the annual turnover rate. It also included information about driver training. 

Driver Availability and Turnover 
Table 10.2 shows the number of drivers employed at the time of the on-site review. It also shows 
the total number of weekday runs typically assigned. The ratio of available drivers to assigned 
weekday runs is then calculated and presented. Finally, Table 10.2 shows the number of drivers 
terminated in 2009 and the calculated annual turnover rate. 

Table 10.2 − Handi-Van Driver Availability and Turnover (as of January 25, 2010) 

Drivers 
Weekday Runs 

Assigned 
Ratio of Drivers 

to Runs 
Drivers Terminated 

in 2009 
Annual 

Turnover Rate 
239 162 1.48 6 2.5% 

At the time of the on-site review, OTS had a workforce of 239 drivers. With approximately 162 
runs scheduled each weekday, OTS had a ratio of approximately 1.5 drivers per scheduled 
weekday run. Typically, a ratio of at least 1.2 drivers per assigned weekday run is needed to 
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provide adequate run coverage. By this measure, OTS appeared to have an adequate number of 
drivers. 

In 2009, only six drivers were terminated—either voluntarily or for cause. With a total workforce 
of 239 drivers, this yields an annual turnover rate of 2.5 percent. A review of the driver roster 
showed that 37 percent of drivers had more than 10 years tenure with Handi-Van, 28 percent had 
from 5–10 years of experience, and 35 percent had fewer than 5 years of experience. 

Pullout records maintained by OTS were also examined to determine if runs were being closed 
due to a lack of driver availability. The review team examined records for the week of December 
6–12, 2009. For that week, 983 runs were scheduled. No runs were closed because of a lack of 
drivers. Three runs pulled out late, one because of a morning vehicle running late and not being 
back in time for the afternoon pullout, one because the manifest was reworked and was not ready 
at the scheduled pullout time, and one because a driver showed up late. 

Overall, OTS appeared to have an experienced and stable driver workforce with very low 
turnover and good run coverage. 

Driver Training 
Handi-Van drivers initially receive 28 days of training (224 hours). This includes both classroom 
training and behind-the-wheel training. A review of the training curricula and materials indicated 
that appropriate instruction on disability issues is included. This includes disability awareness, 
assisting riders with various types of disabilities, and proper operation of all accessibility 
equipment. The training includes current materials, videos, and persons with disabilities as guest 
speakers. 

Drivers also receive ongoing refresher training. Typically, it consists of 2 hours of additional 
training every 4 months, or approximately 6 hours a year. The topics of refresher training vary, 
but have included updated instruction on securing various types of mobility aids, as well as 
safety training. Refresher training is also provided any time a new vehicle or equipment is 
received to instruct drivers in the proper operation. OTS also provides additional refresher 
training, as needed, in response to rider issues and complaint investigations. 

The review team asked the interviewed drivers if they felt that the initial training they received 
adequately prepared them for the job. They were also asked if refresher training was provided. 
Nine of the 11 drivers said that they felt that the initial training they received was good and did 
prepare them for the job. One of these nine said that even though the initial training was good, 
there “still is a lot to learn on the job.”  Three of the nine said they thought that the training had 
gotten better in recent years. Two of the 11 drivers said that the initial training they received was 
not adequate. Both were drivers with over 10 years of experience and indicated that their initial 
training was provided by prior contractors. Both said that the current training was much better 
and seemed very good. 

The two drivers that indicated they had not received refresher training were both newer drivers 
with less than one year of experience. 

10.4 Other Staffing 
As mentioned earlier in this report, staffing in the reservations and WMR areas appeared to be an 
issue at the time of the on-site review. A review of telephone hold time records showed that 
actual telephone hold time performance was well below the standards set by DTS. Understaffing 
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in the WMR area also had resulted in a process where telephone calls were automatically 
forwarded to dispatchers after being on hold for 30 seconds. When dispatchers were tied up with 
other issues, this appeared cause the phones to ring excessively without being answered. OTS 
managers planned to add staff beginning in February 2010. 

10.5 Planning, Budgeting, and Funding 
Reviewers met with DTS planning and budgeting staff on Monday, January 25, 2010, and 
gathered information about the process used to develop budgets each year for Handi-Van service. 
The City and County of Honolulu operates on a July 1–June 30 fiscal year. Budget requests go to 
each department in July for the following year and are due back to the City in mid-September. 
DTS works with OTS to develop budgets for Handi-Van service. The budget requests submitted 
by OTS and DTS typically have two components. The first is the amount needed to maintain 
current levels of service. The second is a request for any increases in service that DTS and OTS 
feel are needed. DTS and OTS staff indicated that when considering if additional service is 
needed each year, they review ridership trends and predict ridership for the following year. This 
information is then used to estimate the number of vehicle-hours of service needed as well as 
staffing levels and other budget line items. 

DTS staff stated that all parties involved realized there were service issues and ADA compliance 
issues in 2005. DTS hired a consultant to conduct a thorough review of the service in 2006. The 
study provided recommendations for improving service quality and for bringing the service into 
ADA compliance. Among other things, the study recommended an expansion of the service and 
an increase in the size of the Handi-Van fleet. The study findings and recommendations were 
accepted by the City and County. Working with OTS, DTS stated it has been actively moving 
forward in following the consultant’s recommendations.  

Information about Handi-Van ridership, revenue hours of service, annual operating budgets, and 
actual operating expenses FY 2005–2010 is shown in Table 10.3. As shown, ridership grew at a 
rate of 3–4 percent each year from 2005–2008. In 2009, ridership growth slowed and increased 
by only 1 percent over 2008. For the first 6 months of FY 2010, ridership totaled 427,694. A 
simple doubling to extrapolate for a full year suggests that ridership in 2010 might be 
approximately 855,388 one-way trips. This would again represent only a 1 percent increase 
between 2009 and 2010. 

Annual vehicle revenue hours increased slightly more than ridership during the period. This 
measure of service capacity increased 3–7 percent each year. Extrapolating the 6-month figure 
for FY 2010–a full year suggests a 3 percent increase in revenue-hours is likely between 2009 
and 2010. 

Actual operating expenses increased much more than either ridership or revenue hours during the 
period. Each year from FY 2005–2009, operating expenses increased 11–15 percent. Over the 4
year period, operating expenses increased by approximately 62 percent, while ridership increased 
by approximately 12 percent. DTS staff explained that the increase in operating expenses was 
needed to improve service quality. Extrapolating operating expenditures for the first 6 months of 
FY 2010 suggests that the total for 2010 will be approximately $28,747,306: an 8 percent 
increase over FY 2009. 

Table 10.3 − Handi-Van Ridership, Revenue-Hours of Service 
and Actual Operating Expenses, FY 2005–2010 
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Fiscal 
Year 

Annual 
Ridership 

Pct. 
Change 

Annual 
Revenue 

Hours 
Pct. 

Change 

Actual 
Operating 
Expenses 

Pct. 
Change 

Operating 
Budget 

Pct. 
Change 

2005 758,354 NA 290,218 NA $16,454,567 NA $15,123,559 NA 

2006 787,360 4% 300,408 4% $18,418,672 12% $18,013,364 19% 

2007 811,966 3% 322,531 7% $20,855,392 13% $19,706,101 9% 

2008 838,470 3% 335,729 4% $23,066,859 11% $21,184,414 8% 

2009 846,072 1% 346,287 3% $26,614,593 15% $28,697,186 35% 

2010 427,694* NA 179,096* NA $14,373,653* NA $28,998,536 1% 
*FY 2010 ridership, revenue hours, and actual operating expenses are for the six months from July-
December 2009. FY 2010 budget is for the full year 

Operating budgets for the period from FY 2005–2008 allowed for increases over the previous 
year’s budgets, but were consistently less than actual expenses each year. Actual expenses were 
approximately $405,000 more than budgeted in FY 2006, approximately $1.1 million more than 
budgeted in FY 2007, and almost $1.9 million more than budgeted in FY 2008 (approximately a 
9 percent overrun that year. After that overrun, the budget for FY 2009 was increased 
significantly (by 35 percent) and exceeded actual expenses that year by more than $2 million. 
Given the excess in the budget in FY 2009, the budget for FY 2010 was only increased by 1 
percent over the 2009 amount—to $28,998,536. As mentioned above, an extrapolation of 
expenses for 2010 suggests that approximately $28,747,306 will actually be spent in FY 2010, 
slightly less than the budgeted amount. With the planned increase in reservations staffing 
beginning in February 2010, the actual expenditures for the year might be roughly at budget. 

Capital Budgets 
The review team also discussed plans for capital replacement and expansion for Handi-Van 
service with DTS and OTS staff. The review team noticed that there was no formal adopted plan 
for the service, but that DTS was generally following the replacement and expansion plan 
recommended in the 2007 consultant study, which had called for 48 vehicles to be replaced in 
2010, another 35 in 2011, and 30 per year thereafter through 2016. 

If the informal plan is followed, all 1998, 1999, and 2001 Handi-Van vehicles should be replaced 
in 2010. The 2002 and some of the 2004 vehicles will be replaced in 2011, and the rest of the 
2004 and some of the 2006 vehicles will be replaced in 2012. By the end of 2012, the oldest 
vehicles in the fleet will be 2006 models, which would be replaced in 2013. Replacing 30 
vehicles per year after 2012 would allow for a fleet of 160–180 vehicles to be fully replaced 
every 6 years. 

In terms of fleet expansion, DTS stated that over the 2010–2016 timeframe, it would be 
considering adding just six vehicles to the size of the fleet. Additional expansion would be 
possible if fewer vehicles were replaced each year. With just 3 percent per year ridership growth 
however, DTS would need to expand its fleet by five vehicles per year. To address the capacity 
constraint findings in Chapter 9, it is likely that greater expansion could be needed. As detailed 
in Chapter 9, schedulers estimated that 10 additional runs were needed in the morning, 10–15 
additional runs were needed in the mid-day, and 10–15 additional runs were needed in the 
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afternoon/evening to allow reasonable schedules to be created. This will likely require 25–30 
expansion vehicles. 

10.6 Ridership 
As mentioned above, Handi-Van ridership in FY 2009 was 846,072 one-way passenger trips. 
This included 774,675 trips provided directly by OTS plus 71,397 trips provided by 
subcontractors. To determine how this level of ridership compared with other transit properties, 
the review team used a national ADA complementary paratransit ridership model to estimate the 
predicted ADA complementary paratransit ridership in the DTS area. The national model, 
developed by the Transportation Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) and detailed in TCRP 
Report 119, Improving ADA Complementary Paratransit Demand Estimation, used data from 28 
transit systems across the country to model ADA complementary paratransit demand. The model 
estimates demand based on the population of the service area, the base fare charged, 
the percentage of the population with household incomes below the poverty level, the effective 
window used to determine on-time performance, the percentage of applicants found 
conditionally eligible, and whether conditional eligibility is used to do trip-by-trip eligibility in 
operations. 

To estimate demand for the DTS area using this national model, the review team used a service 
area population of 909,863, obtained from DTS’ 2007 NTD report. A base ADA complementary 
paratransit fare of $2.00 was used. U.S. Census information was used to estimate the poverty 
rate, which indicated that 8.5 percent of the population in Honolulu County lived in households 
with incomes below the poverty level. A conditional eligibility rate of 60 percent was used with 
on-time window of 30 minutes. 

The final factor in the model asks whether trip-by-trip eligibility has been implemented. 
Observations of the trip reservations process indicated that OTS had not yet implemented 
conditional, trip-by-trip eligibility. This factor in the model was therefore set at “0.” 

Using these factors, the TCRP model estimated demand for ADA complementary paratransit 
service in the DTS area to be 361,664 annual one-way trips. The actual FY 2009 ridership was 
846,072 one-way trips. Actual ridership even exceeded the upper limits of the TCRP model (the 
95 percent confidence level) of 664,541. DTS and OTS appear to be providing more Handi-Van 
service than would be predicted. A copy of the summary page from the model showing the 
ridership estimates for the DTS area are provided in Attachment G. 

10.7 Findings 
There were no findings of non-compliance concerning resources. See Section 10.8 below for 
recommendations. 

10.8 .Recommendations 

1.	 Add capital resources to replace the oldest vehicles in the fleet as soon as possible, given the 
vehicle breakdowns and high odometer readings at the time of the review. Implement the 
informal capital replacement plan that will provide for a more reasonable average fleet age.   
At the time of the on-site review, the Handi-Van fleet was quite old. Forty-six percent of the 
fleet was at least 8 years old, and 43 percent of the vehicles had over 300,000 miles of 
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service. There was an average of two breakdowns per day in December 2009, with as many 
as five breakdowns occurring on some days. Appendix D to the DOT ADA regulations 
explains “… if the entity regularly does not maintain its vehicles well, such that frequent 
mechanical breakdowns result in missed trips or late arrivals, a pattern or practice may exist.” 

2.	 Obtain additional vehicles or otherwise gain additional capacity to cover the existing 
scheduled runs. At the time of the on-site review, OTS did not always have enough vehicles 
to cover scheduled runs. Runs had to be closed on two weekdays in December 2009 for lack 
of available vehicles. On 14 other days, the system operated with between zero and four 
operable spares. At the time of the review, DTS did not have a formal capital replacement 
and expansion plan for Handi-Van service. Informal plans called for 48 vehicles to be 
replaced in 2010, 35 to be replaced in 2011, and 30 vehicles per year to be replaced from 
2012–2016. With this vehicle replacement plan, DTS should achieve a reasonable average 
fleet age by the end of 2012. The informal capital plans for Handi-Van service called for only 
six expansion vehicles over the next several years. In addition to 25–30 vehicles that would 
be needed immediately to create more realistic schedules, five to six additional vehicles per 
year will be needed if the service grows at a 3 percent rate per year, which it has done in 
recent years. 

3.	 Continue to evaluate Mobile Data Terminal (“MDT”) reliability issues and implement 
appropriate solutions. At the time of the on-site review, OTS dispatchers reported some 
issues with the MDT reliability. This required dispatchers to manually collect and transmit 
information to and from vehicles. DTS mentioned possible wiring and repeater issues and 
was working to address the issue 

4.	 Add additional reservationists and WMR agents to reduce telephone hold times and to avoid 
having to automatically transfer calls to dispatch when calls are on hold for more than 30 
seconds. DTS and OTS should also monitor hold times on an ongoing basis and adjust 
staffing as needed to maintain appropriate hold times. 

5.	 Request increased funding for operating costs for Handi-Van service to allow more frequent 
service to be provided throughout the island. This is needed in order to eliminate trip denials, 
negotiation of times more than one hour, and very early pickups. Operating funding should 
not only allow for more frequent island-wide service, but also for additional capacity to allow 
feasible schedules to be prepared, on-time performance to be improved, and on-board ride 
times to be reduced. 

6.	 Obtain resources to expand the fleet size to increase service capacity. In FY 2009, the budget 
for Handi-Van service exceeded actual operating expenses by more than $2 million. The 
budget increases, however, do not appear to have been sufficient to provide more frequent 
service to some parts of the island to eliminate trip denials, or for the capacity needed to 
allow for feasible schedules  Expansion should consider not only additional runs needed in 
the short-term to allow for more feasible schedules, but also  annual growth in ridership. In 
estimating future ridership growth, DTS and OTS should consider the impacts on demand 
created by the elimination of denials, improved on time performance, comparable on-board 
ride times and more frequent island-wide service. The City and County had increased the 
budget for Handi-Van service since FY 2005 to address service quality issues, accounting for 
some improvement in service quality. Actual operating expenses increased by 11–15 percent 
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per year from FY 2005–2009, well above the one to four percent annual increases in 
ridership. 
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SERVICES 


CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU 

650 SOUTH KINGSTREET. 3RD FLOOR 


HONOLULU, HAWAII 96813 

Phone: (808) 766-8305 • Fu: (808) 768....730 • lnlernel: www.honolulu.gov 


PETER 8 . CARLISLE WAYNE Y. YOSHIOKA 
W.'IOR DIRECTOR 

• KAI NANI KRAUT, P.E. 
DEPlllY DIRECTOR 

August28, 2012 

Mr. John R. Day 
ADA Team Leader 
FTA Office of Civil Rights 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Transit Administration 
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 
Washington, D.C. 20590 

Dear Mr. Day: 

This transmits our responses to your August 10, 2012 draft report summarizing 
the Federal Transit Administration's (FT A) Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
Complementary Para.transit Services Review of the Department of Transportation 
Services (DTS), conducted January 25-28, 2010. 

Our comments on the draft report foUow the order in which they appear in the 
report. Comments from contractors Innovative Paradigms and Oahu Transit Services, 
Inc. are incorporated by reference as part of our response. 

We appreciate the intent to establish a collaborative partnership to assist DTS in 
achieving full ADA compliance in its paratransit program. Nevertheless, we are 
disappointed that our efforts to work on the compliance issues and concerns raised by 
the review team, documented in our September 2010 interim report, were neither 
acknowledged nor addressed in the draft report. We also note that the paratransit 
eligibility documents identified as having been provided by Innovative Paradigms in 
September 2011 were transmitted at the request of the FTA, not for purposes of the 
compliance review, but in conjunction with the DTS and its contractor's consultation with 
the FTA regarding a paratransit eligibility appeal case. 

Notwithstanding these and other concerns, we look forward to continuing to work 
with the FTA to improve our ADA complementary paratransit system. 

http:www.honolulu.gov


Mr. John R. Day 
August 28, 2012 
Page2 

Please contact myself at (808) 768-8303 or Eileen Mark at (808) 768-8379 if you 
have further questions. 

V~lyyours, 

WAYN~~ 
Director 

Attachments: DTS Responses to FTA's ADA Complementary Paratranslt Services 
Review Conducted January 25-28, 2010 
Appendix 1: 8/24/2012 Memorandum from Innovative Paradigms 
AP.Pend~ 2: CornJllents from OTS. "FTA Complementary Paratransit 

Services Compliance Review" 

cc: 	 Leslie Rogers, Regional Administrator, FTA Region 9 
Monica McCallum, Regional Operations Division Chief, FTA Office of Civil Rights 
Oerrin Jourdan, Regional Civil Rights Officer, FTA Region 9 



DTS Responses to Federal Transit Administration's (FTA) Americans with 

Disabilities Act (ADA) Complementary Paratransit Services Review conducted 


January 2S.28, 2010 


Chapter 2 Overview 

Page 5, paragraph 5 

Statement: " ... the review team met with representatives of Citizens for a Fair ADA 
Ride (CFADAR). a rider group formed to provide comments to DTS on 
the service: 

Correction: CFADAR was formed to provide comments to Oahu Transit Services, 
Inc., the entity contracted by the City to operate the service. 

Chapter 3 Background 

Page 9, paragraph 6 ("Description of Fixed Route Service (TheBus)") 

Statement: "A discount ($1) fare was advertised for youth (ages 6-17), seniors (65 and 
older) and persons with disabilities who had a TheBus Disability Card or 
MedOicare card.n 

Correction: The discount fare is also given to paratransit-eligible riders showing their 
TheHandi-Van carci. 

Page 10, paragraph 8 ("Service Area") 

Statement: "The Rlder's Guide ... stated that the service "is generally available 
throughout Oahu" . ... The service description posted on the DTS website 
says the service "is generally available lslandwlde." 

Response: The two statements are not contradictory because TheHandi-Van service 
operates within the City and County of Honolulu, which encompasses the 
Island of Oahu. 

Chapter 4 Summary of Findings 

Page 17, paragraph 3 

Statement: "Service hours for Handi-Van were listed in the Rider's Guide as available 
from about 5 a.m. to 1 a.m. The Rider's Guide also stated that 24-hour 
service was available within ~-mile of Routes 2 and 40. To meet the 
requirements of §37.131(e) of the DOT ADA regulations. DTS must make 
Handf-Van service available throughout the same hours and days of 
fixed route service and direct reservations to accept these trip 
requests. DTS must ensure that eligible riders are made aware of the 
change, direct contractor(s) to adjust the scheduling software to 
recognize these trips and ensure that contractors(s) have vehicles 
and drivers available to provide these trips. As part of DTS' response to 
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this finding, please provide a copy of the dlrective(s) and revised public 
information to FTA." 

Response: The draft report fails to recognize that DTS addressed this issue in the 

September 2010 interim response to the FTA. 


TheHandi-Van service was available throughout the same hours and days 
of fixed route service in January 2010 and continues to be available at 
these hours and days. The FTA's directives were in place in January 2010 
and continue to be implemented (i.e .• information is provided to riders on 
the City's and OTS' web sites, In the Rider's Guide and In laminated signs 
posted in the interiors of paratransit vehicles. OTS schedulers recognize 
these trips and vehicles are available to provide them). In January 2010, 
the review team's focus was on public Information materials, and after 
noting that service hours for Routes 88A, 52 and 412 had scheduled stops 
prior to 5 a.m. and after 1 a.m., did recommend that DTS revise the Rider's 
Guide to state that service was available "from about 4 a.m. through 1 a.m." 
instead of "from about 5 a.m. through 1 a.m.", with the term "abour used to 
highlight that this is the general timeframe, as opposed to exact hours. The 
change suggested by the review team represents a minor editorial revision 
that does not comprise the basis for concluding that the service does not 
meet the requirements of §37.131(e) of the DOT ADA regulations. As 
such, this finding should be deleted. 

Page 18, Section 4.2. ADA Complementary Paratranslt Eligibility Process 

Please see the attached August 24, 2012 memorandum from Innovative 
Paradigms (Appendix 1), which responds to Section 4.2 and Chapter 6 of the draft 
report. 

Paga 20, Paragraph 3 

Statement: "DTS must ensure that employees and contractors count and track as 

denials any outright inabillty to serve trip requests ... " 


Correction: Because it hires and oversees the staff that conducts the day-to-day 

operations of the paratransit service, OTS should be Identified as the 

responsible party. 


Paga 20, Paragraph 3 

Statement: 11DTS must establish consistent policies to ensure that riders are actually 

called back .. : 


Correction: 	Because it hires and oversees the staff that conducts the day-to-day 
operations of the paratransit service, OTS should be identified as the 
responsible party. 
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Page 21. Paragraph 2 

Statement: "Such a plan should include requiring employees and contractors to collect, 
measure, and report accurate data regarding on-board time." 

CorrectJon: Because it hires and oversees the staff that conducts the day-to-day 
operations of the paratransit service, OTS should be identified as the 
responsible party. 

Page 21, Paragraph 2 

Statement: •At the time of the review, it appeared that OTS did not require OTS or 
subcontractors to regularly measure or report on board travel time,,," 

Correction: OTS requires OTS to provide monthly statistics on on-board travel time, 
using a sample of trip data used for National Transit Database reporting. 
OTS is responsible for monitoring its subcontractors. 

Page 21, Paragraph 3 

Statement: "At.the time of the r~ew, it appeared that DTS ~ not require OTS or 
subcontractors to regularly measure or report on time performance,.," 

Correction: DTS requires OTS to provide monthly statistics on on-time performance, 
using a sample of trip data used for National Transit Database reporting. 
OTS is responsible for monitoring its subcontractors. 

Statement: "For the sample day, OTS was on time .. . " 

Correction: OTS should be the named party. 

Page 21, Paragraph 4 

Statement: "DTS has an implicit obligation to get riders to appointments on time ... " 

Correction: OTS should be the named party. 

Paga 23, Paragraph 5 

Statement: " ...OTS must establish an appeals process and make it available to an 
individual on whom sanctions have been proposed ... " 

Correction: 	DTS has maintained such an appeals process. The draft report does not 
provide any evidence of the lack of an appeals process on which this 
erroneous conclusion is based. This erroneous statement and associated 
recommendations should be deleted from the final report 
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Chapter 5 ADA Complementary Paratransit Service Criteria 

Finding No. 1: ·DTS must revise its public infonnation to inform applicants and eligible 
riders that assistance between the curb and the door of their point of 
origin or destination will be provided ... " 

Response: The draft report fails to recognize that DTS addressed this issue in the 

September 2010 interim response to the FTA. 


Finding No. 2: "To meet the requirements of §37.131(e) of the DOT ADA regulations, 
DTS must make Handi-Van service available throughout the same 
hours and days of fixed route service and direct reservations to accept 
these trip requests. DTS must ensure that eligible riders are made 
aware of the change, direct contractor(s) to adjust the scheduling 
software to recognize these trips and ensure that contractors(s) have 
vehicles and drivers available to provide these trips. As part of DTS' 
response to this finding, please provide a copy of the directive(s) and 
revised public information to FTA." 

Response~ 	 The. draft reportfails to recognize tbatDTS addressed this issue in tha 
September 2010 interim response to the FTA. 

TheHandi-Van service was available throughout the same hours and 
days of fixed route service in January 2010 and continues to be 
available at these hours and days. The FT A's directives were in place 
in January 2010 and continue to be implemented (i.e., information is 
provided to riders on the City's and OTS' web sites, in the Rider's Guide 
and in laminated signs posted in the Interiors of paratransit vehicles. 
OTS schedulers recognize these trips and vehicles are available to 
provide them). In January 2010, the review team's focus was on public 
information materials, and after noting that service hours for Routes 
88A, 52 and 412 had scheduled stops prior to 5 a .m. and after 1 a.m., 
did recommend that DTS revise the Rider's Guide to state that service 
was available "from about 4 a.m. through 1 a.m." instead of "from about 
5 a.m. through 1 a.m.", with the tenn Mahout" used to highlight that this is 
the general timeframe, as opposed to exact hours. The change 
suggested by the review team represents a minor editorial revision that 
does not comprise the basis for concluding that the service does not 
meet the requirements of §37.131(e) of the DOT ADA regulations. As 
such, the entire finding should be deleted from the final report .. 

Finding No. 3: " ... it is unclear whether the records kept were sufficient to meet the 
requirements under §27 .121(b} that copies of complaints be kept on file 
for one year and that a summary of complaints be maintained on file for 
five years." 
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Response: 	 The review team did not request this information. Please see the attached 
August 24, 2012 memorandum from OTS (Appendix 2), which responds to 
this issue. The draft report contains no information that provides the basis 
for concluding that the requirements under §27.121(b) are not being met. 
As such, the entire finding should be deleted from the final report. 

Chapter 6 ADA Complementary Paratransit EliglbUity 

Please see the attached August 24, 2012 memorandum from Innovative 

Paradigms (Appendix 1 ), which responds to this chapter. 


Chapter 9 Service Performance 

Page 66, Paragraph 5 

Statement: "The March 2011 Revision [of TheHandi-Van Rider's Guide] stated that a 

no show occurs when:" 


Comment: 	 In the FTA letter transmitting the draft report, it is emphasized that, "FTA 
requests that you only respond to the specific findings that were made at 
1he time of the compliance review ... D. ttis not clear why the FTA chose to 
include a reference to this 2011 document and yet fails to recognize that 
OTS addressed this and other issues in the September 201 O interim 
response to the FTA. 

Page 77, Paragraph 3 

Statement: " ... DTS had contracted with two taxicab companies for supplemental 

capacity ... " 


Correction: OTS should be the named party. 

Page 78, Paragraph 2 

Statement: "Subcontractors invoiced DTS ... " 

Correction: OTS should be the named party. 

Finding No. 1: "At the time of the review, it appeared that DTS did not require OTS or 

subcontractors to regularly measure or report on board travel time ,,," 


Correction: 	DTS requires OTS to provide monthly statistics on on-board travel time, 

using a sample of trip data used for National Transit Database reporting. 

OTS is responsible for monitoring subcontractors. 


Finding No. 2 : "At the time of the review, it appeared that DTS did not require OTS or 

subcontractors to regularly measure or report on time performance,,." 
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Correction: 	DTS requires OTS to provide monthly statistics on on-time performance, 
using a sample of trip data used for National Transit Database reporting. 
OTS is responsible for monitoring subcontractors 

Finding No. 5: "At the time of the review, it appeared that DTS did not appear to have 
a written policy or procedure for employees, contractors and 
subcontractors to follow prior to declaring rider no-shows." 

Correction: 	As this finding relates to operational situations, including use of the MDT 
equipment and dispatch functions, OTS should be the named party. 

Finding No. 8: " .. . DTS must establish an appeals process and make it available to an 
individual on whom sanctions have been proposed ... " 

Response: 	 DTS has maintained such an appeals process. The draft report does not 
provide any evidence of the lack of an appeals process on which this 
erroneous conclusion is based. This erroneous statement and associated 
recommendations should be deleted from the final report. 
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Innovative Paradigms 	 August 24, 2012 

To: 	 Geri Ung 
The City and County of Honolulu - DTS 

From: 	 Phil McGuire 
Marilyn Cole 
Sean Powers 

RE: 	 Comments on FT A Draft Report 

Per the request from Eileen Mark, we have reviewed the FTA Draft Report and submit the following 
comments that address any material statements of fact about the operations at the time of the January 
2010 FTA review. 

Page 31, Section 6.1 

The 14 riders who attended the CFADAR meeting stated that the outcomes of the October 2009 
eligibility process "seemed fair. " One person commented that she had heard that an applicant 
who was blind and used a dog guide had been denied due to staff misconceptions about the 
level ofassistance provided by the dog. 

Comment: The reference to the denial of service due to staff misconceptions is based on an 
unsubstantiated comment from "one person". Since there is no evidence that this incident 
occurred, the reference to the denial of service should be omitted. 

Page 34 

IP employed two Mobility Coordinators (MCs) who conducted the interviews and most of the In
person assessments. The two MCs at the time of the on-site review had experience working 
with persons with disabilities as counselors or as job trainers. Neither was a licensed 
Occupational Therapist (OT) or Physical Therapist (PT). IP stated that MCs completed an 80
hour training course that included instruction in the ADA regulations, eligibility policies and 
procedures, and the specific interview and assessment tools and protocols used. 

At the time of the review, IP managers stated that they had not established the qualifications for 
MCs because MCs focused on making a "transportation decision" rather than a "medical 
decision." 

Comment: At the time of the January 2010 FT A review, IP employed three Mobility 

Coordinators, not two. The three MCs and the Program Manager conducted all of the in-person 

assessments. 

DOT ADA regulations do not require that mobility coordinators or other individuals who conduct 
in-person interviews/functional assessments be licensed Occupational Therapists (OT) or 

1 I P 0,... 



Physical Therapists (PT). Thus, the fact that "Neither [MC] was a licensed Occupational 
Therapist (OT) or Physical Therapist (PT)" is not relevant. 

The statement, "At the time of the review, IP managers stated that they had not established the 
qualifications for MCs because MCs focused on making a "transportation decision" rather than a 
"medical decision" is factually untrue. At the time of the review, IP had well defined and 
established qualifications for MCs. The qualifications had been used for recruiting purposes as 
early as August 2009 when hiring of MCs began. A copy of the 2009 job posting for the Mobility 
Coordinator position is shown on the following page. 

IP did not at the time of the review {and does not today) require MCs to be licensed medical 
professionals because it is the company's policy that MCs focus on making transportation 
decisions rather than medical decisions. The approach utilized by IP in 2009 subsequently has 
been validated by the FT A in its 2012 letter to the City and County of Honolulu regarding HA 
Complaint No. 12-0105: 

"DOT ADA regulations also do not require that the determination for paratransit eligibility 
be performed by a licensed physician. According to DTS, you were informed during the 
on-site meeting in December that their staff is trained to make transit skill 
determinations, not medical determinations, which is consistent with DOT ADA 
regulations." 

Because the DOT FT A regulations are silent on the issue of qualifications of the individuals 
performing eligibility determinations and the further recent clarification of this point in the above 
mentioned complaint response by FT A, any mention of OT or PT licensing should be stricken 
from this compliance audit and any future audit of this transit agency or any other. 

FT A's letter to the City and County of Honolulu regarding HA Complaint No. 12-0105: is 
included as Attachment 1. 



MOBILITY COORDINATOR 

Paratransit, Inc. is now accepting applications for full-time Mobility Coordinators to 
conduct eligibility interviews and assessments of applicants for ADA paratransit service, 
including recertttication of existing customers, in order to determine the functional ability 
to use public transit services: provide one-on-one and group mobility training to eligible 
program participants in the proper and safe use of the local transit system; create and 
maintain accurate, detailed records and reports; and provide outreach to community 
groups and agencies, as needed. The schedule is mostly Monday through Friday with 
varied hours. This position is assigned to our office in Honolulu, Hawaii. Paratransit 
does not pay for or provide reimbursement for relocation expenses. The deadline for 
submitting applications Is Friday, August 14, 2009. 

The minimum qualifications include, but are not limited to: 
• 	 Minimum of six months' experience working with people with disabilities 
• 	 Knowledge of ADA requirements pertaining to ADA complementary 

paratransit service 
• 	 Training. education, or work experience sufficient to assess transit-related 

skills and abilities of applicants to use fixed route public transit 
• 	 Knowledge of the local transit system 
• 	 Ability to perform functional assessments to determine eligibility and/or 

conditions under which applicants may use ADA complementary paratransit 
• 	 Excellent oral and written communication skills 
• 	 Ability to prioritize work and meet deadlines 
• 	 Planning and organizational skms 
• 	 Ability to use computers, including software programs such as Word, Excel, 

Power Point and database programs 
• 	 Knowledge of proper English usage, grammar, punctuation and spelling 
• 	 Possession of a valid driver license 
• 	 Possession of appropriate car insurance as designated by Paratransit, Inc. 

Salary: 

The salary range is $15.00 to $20.00 per hour depending on qualifications. This 
position includes a benefits package. 

Paratran.,it, Inc., is an affirmative action, equal opportunily employer. 

P.o: Box 231100 • Sacramento CA 95823 • Phone: 916.429.2009 • Fax: 916.429.2409 •Web: www.paratransit.org 

http:www.paratransit.org


Page 35 
Among the set of 41 suggested questions was one asking app/lcants to describe "any 
obstructions or barriers between your home and the closest TheBus stop that affects your ability 
to travel by yourself." 

This question must be revised to address travel to and from origins and destination throughout 
the service area, rather than just soliciting information about potential barriers between 
applicants' homes and the closest bus stops. Not all trips that the individual might wish to make 
begin at home, and the conditions around each fixed route stop (curb cuts, terrain, or 
accessibility of intersections, for example) are not necessarily identical to those around the stop 
that is closest to the individual's home. 

Comment: At the time of the review, The City and County of Honolulu provided free travel 
training to applicants for TheHandi-Van service. IP interviewed applicants to determine a range 
of mobility options, including paratransit service as well as travel training for fixed route service. 
The question regarding obstructions or barriers between home and bus stop was designed 
specifically to assist MCs in evaluating travel training options, not eligibility. This was explained 
during the interview with the reviewer. It was further explained that for purposes of eligibility 
determinations, obstacles and barriers system-wide (covering the island of Oahu) were 
considered. 

With this clarification, FT A's request to revise the referenced question should be stricken from 
the audit findings. 

Page 38 
Sample letters granting condftional or temporary eligibility did not contain Information about the 
right to appeal. Since these determinations limit eligibility, appeal information must be included. 

Comment: At the time of the review, letters granting conditional eligibility contained 
information about the right to appeal. A copy of a conditional letter from December 2009 is 
included as Attachment 2. 

Sentence should be revised to read "Sample letters granting temporary eligibility did not contain 
information about the right to appeal. Since these determinations limit eligibility, appeal 
information must be included. • 

Page 38 
To determine the typical volume of applications and the number and percentage of applicants 
found eligible and not eligible, the review team requested outcome data for January 1-0ctober 
12, 2009. During this 42-week period, DTS received 4,863 applications. IP made 4,692 
determinations and returned 171 incomplete applications (3.5 percent). On average, DTS 
received 512 applications each month with approximately 494 determinations made. Eligibility 
was granted for 4,583 applicants (97.3 percent) while 109 applicants were determined not 
eligible (2.3 percent). 



Comment: IP did not make any determinations during the period January.1 - October 12, 
2009. All determinations were completed by DTS staff. All incomplete applications were 
returned by DTS staff. IP began conducting in-person interviews on October 14, 2009. 

With this clarification, the sentence should be rewritten, "During this 42-week period, DTS 
received 4,863 applications. DTS made 4,692 determinations and returned 171 incomplete 
applications (3.5 percent). 

Page 39 

To compare determination outcomes for the October 2009 eligibility process to those from the 

prior one, data was also collected on inteNlews requested, inteNiews conducted, and 
determinations made from October 14, 2009-January 27, 2010. The data indicated that 1,036 
individuals made appointments for inteNiews during this period (approximately 300 per month). 
Only 720 inteNiews were conducted. 

From October 14, 2009-January 27, 2010, IP made 606 determinations, approximately 173 per 
month. This is an approximately 65 percent decrease in the number of individuals requesting 
inteNiew appointments, compared to the prior process. It appeared that fewer individuals were 
requesting consideration for Handi-Van eligibility; others appeared to initiate the process by 
calling for inteNiew appointments, but had apparently decided not to participate in the inteNiew. 

Comment: During the period October 14, 2009 - January 27, 2010, there were 1,036 
telephone calls regarding appointments at the Eligibility Center. As defined in TheHandi-Van 

Monthly Report, appointment calls are "in-take calls received during the calendar month to 
schedule, cancel, or reschedule interviews, regardless of when interview is scheduled." 

It is factually more accurate to state that "the data indicated that there were 1,036 calls from 
individuals to schedule, cancel or reschedule appointments. During the period October 14, 2009 
- January 27, 2010, a total of 720 interviews were conducted." 

Under the prior process, individuals submitted paper applications and did not request interview 
appointments. Thus it is factually incorrect to state that "this is an approximately 65 percent 
decrease in the number of individuals requesting interview appointments, compared to the prior 

process." 

With this clarification, the sentence stating that there was a 65% decrease in the number of 
individuals requesting interview appointments should be deleted. 



Page 39 

These percentages under the October 2009 process do not appear to explain the significant 
decline in the number of applicants. 

Comment: The percentages shown for determinations made during the period October 14, 
2009 - January 27, 2010, do not indicate the total number of individuals applying for service 
during the period. It is not factually accurate to use completed determination statistics as an 
indication of a decline in the number of applicants. The lower number of completed 
determinations during the period October 2009 - January 2010 involves a number of factors, 
including the ramp up of services during the first four months of operation of the Eligibility 
Center. 

Pages 39-40 
At the time of the review, D TS stated that it considered the application to be complete once the 
in-person interview had been conducted and the applicant had provided all required 
documentation. For applicants indicating a vision disability, this included providing visual-acuity 
statements or field-of-vision statements. For appllcants indicating a psychiatric disability this 
included providing documentation of the disability from a treating professional or service 
provider. 

Comment: At the time of the review, the application for service was considered complete 
once the in-person interview and transit skills functional assessments (as needed) had been 
conducted, and supplemental information from healthcare providers (as needed) had been 
obtained. 

Because the above description of when an application was considered complete was in place at 
the time of the review, FTA's description in the report should state, "At the time of the review, 
DTS stated that it considered the application to be complete once the in-person interview and 
transit skills functional assessments (as needed) had been conducted and supplemental 
Information from healthcare providers (as needed) had been obtained." 

Page 42 
In one of the 16 cases where conditional eligibility was granted, the applicant had late-stage 

renal failure and was receiving dialysis treatment. The determination granted conditional 
eligibility for return trips from dialysis. The determination should not have been tied to a specific 
trip purpose. Instead, it would have been more appropriate to grant conditional eligibility for trips 
when severe fatigue prevented use of the fixed route service. 

The review team discussed with IP the issue of limiting eligibility to a particular trip purpose, 
dialysis, in this case. While the intent is to provide ADA paratransit service at times when the 
person's health condition and/or the effects of the treatment make the person too fatigued to be 
able to use fixed route service, tying eligibility to dialysis trips only is not appropriate. For 
example, a person with end-stage renal failure may be too fatigued not only when they are 
traveling to and from dialysis treatment, but at other times as well. Limiting their eligibility to 



dialysis trips only would prevent them from using Handi-Van seNice to make other trips at times 
when they are too fatigued to use fixed route seNice. Instead of tying eligibility to a particular 
trip purpose, DTS must grant eligibility for trips when severe fatigue prevents a rider from using 
fixed route seNice. IP staff stated that conditional eligibility determination letters would be 
revised accordingly. 

Comment: During the review, IP explained that the condition of "Post Dialysis" was a 
description used under the previous process. Under the new system, the condition description 
was stated as "Because of your health condition you have a bad day'', in order not to tie 
eligibility to any specific type of trip, such as dialysis trips. 

The final sentence of the section should state that during the review, IP reported that the use of 
"post dialysis" as a conditional already had been discontinued. 

Attachment A 
Brochure used at the time of the review. 

Comment: The brochure shown on the following page is included in Attachment A as the 
brochure used at the time of the review. This is factually incorrect. This brochure, showing Peter 
Carlisle as Mayor, was not used until after October 2010, when Mr. Carlisle assumed office. The 
correct brochure is included as Attachment 3. 
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fnform31lon to the inteivlew 

Eligbllly determinations normally Wlll 

be made l'l!lhin :?l days of c:omplobon 
of fhe asses::;ment proco=s You may 

appea1 tho detennlnatson if you 

disagree wilh IL 

TheBus 

~ ... -:-.· ... ''·'M"'" ··5 '7:.~:::_.:: l~ · - .. ...~~ 
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Usilg r111ed route seMCo ~'lCl"eilses 

uui mo1>1Uty opuoos or lndlv1dualc with 
dls;ibilihe~. 

Bui;es are wheelchair occe$Sible ond 

are equipped wi!h lilts or low floors 

Othef a<:oommodations such as Slop 

announoenients maKe usJng 1110 fixod 
route bus serlice poSSlble ror many 

people 

TRAVEL TRAINING 

Tri\w!I Training is available to help 

you leam to use TheOus. Du-inn your 
In-person lnleMeW your Mobility 

Coorolnator Clln give you tnf0tm11tlon 
on this ltco training that Is designed 
to lnc1ease ynur tnin.s~ation 

option::.. 

Call for More Information 

ThaHand1-Van is an 011g1t1-tO· 

desl~lron, shared ride. accesslb.'e bu$ 

serv1oe for people who are eligible 
under the Amer~ns \I/Ith 01sab1llty Aet 
(ADA) 9111clehne& 

To be efig tie !o U5e ThaHandl-Van. 
you must talte part In on ln ·person 

intorv1ow at TheHondi-Van E.!.gtblhly 
Center at The First tn~uronce Center. 

1100 Wa·d Avenue, Suite 835 In 
Honolulu 

To schOOulo your intorvlew or to got 
moro IMorma\lon about TheHand1.Von 
ellglblllry process, call 808-638-0033 

Our Mobllty Ccoo11nators Mil be happy 

to help you. 

· · iheiiarid1...van. 
· · · Elig~bility Cen~e:r · 

808-~38-Q033- : . 
: . . Moridav - Frid~ . 

8:30AM to.4:00 PM 

Vhit TheHandt:van webslte·at 
www.honolvlu.qov/drs/rld#ci.htm 

TheHandi·Van la the City and Coontv 

of Honolulu'i; p3f;)tranGll S!!IViec for 
people Wlln dtSabllillea Who are \lnable 
to 1n<1epend&ntty u!ll TheBus. 

This tnformabc;nal bro<:hure wil l holp 
guide y<iu Uuough the process of 
applying fOI TheHand1-Van ohglblflly 

We hope 1ou wltl find i: u 3eful aoo 

convenient 

Mayor PeeerCorli.slc 

• \ 

' 
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How do I apply for TheHandi-Van? 

To apply ror ell9lbllily ID use Theliand1-Voo, 1nd!Vlduats 
must appear In-person to complete ari assessment process 

Ouung a ccnfldentlal interview, you wll meei with a Moblllly 

Coordb'u11or who wil identify your $i;cdl"IC transit uu 6klas 
abl ~lles ondfor t1mitatlons The Mobil[ty Coordinator will 
osS1st you tn navigating tnrougn thD process and can 
provide ltllorm.ation about addibonal lransportatloo options 

and serviOes 

~llaftdl •Vllf\ 

NO MORE PAPER APPLICATIONS aig;baoty Center an 
help you lwn about 

Unde1 the psovlous ellglllilily &ystem, decisions about each rour 1nnsl\ opliOo>. 

customer ·Nete t>ase<I primarily on written infoml31ion Now 
yoo w;lt havn on opportunity to better rucplain your per&onal 
oro.nnstanai$ ana abib1ies 

Owing your lnteMew you will lollm about other programs tllat can <ncteo$C your 
tlonspor\.'.llton indepondenc.o. The ~ment process Is not o mad•cal 
determ!natl:>n ot \'lhothel or not you llave a disability, but rather a determination 
about what your l ranspotlotion 0P:1ons can lndude 

Dlsabll/ty alone does not determine cllglbfUty; the decision 1$ ~ed upon a 
customer'$ abRity ro uso tho City's fixed route bus. Tho assesS1™>nt 1& to enwte 
thDI the person applying for SGMi::e has a verifl8d disability and :o understand the 
trBnsi't·rel;,tea :asks that tfle person can f)IJtform 

TheHandl-Van Ellglblllty Center 
First tnsurance Center 803·Sl8..()033 

1100 Ward Avenue, Suite 835 Mond11y • Friday 
Honolulu, HI 968t4 8:30 Affi • 4:00 PM 

What information will I need? 

This checldist ls dasigned to assist you. By bringing the 
information listed below with you to your Interview, you can help 
avoid delays In processing your request for TheHandi.Van 
service. 

- -----·-----· ~---··----

./ Helpful Information to bring to your interview 

Your contact pOOl\c numbef$ (home, ce' I, work) 

Your complete s11eet and :Ni.Jng addre~ses _.,_____..___, ---·--·
!Emergency COlllaCI namo:i, rclatlonship 3. phones {home. cell. wo!il) 

- - . ,.	Health care proY!Cle< names, complew addroiuies, phone and 
fax number$, and contact names 
Moblity devices that you use~ lncludlno power and manual 
wneetcllal1'$. scooters, walllers, cenes. etc----------------------1II your vision 1s impaired, a Visual Acuity 01 Reid or Vision 
Statement from your vFSlon cure provider 

If you have a psychiolric cond1~on. "dlagnos1S and statoment 
from vour mentat ~alth care provider 

Optional Information 
Supplemental lnformaoon ftcm your heatlhcare or d~bihty 

service provide· 1e9aming your anifity to u ~.!9!~~~.~~_!vi~---i 
Location of tile buS &top dosest to your home ------ -· 	 --------- 

Questions? 

Call TheHandl-Van Eligibility Center 


538-0033 


( i I 



6.6 Findings 

1. To meet the requirements of §37.125(c) of the DOT ADA regulations, DTS must revise its public 
information to explicitly inform applicants and prospective applicants that if DTS has not made an 
eligibility determination within 21 calendar days, presumptive eligibility will be granted and service will 
be provided on the 22nd day until and unless DTS denies the application. As part of OTS' response to 

this finding, FTA requests that DTS clarify when an application is considered complete, as the October 
2009 eligibility process eliminated paper applications. It is unclear whether an application is considered 
complete when an applicant participates in the interview/assessment, or if, as described in Section 6.2 
of this report the IP Mobility Coordinator (MC) decides after the interview/assessment whether sufficient 
information has been gathered to make a determination. Secondly, FTA requests the current average 
number ofdays between a request for an appointment and the actual interview/assessment. Third, FTA 
requests that OTS describe the current maximum and average number of steps and days, beginning 
with an applicant's call for an interview/assessment, needed to complete the eligibility determination 
processes, for both new applicants and those applying for recertification. Finally, FTA requests that 
OTS specify the frequency of its review of /P's eligibility determinations. 

Comment: 

Public Information: DTS has revised its informational brochure, which is included as 
Attachment 4. 

Clarification of when an application is complete: Since October 14, 2009, an 
application is considered complete when an applicant has participated in an in-person interview 
and transit skills functional assessments (as needed), and supplemental information from 
healthcare provider(s) has been obtained (as needed). 

Average days between a request for appointment and interview/assessment: Since March 
2010, monthly summary reports provided by IP to DTS include this information. Information is 
also available on an individual applicant for days between call and appointment. 

The average number of days between a call for an appointment and an interview/assessment 
for the period October 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012 is 10 calendar days. See report on the 

following page. 
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Current maximum and average number of steps and days: Although steps are not 
defined nor required by DOT ADA regulations. IP has defined its steps in the eligibility process 
as 1) completion of an in-person interview, 2) completion of any additional functional testing 
deemed necessary by the MC, 3) receipt of any supplemental verification information deemed 

necessary by the MC, and 4) notification of eligibility status. Steps 1 and 2 are completed at the 
time of the appointment. Step 3 is initiated at the time of the appointment with completion being 
dependent upon the responsiveness of the health care provider. Step 4 is completed when all 
information is reviewed and determination documents been finalized and reviewed. The 
maximum time allowed for Step 3 is 5 business days. Overall since October 2009, the average 
number of days between completion of the application process and notification of eligibility is 
one day. 

Recertification applicants are notified approximately 60 prior to the expiration of their eligibility. 
Often recertification applicants choose to schedule appointments 30 - 60 days from receipt of 
this notification. For example, an applicant whose eligibility ends on May 31, calls on April 1 and 
selects an appointment date of May 15. Appointments are available before May 15, however the 
individual chooses not to accept them. Because of this, the maximum number of days between 
call and appointment can appear to be quite large. Additionally, the inclusion of these long-term 
requests in monthly statistics tends to skew the data. Since March 2010, the average number 
of days between call and appointment is reported monthly by IP to DTS. For the period October 
1, 2011- June 30, 2012, the average number of calendar days between call and appointment 
was 10 days. Since January 2012, the longest time between a call for an appointment and an 
interview was 51 days. This was at the applicant's request. 

2. At the time of the review, Innovative Paradigms (IP), DTS' contractor for eligibility determinations, 
was not recording or tracking milestones In the eligibility determination process. Developing a system 
for tracking milestones in the application process, including the dates that interviews/assessments are 
requested, offered and accepted and scheduled, dates that customers no-show for these appointments, 
and the date that the determination letter is mailed is essential for DTS to grant presumptive eligibility 

as required. 

Comment: 

Milestones: Since March 2010, the following milestones have been tracked by IP: 

• Date of call for appointment 

• Date of appointment 

• Cancelled/No show appointments 

• Date of interview 

• Date of transit skills assessment(s) 

• Date(s) of requests for supplemental information from healthcare provider(s) 

• Date supplemental information is received 

• Date of determination review by program manager 
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• Date of Determination completion 

• Date notification is mailed to applicant 

3. At the time of the review, ThkHandi-Van Eligibility Information (Brochure/Flyer) suggested that 
applicants had the option to bring documentation ofpsychiatric and vision disabilities from a health care 
provider to the interview/assessment. However, when applicants indicating these disabilities called to 
schedule the appointment, IP told them this information was required. Because a diagnosis of a 
psychiatric disability and /or vision loss at the level of legal blindness or greater cannot be determined 
through a physical functional assessment, DTS must revise public information and processes to resolve 
the discrepancy between print and verbal instructions to minimize potential delays in applicants 
participating in the Interview/assessment. As part of DTS' response to this finding, please provide 
copies of the revised public information and policies to FTA. 

Comment: 

The statement above is factually untrue. The brochure included in Attachment A of the report 
and referenced above is not the brochure that was used at the time of the review. The correct 
brochure is included as Attachment 3. At the time of the review, the brochure included a 
checklist of "necessary information" to be brought to the interview. The brochure stated, 
"Please help us help you by coming to your interview prepared with the required information. 
Not bringing the information listed above may delay your eligibility determination." The brochure 
did not indicate that applicants had an option to bring documentation as stated in the above 
paragraph from the report. Thus the statements of IP staff and instructions included in the 
brochure at the time of the review were consistent. 

This finding is factually untrue and should be deleted from the report. 

4. At the time of the review, /P's Mobility Coordinators (MCs) overlooked or did not consider potential 
barriers related to street crossing, such as crossing wide streets and busy intersections and the 
functional walking speed necessary to accomplish these tasks when making final determinations, even 
though these factors were listed on the Determination Form, a thorough checklist of potential ba"iers 
that IP had developed for MCs to use when making final determinations. This observation was 
supported by the review team 's analysis of a sample of determinations, as at least one condition was 
omitted in each of the four conditional determination decisions reviewed. DTS must direct IP MCs and 
Managers to consider all barriers to using fixed route service on /P's Determination Form when 
applicants are granted conditional eligibility, including walking speed and the ability to cross wide 
streets and busy intersections. Please provide a copy of the directive to FTA. 

Comment: 

Consideration of all barriers: Since January 2010, IP staff has considered all barriers 

and obstacles when granting conditional eligibility. 
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5. One of the 41 suggested questions, making up the paratranslt application at the time of the review, 
that MCs used during the interview/assessment asked applicants to describe "any obstructions or 
barriers between your home and the closest TheBus stop that affects your ability to travel by yourself. " 
To meet the requirements of §37.125 of the DOT ADA regulations, this question and public information 
containing this question must be revised to address travel to and from origins and destinations 
throughout the service area, rather than just soliciting information about potential barriers between 
applicants' homes and the closest bus stops. DTS must also ensure that eligibility determinaUons are 
based on an individual's functional abilities to use fixed route service to travel between any origin and 
destination within the service area, rather than proximity to a particular bus stop. Not all trips than an 
applicant may make will begin at home, and environmental conditions that may interact with a rider's 
disability to prevent use of the fixed route service (terrain and lack of curb ramps, for example) are not 
necessarily identical to those surrounding the stop that is closest to the individual's home. In addition to 
revising this question, DTS must also revise all public information containing this question, including 
online information entitled "What Information Do I Need at my In-Person Interview?" As part of DTS' 
response to this finding, please provide copies of the directive, revised public Information and the 
revised set of suggested interview questions to FT A. 

Comment: 

Obstructions between home and bus stop: At the time of the review, The City and 
County of Honolulu provided free travel training to applicants for TheHandi-Van service. IP 
interviewed applicants to determine a range of mobility options, including paratransit service as 
well as travel training for fixed route service. The question regarding obstructions or barriers 
between home and bus stop was designed specifically to assist MCs in evaluating travel training 
options, not eligibility. This was explained during the interview with the reviewer. It was further 
explained that for purposes of eligibility determinations, obstacles and barriers system-wide 
(covering the island of Oahu) were considered. 

With this clarification, FTA's request to revise the referenced question should be stricken from 
the audit findings. 

6. At the time of the review, the sample letters provided to the review team granting conditional or 
temporary eligibility did not contain information about the right to appeal the decision. To meet the 
requirements under §37.125 of the DOT ADA regulations, DTS must ensure that its eligibility 
determination letters granting temporary or conditional eligibility inform applicants of the right to appeal, 
since these determinations limit a rider's eligibility. DTS must inform similarly-situated riders who were 
not afforded their right to appeal that they may reapply for eligibility. DTS must direct IP to revise 
determination letters accordingly and provide examples of the revised letters and a copy of the directive 
to FTA. As part ofDTS response to this finding, please submit an example of letters and/or other public 

information sent to these riders informing them of the right to reapply. 
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Comment: 

Notification of right to appeal: See Attachment 2. At the time of the review, conditional 
letters did include information about the right to appeal the decision. 

This finding should be revised to indicate that only letters granting temporary eligibility did not 
contain information about the right to appeal the decision. 

7. In one of the 16 cases examined by the review team, DTS granted eligibility only for return trips from 
dialysis treatment. This policy does not meet the requirements under§ 37.131(d) of the DOT ADA 
regulations, which prohibits restrictions based on trip purpose. The review team discussed this issue 
with IP, and IP agreed to revise the determination letters accordingly. DTS must provide examples of 
the revised letters to FTA, and inform similarly-situated riders whose eligibility has been linked to trip 
purpose that they may reapply for eligibility. As part of DTS response to this finding, please submit an 
example of letters and/or other public information sent to these riders informing them of the right to 
reapply. 

Comment: 

Conditional Eligibility based on trip purpose: During the review, IP explained that the 
condition of "Post Dialysis" was a description used under the previous process. Under the new 
system, the condition description was stated as "Because of your health condition you have a 
bad day", in order not to tie eligibility to any specific type of trip, such as dialysis trips. 

With this clarification, the FTA's request for DTS to submit an example of letters and/or other 
public information sent to these riders informing them of the right to reapply should be stricken 

from the Audit Findings. 
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6.7 Recommendations 

1. Track the number of requests for inteNiew appointments, the number of inteNiews conducted, and 
the number of determinations made each month. Documenting this information is also important for 
ensuring that delays are not being caused by a shortage of MCs. If the number of requests is still or 
continues to be significantly lower than requests for eligibility before the October 2009 eligibility 
determination process was implemented, consider discussion with the OTS advisory committee and the 
community to identify any issues that may potentially prevent or discourage potentially eligible 
individuals from applying. 

Comment: 

Monthly summary reporting by IP includes the following information: 

• Call for interviews (including cancellations and re-scheduled appointments) 

• Average days between calls and interview 

• Walk-in Interviews 

• Number of interviews conducted (by new or recertification type) 

• Number of functional assessments (by type) 

• Number of determinations (by eligibility type) 

• Maximum days from completed application process to notification 

• Number of determinations over 21 days 

• Average number of days for determinations 

At the time of the review, the average number of calls for interviews per month was 320 per month. As 
of June 30, 2012, the average number of calls for interviews has increased to 422 per month. 

A number of factors have had a role in the decline in the number of requests tor eligibility. In October 

2009, DTS implemented a fare change policy that eliminated TheHandi-Van eligibility as an entitlement 
to free fare on TheBus. This change had a significant impact on the number of requests for eligibility. 

Additionally, IP worked with the medical community to ensure that people needing immediate 

paratransit service had their needs met. A result of this collaboration was a decline in "just in case" 

applications being submitted by hospitals, nursing homes and care facilities. Many facilities had used a 

practice that required the submittal of a TheHandi-Van application as a part of the entry or discharge 

process. 



2. Consider and direct IP to conduct professional verification and/or a functional assessment when the 
applicant is likely to be determined ineligible, rather than denying eligibility based solely on the 
interview. This additional information could help support that the denial of eligibility was the appropriate 
decision, in the event of a subsequent question, complaint or appeal. 

Comment: 

Since January 2010, "Not eligible" determinations are never issued based solely on an 
interview. Not eligible determinations require all of the following: 

• Completion of in-person interview 

• Completion of transit skills functional assessments 

• Discussion with healthcare provider(s) 

• Review by program manager 

3. Consider increasing the regularity of DTS reviews of IP's eligibility determinations. 

Comment: 

DTS will review a sampling of TheHandi-Van Eligibility files on a quarterly basis. 

4. Provide training to CAT members on the regulatory requirements of the appeal processes for 
appeals of eligibility determinations and appeals of proposed suspensions of service for a pattern and 

practice of no-shows. 

Comment: 

In February 2011, DTS and IP provided training on the appeals process to CAT and other 
interested parties. 



ATTACHMENT 1: FT A Letter to The City and County of Honolulu 
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JUN 2 9 2012 

~: HA Compl.:u.ol ~o 11-0105 

ImrMs-

This letttr rtSponds to your .:omplamt against the City ;uid County ofHonolulu s Oepanmeot of 
Tr.wport11ion Sav1ets (DTS). concerning ADA par.1tra.Dsit •;er\'ice.blown as ''ThtHru?di·\":m. • allegmg 
disaimimci<m b35Cd on disability. The Federal Transit ..\dminim'3tion (PTA) Office of C'm.l Rtmts 1~ 
rt'SpOll!<lble for enrunng !hat prornlm ofpi.'blic traDSpOTtarioo 31' in compll3J!Ce \\1th the Americans t\'lth 
Disabil.1tie$Act of 1!:90 (ADA). Seerion 504of~RehablhtaoonActofl973. mi~US ~of 
Tr.wportition·~ (DOT) Ullplemmting regulations at ~9 CFR Pam 17. 31. 38. a.od ~9 

In w ITA complamt Ulvemga.nonprocess. we analyze llleg:ltions for J>O$Sib!e ADA ddiotJlCtts by the 
mm:.;i1 pro\i~r. lfFTA 1dmn.fie.wkit may b~ a \ioLloon. t\'e first attempt co provide tcchmc.11 imistmce to 
assm the public rnnstt pn:l\ider inccmplying \\i tb the ADA lJITA cannot w..oke appamu \'lollcions of 
the Af)A or the DOT ADA regul:irions by \·oluntary mtans. fomul e.nforcellle'llt procttdings rll3Y be 
iruoated :igamst the public trallSit pratiderwhlch may result in the temiiu:irion of f~.l nmds. FTA al~o 
mayre~r the mntter to the U.S. Depanment ofJu~tice for enforcemem 

Eacb response IS developed rosed on the sp«ific fucts :indcil'cUlllS13JlCes ill ~rue. A determinatlon resultmg 
from a m1ew of~se fucts is not imeided to espres:; :m opllllon CJS to the O\"erall ADA c-ompliaace of that 
traosll pronder 

Compl.aim A!Ug:ations 

In your complrunt you ille~ the folloning: 

. DTS employ~t-.TD~y rrqmred JOU to p:DT.lcipait man mi'6'S<>D assessmen1 ~apan ofyour 
appllcaoon for pGDtransil se1\"ices. Yau notedth:!t you did not feel comfomble ~patingmme 
assusment bec:a~ it w:a~ ~ingperfonncd bra non-mtd!cilly licensed mdhidual for DTS' 
TheHaJJdi.\'an senice. 

http:tcchmc.11
http:Compl.:u.ol
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~lt\·ant ADA Rtqluzements 

Under 49 CFR §37 121 of the OOT ADA rtgU!attons.. each publlc enn1y o~ a futtd route 1::us S\~em 
musr pr.:>\idl! paratranslt ~en~ to indi\"iduals \\1th dl.sabtlitm thnl is compm.ble to~ lt\~l of~~« 
pr0t1~ 10 mdl\iduals \\ithour di!.ablhtie.s who use !ht fi..~ route ~·~tm. Disability alone does nor 
dtt~ pmtr.m.srt eh~buuy: the decision is b3std on !ht awlicmt s functional :tbility to use the fi"td 
route bus 3Drl is oot a .medical decision. Under 49 CFR §37 125. !ht proms for d~ermini.og ADA paratr.lnSll 
eligil>ilu:y will be estubli~htd by the public entity. Appenlh."' D to this section. which pro\1des interpretl\1! 
guichnce on the re~cion. ~.stares: 

The [eh~bility detennination] pro«>ss may UlClude functlODAI criteria relattd to the 
substanb.\"t eli!!)bibty criteria of§37.123 and \\~re approprute, 6.mction.11 era)uation or 
te<illllg of ;ipplmuus. The substanth·e eligillllityprocess 1~ not aimed at making a ~cal or 
diagnostic clttennimtion. 'ITTrile f"l-aluation by apl(Y:ida111orprofassionau in rvl1ablluano11 
or other rcltMllltfields) may be U!cd a:: pan ofdie procr.J, a diagnosis cfadUab1/Jf) is nor 
dispo.srrn·e. What is nttded 1s a determination of wbtther. 35 a pracncal imtter the 
mdi·.idu.il c:ui u~e fhed route tr3nsit m hi~ or her own ci.rcums1anus Thar n a 
tra:nSportibon d«ision primarily. not a medical demion 

The ultim;ite ~oru ofthe paratr:msit application process is to ensurt that onlyptople 'l\Uo meet the rmtla101y 
crneria, mctJy applied.. are regarded as ADA paratr~it tligil>le. FrA r~s that trangt ennnes IDJ}" 
wish to pro\ide other service to other persons. which it is not prohibutd by the rule. but tbe ellg:iblhty 
process .,bould cleJ.Tly distmgmsh tho!.e per;ons who au pl'O'.ided sm1ce on other ground~ from tho~who 
a.re ADA eligi"ble. 

..>.nllygs 

The FTA Office ofCnil ~ im-esngated yourcon:q>lainr after u was filtd.. The im't'Stiganon mcludtd an 
i.illorm.ition request to DIS. Accorchng to infoomtion pro,idtd by DTS. you fim cocir:acttd thtm on 
~ember 21, 2011 . bt'cau~ two ofyour friends were detmniced to be not ehgi"ble for p:uatrmsu smice. 
and stlltM that the el.mbility process was demeam.ng You also cJ:umtd dun TheR:ulch-\ :in staff was not 
qwilifitd to con<hiet rk paratr.m.sit mesmient beca~ lh~· are not llltdtcally trained. 

On or abouc December ~S. 2011. you met \\1th persons from DTS to tour the chgibwty ceote! md to leam 
more :ibout the m-person process fur dett'Illllll.l.Clg paratran:iit chgibwty Accordmg to ors. YO\l requerttd to 
see m apphc3b.on for ADA paratrnruit !;en1~ for TheHandi-Vm. but were informed th3t there 1.s no paper 
llpplicanon nnd that all applicants go through the mtenuw proces~. Yo\L howe\'t:r. mmttd Iha! there must 
be o.n application as rcquittd by fed.eral law. 

Howe\'er. DOT ADA reglll:ltions do not require a pap« appl.ic:1non for ellgil>ility for paraaan.m $tnice 
OOT ADA ~~tions ;ilso do not req..nre that the ~emi.imnoo fur paralr.UlSlt eli@btbty be perfonned by a 
llc~ phy!iic!.3Jl. Accordmgto OJ'S. }"OU were mfomJtd dunn! the On·Slte mttllng m ~that !her 
stiff LS rm.o..ed to make tran.su skill detem:umnons. not medical detenmmnons. wlucb ts coomtent \\1th 

DOT ADA ~nom As noted abo•~. e\alu.ations by a pbyncwi (or professionals tn ~h.ibilitntion or 
other rele\":lDl fields) may be ustd as pa.rt of the pantr.msit eligibility process. but 11 dta!DOSIS of3 dJsabiliry 
1~ not dapostn\'e DTS. hke otlterpubhc entities. mmt !ll.3ke a determ.m.,non whether "1ch J.Ddividw.1 
appllc:mt for p313!r.tngt ~emce cJ.D use the fu.ed route aano;it ~~tem. 
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At the conclusion of the tour on the December 28. 2011, DIS stated that it offered you an appomtment 11me 
fur a p3ratransit eligibility assessment for December 29. 201 L but you ~lined S13ting that yon would w:ut 
until the New Year to apply. 

On February 3_ 101 '.!. you were scheduled and atttuded an ID-person eligibility m1m1ew mth ors.In llS 
1espoo.se to FT.-1._ DTS st1ted that you wouldneither agree to p;irticip:ite in aay fimctional assessment nor 
sign its aurhonzation for disdosure of protected health info.rmalion. wlucb would allow ihe ehgiolhty center 
staffto contact your health care professional As 4 result, DIS ~ys th.lt it informed you that your 
applicationwouldremain i.n<:omplete until fimctioD.."\I a~sments to use the fi."ted route bus S)"5tem could be 
perfo~md or info:rmation from your ph)~ciw(s) could help ;-en!)· your disability preYents use of the 
fi:ted ro.tt'I? system. 

C-0mpfeo.ng apphcanon material ts a routine pan ofrecertification. DIS truhcn!M that it ~t you a lerter m 
certified mail on Febru:ur 16. '.!012. st:iting chat your opplication 'l\"as mcomplete OTS noted that they 
recefred a cespo~ from you d~ to participate l.Q the m-persoo 3Sses51Ill.'nt process. and as a result 
your applicinon still rem:uns incomplete. Ifyou "isb to be asses;ed by DIS. you must complete all steps of 
the cernficationproc.es s. 

Conclusion 

After renemng all ofthe submitted lll3terials.. we have der~ that the mf'otmln..:in proml.ed doe.s not 
suppon a finding th.it DTS b:1.s viol3tedpro\i;ians of the DOT :IDA reg1.1lanons in your applicinon for 
paratra.o.sn c!JgibilllJ Tht :mubble inform:ition shows thar ors has been responsi\"C to your request to 
<ilicuss ll:s paraaans1t eligi"bility process. Furtlmmore. you ha\""= mdicared in your most recent 
coDllllllniC3tion 1'ith our office that you "lllill be le:mng the state ofHawa.iJ 

This concludes our processing ofthis matter and no t\lrwr action \\lll be taken. \Virile FTA's decmon 
in your case is admi.n.istrati\·ely ful.11. it does not pre\·ent you from pursuing tlus matter priv:iteJy ID the 
appropriace court Ii you haw: my que-;tions regarding our detenni.natlon. pita~ contact me or fTA's ADA 
Team at l-S88-+i6-4511 or \ill e-lll3il at Ff.i. ID.!.l::1:t.m('<' o,1!'·• .,. Any further c..:iru~ndcnce ~d 
reference 1-TA Complainr1\o. 12..0105. Thank }W for bringingyourconcerns to our attention. 

Sincerely. 
/l ·v 1
1j-:.~l l I)// 
blmR Dav 
IADA Tl'3Ill Leader 
Office ofCi\11 Rights 

a: 	 DTS 
FTARegion9 
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ATIACHMENT 2: Conditional Ellgibllity Letter with Appeal Information - December 2009 

Catch the~ BuslDepartment of Transportalion Serviceo 
CITY ANO COUNTY OF HONOLULU 

• TheBus 
TheHandi-Van Eligibility Center • TlleHnn<li-Van 

• Travel Training 
First Insurance Center - Suite 835 • 1100 Ward Ave., Honolulu, HI 96614 
608-538-0033 • 806-538-00SS Fa.x 

12123/2009 TheHandi-Van ID#". 

L____ ·-··· 

Dear Mrs.•••• 

We have completed the review of your recent request for ADA paratransit {TheHandi-Van} 
eligibility. It has been determined·that you are eligible on a Condition;tl B;tsis, which means 
you may use the TheHandiVan for some of your trips. Please review the list on the following 
page, which explains the condilions Vvtlen you may use TheHandl-Van. 

Your eligibility is for the following period: 12/16/2009 to 1/6/2013. 

If there are changes in your condition that 1,vould enilble you to use the City's fiXed route bus 
service. TheBus, please contact us at 538-0033 at any time. 

Please remember that TheHandi-Van provides curb-to-curb service. Tl1erefore. if you need 
personal assistance to and from TheHandi-Van vehicle at curbside, it will be your 
responsibility to make these arrangements_ 

we hope that you will enjoy traveling on TheH.andi-Van. 

Welcome abo3rd! 

Sincerely. 

TheHandl-Van Eligibility Center Staff 

Endosure 

Altern3te format upon request 
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Catch the Bight Bus!Departmenl ol Tr;insponotlon Services 
ClTY ANO COUNTY OF HONOLULU 

• TheBus 
TheHandi-Van Eligibility Center • T11eHandi-Von 

• Travel Training 
First tnaurance Cen!er - Suite 835 • 1100 Ward Ave., Honolulu, HI 96614 
806-538-0033 • 808-538-0055 Fax 

12116/2009 

CONDITIONAL ELJGIBIUTY GUIDELINES 

Based on your recent eligibility assessment. it has been determined that you may use TheHancti-Van 
When the following conditions apply: 

Because of your health condition you have a bad day 

Walking cJ1stance to/from the bus stop is greater than 3 blocks 
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Catch the Big.b1 Bus!Oef>'lrtment of Transportabon Services 

CITY ANO COUNTY OF HONOLULU 
• TheBus 

TheHandi-Van Eliglbllity Center • TheHandi-Van 
• Travel Trainingf irst Insurance Center- Suite 835 • 1100 Ward Ave., Honolulu, HI 96814 

808-538-0033 • 808-538.0055 Fax 

Appeal Process for Persons Denied Eligibility to Access 

American with Disabilities Act (ADA) Paratransit Service 


A person denied an unconditional ADA parntransit eligibility or a TheHandiVan card 
shall receive a letter from TheHandi-Van Eligibility Center stating the reason(s) for the 
denial. 

Within sixty (60) calendar days of receipt of the letter or such additional time as may 
be permitted by the Department of Transportation Services (DTS) Director or the 
Director's designee, the person may appeal the decision to the Director. The appeal 
process shall begin by filling out the attached Notice of Appeal and filing the form with 
DTS. 

Within twenty (20) working days from the filing of the Notice of Appeal, DTS shall 
request that three (3) representatives from organizations providing services to disabled 
individuals conduct an appeals hearing at which time the appellant shall be entitled to 
be heard in person or through counsel and shall be give a full and fair opportunity to 
present any fact showing the reason(s) why the denial was in error. 

The Appeals Hearing Panel shall have the power to affirm, reverse or modify the 
decision of TheHandi-Van Eligibility Center, based on findings of fact that justify the 
decision. The determination by the Appeals Hearing Panel shall be final. 

The Notice of Appeal and the appeal hearing requirements shall conform to the 
applicable provisions of HRS, Chapter 91 . All findings of fact, conclusions of law, and 
decisions and orders of the DTS Director or the Appeal Hearing Panel shall be in 
written form. kept on file and open to public inspection. 

Should there be any questions regarding this policy, please call the DTS Pamtransit 
Operations Branch at (voicefTIY) 808-768-8300. 

The Notice of Appeal should be mailed to: 

Department of Transportation Services 

Paratransit Operations Branch 


650 $_ King St. - 3rd Floor 

Honolulu, HI 96813 
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Catch the B4lh1 Bus!Deponment of Tr.inoportotion Se1V1ces 
CITY ANO COUNTY Of HONOLULU 

• TheBus 
TheHandi-Van Eligibility Center • T11eHandi-Von 

• Travel Training 
First Insurance Center - SUJte 835 • 1100 Ward Ave., Honolulu, HI 96614 

808-538-0033 • 808-538--00SS Fax 

NOTICE OF APPEAL 

(ADA Paratransit Eligibility) 


Notice Is hereby given th~t I, - ----------· wish to appeal the decision thOJt 
denies me the following for which I believe qualify: 

(check one) 

ADA P01ratransit eligibility: 

Eligibility to use TheHandN an service 


Unconditional ADA Paratransit eligibility: 
Conditional eligibility was given 

Therefore, I request that a he'1ring ®te be set by the Oep;:trtment of Transportation Services. 
within twenty (20) working days of receiving this Notice, and that I be notified of the t ime •md 
the place of the hearing. 

Signature Date 

Print legibly or type: 

NAME: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Notice of AppeOJI must be submitted within 60 days ofnotification ofdenied ellgibility 

Return this completed form to: 


Oepanment ofTransport.'.ltfon services 

Paratroinsit Operations Branch 


650 s. King St - 3rd Floor 

Honolulu, HI 96813 
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Attachment 3: Brochure used at time of the review 

What can I expect? TheBus Call for More Information 

Your 01-person elig1b~lty interview may TheHandi-Van is a curb·to-<:urb. 
include your own assessment of your shared ride. accessible bus service for 
ability to use TheBus. a verification of people who are eligible under ttie New • Effective 1011412009
your dis;ibillty. and. at no-charge. an Amencans wrth Disability Act (ADA) 
:issessment of your physical and guidelines. 
cognitive ability to ride a fixed route 

Using fixed route service increases bus. Your balance. strength, To bo eligible to use TheHandi-Van, 
the mobility options of mdividu;ils wrthcoordination, range of motion, °' you must take part in an in~rson 
dlS3b~ities.general orientation may be asse~. interview at TheHandf-Van Eligibility 

Center at The First Insurance Center. 
Buses are wheelchair accessible ;indYou may bring someone with you lo 1100 Ward Avenue, SuilJ> 635 in 
are equipped w11h lifts or low Hoorsthe interview, 11.tlid1 may take one lo Honolulu. 
Other accommodations such as stoptwo hours. Part of the assessment may TheHan<ft-Van is the City and County 
announcements mal!e usmg the fixedbe conducted oukfooo;. so please To schedule your interview or to get of Honolulu's paratr.msrt serv1ce for 

dress appropriately. mo.-e information about TheHandf-Van people ~ disabilities who are unableroute bus SeMce possible '°' many 

people. 
 eligibility process. call 808-~38-0033 to independently use The8us. 

Information provided by a health care Our Mobility Coordinators will be h;ippy 

or disabifity service provider about your to help you. This informational brochure will help TRAVEL TRAINING 
disability or its symptoms will also be guide you through the process of

Travel Training IS ava1bble to help
considered. You may bnng this applylng for TheHand1-Van eligibilityyou leam to use TheBus. Dunng your
information to the interview. TheHandi-Van 

in-person interview, your Mobility 
We hope you will find 1t useful andCoordinator can gJVe you infonnation Eligibility Center 
convenienLEligibility determin31ions normally v.i!I on this free lralrmg that 1s des19ned 

oo made within 2 t days ol completion 808-538-0033to increase your transportation MayorMufi Hannemannof the assessment process. You may Monday - Friday options. 
appeal the determin:ihon if you s:ao AM to 4 :00 PM 
cfrsagref) v.;th it. 

Visit TheHandi-van website at 
ooyw.hoao/ulu.ggv/cfts/rlders.btm 
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What is the new eligibility process? 

To apply for efigibifity to use TheHandi-Van, llldrl/lduals 
must appe.:ir en-person to complete an assessment process. 
During a confidential interview. you v.ill moot with a Mobility 
Coordinator who will Identify your specific transit use skills. 
abilities and/or liniibtions, The Mobility Coordinator .,,;u 
assist you lfl navigating through the process and can 
provide information about ad<fitional transportation options 
and setvices. 

Under the previous eligibi6ty system, decisions about each 
customer were b:ised primarily on wnneo information. Now 

you will h:lve an opportunity to better expbin your pe~on31 
circumst.1nces and abffit1es. 

During your inteNiew, you will learn about other programs lh:lt can increase your 
transportation independef'lai The .assessment process is not a determination of 
wheUler or not a you h:ive a disabihty. but rather a delem1rnation about what your 
transportation options can include. 

Dis;ibl/iry alone does not determine eligibility: the decision Is based upon a 

customer's ability rouse the City's fixed route bus. The assessrnent is to ensure 
Iha/ the per.;on applying for service has a verified d1sabrlity and to understand the 

irans1f-l'elated tasks that /Ire person can perform 

TheHilndi-Viln Eligibility Center 

First lnsurunce Center 808-538..0033 

1100 Ward Avenue. Suite 835 Monday - Friday 
Honolulu, HI 96814 8:30 AM. 4:00 PM 

Thdlandi·Van 
EllolbllhyCmttr can 
hdp you It.am ~t 
your tnruit Ol)tions. 

What information will I need? 

Ple11se use rlre following c/recldisr to ensure that all necessary information 
is brought to your Interview: 

,/ lnformiltlon to bring to your interview 

Your contact phone numbers (home, cell. work) 

Your complete street and m:iiling addresses 

Emergency contact n3mes. relationships. phones (home. ceU, worll) 

He:illh care provider names. complete addresses, phone :md fax 
numbers, and contact narnes 

Supplemental informallon from your he:illhcare or disability service 
provider reg:ird1ng your ability to use fixed route bus service (optiorol) 

If your vision is imp:ured, a Visual Aruity or Field of Vision Statement 
from your vision care provider (optional) 

List of medrcatroos you ;:ire currently taking 

All mob1hty devrces th:it you use, including power and manual 
wheelch:ms. scooters, walkers, canes, etc. 

The m;:inufacturer. m;:ike and model number of your wheelch;:iir Of 
scooter 

Location of the bus stop closest to your home and the :iddresses of 
destin;:itions to which you frequently travel 

Lrst of the barriers between your home and the closest bus stop (i.e.. 
hill.s, no sidew;:i.lk, no curb cuts. uneven surfaces. busy intersection, elc.} 

Ple11se help us help you by coming to your interview prepared with the 
required information. Not bringing the infonnotion listed above moy delay 
your eligibility determination. Thank you! 
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Appendix 2 

Oahu Transit Services (OTS) Response 




FTA Complementary Paratransit Services Compliance Review 

Responses to Review 

5.8 Findings 

3. "At the time of the review, DTS and its contractor, Oahu Transit Services (OTS) 
recorded much information about complaints in logs. Based on information provided to 
FTA, however, it is unclear whether the records were sufficient to meet requirements 
under §27.121{b) that copies of complaints be kept on file for one year and that a 
summary of complaints be maintained on file for five years. Please provide information 
on DTS policies and procedures describing how these obligations are met. 

49CFR §27 .121 {b) provides that. .... . 

"(b) Compliance reports. Each recipient shall keep on file for one year all 
complaints of noncompliance received. A record of all such complaints, 
which may be in summary form, shall be kept for five years. Each 
recipient shall keep such other records and submit to the responsible 
Departmental official or his/her designee timely, complete, and accurate 
compliance reports at such times, and in such form, and containing such 
information as the responsible Department official may prescribe. In the 
case in which a primary recipient extends Federal financial assistance to 
any other recipient, the other recipient shall also submit compliance 
reports to the primary recipient so as to enable the primary recipient to 
prepare its report." 

We believe the reviewer failed to inspect the full capabilities of the computerized 
Customer Service Reports (CSR) system. We believe the CSR system fully meets the 
requirements of §27.121 and that OTS and DTS staffs are proficient in its use. We 
have attached examples of the output from the CSR system. 

Information Stored in CSR 

Basic information stored in the master CSR record is shown in Exhibit 5.8-1. This 
information includes a transcription of a written or emailed comment or a paraphrase of 
an in-person or telephone call. The document is then routed to the appropriate 
manager for investigation, which usually includes researching a schedule with GPS 
playback, interviewing an operator, calling a customer or care giver, etc. The result is 
documented and sent back to Customer Service. Each step of the process is date 
stamped and the process is monitored for completion goal measurement. The various 
steps of the process are monitored by date and by status. The various status 
categories are shown below: 



RECEIVED - This is the date that the initial report is received by the Customer Service 
Department. 

VALIDATED-A report is categorized as VALIDATED when it is determined the report 
is feasible. 

DOCUMENTED -A report is categorized as DOCUMENTED after certain basic checks 
have been made that allow identification of an incident to a particular driver, location, 
etc. For example, GPS may be used for this purpose. 

PENDING - An incident is PENDING after it has been electronically sent to a 
responsible manager for investigation. 

REVIEWED -After an incident has been investigated by the responsible department, its 
status is changed to REVIEWED. The document is then electronically forwarded to the 

Action Officer for approval. 
RESPONDED - The incident is categorized as RESPONDED after the Action Officer 

electronically signs off on the incident. 
COMPLETED - The incident is categorized as COMPLETED after Customer Service 

reviews the response and prepares a response for the customer, if necessary. 
PENDING AMENDMENT - Occasionally, new information is received after the incident 
has been completed. If this occurs, the incident is re-opened and the status of the 
reopened document is PENDING AMENDMENT. 
AMENDED - After a file has been updated with new information, the status of the 
document is changed to AMENDED. 

At each step of the process, the tracking system monitors late or untimely responses. 

Summarization 

Each incident is categorized for statistical summarization. The major categories are 
shown below. Within each major category, there are sub-categories that relate to 
common issues in paratransit. The purpose for the summarization is to allow 
meaningful analysis of customer complaint trends. A copy of annual summaries of 
complaints for the past five years is attached as Exhibit 5.8-2 (2008) to Exhibit 5.8-2 
(2012). 

A - Commendations 
B - Schedule Problems - not attributable to bus 
C - Poor Attitude of Driver 
D - Harassment of Passengers/Others by OTS employee 
E - Unsafe Vehicle Operations 
F - Route and Schedule Issues 
G - Violations of Specific Policies 
H - Individuals with Disabilities Requirements 
I - Complaints about Bus Stops 
J - Maintenance of Equipment 



K - Complaints about Non-operator Transit Staff 
L - General Transit Policy Complaints 
P - Unique to Paratransit Services 

DTSACCESS 

DTS staff has total access to all the information within the CSR system, and DTS staff 
frequently enter the system to track individual complaints or to obtain summaries of 
trend reports. Summary reports are also discussed at the monthly Senior Staff 
Coordination Meetings. 



EXHIBIT 5.8-1 

Page I of2 

Status: COMPLTD Report Number: P~O I 0856PT 
Needs Response: Y VIC/DTSIPTD: 

Due Date: Date Received: 08/07/2012 

Documented: 08/07/2012 Time Received: 09:33 

Completed: 08/10/2012 Received By: 


OAHU TRANSIT SERVICES , INC. 

INQUIRY ON CITY BUS SERVICE 

Caller's Name: Home Phone: 
Gender M Work Phone: 
Address: - Pager: 

Cell Phone: -Email: 
Notes: 

Line Number: 
Direction: 
Location: 41-201 LUPE ST 
Stop No: 
DateOttur: Tuesday 08/07/2012 
Time Occur: 05:00 

Bus Number: 2612 
Key Number: Action subclass: VALID 

Assigned To: a It 
Department: DISP 

Description: 
Caller Notified: Yes 

Inquiry 

Complainant: Jacob (Son-PCA) 
Customer: Faith Tanner 

On 8/7112 at 9 a.m., the PCA for called to say that the 5 a.m. pickups to dialysis have a history of 
being unsatisfactory (late to center). When they caJJ dispatch, they only get excuses. When the van arrives, the 
operators blame the lack of working vehicles and the time they get their keys, as well as the schedulers who 
make their schedules. He also questions the reliability ofthose who look at the reports, as there appears to be no 
results from past complaints. He is considering placing a call to Action Line. The lack oftime at dialysis is 
hannful to the client, and the PCA says that TheHandi-Van wiJI be held accountable. 

Employee: 
Emp.No: 



Page 2 of2 

Status: COMPLTD Report Number: P-010856PT 

Needs Response: Y VIC/DTS/PTD: 

Due Date: Date Received: 08/07/2012 

Documented: 08/07/2012 Time Received: 09:33 

Completed: 08/10/2012 Received By: 


OAHU TRANSIT SERVICES, INC . 

INQUIRY ON CITY BUS SERVICE 

Response/Action - . .., .,...• 

Please apologize to Custom!r E I 7and PCK: 1 interviewed Dispatche1T I I l I - fr i/

SF • on Wednesday, August 11, 2012 to discuss possible solutions to servicing her sister better. 


I told ......that we already met with ProCare and discusses the possiblility of ProCare assigning the 
5:00am pick ups in the Waimanalo area. 

Ms. stated that there are more people in Waimanalo riding early in the morning, however, we only 

have 1 allocated vehicle/route. 


Unfortunately, at this time, we will not be able to add any additional service due to low vehicle availability. 

We could look at the possibility of assigning~ to TheCab, althgough we are overbooked at 5:00am 

with TheCab also. 


Action Officer: Date: 08/09/2012 

Dir~tor of.ServiceDelivery t"~&.!..." h'A 


Reviewed By: • Date: 08/10/2012._.. 

Customer Service Supervisor, Paratransit Services 

Comments 

On Friday, August I0, 2012, was contacted and relayed to him was the follow-up provided by 
........Director ofService Delivery. He was informed that possible solutions are being looked at to 
better service those attending dialysis. Also, at this time our supplementary taxi service is booked. 

: ........ 



EXHIBIT 5.8-2 (2008) 


Rull~ 0Ul3/2012 
Rull T'unc: 1;41:24 

Mllllh)'m 
A·C_datl_ 

00 • Gcntnl C-c!wt!ons(DOO-tpecllic to cy optJUM) 
O I • Polile, coun-a, nllabk. aft, altrt)'S on-time(specific opontor) 

O'l • Coo~ pofealoml -wbe:Ddeallog wl1h.si1ultion, ew:nt °"pcl10Q 

03 - Went beyoad 1lio call orduly (apeclfie opc:rtlOr) 
04 - Very good driWf (apeciflc opcnlOJ) 

01 • Complemmtto ~mfr 

11 • OencnlCommaidltion • ~ 
B- Sdaedule ProblaQs-not attrtbvtableto bu openton 

01 • lloUle II ahwys lde 
99 - OthaSchrd1le Problem ·not 111Uib11%1hlo io buslYm openson NOC 

C • P- Atlttu~ orDriver 
01 -ae-.1 poonn!OldoofupeclJlc dmv(111de, min:sponaiw, ell:) 

Ol • GClll:nl Nda bchsviorby opa9ll:W 

OS - IAckofnw!way courimy(honi UM, wm'l lc:t QlllDma' in, blocb drivcwa 
D- Bar-.-alof~cen/Otllen by OTS employee (Poatble I 

01 - "-llJPbysical In~ toac.hblg 

E- Vua& Vlhlcle Opcrattom 
00 - Gmcnl safety c:aq>lalntagaiDlt non-speeific emplo)'ees 

01-~ 

03 - Pmlc ar llUddmabnlpl lll>p. tailpting 
11 • Almost hit pedalrimi; drlw:i too dOIC to pcd.e:slrims; drives IOO clOIO U> b 
99 - Odioar amafc vcblde opcntioa NOC 

F • R.oatc ud Sc.bedll16 la.o 

99 • 01ber R.olllD lad Schedule l&suo NOC 


C. Vlobtlou orSpedftc Pollclca 

00 - Gama! PoUcy VIOlalicm (-..,cilieto fllrl op<ntor) 


99- Odw:r policy mlaliolls NOC 

K - Complabitt •bcMrt an-opcntor tnultmin 


07 • Pham Ellqucaa 

P-Unlq•toParatrud&Scntca 


01 • Lalle Pick-Up 

02 - Mlncd Plclc·Up 


()Illa Tnmsit Services, lDc. 
SUMMAllY Of CUSTOMER SEllVlCE REPOllTS RECmVED 

01/01/2008 • 121.JlflOOI 

~ MK..Q! Aa.!!l MIYM bllL2I 
l J 7 .. 6 l 6 ' 2 9 5 5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 2 
I 2 6 3 3 ' 6 0 $ I 2 35 1 
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 

0 
0 

I 
0 
0 

1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

2 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

I 
0 
0 

4

•
0 

I 
l 
0 

13 
l 
1 

29 
1 
t 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
0 0 0 2 I I 0 2 0 0 0 7 7l 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 I 0 l I 0 0 0 0 S IOI 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 2 
0 1 0 2 1 1 1 0 l 2 0 0 11 '3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 351 
0 I 0 0 I 0 0 I 2 0 0 6 92 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 81 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 11 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 2 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 

0 
10 
9 

0 
4 
I 

0 
11 
2 

0 
16 

1 

0 

0 

0 
2 

0 

0

• 
I 

0 
4 

0 

0 
J 

0 .. 
0 

12 
6 

0 

1 
0 

76 
21 

.. 
ll 
69 

0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 43 



R.im Dcrc Ol/2lfl012 
1'1111 Time: 7:43:2A 

()aim n-mtt SClrvlccs, bic:. 
SUMMARY OF CUSTOMER.SEJWlCEREPOllTS ll.ECJ!JVBD 

Plp2 
DNMoalhSi~ 

0 I A>l/lOOI - 12/l 1 '2008 

Map111Yqr 
04-No~ 

OS-~TmdqT-
06 - Wrong Drop-Of!' Localioa 
07 - Wnma Pi.cit-Up Locltioa
°' -Pkt.up_,Dnip-otr 
09 - lt.oule la.httlo11 
11 TUI ·Omen.I CamplaiDt 
99-Odi« 1Mue Uoique to Pll'llrlllft Scvlcee NOC 

.la.Ill. 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

~ 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
3 

Ms.DI 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 

0 
0 
6 

Am.Al 
l 

0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
6 

~ 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

hUI 
I 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

WI 

0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
0 

' 

~ 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
3 

SG..Ql 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 

~ 

I 
0 
0 
0 

D 

~ 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 

~ 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

I.Giil &~ 

• )) 

22 
I S2 
I 
6 40 

2 
2 

33 22 

CrudTot•I 12 8 19 ll 10 5 16 13 12 19 19 ' 154 30 



EXHIBIT 5.8-2 (2009) 


Rllll Oak: 0112312012 Oah11 Tnnlit Sarvlca, [De. 
Rull T!m6: 7:4':S7 SUMMARY OF CUSTOMER SERVICE REPORTS ll.£Cl!JVl!D 

OT/OI l2009 • 12fJ l/l009 

MQll!llYqr 

A • CollUmldatlou 
00- Ocncn.1 C-llKtldotii(U (1101t-spccifc to llllyopuwt.or) 

I&ll2 
9 
0 

&11..22 
l 

0 

Ma.112 
4 

0 

&!L22 
10 
2 

ld!xJl2 
l 
0 

• 
I 

• 
0 

7 

0 '0 
1 

0 
JI 

I 

IS!ll2 
9l 

' 

AVJ>n,g& 

9 

10 
01 - PolilD, C01ROW, reliable, are.~ a&-tlme (lpeCific opcnlOr) 7 2 3 6 2 10 s s 4 3 7 SS 10 
03 • Wtal bcyon.d tfw call at!Uy(~ opa'lllllr) 0 0 0 0 I 2 0 0 0 I 6 10 
04 - v llll'J &ood drlYcr (specific opaa!Or) 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 7 
OS  Special conaJdc:ntloa for elderly or disabled (spodfk: opa!llOr) l 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 4 10 
11-GCQallConm•• htioo-~om 0 0 0 2 I s I 2 0 0 9 21 s 

C - Poor Attlt11clt ofDrlYcr 0 0 0 0 l l 0 0 5 l 5 19 21 
00 - Oaicn1 poor ldlilDde ofal dri....as-- lpeClllc 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 

01 - Gcncnl poor lllilDdeofa lll*ific driver (rude, umaponalve, => 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 II 2S 
03 - Galen! tudc bebMcw by operator 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 2 6 19 
OS - Ladtofroadwly COllrtt4Y (born lllC, won'l let Qll10ml:r in, blocbdri 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
06 ·Failed to pn>paty aalsl Qllbllcr 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 23 
99 • Otha Poor AUilade ofDrlwrNOC 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 I l 19 

D - Huaamcat of~pnlothe.n b)' OTS employee (Poalblc I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 14 
99 - Odlcr Raraammt ofi-scqen/odlen by OTS cmplo~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 14 

g. Uuefe VehkleOpentlou 4 5 l 4 12 5 l 6 7 l ' 55 16 
00 - Genas1 afCty CQ11ptalnt aplmt noHpcc:ific croployees 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
01 -~ 0 0 I 0 2 2 ll 22 
04 - Trat& 1illiSS llld J1DS1 aignl (nmnln& red or ydlow lfabl) o 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 s 6 
OS • Un.safe magillg ( cuttiag vdilcle off - fbrclng wry lllto 1-,CIC; &iluro t 0 0 2 I 2 2 0 0 0 I 10 13 
06 - Umiectmry or~a- cbanglnc O 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 ' 14 
C17 - lmpiopcr ~~ (IOlding in llJ'ed, llO\ C\llbillg bus, D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 2 19 

10 - lcurpproprille Cell pham  0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 11 
11 • Almolthis pedolD'lm; driva too clo90 ID~ drives too close to b 0 0 I I 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 6 11 
99 - 01ber UllSlh ~ openaSoo NOC 0 0 0 0 7 0 3 1 l IS 19 

F - Rom and Sdiedale .._,. o · 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 l 1 3 I 23 
0 I - Arrival a ltOJ> arly or bull DOYU arrived (one or two inmnccs only) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 
OS • ~ peu-11p1 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 2 14 

06- I>rivu went olfoftJUltldldn'I know rome 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 21 

01- U~dellyofsavicc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 22 
09- Left busumumded O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 2S 

99 - Other Jtoute llld Schcdllle lalle NOC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 39 



RUii Del: 01/2312012 
Rm T1111t: 7:44:57 

o.i.aTtamit ScrW:a, Ille. 
SUMMARY OP CUSTOMER SER.VJCB REPOllTS RECl!lVED 

Plp2 
DivMCJlllhSannmry 

OllOl/2009- 12131!.I009 

Mon!bYcv 
c . Vlo!kllocll ofSpeclllt Pollda 

00 -Ga\cral Polley V"tolalion (~ific to my~) 

JmJ2 
0 

0 

llll..Q2 
0 

0 

M!IJl2 

• 
0 

~ 
0 

0 

Mc.22 
0 
0 

hm.D2. 
2 

0 

llll..ll2 
2 

I 

AWl2 
0 

0 

Sm.J!i 

0 

.Qsitll! 

l 

0 

H2'£.ll2 
1 

I 

Qet.lli 

0 

0 

I&! A:!l.Davi'CSR 
7 1• 
2 13 

02 - No 1111olciag ordinlllcc 
13 • Sal Bell Vlolllloa 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
19 

7 
99 ·~policy violmiooa NOC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 3 17 

H • llldlvUloab wttta Dllabllltla bq•l!Ulalb 
04 - SecuaUDWl ofmobllil)' dMcts/4-pt Tio-down 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

3 
3 

L - Gcamal 'Jnult PoUey C-p!alnll 
01 - lloala md ~(e.g. alwa)9 .m.ic vislcon, CU) 

P - UnlqM CO Parab'Ullt Se"lces 
01 ·LllaPiclc.·Up 
04-NoSbow 

0 
0 

I 
0 
0 

0 

0 

6 
I 

0 

0 
0 

• 
2 
0 

0 
0 
3 

0 

0 
0 

3 
0 
0 

0 
0 

9 
0 
0 

0 
0 

5 
0 

0 
0 

4 
0 
I 

0 
0 

II 
2 
0 

0 
0 

%7 
l 

4.5 
9 
0 

0 
0 

%7 
.. 
I 

149 
21 
4 

1% 
12 
17 
17 

2l 
OS· Uaneceamy "Cmdln& Time 
06 • Wrong Droj>-OffLocallon 

ff1 • Wrang Pick.up Locmoo 
08 • J>lck-ap llld Drop-of!' 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
I 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

I 

0 
0 

I 
I 

0 

2 

0 

l 

0 
0 
0 

I 
l 
0 
0 

2 
0 

I 
0 

s 
4 

s 
4 

26 

17 
II 
20 

11 • Taal - ClencnlOlalplaint 

12 - Ellcibllity 
99 • Olher l'nae Unique to Puatrac Scrvlca NOC 

0 

0 

0 

0 

s 

0 

0 

s 

0 

0 
0 
0 
2 

0 

0 

9 

0 
0 
2 

0 
0 

I 

0 

0 
6 

0 

0 

22 

10 

7 
16 

4 

s 
10 

14 

12 
IO 

24 

17 

Crud Total 13 13 17 15 10 45 ll 15 l5 " 55 5'7 334 15 



EXHIBIT 5.8-2 (2010) 


Rim o.r.o: o&f23f2012 Oahu TranJh Scrvka, Inc. 
Runr-: 7:4S:4A SUMMAR.Y OFCUS10MER. SER.VICE REPORTS RECEIVED 

OllOlf2010-12131120lO 

M!l!!!bXm 1Jll.ln W2 ldlt.lil Am.1l2 .MIY..lQ llm..111 Im1 AV.DlytQR 

A · C-datlolll I 9 13 11 n ' 5 ll 3 20 5 l llO J4 
00-a-.JCcmm •riltim•(~roazryopcnsor) 
01 - Po1=, C4llltDoal, n:lilble.am. alwlys o1Hlme (spc>Clfic opmltur) 

Ol - Cool, profeplonll 1D11111er when dealing witha stlU&tlon, ewm or person 

l 
S 

O 

2 
) 

0 
6 

0 

0 
6 
I 

I 
12 
0 

0 

I 
0 

l 
2 
0 

0 

7 
0 

0 

2 
0 

3

•
0 

0 

0 
I 

10 

SJ 
4 

24 

26 
19 

03 - Watt be)'oDd die call o!duly (speo:Ulc opcn!Of) 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 s 43 
04·Very good~- (sped& opcnmr) 0 0 3 0 2 0 0 6 0 I 14 21 
OS· Spcclll c:omlden:lion rorelderlyordisabled (speclfl.c: ~) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 42 
oa -Complc:mC1110 noo-driw:r staff 
11 • <leneraJ °""1Mndttjap - DilpaldVRcscrval 

B -Sdlechale Probllmt-aot 11llribalabla to buopcnton 

o 
2 
O 

0 
2 
0 

0 
3 
0 

2

•
0 

0

•
0 

I 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

s 
0 

0 
I 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

I 
0 

0 
0 

3 
30 

12 
II 
JO 

07 - bq1ltSI to mab.$Cbodu.lc Wmge 
C - Poor Attitude of Drives' 

00 - Omen.I pool' llliludc Of all ~Wl'I -DOD epcdfic: 

0 
l 

0 

0 
1 
0 

0 
4 

0 

0 

' 
0 

0 

3 
0 

0 
3 
0 

0 
J 

0 

0 
1 
0 

0 
l 
0 

0

• 
0 

0 

'0 
4 

I 

I 

46 
10 
29 

11 
01 • 0aienJ poor llllzude of I spec:lfic driver (rwk, uan:spcmsive. ell:) I 3 2 3 I I 0 2 I 17 21 
02 - Palled IO aDWU quallolis ar&M fu.11, ora.c:cun= b.tfonnalion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I S7 

0) - Claiaal nade bdllv!orby opcnlOf 0 l I 0 l 2 0 3 1 14 27 
04 -~ lllllude ID enforcementofrWcis (not tho rule but die wry Ibo I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 31 

OS - Lacie o!~ comtesy (bin me, wao't let CUSIDall:r ill, blocb clriwwa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 39 

06 • Fllikd to properly milt CWtaDtr 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 3 0 l I 1 21 

99-()jhcr Poor AllimdoofI>rtw:r NOC 0 2 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 31 

D • ~t ofJl&ACQICn/olMn byO'l'S Hlployee ~le I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 4 31 
02- Verbe.l t.r--=(,_mg. ridlc11U11g. olli:mhoe limgulp. lnappsup1ilil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 

OS - Dmi!ily tm.mnm/cllsabilitydisalmiDldan 
E- Uaaf11 Veblcle Operatlolll 

00 - Oonaal taftty complalnt aplmt oo!HpOclfic cmplCJ>

11 
I 

0 

' 
0 

0 

4 
0 

0 

7 
0 

0 

7 
0 

0 
s 
0 

I

•
0 

0 

7 
0 

0 

9 
0 

0 

I 
I 

I 
0 

0 

' 0 

3 
8l 
2 

39 
l6 
36 

01-Spcedill& I 0 2 0 0 I 2 0 I s 4 2 ll 33 

02 - Abrupt llattS llld llDpl (galcnlly) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 IS 
04 - Tnffic: Jlpls and$fOp tip (Nlllling red or 11=llaw IJald) 0 0 0 0 I 3 0 0 • 21 

OS - Uimlio magillg (cutting wbiele oft' - !im:IDa wrty iaro lae, etc; r.llure t 4 I 0 3 0 l I 3 :z I I 2 19 22 

06 u~ oramaro 1uc c1iq1:ag 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 29 

07 - Impopcr1IAllls ~ (lmd.lng in ID'lld, not CQtriog bus, n I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I s 27 

OI • Driw:r Fitness for mity, IDO t!et:py, llppCllrl IO be llDder the influr:ace, ell:. I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 31 

09 - Driwr diJlndloos (Newspllpef', wallaun radio, CIC.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 II 



R.un Dllllr:: Oll2l/2012 
RllD Tbn6: 7 :4S:44 

MQl!!hY!!!IJ' 
10-~Cdl~mo 

11 - Almosl bit pedeslrilrn; driw:s too clOK lo pedcltri.llls; driVQ too close lo b 

99 • Other unsafe ¥ehiclc opmlioo NOC 
F • Rocite u .d Scbeddt lawes 

0 I - AJTiwd Id llql elrly Cl( bus aowr ariYed (ODC «\WO iDlllnces oaly) 

04 - Drivw II always lalC 
OS· Drtvu pllSHpl 

06 - Driver wen: olf-n>utt/did!l 't !mow rou1e 

oa -u-,. delay of Mnice 
G - Vlolatiom olSpedtlc Pollclel 

00 • Oeon1 Policy Violatiotl (llOIHpOCUie to any opcmor) 
02 - No mnokillg onilllllleo 
03 • lsaua aboUI ndios/udio dcvices/loo loud CCC. 

OS • Failed lo m!sl puseopr ID noed; fll1lod lo report Injured paucDgQ" 

09 • u_,, lllkfqor ~ willl pamigai 

18 • lzilpproprialo bdmvlor (urfmtiJ!a. CIC.) 
99 • OCher policy vlolatiou NOC 

H - 1.iulMdull wUll Dlablflla R.eqaU-b 
01 • J<Mellng 1-
04 - Scc:uranem or OMJl:iilily devlcesl41Jt TiHown 
01 • f alluro lo mill pllS$CllOW leCllnl prlorily llClll. 

99 • OCher ADA 1-NOC 
J • Malat&u•ceof1f4ulpaiat 

99 - Odler Meintr:penre problemfgeocnl maialciaancc problr:m 

K • ComplUall about aoa-<ipcntor tnmlt stl1f 

OS • Comp1alats l!plmt Pmlnmlis Dllplldilllaavlom 
07 • Pllone EliqucttD 
99 • Cldioorcamplain11 aboa1 ~ staD"NOC 

P • Vldq1le to Pantnult Scnlcea 
01 • Ute Pick-Op 
02 • Mlasod Pidt-Op 
03 • nq.ting Before Sdlcduled Tbnc 
04-NoSbow 

Olli11 Tr-a Scrtii::c:s, lac. 
SUMMARY OP CUSTOMER. SER.VICE R.EPOR.TS R.ECEIVRO 
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0 

2 
0 

0 

I 
0 
0 

2 
0 

I 

n 
I 
0 

1 
0 

0 

1 
I 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

I 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 0 
0 

0 
0 
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0 
0 

0 

0 

15 
l 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

:w 
7 

0 
0 

0 

I.llS!l AY Pay/CS!!. 

2 4S 
.. 21 

II 20 
7 21 

26 
1 22 
2 )J 

1 36 
2 23 

11 27 
4 2S 
2 34 

I 13 
) 3l 

66 
2 u 
a u 
5 35 
I II 
l 34 

43 

47 
29 
29 

6 JI 
l lO 

3 37 

I 76 
306 33 

41 28 

31 
6S 

10 24 



Rlm Date: 01123fl01l 
lWD Time; 7:4S:44 

Oahu Ttw11Sit Savlca,, loc.. 
SUMMARY OFCUSTOMER. SERVICE IU!POR.TS JU!CElVED 

f'a&cl 
DivMoalbSammcy 

01~112010 - 1213Ul010 

Mon!hYcar 
OS - UllDCCUAlY TnYdlllgTllllC 
06 - Wrot11 Drop-OffLocatlao 
07 - Wrong Pick·Up Location 
OI - Pidt-up-S ~ 
11 - Taxi • Omln1 Complaint 
99-0lb£rlaue Unique to~~NOC 

Gruel Total 

hll..lil 

0 

' 16 

5) 

&li..10 
0 
l 
0 
0 

10 
IS 

58 

MatJ.Q 

3 
0 

2 
II 
II 

64 

&!I..12 
2 
0 

0 

14 
3 

61 

Mix.a 
3 
0 
0 
0 

' 12 

'3 

b!n..12 
2 
0 
0 
I 
5 

10 

35 

.hiill 
0 
0 
0 
3 
2 
s 

25 

All&.H 
2 
0 
0 
0 

9 
6 

" 

~ 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7 
s 

37 

QsW 

0 
0 
0 
s 

14 

63 

Hn.ll! 
0 
0 
0 
0 
II 
12 

44 

l2!IUA 
0 
l 
0 
0 
9 

16 .. 

IS!lll 
14 
s 
3 
6 

93 
132 

5'9 

AY:,DavlCSll 
17 
19 
3S 
JO 
43 
19 

30 



EXHIBIT 5.8-2 (2011) 

llllD om: 0&12312012 Ollwl'tmJit Saviccs, Inc. 
Rm Tune: 7:47:5S SUMMARY OFCUSTOMER SFllVlCE REPOlt.TS RECEIVED 

OlJOlflOIJ - 12131/lOll 

Mpp1h)'eg 1ID..ll &Ul Ma..ll Am.ll Mall Ia..ll l1!lll A!la.ll .sc..u ISllll AY Dax/CSll 
A-~ 5 ll 5 13 11 " 13 '" 35 " 19 3J7 11 

00 - Oeneral Conmladazloaa (llOIHlpCC.1& IX> myopcnllDr) 0 0 0 I IS 0 0 4 0 I 23 4 
01 • Polite,~ rdlabk, a!e, alwlyl 00~ (specific OperalOT) 2 a ' 3 10 3 0 0 I 2 4 0 37 18 
O'l - Coo~ profeuional ~wbco dcallng with a 1l111811an, cm::nl or penon I 0 0 I 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 s 2l 
03 - Wedbcylxid Ibo call orduly (IJ*lfic opemar) 0 3 0 s 3 2 0 2 3 3 I 0 22 IS 
04 - Vt:ty eood driver (lptlti&opcnlOr) 0 I l I 29 7 2! ll l3 25 14 IQ II 
OS - Special oouidmliOD far oldaty or dislblcd (specificopcnttt) 0 0 0 2 2 I 2 2 0 0 2 0 II 10 
06  Good Vcbiclo MaiDl:aiance - aood mtnt=ace- clall b1110S 1IOQCI /\J 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 7 
07 -~bas opallXll' camplaneut 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 10 7 
oa -eomps-1 io -.dJMr staff 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 s .s IS s 3 JS 6 
10 - Taxi- GaimJ Omnnmclarioa 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 l 2 6 6 
11 • Oaicnl Commcndllrion - Dlsplt.chfR.cscr I 0 0 I It 2 7 0 0 2 0 23 • 

B - Scbedalc Probloma- DOt attriballlblc Co buoperaton I 0 0 I 13 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 • 

0 I - Rom b atWll)'S Ille 0 0 o· 0 4 s 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 .s 
OS - Bua was overlO&ded (slnglc ~Ollly- not reponEd as regular prol>lo 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 

07 - RcqllCSt IX> makD a 9Chcdule chlalgo 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 13 
99 - 01berSdlOdllJtProblem  aot llllribulablo to~optftlOU NOC l 0 0 3 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 12 

01 - Trip Plannlog Mer.hmlsm 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 12 

C - PoorAtUtudcorDrtvcr 3 1 " a ' 6 1 4 11 14 11 17 103 ll 
00 - Gcncn1 poof 8IJlludo orIll drtvon - DOii rpocific: 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 4 19 

0 I - Gcncn1 poot llliludoora sped&: driwr (!\Ide, anrapomive, die) 0 2 .s s s 3 .s 4 6 II 48 20 

02 - Fat1cd 11> aoswor questioas orghe lllll. or~ iDformllian 0 0 0 I O 0 0 0 I 0 0 2 4 21 

03 - GelJlnl rude bebavlor by opentor 0 3 I 1 2 I 0 7 4 0 21 26 
04~ lltltwle lnciif'-==t orral.e. (notlhe l\llabuubc way lbe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 

OS - l.Adtotl'Oldwlyeotausy{bof'll mt, woo'! let alSIUlll« Ill, blocbdrMwa 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 .s 0 I 10 17 

06 - Failed to~millalllllmer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 7 3 IS 20 

D-Bawlori-iipnfolllen bf OTS cmploycc(PoOlblc I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 JO 

01 - .AsuuJt/Physlc:al ~ loCldW!a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
02 - Vr:rbal lwassmeot (,,_q, ridlculiq. olficosjve ~ inlppruprill1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 II 

03 - Sexm1 ~diacrtJllloltlon 
E- Uua!cVdaldcOpentloal 

00- GmeW ufcty ecimpla!Dt tplDst llOQ-dpeCif\e anployea 

0 
5 

0 

0 

' 0 

0 

'0 

0 
5 
I 

0 
1• 
2 

0

•
I 

0 

9 
0 

u 
0 

11 
2 

u 
2 

0 
II 
0 

0 
11 

107
11 

2 

'' 
29 

0 I - Speoding l 2 2 0 2 l 0 s 2 20 14 



Run Da:le: 08/2312012 
Run Time: 7:47:SS 

MD!!ShX-
02 • Abnqlc mm and stops (gaimlly) 
03 - PIDlc or JOddm lhNpt 11ap. tailpt!Qg 

04 - Tl'aff\c: llalda md l1Dp slpl (n.am.illg red or yellow licjll) 
OS • Urmie maging (Qllliag vdilde olf- f'orcill& Wl'J il1D lime, at; failure I 
06 -u-y or unsafe Iulo chaD&ID& 
rn -Improper llllSafe bomdmg.lallgbling (loadlllg In ll1'0U. uot cwbilla bm, D 

08 - l)riwr rllnta fw Grty, too 1locpy, tppma ID be andcr the inflar:Dce, C.. 

I 0 - lDlpprvprille Cell pboDe use 
11 - Almml hit pedcslrilll; driva too close ID pedearialJ; driwa too close ID b 

99- Olhc:l- lllll&fe vd!icle opcrlllocl NOC 

0 I - Aimed ll llap c:uly or bus Dever tniwed (one or two imllllCeS oaly) 

02 - An1YOd 11 nop Im (one or IWO tmwices only) 

04 - OriV'Cf b ahn;ys lallc 
OS - Drlw:rs-'ilpS 

06 - Driw:r-' otr-rouuldidD't know l'OUle 

08 -~ delsy "'savice 
I 0 • haa pmeupn lazauled bus lll>p, Rttllaed to allow PISIGllll' ID boar 
12- ()pcnms OD Wl'Olll ltbcdule 
13 • Excesll\'e nmnlDg o(bas or YanS c:nPia 11 tcnnlnala or si.ging-. 
99 - Other RDU1a md Sc:bedulo 1-NOC 

G - Vlalalloat or SpccUk Polidea 
00- Oczunl Polley Vlolatlcm (11on-cpecUio to ID)' opcol«} 

Q3 - 1-lbaut radb/m:llo~ bad C'l.C. 

04-Hll~of~byodier~ llgtillbclwnpua 
OS • Fallbd ID aslst J181SG1F ID .-I:; falled ID report iDjuted puseager 

rn -Driwir i-11 bus taminals or lllCiQc- (loud DOiie. ~ • 
13 • Scat Belt Vlolmm 
17 - Dllmlgc ID privm propaty (la-. prdem. mai1boXCI, di; iDch1ded) 
II -1.mppropllllll bdlavlor (urtaldizlg. etc.) 

H - 1.DcllvldaaJI wtt11 Dta.bmtha it.qa'"-ata 
02-Lm~Wb IDopenhk 
951 - Odlcr ADA Issue NOC 

Oahu Tranlit Services, Int. 
SUMMARY OF CUS'TOMER SERVICE RBPOP.TS llEC2IVED 

.lm..ll 
0 

0 

0 

2 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

.Em.11 
0 

0 

I 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

I 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

01/0112011- 12131/2011 

Jd&.ll 
0 

0 
0 

2 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
I 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

l 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

Aa.ll Mall 
I 0 
0 
0 2 

3 

0 

0 

0 I 
0 

0 0 
0 3 
I 5 
0 0 
0 0 
s 
0 0 

0 
I l 
0 0 
0 0 
0 

" 0 0 
0 0 
0 I 

0 0 

" 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 

.llm..ll 
0 

I 

0 
2 
0 

0 

0 

0 

I 
l 
0 

I 
0 

0 
I 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I 
0 

0 
l 

0 
2 

I 
l 
l 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
2 

" 0 

0 
2 
0 

0 

I 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

l 

l 
I 
0 
0 

3 
0 

I 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

2 

.o 
• 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

2 
0 

I 

0 

I 

J 
0 
0 

0 
I 

0 

I 
0 

0 

0 

1 
I 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

I 
0 

0 

0 

0 
l 
2 

I 
0 

I 

0 

3 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

l 

0 

0 
3 
I 
0 
0 

0 
I 

0 
0 

• 
0 
0 

Imai AV,D!y/CSR 

II 
s 16 
7 2S 

19 17 

• 20 
7 IS 

I 4 

9 18 

" " u 2l 

31 17 

l ll 
I J 

7 23 
14 

j 16 
4 14 

I S 
j 

4 2l 

s 19 
19 11 
J 13 

14 

4 II 
l 17 
6 13 

s 
• 

2 s 
3 11 
1 a 
I 16 



1llm°*= 0&/23/lOll Oabu nmsn Services. llic. 
Rim 11mc: 7:47:5S SUMMAl.Y OFCUSTOMER. Sl!JlVICl! P.EPORTS RECEIVED 

01/0lflOll • 12131/2011 

MombYez: Ja.ll fsb....1.l MILll AllLll ld&Y.ll .ll!ll..ll hll..ll &!&.ll Sm..ll Ioml AY.J)!yJCSg 

J - MUnlawlceoflqulpmut 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 2 l 0 3 9 3 
02 - M:. l)'lllml IOO boc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 
09 - 8u.:slYlm dlny 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 J 
99 - Otb«M•__.., problcm/gaien.l ma.bmnaDce problem 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 7 3 

K • Complalllb about D-perator lr'Ullt ltall I 0 0 0 3 0 I 14 l ll ' 10 53 ll 
CM • Complainta 11n1t OlbctTltnsit Stall 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 I 
OS - Compla.iDD lplmt l'lnlrmrll~ I 0 0 0 I 0 6 s 2 4 21 14 
06 - Bii.SY Phones 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 s s 
111 - Pbooe Etiqueazl 
09·~D&nJr 

99 • Olbctoompkials llbout uco-openlxlTslaft'NOC 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

I 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
6 
0 

I 

0 

2 

4 
0 

2 

• 
0 

2 
2 

0 

7 

17 
12 
• 
I 

L • Gacnl Trullt PolleyC-plablta 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 I 0 0 a 38 

Ol - 8taaP rides 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I JS 
06 - GeauDI tramil poll~ c:u:aplalnt 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 44 

99 - Olb«o-91n.slt Polir;y halll6 NOC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
P - u111q.. to rantrau1tScntea 10 1l 16 11 11 34 115 101 '73 76 ll 13 .596 ll 

01 - Liia Pick-Up J I S 0 s s 42 61 47 JS 44 4S 293 13 
02 - Ml-iPltk-Op 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 6 12 

04-NoShow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 J 2 2 4 12 JI 
OS - U'Dlleoessuy Travellllg Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 I 0 0 I 7 

06 • Wl'Oll& Drop-O«Loca!ioa 0 0 I 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 I II 
111 - Wrong Pick-Up LocatJoa I 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 I 6 IS 

OI • Pick-up llDd Drvp-oft' 0 2 0 0 I I 2 6 6 I 7 41 II 

09- R.oUID tni¥doD 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 I J 10 ' JS 10 

10 - l!TAIConflnnlng lnfonnatiotl 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 3 II 

11 - Tul • Gcncnl Complailll I s 3 8 3 u II 13 I 21 23 14 129 II 

12 - flic!bUity 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) 

99 - 01ber luuc Unlquo to hnln.mit Sav!cesNOC 4 s 6 2 14 s 12 3 0 S4 14 

CraadTotal l5 31 52 ID Ill 178 143 llM 1'0 150 1,290 13 



EXHIBIT S.8-2 (2012) 


Rm o.te: OU23/l012 ODi 'tnDslt ScMcca, I= 
Rm Timo: 7:S1:53 SUMMARY OP CUSTOMER. Sl!llVICE Rl!POR.lS RECEIVED 

OllOl/2012· 12131/2012 

MQll!bYar 1&.U &12.ll !:W..ll Am:Jl ldall blllJl .,,A-C-datlmn u 31 ll 2l 19
" 00 - Galen! c-:Matiom (llDIMpCClfic to ciy opcnlOr) 0 0 l l 0 0 


0 I - Poll!e, COU1UJOUS, n:llabtc, aa!e, atw¥ OD-time (tpeCll!D Opera!Ot) 2 I 0 0 0 

02 - Cool, profaalonal -when deeling with a allllMloo, ewat or~ 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 

03 - Weas t.yond the call ofduly (spoelik opc:rall>T) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

04 - 'Vt:ry good dtl- (ip«l6copc!Slr) 47 27 21 13 17 S6 17
°'-Special coasickn!ioa b eldaty ordisal>lcd (spocific opcn!Or) 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 


08 - Compkmcat IO OOIH!ri-stall 19 18 6 2 2 21 2 

10 - Taxi - OaiaalCommendalico 0 0 0 0 


11 -Gaiaal~on-~Olll 0 0 I 0 2 0 0 

B -Scllechle Problc:all -aot attrlbuDblit to bus opmiton 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 


06 - Roq\lflSl for - l'OW; exsc:aslon or""* 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 

C - Poor AttitudeofDl'tYu I 11 4 15 IS 12 15 


00 - Oeimal poor llliblde ofall driwn- nan specific l 0 0 l 0 

O I - OcDcnl poor auitude ofa lpOCific drtwr (l\ldo, uinspomi't'C, de) 3 $ 2 3 .. .. 

02 - Failed to__.qU£Sllcnt or giYe 6ill, ar &COlll'llte 111.ll!nmlioa l 0 0 0 0 0 0 


03 - Gaien1 n.ia bellarior byopa1f« I 2 2 3 2 2 

05 - Ldofroadw.y COIRsy (honl 1111, won't let c:usr.omer In, blocbdri- 3 0 s 2 2 3 

06 - Palla! to properly mist cmlDmcr 2 0 3 • 3 6 


99 - Odicr Poor AuimdeofDmu:NOC 0 0 0 0 0 0 


D • Ran.-1of~&n by OTS -ployec {Pml!hlit I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 


03 - Semal ~ disc:riDllDll!on l 0 0 0 0 0 0 


99 • Odicr H8lum1elU of~odien by OTS eqiloyeo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


2 - Uuaft Vddcle ()peBdom .. JO 6 • 9 12 12 

00 -Ocncnl llldy coaqil&lar apinit-.a&emplO)'llel 0 0 0 0 0 0 

OJ - Speeding 0 4 0 2 l 3 1 


02 - Abrupt ...llDd S10pS (gma'ally} 0 0 0 0 0 I 2 


OJ • Panic or suddcD lllwptsiop, tsilpting 0 I 0 I 0 0 


04 · Traffic li&lm llld lllDp sip (JannlDg ral or )'CDow Ught) l l I 0 2 I I 


O:S - UllldD mmglag (Qlldag Wlbiclo otf-torQng way bll.o ._, c=; f&ihn t 2 l 3 2 0 2 4 

06 - Umietc:smy or -6t 11aechanA 0 0 0 0 0 0 


01 - 1mprop«uzm& ~ Oomtma Insvoct, notcurbiD& bus. n 0 1 0 J 1 0 0 


08 • Orlwr Fitness rar duly, ioo •lociFY. appan to bounder the Influence, etc. 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 


54 


2 

I 


0 
22 


26 

0 

1 


2 
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0 
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0 

0 

6 

0 

J 

0 

6 

0 

2 


0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

• 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
·o 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

~ AY.DayfCS& 

340 5 

s 3 

6 3 


2 3 

23 7 


224 4 


I 2 

71 I 


6 

3 6 


I 


88 11 

4 IS 


2l 14 


1 21 

14 11 


16 12 

2' 10 


27 


l 


I 

0 


" ll 
I 10 


14 I.I 


4 13 

3 16 


SI 13 

1$ II 

I 6 


s 12 

4 


http:Rl!POR.lS


Rim Dec: Oatlll2012 
Rim Time: 7:.SI :.S3 

0011 Tnnslt Scrvk.es, Inc. 
SUMMARY OP CUSTOM.Elt SERVJCJ? REPORTS RECEIVED 

Pagel 
Div~ 

OllOl/2012 • 1213 l/2012 

McmthYqr J&ll &liJ2 MILl.2 &II..U MIX..ll llm..12 hll.ll Al!&..ll lie...1l :ral AV.Diy/CU 

09 • nm.a dillJ'-ians {NCWlflllPCf, wallalml !Mio, c:IC.) 0 0 0 0 I 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 a 
I 0 • Imppropriale Cell pbolle \I.IC o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 l 16 
11 • Almolt hit pedacrtim;drives too clme 1D pcdestriml; drives IOO close ID b 

99. Olblr uim!e Ydllcle opcntioDNOC 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
I 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
2
5 

" a 
I'· Roatc and Schatale baa 4 4 l ' J l l 4 0 0 0 0 28 1l 

01 • Artlwd c 11op ccty orbus  arrMd <-ortwo imllDces anly) 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 6 13 
03 • Driw:r Is alWS)' early 0 I 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 17 
04 • Driw:r Is alWS)' laic I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 J 22 
OS • Driver paa-vpt 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 9 
06 • Driw:rwall Dfl'.f'DUlrldidD't!mow r'OUllt 0 I 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 6 11 
07 • Driver &ilcd lll load more J11AC111Cft wbal - room availllble iD Ibo b O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
oa. UllllllCeSSll)' delay orscrvit.o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
09 • Let bua umdllmdod 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
12 • Openla on wrq ldiedulc O 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 9 
13 • &c>c:uiw ..-bi& ofbus M \'11111 cngjncs c tamillals or llllgfng- O 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 12 
99 ·OM RoUle llld SdlC4lll: bsue NOC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 

C - Vlolatlou of Spedlc hllcla 5 J 1 l 0 l 2 0 0 0 0 17 ' 
0 I - No ado&fdriDlcillgordiDlace 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
03 • lJSues about redloslm:lio ckvbshoo loud dt. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 II 
07 - Dmu imac bus la1llln&b or lllgingaus (loud noise, coogreptlq. o 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 6 s 
12 ·Paa,puses llld tnmsfcn I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 13 
17 - Dlmqie CIO priWIC p1"0p01Y (lawns. prdms, mallbox.c:s,, de iDchadt>d) 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 21 
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-------- ------

Determination Date 

By ----
Interview ID 

HandiVan ID ---
Determination ID 

Elig Type ----------- Elig End Extension 0 Yes 0 No 

PCA 0No 0Yes Space Type Deter Review 

EXPEDITED ELIGIBILITY? ID Yes I Explanation ________~@._I______

DETER COMPLETED 

Determination Letter Mai led 

CATEGORY 1 - 49 CFR 37.123.(e) (1): Boarding, Riding, and Disembarking from a Fixed Route 
Bus 

The applicant is able (with driver assistance operating the lift) to indeoendentlv BOARD. RIDE and DISEMBARK 
from fixed route vehicles throughout the seN:ce area. 

0 Always 0 Never 

If marked NEVER, check the transit skills the applicant cannot perform due to a qualifying 
disability. With a reasonable level of effort and risk the applicant cannot independently: 

0 Be in crowded situations 0 Transfer between routes 0 Ride in seated position 
0 Remain oriented in noisy buses 0 Act appropriately in public setting 0 Get onto lift in mobility device 
D Climb bus steps 0 Remain stable in crowded buses 0 Get off where lift can't be deployed 
D Get to seat or securement area 0 Grasp handrails/pull signal cord 0 Identify correct bus to board 
D Stay balanced on moving bus D Recognize destination/landmarks 
0 Stand on moving lift 0 Handle fare media 

CATEGORY 1 - 49 CFR 37.123.(e) ('I): Understanding and Navigating the Fixed Route System 

The applicant is able to independently UNDERSTAND and NAVIGATE the fixed route system throughout the 

service area. 

0 Always 0 Never 

If marked NEVER, check the transit skills the applicant cannot perform due to a qualifying 
disability. With a reasonable level of effort and risk the applicant cannot independently: 

0 Go to unfamiliar destinations 0 Locate and recognize the right bus 0 Get and remember transit system info 

0 Exercise personal safety skills 0 Travel safely in the community 0 Signal for stop al right location 

0 Seek and act on directions 0 Orient oneself to person/place/time 
0 Deal with unexpected situations 0 Stay on task 
0 Remember directions 0 Transfer between routes 



------ HandiVan IDBy ---

CATEGORY 3 -49 CFR 37.123.(e) (3): Getting to and from a bus stop or destination 

The applicant is able lo indemmdentlv GET TO AND FROM BUS STOPS AND DESTINATIONS throughout the 
service area. 

0 Always 0 Never 0 Sometimes 

If marked NEVER or SOMETIMES, check the transit skills the applicant cannot perform due 
to a qualifying disability. With a reasonable level of effort and risk the applicant cannot 
independently: 

0 Go four blocks on level ground D Locate bus stop 0 Go up/down a gradual hill 
D Go up/down three six inch steps D Cross two lanes with no signal 0 Go across sloped sidewalks 
0 Go up/down long ramps 0 Control mobility device adequately 0 Locate pedestrian signal 
0 Go around obstacles/barriers D Go on uneven pavement Deross misaligned intersections 
D Go across steep driveways 0 Go on gravel/dirt/grassy surfaces 0 Cross four lanes with a signal 
D Locate the curb or curb cuts D Wait ten minutes standing 

CONDITIONAL ELIGIBILITY: Issues with Architectural and Environmental Barriers 

If Category 3 is marked SOMETIMES , check all the architectural or environmental barriers that interact with the applicant's 
specific impairment-related condition to prevent him/her from independently getting to and from fixed route bus stops: 

0 Hills/steep or long grades 0 Undetectable objects D No pedestrian signals 
0 Distance to/from stops 0 Flooding 0 Wide open parking lots 
0 Rain/HoUCold weather OHighwinds 0 Utility obstacles/construction barricades 
D Air pollution/haze/vog 0 Busy streets/intersections 0 No detectable path of travel 
0 Excess ambient noise D Constant right turns on red D Unaligned intersections 
0 No sidewalks/rough terrain D Steep curbs/steps 0 Curbs with no detectable warnings 
D Low or bright light 0 No curb cuts/poor curb cuts 
0 Crowded areas D Bus stops without detectable poles 

RESULTS OF FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENTS: 

Tinctti Date ------ Tinetti Results - ----

TSA Date ----- TSA Results 

If the answer to ANY Skills Set question is NEVER, the applicant is UNCONDITIONALLY ELIGIBLE 

If the answers to ALL the Skills Set questions are ALWAYS. the applicant is NOT ELIGIBLE 

If the answer to Skills Set 1 and 2 is ALWAYS. and the answer to Skill Set 3 is SOMETIMES. the applicant 
is CONDITIONALLY ELIGIBLE 



- -----By HandiVan ID 

CONDITIONAL ELIGIBILITY DESCRIPTIONS 
Based on a reasonable level of effort and risk considering the most limiting condition for the specific trip the individual 
has requested: (CHOOSE ONLY FROM DROP DOWN SELECTIONS. DO NOT CREATE CONDITIONS ON YOUR 
OWN. TRAP~ZE CANNOT ACCEPT THEM AT THIS TIME. 

Condition Description Display ...-

-.... 

WILL APPEAR ON DETERMINATION LETTER: 
NOT ELIGIBLE, CONDITIONAL or TEMPORARY 
If eligibility is denied, state clearly and in detail below the reasons for the denial to ensure there is a clear 
basis should the applicant wish to make an appeal. Include enough information to allow applicants to fully 
prepare for an appeal. (General statements such as, "The process found that you are not eliglble to use 
the ADA paratransit system" are insufficient. 

-


-.... 

( Go t9 Letter ) 

Office Use Only 
lnvoiceDate Oversize J 0 weight 0 Length 0 Width 
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Page 1 

lntv ID 

Please carefully review your answers below and request the Mobility Coordinator to make any 
changes or additions. Then sign the Signature Page. The original will be returned to you at 
the end of the in-person assessment. 

Nickname Gender j_ TheHandi-Van ID - 

Phone1 -- _c_e_ll___ 

Phone 2 --- _H_o_m_e_ _ _ 


Phone 3 
 _L__________Street H_O_N_O_L_U_L_u__H_l...c-==:::1-

Neighborhood -'------------

Mailing Honolulu HI 


Accessible f2JNONE Oco Osrallle 
Formats 0 Large Print 0 Audio Tape 0 Interpreter 

Disability 
f2l Arthritis 
0Blind 

OcP 
~Diabetes 

D HearUOxygen 
OLowVision 

f2J Physical/Other 
D Psychiatric 

Ocognitive Ooialysis O MS Dauad 
0COPD 0Hearing 0Para Oseizures 

Mobility 
Aids 

f.81 Cane 
Dear Seat 

O leg Brace 
D Lift Required 

0Prothesis 
OPWC 

fgj Walker; Walker/Seat 

Ocomm Bd O MWC Dscooter 
0 Crutches 0 Port Oxygen OsvcAnimal 

Emergency Contact 

llllD Ill Cell• -
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Date 

1. 	 Please indicate how your disability or health conditions prevent you from using TheBus fixed 
route service and indicate which health condition limits your travel the most. 
I have severe arthritis and some days I can't walk because of the pain in my knees and 
feet. It is hard for me to get to a bus stop. I can't carry my groceries. I am diabetic and I · 
have to watch my blood suger closely. Sometimes I use a cane or on a really bad day, I 
use the walker my kids gave me. 

2. 	 What is the diagnosis and the date of onset of your most limiting disability or health condition? 
Arthritis diagnosed in the 1990s. Diabetes diagnosed in 2005. My doctor says I am not 
going to get any better. 

3. 	 What is the prognosis? Please explain if your most limiting condition is stable, declining or 
expected to improve: 
Stable now, but I'm going to decline. I'm getting older 

4. 	 If this is a temporary condition, when do you expect to recover? 
Not temporary 

5. 	 Please explain whether the effects of any of your health conditions cause you to have 
good/bad days: 
Yes, I have good and bad days, depending on the pain in my legs and feet. 

6. 	 Please describe the type of treatment you are receiving, if any: 
I take pain medicine. I try to walk. that's about it. 

7. 	 What medications are you currently taking? 
Aspirin, metformin, something for arthritis but I can't remember the name 

8. 	 Have you taken any medications today? 
I took all my meds this morning 
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---	 Date _ti•l11111Ml1_ lntv ID ---'l=li=~ 

9. 	 If your medications cause side effects, please describe your they affect your ability to travel: 
No side effects 

10. 	 On a scale of one to ten, how are you feeling today? 
I am about a 7.1 have some pain but It's OK right now. 

11 . If you have seizures, how frequent are they, when what the last one, and how severe are 
they? 
NIA 

12. 	 If you have seizures, can you tell if one is about to happen? 
N/A 

13. 	 If you have seizures, are they controlled by medication? 
N/A 

14. 	 If applicable, please explain how your health condition and your ability to travel by yourself are 
affected by humidity, hot or cold weather, air pollution, haze and/or vog: 
When it's cold and damp, my arthritis is worse. 

15. 	 If applicable, please describe your ability to maintain your balance in crowds. and your ability 
to grip handrails and small items: 

I can stay balanced unless my knees really hurt and the bus driver takes off before I get 

to a seat. I can hold onto things. 


16. 	 If you are legally blind or have low vision, please explain how dim light, shade, darkness or 
bright sunlight affect your ability to travel outdoors by yourself: 
NIA 

17. 	 If you have psychiatric condition , please explain how it affects your ability to travel by yourself: 
N/A 
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18. 	 If you have a hearing loss or are deaf, please explain how it affects your ability to travel by 
yourself: 
My hearing is fine right now. 

19. 	 If you have multiple sclerosis, please explain how it affects your ability to travel by yourself: 
N/A 

20. 	 Where is the closest TheBus stop to your home? 
There is a bus stop about 1/2 block from my apartment. 

21. 	 Please describe any obstruction or barriers between your home and the closest TheBus stop 
that affect your ability to travel by yourself: 
There is a little hill that I would have to walk up to get back from the bus stop. It is 
downhill going to the bus stop. 

22. 	 If applicable, please explain why you quit riding TheBus and how long ago that was: 
I still ride TheBus sometimes now. Depends on if I have groceries to carry or if my 
legs hurt. 

23. 	 If you rode TheBus in the past, please describe whether you were able to transfer from one 
bus to another by yourself to get to your destinations 
I transfer sometimes. I don't like to wait too long though for the other bus. 

24. 	 If you were ever lost or disoriented while traveling alone, how did you find your way home 
and how long ago did this happen? 
I've never been lost. 

25. 	 Please explain the main way you travel now and whether you travel by yourself: 
Sometimes I take TheBus or my daughter drives me or I r ide with friends. I don't drive 
anymore. 

26. 	 Please describe your ability to travel by yourself to less familiar or totally unfamiliar 
destinations: 

I would be afraid to go someplace alone if I didn't know where I was going 
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-
27. 	 Please explain why you feel TheHandi-Van will be better for you than riding TheBus: 

It will come to my house so I don't have to walk very far and I can bring my bags of 
groceries with me. I won't have to wait for the bus to come. 

28. 	 If you have had Travel Training to ride TheBus, please describe what routes you learned 
and whether you still ride on these routes: 
N/A 

29. 	 If you are interested in learning to ride TheBus to new places, where would you like to go? 
(Travel Training is free and fun!) 
I know how to ride TheBus. I don't need any help. 

30. 	 Are you able to cross busy streets by yourself all of the time, some of the time, or never? 
Please explain your answer: 

Usually I can cross streets but sometimes I get scared that I won't get across fast 

enough before the light changes. Especially if my knees are hurting. 


31 . 	 Are you able to maneuver your wheelchair or step up or down a curb by yourself all of the 
time, some of the time, or never? Please explain your answer: 
I can go up and down from curbs if my knees don't hurt me too much. I just go slow. 

32. 	 Are you able to maneuver your wheelchair or walk a short distance on uneven surfaces 
such as gravel, dirt, or grass by yourself all of the time, some of the time, or never? Please 

explain your answer: 
I walk slow if it's not a good sidewalk. I do not want to fall. 

33. While traveling by yourself in good weather. how many blocks on level ground do you think 
you can walk or maneuver your wheelchair? 
I can walk 2 or 3 blocks if my legs are OK. On bad days it hurts to walk at all. 

34. 	 Please describe your ability to tell time, to see and read signs by yourself: 
I can tell time and read signs. 



-
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Date - lntv ID .Ill-------=-

35. Please describe your ability to use a telephone to get information by yourself 
I can use a phone. 

36. Please describe your ability to wait in good weather by yourself for ten minutes at a bus stop 
that has no bench or shelter: 
If my knees are not bad, I guess I could stand for 10 minutes. I walk around the grocery 
story and that takes me longer. 

37. 	 After being shown how, would you be able to find your way to a bus stop by yourself all of the 
time, some of the time, or never? Please explain your answer: 
I could find my way to a bus stop by myself 

38. 	 Are you able to travel up and down a gradual hill by yourself all of the time, some of the time, 
or never? Please explain your answer: 

As I've told you before, if my knees hurt me, I can't walk at all. So going up and down a 

hill could be bad. But somedays, it would be OK. 


39. If you use a mobility device such as a scooter or a walker, how long ago did you begin using 
it? 
NIA 

40. 	 If you use a manual wheelchair, do you push yourself using only your hands and arms, or do 
you also use one or both of your feet? 
NIA 

41. 	 Please add anything else you would like that would help us understand how your health 
condition affects your ability to get to or from a bus stop. to board, ride or get off a bus or to 
understand how to ride TheBus throughout the service area: 
I just don't feel good sometimes because of the pain. My doctor told me to ride 
TheHandi-Van because I am disabled. I need help with my groceries and my friends r ide 
all the t ime. I still would use TheBus sometimes if I am OK. 
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R!ECCIE~VIE[)) 
September 29, 2010 OCT - 5 ZOtO 

Mr. Russell Thatcher 
TranSystems Corp. 
38 Chauncy Street. Suite 200 
Boston, Massachusetts 02111 

Dear Mr. Thatcher: 

Subject: City and County of Honolulu's Preliminary Responses to FTA 
201 0 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Compliance Review 

This is to provide you with an interim update on actions taken by the City and 
County of Honolulu to address the preliminary findings and suggestions that you and 
the other members of the FTA's ADA Compliance Review Team shared with us during 
the exit interview conducted on January 28, 201 0. Capsule summaries of the Review 
Team's preliminary findings covered during the exit interview, and the status of our 
responses to them are summarized in the attached table. 

We appreciate your efforts to assisl the City and County of Honolulu in 
maintaining ADA compliance in its ADA complementary paratransit service, TheHandi
Van. 

Very truly yours, 

;)ii rvtl/)[),(} 
WAY:O.Y&{'~

Director 

Attachment 

http:HA~.!.W1.su
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PRELIMINARY RESPONSES TO OBSERVATIONS MADE 

BY FTA ADA COMPLIANCE REVIEW TEAM 


DURING 01/28/2010 EXIT INTERVIEW 


:. .. , ... 	 .; : . 
~. . .~ .... ,-; ~' .. / . ... 

-· FTARevl~w·Tea·~.;cioserVatlons ·_._.1 : . ... siat~~ .of ~he C;t~:s !~~~pon~:~·~ . . ·'. -~_;c~ie9oi'Y .-. · 
1. 	 Customer Resolved. Bus passes for paratransit-

Comments a. 	 Confusion over fixed route fare policy eligible riders available as of 9i29/ 2009. 
(from Review Forfeited TheHandi-1/an ID cards : 
Team's returned to owners b~ contractor. 
meeting with b. 	 Concerns wt new eligibility process: Riders' concerns about change to in· 
Citizens for c:i 1. Objections to persons w/lifelong person eligibility process addressed 
Fair ADA disabilities having to be assessed through public information &outreach; 
Ride) personal concerns can be addressed byagain 

mobility coordinalors during interview 
pushed onto TheBus 

2. Concern that riders are being 
process. 

3. 	 Concerns may not be based on 
personal experience 

Scheduling issue - covered in Item 9. 
time 

c. Drivers have multiple pickups at same 

d. 	 Inconsistent assistance beyond curb Related to need to clarify "origin-to· 
destination· service for staff and riders 
covered in Item 2e. 
Phone system issue - covered in Item 5. 

line access 
e. 	 Problems wt ''Where's My Ride?" phone 

f. Vehicles old, ride rough, interiors dirty IResource issue - covered in Item 8 

g. Riders experience long travel limes (;;:2 Resource issue - covered in Items 7&9 
hrs), lots of back-tracking. 

Related to need to clari fy •origin-to
disabilities 

h. 	 Need announcements for riders w/vision 
destination· service for staff and riders 
covered in Item 2e. 
On-lime performance issues covered ini. 	 Poor on-time perlormance 
Item 7.i. Late pick-ups 

2. Drop-offs late 50-60% or the time 

Related to need to clarify ·origin-toj. 	 Taxi issues: 

L 
destination· service requirements for staff 
and drivers of taxi sub-contractors 
covered in ltem 2e. 

1. Drivers' limited English proficiency 

Related to r.o-show pOlicy : r.overed in2. No-shov1s incorrectly recorded 
I(Drivers not always informed when item4. I,I trips are cancelled) - 
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Cat_egory FTA Review Team's Observations Statusof the Citts Reseonses 

2. Non-capacity 
Constraint 
Issues 

a. 
b. 

3. Riders w/vision disabilities don't 
!<now to expect taxi instead of HV 

Service area covers entire island 
Fares meet regulations (S 2X fixed route 
fares) 

Related lo need lo clarify "origin-to
destination· service requirements for staff 
and drivers of taxi sub-contractors -
covered in llem 2e. 
No action required • system exceeds 
ADA requirements for these 
standards. 

c. 	 Riders Guide incorrectly slates HV hours 
of operation 
0 Ries 88A. 42, 412ha•1e1•t pickups 

earlier than 5 am 

' 

Partially resolved. Web sites corrected. 
Work in progress to correct hours of 
operation in Riders' Guide and other 
printed public information materials. 
Expected public distributionduring first 
quarter 201 1. 
(Exhibil A: Print coo'l of TlleHandi-Van 
web caael 

d. No trip priority policies for reservations 
meets regulations 

No action required  system Is ADA· 
compliant for this standard. 

e. Public information materials slate •curb
to-curb" service; current FTAguidance 
emphasizes "origin-to-destination• 
se111ice 

Work in progress. Text clarifying 
"origin-to-destination• services in Riders' 
Gulde and olher public information 
materials in precess. Expected public 
distribution during first quarter 2011. 

1. Confusion about availability of 
assistance for riders (Many HV 
operators provide help, taxis do not) 

Resolved. Contractor completed 
refresher trainingon ADA service 
standards. 

f. Site investigations well-documented 
1. 2private properties prohibit 

TheHandi-Van access 

3. Eligibility a. Comparisons or oulcomes: 
Process 1. Previous paper process: 

- 14,000 registered riders 
- 60% conditionally eligible; 39% 

unconditional; 1% temporar1 
eligibility 

Review ieam noted that 60% 
conditionally eligible is a relali'lely 
high proportion 

2. Nel'I in-person assessment orocess: 

Resolved. Site investigation reports 
were reviewed. It was determined that 
sites that cannot accommodate large 
cutaway vans had been incorrectly 
described as prohibiting access to 
TheHandi-Van vehicles. Reports have 
been corrected to state 'site Inaccessible 
due lo van requirements•. 

·- 
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.. 
Category FTA Review Team's Oliservations I Status of the City's Responses 

- 33%conditionally eligible; 63% 
uncondilional; 2% temporary 
eligibility; 2% ineligible 

- Appointment requests 
=350/month; total 720 
inierviews actually conducted 
(as of J•d week of January 
2010). 

Reyiew Tearn noted !hat 33% 
conditionally eligible is more in 
keeping wilh national trends 
Estimated 30% reduction in demand 

0 	 Run basic skills tesl, even if 
applicant attests to their lunctional 
capabilities. 

-
0 	 Consider hiringor contracting 

licensed physlcal therapist (PT) or 
occupalional therapist (OT) for 
Eligibility Center staff: 

- Enhances in-house assessment 
capabilities 

- Suggestion that PT or OT conduct 
all outdoor functional assessments 

b. 	 Examination of 22 applicant files: 
1. 	 All completed w/in 21 days (using 

interview date as date of application) 
2. 	 Outcome: 7denials and 15 

conditional eligibility, oi which 10 
records extremely complete, 4 pretty 
good, 1not so good (idenlified ·post
dialysis' instead of •·extreme fatigue• 
as a condition) 

0 	 Recommended improvements lo 
applicant files: 
- Identify all conditions affecting 

an applicant's eligibility 

- State affected functional abirity 
and not diagnosis when 
identifying eligibility conditions 
(Ex: "Exlreme fatigue· instead 
oi ·post-dialysis'} 

-	 Document processing 
timeframes 
!Ex: Intervals betv:een date call 

. 

Resolved. Functional tesls are being 
administered as suggested by the Review 
Team. 

Under long·range consideration. OT 
administrator reviewed Eligibility Center 
process and confinned that appropriate 
tests are being administered correctly by 
contractor's mobility coordinators. 
Attempts to develop working relationships 
with local OT professional organizations 
& resources unsuccessful to dale. 

Resolved. All of the Review Team's 
suggestions wereadopted by contractor. 

I 
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.... 	· .. -.. 

_C~t~gqfy : 
 .-i=TA Revlewieam;s()bseN~tions · . .. ·status of the Cltv's Responses 

requesting interview was 
received and dale interview 
conducted; negotiated inlerviev1 
date} 

4. No-show Official policy calls for service suspension if 3 

Suspension 
 no-shows occur in 90-day period. Confirmed 

Policy 
 that policy has not been enforced for ::::3 yrs. 

0 IF reinstated, evaluate pattern of no· Work in progress. Revised no-show 
shows first policy drafted by contractor & under 
- Don't set arbitrary number of no- review by City. Riders to be subject to 

l'lritlen warnings and subsequentshows as basis for suspending 
sanctions based on occurrence of no·service. 
shows as aproportion of total ride-	 Frequency of a rider's use should be 
reservations over a consecutive 3-monthfactored into decision 
period. Consultation with community 
groups (including riders &disability 
advocates) to be completed before 
imelementation of ~olic~. 

5. Phone System a. Access to phone system can be an ADA 

Performance 
 issue if riders are kept fmm asking for 

ride reser1ations. 
b. 	 Telephone Hold Times 

1. 	 Reservations line: average hold 
times >2 minutes during 8·9 am and 
2·5pm 

2. 	 Where's My Ride line: hold times 
much greater than 2 minutes {5:34 
wait) during 8-11:30 am period; calls 
not answered (cut after 4:27 wait} 

0 	 Take phone off hook when away Resolved. "Quick fix" suggestions (i.e., 
from desk taking phone off hook, hold Ume reports) 

implemented. 2 additional staff hired to0 Compile Trapeze reports on 
cover areas that are deficient, based onmaximum telephone hold times by 
daily reports generated by the phonehour- Send hourly report to DTS 
s;•stem; tentatively scheduled to start

0 	 Perfonnance report on Late Cxl line 
wor'i< on 10/11/2010.

0 	 Run before and after reportfstals. 
{prior to hiring additional 
reservationis!s). 

6. 	 Reservations a. 	 Observed 188 bookings I1. 	 No waitlisl 
2. 	 No outright denials I
3. 	 185 reservations booked as j 

requested I 
4. 3negotiated times resulted in I 

_,_ reservations >1 hour from reauested i 
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· Category 

7. On-time 
Performance 

I 

FTA Review Team's Observations 
time (due to ·matrix" and blocked-
out times} 

b. 	 Review of past6-months records: 
1. 	 7 4 reservations >1 hour from 

requested tirr.e 
2. 	 4outright denials 

c. 	 "Matrix"/slot management as currently 
practiced 
1. 	 Urban Honolulu: On the hour 
2. 	 Outlying/rural areas: Every 2hours 
3. 	 Additionc;I times blocked-out for 

subscriptionrides 
Revlewers note this is an ADA 
compliance issue if practice leaves 
insufficient capacity for demand trips. 
Also, extended lime for negotiating 
reservationscould be aconcern 
0 	 Fix matrix. 

a. 	 Analysis of 152-trip sample of drivers' 
manifests from12/9/2009(every1sc. trip) 
1. 	 Pick-ups: 86% on time 

- Substantiallybelow goai of 95% 
- 30-minule window is routinely 

exceeded 
2. 	 Drop·offs: 25% late to scheduled 

appointments 
0 Revisit on-lime performance goals 

-- .. 

Status of the City's Responses 

Partially resolved. (1) AU weekend 
scheduling being made in ·real time·. (2) 
Reservations for a portion of urban 
Honolulu are now available every~ hour. 
Area to be expanded lo cover Kahala 
Mall to Pearl City (Kaahumanu Street) as 
of 10/8/10. Possible further expansion t-0 
Aina Haina &Hawaii Kai areas to be 
undertaken as resources are available. 
(3) Pilot project, "Agency-provided Trips·. 
undertaken through the Cily's Human 
Services Trans~ortation Coordination 
Program and using FTA New Freedom 
grant funds, started service in May 2010, 
resulting In reduction of about 4,000 
subscription trips per month from 
TheH2ndi-Van rolls. 
(Exhibit B: Samg/e of trio 
sheetslmanifestsl 

Work in progress. To be addressed in 

Short Range Transit Operations Plan 


: 
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Categorv FTA Review Team's Observations 

0 Factor riders' appoinlment times into 
on·lime standards 

0 Establish interim goals 

0 	 Eliminate appt. times !or all relurn to 
home trips. 

b. 	 On·board travel time (adjusted for 11% 
vehicles w/o MDTs) 
1. 	 TheHandi·Van performance 

- Average trip time: 49 minutes 
- Trips <30 minutes: 39% 
- Trips 31-60 minutes: 34% 
- Trips 61-90 minutes: 18% 

- Trips 91-120 minules: 3% 

- Trips ~121 minutes: 6% 
2. 	 Comparison of sample w/ equivalent 

fixed route trips: 
- HV.trips shorter than fixed route 

(FR) trips: 21% 
- HV trips longer than FR trips: 

79% 
- (HV trips tonger than FR trips 

by ~20 minutes: 61%) 
0 Rewrite on-board travel time 

performance standard (FTA 
recommends fixed route travel time, 
including walking time to and from 
bus stop plus 20 minutes) 

c. 	 Analysis of no-shows from 12/1
12/9/2009: 393 recorded 
1. 	 Only 50% correctly recorded (should 

have been missed trips) 

2. Operators left belore end of 5
minute window 5% of time 

Status of the Citv's Resoonses 
(work in progress). 
Work In progress. 

Partially resolved. To be addressed in 
Short Range Transit Operations Plan 
(work in progress). 
Resolved. Practice adopted by 
contractor 
(Exhibit C: Coe\:'. of 91101201o 
Nelson\Nygaard drafl memo, 'TheHandi-
Van: Develoomenl ofSfralegies·i 

Work in progress. Work in progress on 
revised trip duration performance 
standards. Issues are being addressed, 
in part. in Short Range Transit Operations 
Plan. 

Resolved. In the past, some events 
were recorded as no shows but should 
have teen recorded as missed trips. 
Corrective action taken.I	Resolved. Ongoing trainingprovided to 
address/ensure tima sync wfTrapeze 
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Category· 
3. 40% trios missing data 

d. 

8. 	 Resources a. 

FfA.Review Team's Observations 

Contract taxis 
1. 	 On-time performance data no! 

cvailable 
0 	 Increase oversight over taxi 

contractors; communicate on-time 
performance slandards and goals 

0 Improve communication between 
drivers and dispatch 

0 	 Establish requirement for monlhly 
On-Time Performance report irom 
taxi vendors 

Vehicles & equipment 
·1. Total fleet 166 vehicles 

- 160 available for paratransit use 
- 6 reser1ed for Community 

Access 
2. 	 Daily vehicle requirement: 130 

vehicles 
- 110 peak pUll·OUIS 
- 20 for late am returns 

- 30 spares 
- 22-32 vehicles out of service 

per day 
- 3days where >30 vehiclesout 

of service 
3. 	 Fleet is relatively old 

- 43% vehicles have been 
operated >300,000 m!les 

- About% fleet 7-8 years old 
- :::: 2 breakdowns/day; 4-6 some 

da~s 
4. 	Cleanliness or vehicles: interiors 

didn't look too bad 
- Interior issues primarily related 

lo seat restraints 

I 
I 

I
I i 

Status of the City's Responses 

Work in progress. Contractor working 
with taxi sub-contractors to establish 
standards and reporting requirements. 
Preliminary rei;orts being provided lo 
contractor for review & approval for 
performance mcnitcring. 
tExhibit D: Samfl!.e of taxi sub·contractor 
report) 

Resolved. Contractor implemented the 
following procedures: 

0 Established quality control 
checks for vehicle cleanliness. 
Quality Assurance check list in 
place 

0 Exteriors washed daily; quick 
cleancnly 

0 Power steamclean/dry 
securement belts 
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Category FTA Review Team's Observations Status of the City's Responses 
(Exhibit E: Oualil't. assurance checklis/1 

5. MDT reliability issues need to be Resolved. City/conlractor working group 
looked at more closely has been meeting to monitor and address 
0 Focus on reliable communicalions system issues on a 

communicat;ons monthly basis since Janua;y 2010. 
(Exhibit F: Summaries ofworking grouQ. 
meetings! 

: 

b. Manpower 
1. 	 239 operators, 5% turno11er 

Compares favorably to 30% turnover 
nationwide 

2. 	 34 "blown" runs in 1 month < 1% 
c. Budget 

1. 	 2005-2007 ridership: increased by 
about 10.4% 

2. 10.4% ridership increases modest 
3. 	 Budget increases have been 

keeoina oace with ridershio 
Under long-range consideration.d. Implementation of real-time scheduling 

1. 	 2addilional reservationists 
insufficient 

2. Expect phone times to double 
Need to ir.crease system capacity before 
initlatinQ 

9. Reservations, a. Across-the-board good attitudes, 

scheduling, 
 orofessionalism 

dispatch 
 b. Reservationists 'just input' ride requests 

policies 
 into system, which pushes burden onto 

schedulina 
c. 	 Bulk or scheduling done in schedulers' 

heads, not in Trapeze 
1. 	 Able lo fit all but 100/1200 trips into 

runs 
2. 	 Schedulers feel they need 10-15 

more morning, mid-day &afternoon 
runs to meet demand 

Places burden on operators to figure out 
schedules 
Dispatch has lo relyon operators lo ask for 
helo 



By _ ____ HandiVan ID 
Determination Date 	 Interview ID Determination ID 

Elig Type 
~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Elig End Extension 0 Yes 0 No 

PC A 0No 0Yes Space Type 
~~~~~~~~ 

Deter Review 

EXPEDITED ELIGIBILITY? ID Yes I Explanation !._____ ___________@~: 

DETER COMPLETED 

Determination Letter Mailed 

CATEGORY 1 -49 CFR 37.123.(e) (1): Boarding, Riding, and Disembarking from a Fixed Route 

Bus 


The applicant is able (with driver assistance operating the lift) to jndependentlv BOARD. RIDE and DISEMBARK 
from fixed route vehicles throughout the service area. 

0 Always 0 Never 

If marked NEVER, check the transit skills the applicant cannot perform due to a qualifying 
disability. With a reasonable level of effort and risk the applicant cannot independently: 

D Be in crowded situations 	 0 Transfer between routes D Ride in seated position 

D Remain oriented in noisy buses 	 0 Act appropriately in public setting D Get onto lift in mobility device 

0 Climb bus steps 	 D Remain stable in crowded buses 0 Get off where lift can't be deployed 

D Get to seat or securement area 	 0 Grasp handrails/pull signal cord D Identify correct bus to board 

0 Stay balanced on moving bus 	 0 Recognize destination/landmarks 
0 Stand on moving lift 	 0 Handle fare media 

CATEGORY 1 - 49 CFR 37.123.(e) (1 ): Understanding and Navigating the Fixed Route System 

The applicant is able to independently UNDERSTAND and NAVIGATE the fixed route system throughout the 

service area. 

0 Always 0 Never 

If marked NEVER, check the transit skills the applicant cannot perform due to a qualifying 
disability. With a reasonable level of effort and risk the applicant cannot independently: 

0 Go to unfamiliar destinations 	 0 Locate and recognize the right bus 0 Get and remember transit system info 

0 Travel safely in the community D Signal for stop at right location D Exercise personal safely skills 
0 Seek and act on directions 0 Orient oneself to person/place/time 

D Deal with unexpected situations D Stay on task 

0 Remember directions 0 Transfer between routes 



------By HandiVan ID 

CATEGORY 3 -49 CFR 37.123.(e) (3): Getting to and from a bus stop or destination 

The applicant is able lo independentlv GET TO AND FROM BUS STOPS AND DESTINATIONS throughout the 
service area. 

0 Always 0 Never 0 Sometimes 

If marked NEVER or SOMETIMES, check the transit skills the applicant cannot perform due 
to a qualifying disability. With a reasonable level of effort and risk the applicant cannot 
independently: 

D Go four blocks on level ground D Locate bus stop D Go up/down a gradual hill 
D Go up/down three six inch steps 0 Cross two lanes with no signal D Go across sloped sidewalks 
D Go up/down long ramps D Control mobility device adequately D Locate pedestrian signal 
D Go around obstacles/barriers 0Go on uneven pavement D Cross misaligned intersections 
D Go across steep driveways D Go on gravel/dirVgrassy surfaces D Cross four lanes with a signal 
D Locate the curb or curb cuts D Wait ten minutes standing 

CONDITIONAL ELIGIBILITY: Issues with Architectural and Environmental Barriers 

If Category 3 is marked SOMETIMES , check all the architectural or environmental barriers that interact with the applicant's 
specific impairment-related condition to prevent him/her from independently gelling to and from fixed route bus stops: 

D Hills/steep or long grades D Undetectable objects D No pedestrian signals 
D Distance to/from stops 0Flooding D Wide open parking lots 
D Rain/HoVCold weather 0High winds 0 Utility obstacles/construction barricades 
D Air pollution/haze/vog D Busy streets/intersections D No detectable path of travel 
D Excess ambient noise D Constant right turns on red D Unaligned intersections 
0 No sidewalks/rough terrain D Steep curbs/steps D Curbs with no detectable warnings 
D Low or bright light 0 No curb cuts/poor curb cuts 
D Crowded areas D Bus stops without detectable poles 

RESULTS OF FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENTS: 

Tinctti Date ------ Tinetti Results -----

TSA Date ------ TSA Results 

If the answer to ANY Skills Set question is NEVER, the applicant is UNCONDITIONALLY ELIGIBLE 

If the answers to ALL the Skills Set questions are ALWAYS. the applicant is NOT ELIGIBLE 

If the answer to Skills Set 1 and 2 is AL\NA VS. and the answer to Skill Set 3 is SOMETIMES. the applicant 
is CONDITIONALLY ELIGIBLE 



- -----By HandiVan ID 

CONDITIONAL ELIGIBILITY DESCRIPTIONS 
Based on a reasonable level of effort and risk considering the most limiting condition for the specific trip the individual 
has requested: (CHOOSE ONLY FROM DROP DOWN SELECTIONS. DO NOT CREATE CONDITIONS ON YOUR 
OWN. TRAP(::ZE CANNOT ACCEPT THEM AT THIS TIME. 

Condition Description Display 
.... -

WILL APPEAR ON DETERMINATION LETTER: 
NOT ELIGIBLE, CONDITIONAL or TEMPORARY 
If eligibility is denied, state clearly and in detail below the reasons for the denial to ensure there is a clear 
basis should the applicant wish to make an appeal. Include enough information to allow applicants to fully 
prepare for an appeal. (General statements such as, "The process found that you are not eligible to use 
the ADA paratransit system" are insufficient. 

•-

-.... 

[ Go t9 Letter ) 

Office Use Only 
InvoiceDate Overs ize J 0 Weight 0 Length 0 Width 
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Date lntv ID--· 
Please carefully review your answers below and request the Mobility Coordinator to make any 
changes or additions. Then sign the Signature Page. The original will be returned to you at 
the end of the in-person assessment. 

Nickname 

Phone 1 Cell email none 

Phone 2 --- Home 

Phone 3 

Street -11111 HONOLULU HI 

Neighborhood .. 
Malling Honolulu HI -· 

Accessible l'81 NONE 
Formats 0 Large Print 

18] Arthritis 
Disability 0Blind 

Ocognitive 
0COPD 

Mobility l'81 Cane 

Aids Dear Seat 
Ocomm Bd 
Ocrutches 

Emergency Contact 

D CD D Braille 
D Audio Tape D Interpreter 

DcP D Heart/Oxygen 
l:8l Diabetes OLowVision 
Ooialysis OMS 
0Hearing 0Para 

Oleg Brace 0Prothesis 
0 Lift Required OPWC 
0MWC Oscooter 
0 Port Oxygen OsvcAnimal 

i:gj Physical/Other 
D Psychiatric 
Oauad 
Oseizures 

C8'.I Walker; Walker/Seat 

Cell 
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Date 	 fntv ID -
1. 	 Please indicate how your disability or health conditions prevent you from using TheBus fixed 

route service and indicate which health condition limits your travel the most. 
I have severe arthr itis and some days I can't wark because of the pain in my knees and 
feet. It is hard for me to get to a bus stop. I can't carry my groceries. I am diabetic and I · · 
have to watch my blood suger closely. Sometimes I use a cane or on a really bad day, I 
use the walker my kids gave me. 

2. 	 What is the diagnosis and the date of onset of your most limiting disability or health condition? 
Arthritis diagnosed in the 1990s. Diabetes d iagnosed in 2005. My doctor says I am not 
going to get any better. 

3. 	 What is the prognosis? Please explain if your most limiting condition is stable, declining or 
expected to improve: 
Stable now, but I'm going to decline. I'm getting older 

4. 	 If this is a temporary condition, when do you expect to recover? 
Not temporary 

5. 	 Please explain whether the effects of any of your health conditions cause you lo have 
good/bad days: 
Yes, I have good and bad days, depending on the pain in my legs and feet. 

6. 	 Please describe the type of treatment you are receiving, if any: 
I take pain medicine. I try to walk. that's about It. 

7. 	 What medications are you currently taking? 
Aspirin, metformin, something for arthritis but I can't remember the name 

8. 	 Have you taken any medications today? 
I took all my meds this morning 
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9. 	 If your medications cause side effects, please describe your they affect your ability to travel: 

No side effects 

10. 	 On a scale of one to ten, how are you feeling today? 
I am about a 7.1 have some pain but it's OK right now. 

11. 	 If you have seizures, how frequent are they, VJhen what the last one, and how severe are 
they? 
NIA 

12. 	 If you have seizures, can you tell if one is about to happen? 
NIA 

13. 	 If you have seizures, are they controlled by medication? 
NIA 

14. 	 If applicable, please explain how your health condition and your ability to travel by yourself are 
affected by humidity, hot or cold weather, air pollution, haze and/or vog: 
When it's cold and damp, my arthritis is worse. 

15. 	 If applicable, please describe your ability to maintain your balance in crowds, and your ability 
to grip handrails and small items: 

I can stay balanced unless my knees really hurt and the bus driver takes off before I get 

to a seat. I can hold onto things. 


16. 	 If you are legally blind or have low vision, please explain how dim light, shade, darkness or 
bright sunlight affect your ability to travel outdoors by yourself: 
NIA 

17. If you have psychiatric condition, please explain how it affects your ability to travel by yourself: 

NIA 
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Date 

18. 	 If you have a hearing loss or are deaf, please explain how it affects your ability to travel by 
yourself: 
My hearing is fine right now. 

19. 	 If you have multiple sclerosis, please explain how it affects your ability to travel by yourself: 
NIA 

20. 	 Where is the closest TheBus stop to your home? 
There is a bus stop about 1/2 block from my apartment. 

21. 	 Please describe any obstruction or barriers between your home and the closest TheBus stop 
that affect your ability to travel by yourself: 
There is a little hill that I would have to walk up to get back from the bus stop. It is 
downhill going to the bus stop. 

22. 	 If applicable, please explain why you quit riding TheBus and how long ago that was: 
I still ride TheBus sometimes now. Depends on if I have groceries to carry or If my 
legs hurt. 

23. 	 If you rode TheBus in the past, please describe whether you were able to transfer from one 
bus to another by yourself to get to your destinations 
I transfer sometimes. I don't like to wait too long though for the other bus. 

24. 	 If you were ever lost or disoriented while traveling alone, how did you find your way home 
and how long ago did this happen? 
I've never been lost. 

25. 	 Please explain the main way you travel now and whether you travel by yourself: 
Sometimes I take TheBus or my daughter drives me or I ride with friends. I don't drive 
anymore. 

26. 	 Please describe your ability to travel by yourself to less familiar or totally unfamiliar 
destinations: 

I would be afraid to go someplace alone if I didn't know where I was going 
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27. 	 Please explain why you feel TheHandi-Van will be better for you than riding TheBus: 

It wi ll come to my house so I don't have to walk very far and I can bring my bags of 
groceries with me. I won't have to wait for the bus to come. 

28. If you have had Travel Training to ride TheBus, please describe what routes you learned 
and whether you still ride on these routes: 
N/A 

29. 	 If you are interested in learning to ride TheBus to new places, where would you like to go? 
(Travel Training is free and fun!) 
1know how to ride TheBus. I don't need any help. 

30. 	 Are you able to cross busy streets by yourself all of the time, some of the time, or never? 
Please explain your answer: 

Usually I can cross streets but sometimes I get scared that 1won't get across fast 

enough before the light changes. Especially if my knees are hurting. 


3·1 . 	 Are you able to maneuver your wheelchair or step up or down a curb by yourself all of the 
time, some of the time, or never? Please explain your answer: 
I can go up and down from curbs if my knees don't hurt me too much. I just go slow. 

32. 	 Are you able to maneuver your wheelchair or walk a short distance on uneven surfaces 
such as gravel, dirt, or grass by yourself all of the time, some of the time, or never? Please 


explain your answer: 

I walk slow if it's not a good sidewalk. I do not want to fall. 


33. While traveling by yourself in good weather. how many blocks on level ground do you think 
you can walk or maneuver your wheelchair? 
I can walk 2 or 3 blocks if my legs are OK. On bad days it hurts to walk at all. 

34. 	 Please describe your ability to tell time, to see and read signs by yourself: 
I can tell time and read s igns. 
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Date lntv ID 

35. 	 Please describe your ability to use a telephone to get information by yourself 
I can use a phone. 

36. 	 Please describe your ability to wait in good weather by yourself for ten minutes at a bus stop 
that has no bench or shelter: 
If my knees are not bad, I guess l could stand for 10 minutes. I walk around the grocery 
story and that takes me longer. 

37. 	 After being shown how, would you be able to find your way to a bus stop by yourself all of the 
time, some of the time, or never? Please explain your answer: 
I could find my way to a bus stop by myself 

38. 	 Are you able to travel up and down a gradual hill by yourself all of the time, some of the time, 
or never? Please explain your answer: 
As I've told you before, if my knees hurt me, I can't walk at all. So going up and down a 
hill could be bad. But somedays, it would be OK. 

39. 	 If you use a mobility device such as a scooter or a walker, how long ago did you begin using 
it? 
NIA 

40. 	 If you use a manual wheelchair, do you push yourself using only your hands and arms. or do 
you also use one or both of your feet? 
N/A 

41 . Please add anything else you would like that would help us understand how your health 
condition affects your ability to get to or from a bus stop, to board, ride or get off a bus or to 
understand how to ride TheBus throughout the seNice area: 
I just don't feel good sometimes because of the pain. My doctor told me to r ide 
TheHandi-Van because I am disabled. I need help with my groceries and my friends ride 
all the time. I still would use TheBus sometimes if I am OK. 



DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SERVICES 


CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU 

650 SOUTH KING STREET, 3RD FLOOR 

HONOLULU, HAWAII 96613 
Fhonc; (eOS) 7G5·S305 • F~x; {808) 756·4730 • lntc1n~t w.,w.h cnolclu.~ov 

KIRK W. CAlOWEll WAYNE Y. YOSHIOIV\ACl!NG l.'f,y r.R 
OIRECTOR 

SHARON ANN THOl.1 
DEPUTY Orr.ECTOR 

l<ENNErn TORU HM•.,w;,su. P.E . 
OEP'.JIY DIR!;CTOR 

RIECCfE~VEID 
September 29, 2010 

Mr. Russell Thatcher 
TranSystems Corp. 
38 Chauncy Street, Suite 200 
Boston, Massachusetts 02111 

Dear Mr. Thatcher: 

Subject: City and County of Honolulu's Preliminary Responses to FTA 
2010 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Compliance Review 

This is to provide you with an interim update on actions taken by the City and 
County of Honolulu to address the preliminary findings and suggestions that you and 
the other members of the FT A's ADA Compliance Review Team shared with us during 
the exit interview conducted on January 28, 2010. Capsule summaries of the Review 
Team's preliminary findings covered during the exit interview, and the status of our 
responses to them are summarized in the attached table. 

We appreciate your efforts to assist the City and County of Honolulu in 
maintaining ADA compliance in its ADA complementary paratransit service, TheHandi
Van. 

Very truly yours. 

2~~y~
Director 

Attachment 
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PRELIMINARY RESPONSES TO OBSERVATIONS MADE 

BY FTA ADA COMPLIANCE REVIEW TEAM 


DURING 01/28/2010 EXIT INTERVIEW 


'\ :_:·:Cfte~~rV 
.• 

.: ...·.. : 
1. 	 Customer Resolved. Bus passes for paratransit

Comments a. 	 Confusion over fixed route fare policy eligible riders available as of 9i29/ 2009. 
(from Review Forfeited Thenandi-Van ID cards 
Team's returned to owners by contractor. 
meeting with b. 	 Concerns wt new eligibility process: Riders' concerns about change to in· 
Citizens for a 1. Objections to persons w/lifelong person eligibility process addressed 
Fair ADA disabilities having to be assessed through public information &outreach; 
Ride) again personal concerns can be addressed by 

2. Concern that riders are being mobility coordinators during interv:ew 
pushed onto TheBus process. 

3. 	 Concerns may not be based on 
personal experience 

c. 	 Drivers have multiple pickups at same Scheduling issue - covered in Item 9. 
time 

d. 	 Inconsistent assistance beyond curb Related to need to clarify "origin-to· 
destination" service for staff and riders 
covered in Item 2e. 

e. 	 Problems \ 't i "Where's My Ride?" phone Phone system issue - covered in Item 5. 
line access 

f. 	 Vehicles old, ride rough, interiors dirty Resource issue - covered in Item 8 

g. 	 Riders experience long travel limes p:2 Resource issue - co'lered in Items 7&9 
hrs), lots cf back-tracking. 

h. 	 Need announcements for riders w/vision Related to need to clarify "origin-to
disabilities destination" service for staff and riders 

covered in Item 2e. 
i. 	 Poor on-time performance On-time performance issues covered in 

1. late pick-ups 	 Item 7. 
2. Drop-offs late 50-60% of the time 

j. 	 Taxi issues: Related to need to clarify 'origin-to· 
1. 	 Drivers' limited English proficiency destina!ion• service requirements for staff 

and drivers of taxi sub-contrcctors 
covered in Item 2e.- 2. 	 No-shows incorrectly recorded Related lo.no-show policy - r.overed in 

(Drivers not always iniormed when ltem4. 
trips are cancelled) JI 	 ·-- L I 
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Cat~gory FTA Review Team's Observations ·Status of the Citfs Reseonses 

3. 	 Riders w/vision disabili!ies don't Related lo need to clarify "origin-to
:<now to expect taxi instead of HV destination· service requirements for staff 

and drivers of taxi sub-contractors 
covered in Item 2e. 

2. Non-capacity a. 	 Service area covers entire Island No action required • system exceeds 
Constraint b. Fares meet regulations{:;; 2X fixed route ADA requirements for these 

Issues 
 fares) standards. 

; 

c. 	 Riders Guide incorrectly states HV hours Partially resolved. Web sites corrected. 
of operation Work in progress lo correct hours of 
0 Ries 88A. 42, 412 ha'le 1~t pickups operation in Riders' Guide and other 

earlier than 5 am printed public information materials. 
Expected public distribution during first 
quarter 2011. 
(Exhibit A: Print coo~of T/1eHandi-Van 
weboaae) 

d. 	 No trip priority policies for reservations No action required - system Is ADA-
meets regulations compliant for this standard. 

e. 	 Public information materials stale •curb- Work in progress. Text clarifying 
to·curb" service; current FTA guidance "origin-to·destination" services in Riders' 
emphasizes "origin-to-destination" Gulde and other public information 
service materials in process. Expected public 

distribution during first Quarter 2011. 
1. Confusion about avallahilily of Resolved. Contractor completed 

assistance for riders (Many HV refresher training on ADA service 
operators provide help, taxis do not) standards. 

r. 	 Site investigations well·documented Resolved. Site investigationreports 
1. 2 private properties prohibit were reviewed. It was determined that 

TheHandi-Van access sites that cannot accommodate large 
cutaway vans had been incom:clly 
de~cribed as prohibiling access to 
TheHandi-Van vehicles. Reports have 
been corrected to state 'site inaccessible 
due to van requirements•. 

3. Eligibility a. Comparisons of outcomes: 

Process 
 1. 	 Previous paper process: 

- 14,000 registered riders 
- 60% conditionally eligible; 39% 

unconditional; 1% temporary 
eligibility 

Re•1ie'.'I Teamnoted that 60% 
conditionallyeligible is a relati'le!y 
high proportion 

2 New in-person assessment process: .·
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Categoiv I FTA Review Team's Observations 
33% conditionallyeligible; 63% 
uncondilional; 2% temporary 
eligibility; 2% ineligible 

- Appoin:ment requests 
=350/month; total 720 
interviev1s actuany conducted 
(as of 31~ week of January 
2010). 

Reyiew Team noted that 33% 
conditionaHy eligible is more in 
keeping wilh national trends 
Estimated 30% reduction in demand 

0 	 Run basic skills test, even if 
applicanl attesls to their functional 
capabilities. 

-
0 	 Consider hiringor contracting 

ficensed physical therapist (PT) or 
occupational therapist (OT) for 
Eligibility Center staff: 

- Enhances in-house assessment 
capabilities 

- Suggestion that PT or OT conduct 
all outdoor functional assessments 

b. 	 Examination of 22 applicant files: 
1. 	 All completed w/in 21 days (using 

interview date as date of applicaUcn) 
2. 	 Outcome: 7denials and 15 

conditional eligibility, of which 10 
records extremely complete, 4 pretty 
good, 1not so good (identified ·post
dialysis" instead of "extreme fatigue• 
as acondition) 

0 	 Recommended improvements to 
applicant files: 
- Identify all conditions affecting 

an applicant's eligibility 
- State affected functional abiftty 

and not diagnosis when 
identifying eligibility conditions 
(Ex: "Extreme ia!igue· instead 
of ·post-dialysis') 

-	 Document processing 
limeframes 
(Ex: Intervals between date call 

Status of the Citv's Responses 

Resolved. Functional tesls are being 
administered as suggested by lhe Review 
Team. 

Under long·range consideration. OT 
administrator reviewed Eligibility Center 
process and confirmed that appropriate 
tests are being administered correctly by 
contractor's mobility coordinators. 
Attempts to develop working relationships 
with local OT professional organizations 
&resources unsuccessful to dale. 

Resolved. All of the Review Team's 
suggestions were adopted by contractor. 

I 
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..~ . - . . . .··--~. . 

...c~t~gory· ..FTA Revlev/reamis Obser;ktions _Status of the Citv's Resoonses 
requesting interview was 
received and date inte1View 
conducted; negotiated interview 
dale) 

4. 	 No-show Official policy calls for service suspension if 3 

Suspension 
 no-shows occur in 90-day period. Confirmed 

Policy 
 that policy has not been enforced for ==3 yrs. 

0 If reinstated, evaluate pattern of no· Work in progress. Revised no-show 
shows fiist policy drafted by contractor &under 

review by City. Riders to be subject to-	 Don't set arbitrary number of no
wrillen warnings ar.d subsequentshows as basis for suspending 
sanctions based on occurrence of no·service. 
shows as a proportion of total ride-	 Frequency of a rider's use should be 
reservations over a consecutive 3-rnonthfactored into decision 
period. Consultation with community 
groups (including riders &disability 
advccates} to he completed before 
imclementation of oolicv. 

5. Phone System a. Access to phone system can be an ADA 

Performance 
 issue if riders are kept from asking for 

ride reser1ations. 
b. 	 Telephone Hold Times 

1. 	 Reservations line: average hold 
times >2 minutes during 8-9 am and 
2·5pm 

2. 	 Where's My Ride line: hold times 
much greater than 2 minutes (5:34 
wait) during 8-11 :30 am period; calls 
not answered (cut after 4:27 wait) 

0 	 Take phone off hook when away Resolved. "Quick fix" suggestions (i.e., 
from desk taking phone off hook, hold time reports) 

implemented. 2 additional staff hired to 0 Compile Trapeze reports on 
cover areas that are deficient, based onmaximum telephone hold times by 
daily reports generated by the phonehour- Send hourly report to DTS 
system; tentatively schedule<f lo start 

0 	 Performance report on Late Cxl Line 
war'.< on 10/11/2010.

0 	 Run before and after reporUstats. 
{prior to hiring additional 
reservationis!s). 

a. Observed 188 bookings6. 	 Reservations 
1. 	 No wait list I2. 	 No outright denials 

I
3. 	 185 reservations booked as I 

requested 
I 

4. 	 3negotiated times resulted in I 
reservations > 1 hour from re guested I 



--
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Category 

7. On-time 
Performance 

-
FTA Review Team's Observations 

time (due to ·matrix" and blocked-
out limes} 

b. 	 Review of pas! 6-monlhs records: 
1. 	 74 reservations >1 hour from 

requested lime 
2. 	 4outright denials 

c. 	 "Matrix"/slot management as currently 
practiced 
1. 	 Urban Honolulu: On the hour 
2. Outlying/rural areas: Every 2hours 
3 Additional times b!ocked·out for 

subscription rides 
Reviewers note this is an ADA 
compfiance issue if practice leaves 
insurficienl capacity for demand trips. 
Also, extended time for negotiating 
reservations could be aconcern 
0 	 Fix matrix. 

a. 	 Analysis of 152·1rip sample of drivers' 
manifests from 12/9/2009(every151:1 trip) 
1. 	 Pick-ups: 86% on time 

- Substantially below goa: of 95% 
- 30-minute window is routinely 

exceeded 
2. 	 Drcp·olfs: 25% late to scheduled 

appointmenls 
0 Revisit on·time performance goals 

Status of the City's Responses 

Partially resolved. (1) All weekend 
scheduling being made in ·real lime". (2) 
Reservations for a portion of urban 
Honolulu are now available every }'2 hour. 
Area to be expanded to cover Kahala 
Mall to Pearl City (KaahumanuStreet) as 
or 10/8/10. Possible further expansion to 
Aina Haina & Hawaii Kai areas lo be 
undertaken as resources are available. 
(3) Pilot project, "Agency.provided Trips·. 
undertaken through !he City's Human 
Services Transportation Coordination 
Program and using FTA New Freedom 
grant funds, started service in May 2010, 
resulting In reduction of about 4,000 
subscription trips per month rrom 
TheHandi-Van rolls. 
(Exhibit B: SamD/e of trio 
sheets/manifests) 

Work in progress. To be addressed in 
Short Range Transit Operations Plan 

' 
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Category FTA Review Team's Observations Status of tile City's Responses 
(work in progress}. 

0 Factor riders' appointment times into Work in progress. 
on-lime standards 

Partially resolved. To be addressed in 0 	 Establish interim goals 
Short Range Transit OperationsPlan 
(work in progress). 
Resolved. Practice adopted by

0 	 Eliminate appt. times for all return to 
contractorhome trips. 
(Exhibit C: Co,e~ of 911012010 
Ne/son\N'{!J.aard draft memo, 'TheHandi-
Van: Develoomenl ofSlraleg_ies·1 

b. On-board travel time (adjusted ior 11% 

vehicles w/o MOTs) 

1. 	 TheHandi-Van performance 


- Average trip time: 49 minutes 

- Trips <30 minutes: 39% 

- Trips 31-60 minutes: 34% 


- Trips 61-90 minutes: 18% 


- Trips91-120 minutes: 3% 


- Trips ~121 minutes: 6% 

2. 	 Comparison of sample w/ equivalent 


fixed route trips: 

- HV trips shorter than fixed route 


(FR) trips: 21% 

- HV trips longer than FR trips: 
79% 

- (HV trips longer than FR trips Work in progress. Work in progress onby :::20 minutes: 61%) 
revised trip duration performance 

0 	 Rewrite on-board travel lime standards. Issues are being addressed.
performance standard (FiA in part, in Short Range Transit Operations 
recommends fixed route travel time, Plan.
including walking time to and from 
bus stop plus 20 minutes) 

c. 	 Analysis of no-shows from 12/1
12/9/2009: 	393 recorded 

Resolved. In the past, sorr.e events1. Only 50%correclly recorded (should 
were recorded as no shows but shouldhave been missed trips) 
have been recorded as missed trips. 
Corrective action taken. 

Operators left before end of 5· rResolved. Ongoing training provided to2. 
address/ensure time sync w!Trapeze__I 	 Iminute window 5% of lime-
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Category· 

8. Resources 

FTA Review Team's Obseiyations 
3. 40% trips missino data 

d. 	 Contract taxis 
1. 	 On-limeperformance data no! 

available 
o 	 Increase oversight over taxi 

conlractors; communicate on-time 
performance standards and goals 

o 	 Improve communication between 
drivers and dispatch 

o 	 Establish requirement for monthly 
On-Time Performance report from 
taxi vendors 

a. 	 Vehicles & equipment 
·1 . Total fleet 166 vehicles 

- 160 available for paratransit use 
-	 6 reserved ror Community 

Access 
2. 	 Dailyvehicle requirement: 130 

vehicles 
- 110 peak pull-outs 
- 20 for late am returns 
- 30 spares 
- 22-32vehicles out of service 

per day 
- 3days where >30 vehicles out 

of service 
3. 	 Fleet is relatively old 

- 43% vehicles have been 
operated >300,000 miles 

- About %fleet 7 -8 years old 
- ::: 2 breakdowns/day; 4-6 some 

Status or the City's Resnonses 

Work In progress. Contractor working 
with taxi sub-contractors to establish 
standards and reporting requirements. 
Preliminary rei:orts being provided to 
conlractor for review & approval for 
performance mcniloring. 
(Exhibit D: Sample of taxi sub·ccnlractor 

day~s~....,-....,-~~-:-~~-1-~~~~~~~~~~~~-1 
4. 	 Cleanliness of vehicles: interiors 

didn't took too bad 
- Interior issues primarily related 

lo seat restraints 

Resolved. Contractor implemented the 
iollowing procedures: 

o 	 Established quality control 
checks for vehicle cleanliness. 
Quality Assurance check list in 
place 

o 	 Exteriors washed daily; quick 
ctean only 

o 	 Power steam clean/dry 

securement belts 
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. 
·catego,.Y FTA Review Team's Observations Status of the City's Responses 

(Exhibit E: Oualil'L. assurance checklistl 

5. MOT reliability issues need to be Resolved. City/contractor working group 
looxed at more closely has been meeting to monitor and address 
0 Focus on reliable communicalions system issues on a 

communications monthly basis since January 2010. 
(Exhibit F: Summaries ofwor'i<ing g,rouQ. 
meetingsI 

: 

b. Manpower 
1. 	 239 operators, 5% turnover 

Compares favorably to 30% turnover 
nationwide 

2. 	 34 "blown· runs in 1 month< 1% 
c. 	 Budget 

1. 	 2005-2007 ridership: increased by 
about 10.4% 

2. 10.4% ridership increases modest 
3. 	 Budget increases have been 

keepino pace with ridershio 
d. Implementation of real-timescheduling Under long·range consideration, 

1. 	 2additional reservalionists 
insufficient 

2. Expect phonelimes to double 
Need to increase system capacity before 
initiatina 

9. Reservations, a. Across-the-board good attitudes, 

scheduling, 
 professionalism 

dispatch 
 b. Reservationists 'just input' ride requests 

policies 
 into system, which pushes burdenonto 

scheduling 
c. 	 Bulk of scheduling done in schedulers' 

heads, not in Trapeze 
1. 	 Able to fit all but 100/1200 trips into 

runs 
2. 	 Schedulers feel they need 10-15 

more morning, mid-day & afternoon 
runs to meetdemand 

Places burdenon operators to figure out 
schedules 
Dispatch has to rely on operators to ask fo; 
help 
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On-Site Review Schedule 




ADA Complementary Paratransit Compliance Assessment 

City and County of Honolulu Department of Transportation Services (DTS) 


January 25-28, 2010 


PROPOSED SCHEDULE 1-8-10, PAGE 1 

FTA; DTS staff; All assessment team 650 S. King St. 
members 

Review paratransit service design, policies, All assessment team members; 650 S. King St. 
AM standards, service statistics, and other information DTS and OTS management staff 

sent in advance. 
10:30 Paratransit planning and budgeting; Review recent Russell Thatcher, Bill Schwartz; DTS 650 S. King St. 
AM operating budgets and capital purchases and plans, and OTS budget and management 

and a roved stafftno- levels staff 
10:30 Review DTS customer comment process; Review Patti Monahan; 650 S. King St. 
AM complaints by type for the past year; Review DTS customer service staff 

res onses to com laints. 
11 :30 Review and compare fixed route and paratransit Russell Thatcher, Bill Schwartz; DTS 650 S. King St. 
AM service area, fares. Review fixed route hours by and OTS staff as needed to explain 

route and paratransit days and hours. fixed route policies and comparable 
aratransit olicies 

12:30 Meeting with Citizens for a Fair ADA Ride All assessment team members; 841 Bishop St., 
PM CF ADAR members Davies Pacific 

Ctr. 
3:00 Tour paratransit call center (reservations) All assessment team members 811 Middle St. 
PM OTS Paratransit Manager and Call 

Center Manao-er 
3:30 Review OTS customer comment process; Review Patti Monahan; OTS Customer 811 Middle St. 
PM complaints by type for the past year; Review Service Manager 

res onses to com laints. 
3:30 to Observe trip reservations process All assessment team members (Patti 811 Middle St. 
5:00 (using phone spli tters if possible) Monahan from 4:30-5); OTS 
PM reservationists 

Tuesday, January 26, 2010 
8:00 Observe reservations process All assessment team members 811 Middle St. 
AM (using phone splitters if possible) 
10:30 Observe scheduling and interview schedulers. Meet Russell Thatcher, Bill Schwartz 811 Middle St. 
AM with Lead Scheduler; Discuss scheduling OTS Lead Scheduler and IT/Data 

procedures, run structure; system parameters. Specialist as needed. 
Generate special reports as needed on no-shows, on-
time arrivals. 

10:30 Generate special reports as needed on long trips, Patti Monahan; OTS schedulers and 811 Midd le St. 
AM travel times. Identify sample of long trips. Begin TT Data Specialist as needed. 

analysis ofparatransit versus fixed route travel times 
11:30 Begin review ofon-time performance, no-shows and Bill Schwartz; OTS IT/Data 811 Middle St. 
AM missed trips Specialist as needed. 
11:30 Analyze trip denials and reservation observations. Russell Thatcher; OTS IT/Data 811 Middle St. 
AM Generate special denial reports as needed Specialist as needed 
ll AM Interview drivers. Inspect vehicles at shift change. All assessment team members 811 Middle St. 
-IPM 
l-2:00 Review phone system design; Review phone Russell Thatcher, Patti Monahan; 
PM performance (ACD) reports; Review call center OTS Call Center manager 

staffing levels, training, and turnover. 

Honolulu DTSParatransit Review I Proposed Schedule (118110) 



ADA Complementary Paratransit Compliance Assessment 

City and County of Honolulu Department of Transportation Services (DTS) 


January 25-28, 2010 


PROPOSED SCHEDULE 1-8-10, PAGE 2 
Time Activity Who Where 

2-5:00 Observe " Where' s My Ride? (WMR)" calls and All assessment team members; OTS 811 Middle St. 
PM dispatch process (using phone splitters if possible); dispatchers and WMR call-takers 

interview dis atchers 

8:00 Review driver workforce, driver training, driver All assessment team members; OTS 811 M iddle St. 
AM turnover. Examine run pull-out records. Examine Paratransit Manager, Pull-out 

dail fleet availability records. Su ervisor, Maintenance Mana er 
10:00 Continue on-time performance analysis; No-show Bill Schwartz; OTS IT Data 81 l Middle St. 
AM analysis. Examine taxi and CAN Senior Transport Specialist as needed 

records. Visit subcontractor as needed. 
10:00 Continue travel time analysis (with fixed route Patti Monahan; OTS fixed route trip 811 Middle St. 
AM customer service staff as needed) lannino staff as needed. 
10:00 Review eligibility detennination process and Russell Thatcher; DTS Eligibility 1100 Ward Ave., 
AM records; review no-show and service suspension Coordinator Suite 835 

records; review of 30 recent determinations 
ll AM Interview drivers. Inspect vehicles at shift change. Patti Monahan, Bill Schwartz 81 1 Middle St. 
-3 PM 
3-5:00 Additional telephone hold time and staffing analysis Patti Monahan; OTS Call Center 81 I Middle St. 
PM as needed Manager 
3-5:00 Additional "Where' s My Ride?" and dispatch Russell Thatcher, Bill Schwartz; 8 11 Middle St. 
PM Observations; Additional Special Reports and OTS dispatchers, WMR agents, and 

anal sis as needed IT Manaoer as needed 

8:00 Additional analysis as needed; 
AM Tabulate and analyze data Various DTS and OTS staff as 

needed. 
650 S. King St. 

PM 
2:00 Exit Conference FTA, DTS and OTS staff, All 

assessment team members 

All assessment team members; 

Hono/11/11 DTS Paratransit Review 2 Proposed Schedule (118110) 
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Attachment C 

Sample Letter Sent to Applicants Found Not Eligible 


and "Notice of Appeal" Form 




Cai:ch the B.ighf: Bus!Department of Transportation Services 
CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU 

o TheBus 

TheHandi-Van Eligibility Center 0 TheHandi-Van 
0 Travel Training 

First Insurance Center- Suite 835 • 1100 Ward Ave., Honolulu, HI 96814 
808-538-0033 • 808-538-0055 Fax 

11/16/2009 

We have completed the review of your recent request for ADA paratransit (TheHandi-Van) eligibility. It has 
been determined that you are Nm_Eligible for ADA paratransit seNice. This determination is .based on the 
following factor(s): 

- is able to walk 2 miles. •bus stop is 1/2 block from• home. During the interview, 
• - can board TheBus and uses TheBus when it is convenient for • 
physician, has confirmed that-- is capable of riding public transportation. 

Federal law restricts eligibility for ADA paratransit service to persons who cannot, due to a disability, utilize 
regular fixed route bus service (TheBus). This determination applies only to your eligibility for ADA paratransit 
(TheHandi-Van) ~ervice offered by the City and County of Honolulu. 

We encourage you to use the fixed route bus service and hope you become a regular customer. You can call 
our Customer Service Office at 848-4500 (voiceITTY) for assistance in planning trip. We have enclosed a copy 
of a Person with Disability Bus Pass Application for your use. · 

If you do not agree with this eligibility decision, you have the right to appeal this determination. Any appeal 
must be made in writing within 60 days from the date of this letter. Information on the appeals process is 
included with this letter. 

If there are changes in your condition that would affect your ability to use the City's fixed route bus service, 
TheBus, please contact us at 538-0033 to schedule an in-person interview. 

Sincerely, 

TheHandi·Van Eligibility Center Staff 

Enclosures: 
Appeal Policy 
Appeal Request Form 
Person with a Disability Bus Pass Application 

Alternate format upon request 



Department of Transportahon Services 
CITY ANO COUNTY OF HONOLULU 

TheHandi-Van Eligibility Center 
First Insurance Center - Suite 835 • 1100 Ward Ave., Honolulu, HI 96814 
808-538-0033 • 808-538-0055 Fax 

Catch the Bi9.h.t Bus! 

• TheBus 
• TheHandi -Van 

• Travel Training 

NOTICE OF APPEAL 

(ADA Paratransit Eligibility) 


Notice Is hereby given that I, -------------• wish to appeal the decision 
that denies me the following for which I believe qualify: 

(check one) 

ADA Paratransit eligibility: 

Eligibility to use TheHandiVan service 


Unconditional ADA Paratransit eligibility: 
Conditional eligibility was given 

Therefore, I request that a hearing date be set by the Department of Transportation Services, 
within twenty {20) working days of receiving this Notice, and that I be notified of the time and 
the place of the hearing. 

Signature Date 

Print legibly or type: 

NAME: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Notice ofAppeal must be submitted within 60 days of notification of denied eligibility 

Return this completed form to: 


Department of Transportat ion Services 

Paratransit Operations Branch 


650 S. King St. - 3rd Floor 

Honolulu, HI 96813 
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Selected Telephone Performance Reports 


• Reservation Call Group Reports for November 
and December 2009 

• Hourly Hold Times for November 13, 2009 
• 	WMR? Call Group Reports ("HV Cancellation 

Group") for December 6-12, 2009 



Sprit/Skill Call Profile Monthly - ReservaUOn Printed: 1/20/2010 05:38:03 PM 

Monlh Star11ng: 11/1/2009 Service Intervals Changed: n 
SpliVSkill: Rosorvatlon Acceptable Service Changed: n 

% Within SeNfce Level: 33.28 

Seconds O - 60 - 120 - 180 - 240 - 300 - 360 - 420 - 480 • 540 - > 

AGO Calls: 10944 3893 2768 1772 1100 648 429 127 39 

Aban Calls: 650 21 a I 102 • 64 32 17 7 G I 7~
379 1 

ACD Calls: 21799 Aban Calls: 1485 
Avg Speed Ans: 1:35 Avg Aban Time: 1:37 

% Ans Calls: 93.62 %Aban Calls: 6.38 

.I- M l...,,

f"i ,63 7 1- 2-j I 1 q0\ (6b%) 2

IV\ I ""' 

11, b0 ) 1- 2..J, 14:\9 (81 %) k... 3 

79 { 0, ~ 0b) > t o -\" 

, 

Page 1of1 ACD: AC01 



Split/Skill Sumf'llary Interval - Reservation Printed: 11114/2009 02:35:32 PM 

Date: 11113/2009 

Split/Skill: Reservation 

Time Avg Avg ACD Avg Avg Aban Max Flow Flow' Extn Avg Dequeued Avg Time % ACD % Ans Avg Calls 
Speed Aban Calls ACD ACW Calls Delay In O:Ut Out Exln Calls to Time Calls Pos Per 

Ans Time Time Time ' Calls Out Dequeue Staff Pos 
' Time 

Totals 1:50 1:38 710 2:31 :38 74 8:32 'l 0 j 0 133 :19 0 89.80 90.56 4.5 157 
8:00- 8:30AM 2:44 1:14 57 2:07 :15 18 0 0 7 :01 0 97.15 76.00 5.0 114:45J
8:30- 9:00AM 1:17 :27 50 2:04 :05 3 4:48 0 13 :03 0 92.39 94.34 5.0 10l 0 
9:00- 9:30AM 2:33 :41 44 2:51 1:03 5 6:35 0 7 :28 0 96.21 89.80 5.0 9 
9:30- 10:00AM :20 35 2:34 :08 0 1:25 0 I ~ 11 :38 0 90.81 100.00 5.0 7 

10:00- 10:30AM :30 1 :19 35 2:10 1:51 3 2:03 0 I o 6 :04 0 80.14 92.11 5.0 7 
10:30 • 11 :ODAM :35 30 2:32 :08 0 2:29 0 I O 14 :59 0 81.38 100.00 5.0 6 
11:00· 11:30AM :31 :54 34 2:21 2:42 2 2:47 0 I 0 6 :01 0 80.52 94.44 5.0 7 

r o 11:30· 12:00PM :05 :15 25 2:19 1:02 1 1:32 0 6 :18 0 73.48 96.15 5.0 5 
12:00- 12:30PM :54 35 2:35 1:09 0 4:03] 0 I o 9 :11 0 81.17 100.00 5.0 7 
12:30- 1:00PM :33 :30 34 2:07 :39 1 2:10 

1:00- 1:30PM 1:20 :10 25 2:55 :58 1 3:55 
1 :30- 2:00PM :54 :07 16 2:35 1:47 2 1:4 
2:00- 2:30PM 3:22 1:15 46 2:49 :30 7 6:03 
2:30- 3:00PM 2:34 2:03 44 3:00 :15 7 5:05 
3:00- 3:30PM 1:24 1:39 45 2:15 :28 2 4:49 
3:30- 4:00PM 2:19 1:30 45 3:09 :12 2 4:52 
4:00- 4:30PM 2:17 3:00 44 2:40 :17 8 6:13 
4:30- 5:00PM 4:21 2:46 59 2:26 :03 12 8:.32 
5:00- 5:30PM 1:06 7 2:37 :01 0 3:42 

0 3 :09 0 79.57 97.14 5.0 7l 0
0 6 :12 0 98.50 96.15 2.8 9l 0 
0 3 1:30 0 97.47 88.89 1.5 11l o 
0 0 4 :10 0 96.90 86.79 5.0 9 

l 00 3 :01 0 97.42 86.27 5.0 9 
0 0 7 :29 0 93.46 95.74 5.0 9 
0 8 :22 0 97.68 95.74 5.0 9I o 
0 6 :09 0 95.59 84.62 5.0 9I 0 
0 i 0 12 :01 0 99.22 83.10 5.0 12 
0 0 2 :01 0 n.5o 100.00 1.4 5 

t 
sf.4/V 
el-'" \ 1...irl< 

Page 1 of 1 ACD: ACD1 



Spllt/Skil CaD Prome Daily - HV Canccllatlon Grp Printed: 1127/2010 03:29:24 PM 

Date: 12/612009 
SpliVSkill: HV CancellaUon Grp 

% Within SC1VfCO Level. 15.46 

Service Intervals Changed: 
Acceptable Service Changed: 

n 
n 

Seconds O - 60 - 120 - 180 - 240 - 300 - 360 - 420 - 480 - 540 - > 

ACO Calls: 
Aban Calls: 

135 
26 

29 
26 

0 
7 

4 
6 

1 
7 

2 
5 

3 
3 

1 
0 

0 
2 

0 
2 

ACD Calls: 
Avg Speed Ans: 

%Ans Calls: 

183 
:50 

28.28 

Aban Coils: 
Avg Allan Time: 

%Aban Calls: 

04 
2:25 

12.98 

Pngo 1 of1 ACD: ACD1 



Split/Skill Call Profile Daily- HV Cancellation Grp Printed: 1/27/2010 03:30:51 PM 

Date: 1217/2009 Service Intervals Changed: n 
SpflUSkill: HV Cancellation Grp Acceptable Service Changed: n 

% Within Service Level: 5.67 

Seconds 0 - 60 - 120 - 180 - 240 - 300 - 360 - 420 - 480 - 540 - > 

ACDCalls: 133 83 62 33 35 16 15 15 6 6 
Aban Calls: 86 85 50 39 24 15 13 13 5 6 

ACDCalls: 406 Aban Calls: 338 
Avg Speed Ans: 2:32 Avg Aban Time: 2:42 

%AnsCalls: 34.91 %AbanCalls: 29.06 

PCJge 1 of1 ACD: ACD1 



SpliVSkill Call Profile Dally - HV Cancellation Grp Printed: 1/27/2010 03:31 :04 PM 

Date: 1218/2009 Servle9 Intervals Changed: n 
Split/Skill: HV Cancellation Grp Acceptable Service Changed: n 

% Within Service Level: 9.38 

Seconds 0 - 60 • 120 - 180 - 240 - 300 - 360 - 420 - 480 - 540 - > 

ACDCalls: 164 82 45 23 15 11 6 9 5 3 
Aban Calls: 56 69 36 22 23 10 9 3 4 8 

ACDCalls: 363 Aban Calls: 240 
Avg Speed Ans: 1:54 Avg Aban Time: 2:42 

%AnsCalls: 39.59 % Aban Calls: 26.17 

Page 1of1 ACD: /\C01 



Split/Skill Call Profile Daily- HV Cancellation Grp Printed: 1/27/2010 03:31:17 PM 

Date: 12/912009 Service Intervals Changed: n 
Split/Skill: HV Cancellation Grp Acceptable Service Changed: n 

% Within Service Level: 13.65 

Seconds O - 60 - 120 - 180 - 240 - 300 • 360 - 420 - 480 - 540 - > 

ACDCalls: 227 80 42 22 22 19 11 4 4 1 
AbanCalls: 57 49 37 14 10 7 4 4 2 4 

ACDCalls: 438 Aban Calls: 188 
Avg Speed Ans; 1:49 Avg Aban Time: 2:19 

% Ans Calls: 51.11 %Aban Calls: 21.94 

Page 1of 1 ACD· ACD1 



Split/Skill Call Profile Dally - HV Cancellation Grp Printed: 1/27/2010 03:31:31 PM 

Date: 12/10/2009 Service Intervals Changed: n 
Split/Skill: HV Cancellation Grp Acceptable Service Changed: n 

% Within Service Level: 7.61 

Seconds 0 - 60 . 120 - 180 - 240 . 300 - 360 . 420 . 480 - 540 - > 

ACDCalls: 164 65 54 29 27 25 23 14 8 21 

Aban Calls: 79 62 48 34 25 20 20 11 11 28 


ACDCalls: 430 AbanCalls: 338 

Avg Speed Ans: 2:51 Avg Aban Time: 3:35 


%Ans Calls: 41.43 %AbanCalls: 32.56 


Page 1ol1 ACD: ACD1 



SpliVSkill Call Profile Daily - HV Cancellation Grp Printed: 1/27/2010 03:31:54 PM 

Date: 12111/2009 Service Intervals Changed: n 
SpliUSkill: HV Cancellation Grp Acceptable Service Changed: n 

% Within Service Level: 9.07 

Seconds O • 60 • 120 - 180 - 240 - 300 - 360 - 420 - 480 - 540 - > 

ACDCalls: 177 114 67 26 17 7 5 4 1 17 

Aban Calls: 83 65 49 20 15 10 6 4 6 4 


ACDCalls: 435 Aban Calls: 262 

Avg Speed Ans: 1:58 Avg Aban Time: 2:20 


%Ans Calls: 46.42 %AbanCalls: 27.96 


Page 1or1 ACD. ACD1 



Split/Skill CaD Profile Daily· HV Cancellation Grp Printed: 1/2712010 03:32.:06 PM 

Date: 12112/2009 Service Intervals Changod. n 
SpliVSk!ll: HV Cancellation Grp Acceptable Service Changed; n 

% Wilhin Service Level: 5.80 

Seconds 0 • 60 • 120 • 180 . 240 • 300 • 360 • 420 • 480 • 540 • > 

ACOCalls: 
Aban Calls: 

61 
40 

14 
41 

22 
12 

16 
16 

10 
6 

4 
6 

6 
2 

1 
3 

3 
3 

0 
3 

.. 

A
ACOCalls: 

vg Speed Ans: 
% Ans Calls: 

137 
2:05 

19.38 

Aban Calls: 
Avg Aban Time: 

% Aban Calls: 

132 
2:26 

16.67 

Pcigc 1ol1 .£\CD ACD1 



DTS ADA Complementary Paratransit Service Review Final Report 

Attachment E 

Copies of Sample Trip Time Matrices 




CIT'' TO 
REVISED 09/04/08 

600 700 Boo 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 

600 Boo 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1500 1700 
~ 

600 Boo 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 ' 1500 1700 

545 - Boo 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1500 1700 

545 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1500 1700 

600 800 900 1000 1100 1200 
i. ':~ 

1500 1700I 1300 .' . 

600 800 900 1000 :· . , 1200 1300 " 1500 1700 

600 800 900 1000 1200 1300 . 1500 1700 
•0530 FROM KAIMUKI f WAIKIKI ·soo FROM MAKIKI I KALIHI 

600* Boo 900 1000 1200 1300 . 1500 1700 
600* 800 900 1000 . 1200 1300 1500 1700-

*600 from KALIHI ONLY •100 STARTS FROM KAPAHU LU I WAIKIKI I MAKIKI 

600* *700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1500 1700 
600* "'700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1500 1700 

•100 STARTS FROM KAPAHULU I WAIKIKI I MAKIKI 

*700 800 900 1100 1200 1300 1500 1700 

KANEOHE 545 615· Boo 900 1130 1300 1500 1700.. 
AHUIMANU I KAHALUU I WAIAHOLE ~~~~f~.:!r:·< ...2?~ ..~\ . 800 - .. 

545 900 1130 1300 
' 1500 1700 

KAHUKU/LAIE/HAUULA/PUNALUU/KAAAWA ~,§_~~)_}:·:~~t~· 545 
:~:,,..,~ •. '1~ 

800 900 1130 1300 1500. ::1 1700 
~, ' " •;. -

KAILUA 500 600 ~· ...,..~~~· .. 800 900 1000 1130 1300 1500 1700 
WAIMANALO 500 600 .. 800 900 1000 1130 ''-: 1300 1500 1700 

600 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 ..; 1500 1700 
KULIOUOU-HAWAII KAI-KALAMA VALLEY 600 Boo 90.0 1000 llOO 1200 1300 1500 1700 



WAIANAE To 

Page 2 

". 700 900 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 

1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 

1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 

- 900 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 

0600 VAN IS FULL ONLY GOING TO WAIMANO HOME RD 

700 900 uoo 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 

545 
MAILI TO WAIANAE DIALYSIS 

***** 1300 ONLY 

WHEN TRAVaING 

FROMMAKAHA 

}~;:>\. 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 HEADING EAST BOUND 

900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 

700 

900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 NANAICULT TO MAKAHA 

900 1000 uoo 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 900 
NANA.KULi TO MAKA.HA 



DTS ADA Complementary Paratransit Sen ricc Review Final Report 

Attachment F 

Examples of Overly Tight Schedules 




-


G·20 :1210l5LUAWAINUI ST 5.9 MMMllO 
lUl<f. EDW/1110 6:00 6'25 92103SLUA\llAlllUI ST M.llKAKILO 
ldAOIAO. SEAN 6·00 6·32 921202 MAKA/.IAI PL 0.7 KAPOl£1 
HUtJTER. \l/AJOlA 6 DI 6 (0 920527 UAl.EHEI ST 1.ll MAKAKlLO 
IOU.ANTHONY G:oo·•--1--1-..,..-,,-,+.=:-,,,.,,.,.,,..,.,..,..=-=:------1~a3:""M"'Al(A):J,,....,,.,,.L-=o-1"--------------illl 

KAf'ULE. TERRY 6:00 O.S MAKMJLO 
NAKAMURA. TYSON MO- - - 2.0 KAFOlEI 

SAIAS. RONALD 6:00 7:0S 921l98S KANEHOA LOOP 2.7 KAPOLEI 
AM7.WH3 WEMPLE. ADE - 6:00- 716 91022SPA!Ar.9:;1:;:10:;47:;;H7,AN::;;,M';:AA::-;:Si:;i" --l~2.;:,6=1;.KAP~O;,LE,.,.1-l-A"'L"'T..,..h=3s""1~.75=os=-----· 
AMB.WH3 BARIRING.JEAN 6:00 7.13 9JOZ29PA!AHAPL KAPOLEI 
M\9.\IJHJ AT!;JNS. EDMUND 6:0)j 7 J2 921177 RJEONANI ST 3.9 KAl'OLEI 

AM8,WH3 B~IAING,JEAN 7:15 8 1€ BLAISDELL PAAK.AAAHUWl!IU ST 12.7 WAIMA!.U 
AM7.WH3 HUNTER. WAIOlA 7:30 81? BLAISDELL PAAK.KAAHUMJltlU ST WAIMAl.U 

AM6.\llH3 ATKINS. EDMUND 7:15 0 llJ BlAISDELL PAAYJAAHut.'..6NU ST WAIMAlU 
AM6,\llH2. LUi<E.EDWARO 7:15 32.3 OLAISOELLPAAK.l<AAHUMANU ST WAIMALU 

AM6.WH1 HINDEMITH. USA 7:15 s.2a BLAISDELL PAflK.xAAHUMA.'lU ST \l/AIMALU I 
r., ~~~~l ~1~s2~1:01~0~.,:-icAJ~~~s~.WH'='°1-frw~E~M~PL~E~.~JA~O~E---1--+-=&~. oo::l---·l-::a~2~3~E7lJ\~IS~O~E~ll~P~~,,.i;-~)'.AA7:";H~U~~,.,..,.,u~· ~sro----11---k:w~~~IMALU r---------------ml 

: ~~~ ~:~~ ~ ~:: :;.~:~~~ :~~1~~~~0 7:30 ::~~ :~~~:~~~:~=~::~~: ~:~~~ ~=;1---------------lltt 
. v.i2ITJ cm:-~ MAOiilo:-s"'EA""N,,----1-- Tao - ~ 06 QUEENS COUNSECNG1iiNi"'cACSERV, . 16 NUUAN ENTER FROMWIEYARO 

, ,,-: , 15210 OEt AMl.WHl llAKAMUAA. l'l'SON Mo 9H ~O PARKl..OULA ST 1.9 K.'\KMKO ~l£ARJOHN DOMINIS 

~· i5ziO DEt WHl ~LE. TERRY 8:15 '315 KMAAKO PARJ\.l<OULA ST KAl:AMO NEAA JOHN DOl-ONIS 
••., 152100Et ACOSTA.DEBRA 815 :noKAKAA.~OPARKJ(OULAST KAY.JIMO NEARJOlWOOMIHIS 

•/. l5f1ii 9:45 
l.J) This doo.imcnt was scot to the printer IFJi.----'IO 

Ooa.iment ~: 'PrhlHow (\) 019 IJll<'lgc' 
Pml!'r nat!!e: ' \lp-..d:lta\TRANS_PS_l·F 3000' 
Time ~t: 5:3'J:13PM l~{llJlO 
Totaip.ljl~: 1 

f, fhM '(h4° oi.rt i'5/\~~tf (~??rC/11~)/2. f 1c..ll-~1J @_ 

-P,.14{ ' -f iJ I ! 3 z_ (1~ ri-·\-- fr~Jr. q11f t->~1 fa- 'f.~Jr 

~11/'0r -11-;), t~ut )./f-11 I rvvi..,.., .,,..)81 
I;i1 & of-"-'; · ·f/;1 . 



I Z. I o o 

' . :] 12100 ~:45 0 -1:45 KAUHI. Bil MIO OLE Sl KAUHJ :;: 
' ~·· l21UU REC N•ll EIAUTISTA.LEAOY 500 l-5:=-· oo""l-'""16""76""'KA:":'T"lAU"'""'IP""O'""'s'""r------1--=a."'='7l::p=EAA~L""O""TY~-------------.:::..1tt 
( ~ ~·' 12100 REC AM2 OSHJRO. DAENDEH 0.7 ""PEAA='=.,..L""'O"'TY.,-i---------  --- 
··~·-· ~1 1; =:-=1~,----t-:-7-:-:----i,,,,.,.,,..,...,,..,....,==..,,.,.--1--i-,,-=t --l-,,.,,,,1-=:-=.,,..,..,,.,,,,..,.....,.,..,,...,__-----+....,,..,•...,_"""'.,.,..,.,.,.,,..1-:-r-,..,,..,.,.,.,,..,,.,.,::-----·-----~ . 

5:05 5:05 1597HOOLANAST 

li'J:i 12100 RH AM1 BAUTISTA. LEROY 8.1 MAPUNAPU~ AlA KONAINC 
I• 7fl 12100 REC OSHIRO.BRENOE» 1.5 MAPUNAPUt 

6:30 5·23 2S06 r-AltUKAPU ST 

7:00 5':tJ GOODWtllKILIHAU. 261 DKILIHAU SI 
-~,~~-~1-1=21~00-=i-=o=e~-+A!.-l1--i,R~E~Y~NO~L=o=s-.V1~R~G=1N=~.,-li-=.---+--~--,i.-.,~1-=~="'=-~=-=------I 9 4PEAALOTY7.00 1hl7 7:00 8003RO ST.118 328 
,.•,.. 12100 REC AM2 TERADA. tlOBUE 

-:- 12100 OE! Al-13 BEALL LOREN 
7.00 7.10 2036AAl'llU LOOP 2.8 PEARL OTY llEEOS UFT 

7:00 7:19 
.rr;:;; moo SUE AM4 YAMAMOTO. TSUYUKO 7:00 7:22 

7:00 7:23 

7.00 7 ~2 

7.00 7:47 

:• ~~ 12103 REC AMS "'S=EKJ~6"~W~'A=.=JO=A-N__•~=•·-4--If?-'iiJ 12100 OE!- AMs- OSHITA.DEREK 

1357 NAHMA! ST 

124!1NOEIANI ST 
981 ~21 KMlAHAO ST. U12J 

2471 AUMAKUA ST 

2239 AKEUKEU ST 

22 PEARL 

0.3 PEARL CITY 

1.0 PEARL OlY 

JsPAUSADES 
0.9 PALISADESp ~ 12100~ AM7 PING.ABIGAIL 

"•t>:: 12100 OEt AM9 NARVAEZ.CLARA 7;00 759 HALE 0 HAUOLI, 550 LUEHU ST. #103 3.0 PEARL CITY P/U !.0/0 FRON TONLY 

1 
: ~ 12100 DH AM10 TO)'O TA. VIOLET 7:00 t!U7 99l58'j HOOM.AJK.E ST 1.7 PEAAL CJTY 

' "'7 12100 OH AM11 SUNJO. FEllCIDAO 7:00 0 12 981970KAAHUMANU ST. ttJ.1 l 1 PEARLOTY SIGNSAYS"HEIGHTS" TURNLFTIRTSAlMOt/C 
~;: 12100 REC AM12 OKA.ROD(Rl 7.05 8.22 1623MALUAW.Al ST 2.4 P""cAAL QTY ONLYMILTOU(SONI 2MA'<£1CHNGE ·ALZHEIME 

7:15 9 27 H53HOOHAKU FL- 12100 RH M113 IWN IE. ANlllE 09 PEARLOTY 

8.JO 8 '.i:l STRAUB PEARLAJDGE. 580151 PALI MOI•;.: 12100 DE> AM 11 NAAVAE2. CLARA 2.6 AIEA PIY.UP llHRONT OF OLD ffi lDGE ~PLEX ON PALI 
8:00 3:~Z OUR SAVIOR LUTHEfWl SCHOOL. 9810 

8:00 8:46 ST TIMOTHYS CHURCH. 900939 MOANA 
l' 'i7'°: 12100 OE~ AMID OSHIT.A,DEREK 0,4! AIEA 
,J Ii:-'!' 12100 REC AM9 TERADA. NOBUE 0.5 AIEA KUAKINI SAlELl.ITE 

...··'\'.,) =~~=----h,,,--~~~---f--.j....,,=\--+...,,...,..i,,,,,-:-:~o::-=="',.,.,.,=.,...,,.==:-~=·--f.,,,,,---~==c"""'"""'=:-=--------
0:00 tl-4? ST TIMO THYS Ct-IURCH. 930939 MOANA - 850 ST TIMOTMYS CHURCH. 9ao939 MOANA 

\ J.! ~~~~ REC AMS OKA. nOCiEfn AIEA 1:UAXJNI SAl ELUTE 
' - ... 12101! S-U~f-1A~l~~7~--+IY""1AM~A~~M=o=To~.~T=s=uv~u~i<=o~--1-- Q.J AJEA KUMllll SATELLITE'--· ----- 

903 USS MISSOURI.FORD ISLAN() l>N' I,.. 121oa OH AMS SUNIO. FEllClDAO l9 

0:30 9-Li GODO\llllLKIUIWJ. 2S1DKILIHAU STI'" 12100 REC AM5 SEl:IGAWA.JOAN 7.1 l<IAPl.JNAPUt 
!• 12100 OE> ALM REYNOLDS.VIRGINIA a.JO <J-39 l:AlA.;;AUA GYM. 821 MCNElllST 

8;30 !!:40 J:Al.Al:AUA GYM. 821 MCNEILL ST 

aoo !Nl KALAKAUA Ci'fM. 921 MOlEILL ST 

e.oo ~HS KUAKINI DAYCARE PALI. 1727 PALI HW'I 
,. 

· ...  .....-""-........,,.,.,.,,, ., ·

2.0 r.A!.IHI EtlTER Hl!lOUGH MC llEILOFF KAI.IHI ST 

12-- 1-7~/) 

8 ·-8'. 3'o 

5':0) f 1 ~-"r "1.-rf( .{ 

l?4' ""- ·Jo .s ·h:v-t 7 


J-4 



1"3 i 'UO 

AM1 FARINO. MICHAEL 550 
Al.12 KUROIWA. GENE 5:5'5 
AM3 LAWAO.JOSEPH 5•55 
AM4 GABBARD. BAP.BAAA 6;00 
AMS AliDINAOAY. ALOMENJ 6·00 

AM6 lilRAMOTO.CHAJSTOPI 6.00 
AM7 INOlft'E.DOUGLAS 6:00 
AMS KllU,HO:RMA.'I 6:00 
AM8.WH1 G.ABAYAN.CATHLEEN 6:00 
AM8.\> 2 MIYAMOTO. OIAllNE 600 

AMO.SC1.W REYll£A. ERNEST 6.00 
AM~.sc1.w REVERA. Cl.AAENC£ 6:0 
AM10.SC1.\ WINGATE. GERARD 6i00 
AMID.SCl.\ GABAYAN.CATHLEEN 

AMS.SCI. WlNGATE. GERARD 
AM9.SCl MIYAMOTO. DIANNE 
AMS.SCI REVERA. Cl.ARENCE 
AMO AEYHER. ERNEST 
AM7 HIAAMOTO. CHAISTOP 
AM6 GABBARD.BA.'leA A 
A.\15 KUROIWA. GENE 
AM~ FARINO, MICHAEL 

N-!3 lAUVAO.JOSEPH 
AM2 KIILI. HERMAN 

7:30 

900 
7·30 

7:30 

7:30 
7:36 

8:00 
7:30 

a.co 

5 55 965 PEACH ST 
602 524KULIA ST 
6.UB 140KUl'li1WIAVE,;:O 

6.15 117KANIKO PL 
624 l214NEALA\1£ 

6 28 61 OrtAJ ST, UA 0.6 WAHIAWA tlEW RES CMEGIVER EDWIN OEVEP.A 

7:11 1~0 KUAHIWIAVE. ne 1.0 WAl11AWA 
7:39 LEEWAFID COMMUNITY COLLEGE. 9600 8 5 PEARL CllY 

7:4'1 ARC(PEARLOTYJ.1174 WAJMANO 0 H PEARL QTY 
1.4 WAIMAlU 

7 3 MAPUN'APUI 
2,5 TRIFLER N T TO GWING·SPARK MATSUNAGA 

9.47 GOOOWILLKILIHAU. 26101\lLIHAU ST MAPUNAPUt 
S48 GOOD LLKILIHAU. 2610 KlLIHAU ST MAPllNAPm 
S·49 GOOOWlll KIUIWJ. 2o1Dl<lllHAU ST MAPUl.JAPUI 

9.02 l.ANAXILA CRAFT 8ACHMT. 1S!l98ACI 3 7 UUHA ONLY AC11VE BOARDING &ALIGHTING P£RM11 Tl 

S 12 KAKAAKO PARK•. KOULAS! EAR JOHii DO~UHIS 

AMI ttJOU'l'E. DOUGLAS 8:15l-'-_._.,.,.,,.,,i.,,..,..,...--i-,.,....,.--.,,.,.,,,..,.,=-::,.,,.,.,.,,,,....,-,,--1---i-~rl----1 g I 3jKAKAAKO PARK.KOULA ST KAWKO NEAR JOHN DOMINIS 

AGOINAOAY. FILOMENI 900 9 ~I 1516 S KING ST 2.0 HONOLULU LOCAL 5 HAWAII 

AMl SUGIMOTO. THEWA 11;00l--'~~"""":l=:-:---1~""'"""--r.""""'""'""':=-""""::-:-:-.,..-r:-:-=1---h1~h2~7~'1~1~. DO~~r.A!A,.,...,,l<A~~u~A~fi"(~l~., .~02~1~M~CN"""'El~LL~S~T--·-4~,0'hKALl,.,.,.,~Hl:---iE=N--T=ER-TH--R=o~u=GH-MC~N-E-IL-o~F~Fl-;Al.-IH-1s~T--

,, 13 r1e-K-.J-1s ~ S°'!S-O e<t _,( tu: O<.J n... f- e11i-~A .)., ~ 

" '''; 13100 DH 

to ""Y le ft.1 ~kl J,' I/ M.'7«-i-) .4l!;f. WVf"/ fi-t 7.'Jo - 1 qvi.-,1-
ciro1 ~~ /.~ 5..,.."-( D---<A l,.o_.1_, J.J::;

J "";"\ 



((.J.A;} i '-/.)OC 

WHl 
AM1.WH1 
AM2:\</H1 
AM3,\l/H l 
AM4.WHI 

AM5.\lftl1 
AMG.WHI 
·-~--.. - AM7.Wri1 
AM7.Wrl2 

AM6.\lf.12 
AM5.WH2 

AM4.WH2 

AMJ.WH2 
AM2.WH2 

AMi,WH2 
\//H2 

WH1 

DIAS. WlU.IAM 
ROBBINS. RALPH 
TSUCHIDA. MAGNOLIA 
MOLINA, RENEE 7:0D l ·'.!9 li445102NO ST. t:B 2.3 IROOUOIS p· 

ANTONIO, EDWARD 7:00 <· ~2 910540 POHAKUPUNA RO 3.3 EWA 9£ACH RESPITE 

HIR~.("EilN '"7:iO 7:S7 911035 NORTH RO 1.0 EWA BEACH OONT l.EAvt: UNATTENDED 4'l9·7470·GLORIAIPlE 
7:00 !;01 910033 HAIAMU ST 0.6 EWA SEACHLYONS.NEIL 

HATICO, MISTYAml --- - ·-7-:o-o'-  -  0:11 911200-K-EA_U_N_U_l_O_R_,116~1-9----~-2-.4"1'E\'-IA-· -ee_A_C_H_~2nd--EW-A_Cl_Y_G_EIHAY·Trn lFlrmflWMVCI loKeaunt 

MERCAOO.l YOIA '7:00 

ROD BINS.RALPH 9.00 
HIFll\1, DE•.\M 9:30 
TSUCHIDA. MAGNOLIA 9:00 

All_TONIO. toWJl.RD 0:15 

HATICO. MISTYAtlN 0:30 
MOLINA. RENEE 9:15 

LYONS.NEIL 9:15 

MERCADO. LYDIA 8:30 
DIAS. WILLIAM 9:CO 

3.19 SI 132\1 HOOPIO ST 
3.()7 TRIPLERVA CUUIC. 459 PATTERSON RI 

9:25 LANAKILA CRAfll9tlJ28 HOOPIO ST~CI 
923 LANAKILA HEALTH CENTER. 1700 LANA 
!l'.40 r-AKAAKO PAAK.KOULA ST 

9:41 l<.Ai:J>AKO PARK.KOULA ST 

9 . .\2 Y-AKAAKOPAAKY-OULAST 

~·13 KAJ(MKO PAAK.KOULA ST 
3 5) ALA MOANA CENTER. 1450ALA MOANA 

1009 SECQH..DH. 708 PALEKAUA ST 

1.i EWABEACH 

13.7 TRIPLER NEXT TOG WING·SPA.'lK MATSUNAGA 

4.9 LILIHA ONLY ACTIVE BOARDING &ALIGHTING PERMIT TEC 

0.7 l.ANAKILA .PU/00 IN PRKNG LOT MAUN\ SIDE BY HANOI CAP 

2.9 KAY.A'1.KO NEAR JOHN DOMINIS 

KAKMKO NEAR JOHN DOMINIS 

KAKAAKO NEAR JOHN DOMINIS 

KAKAAKO ~IEAA JOHN DOMINIS 

1.9 AlAMOANA POST OFFICE 

5.9 DIAMOllDHI 

~ This 1loaiment was sent to the printer I ~! 
Ooo.Jn\o!nt name: 'i'mtNow (l) om lm<Jgc' 

?rr.b!r Oil1!10: '\'p:;ddla\TRANS_PS}''P9000' 

Ttne sent: 5:39:"i6 PM l/'l.6/2D!O 

Tot:>! pages: l 


Esi\vv.~.I\ ~ q f I dt..((f ~ 65) 110, LeCi--'•7Jr- ~ 't J ·o·f..:.cP,k;ld \.,~ 818 I 
¥v\"1~1~) . f 815' 

,.,.., l .......... h- J J ..::t"tJ..f'OA - 1A~ Jc~ CJAe G"i 
I 

http:AM6.\lf.12


- -

A.I.II SAAAGUCHI. CllFFORO / ·00 10.7 WAll'AHU tio:hcl &S9.UBSO 


16G10 nEt AM2 SMITH.SI MN 700 7,14 940764 l(Ml(A ST 3.9 WAIPAHU PLS CALL 42S·l66S 5 M!N 94 PIU 


AM3 7:CO l?.7 S~0272 PUPUKO ST 33 WAIPAHU 

AM4 
IOATIZ. BARBARA 
AJ>P02A.ALffiED 7·00 7.L9 540314 WAIKELE AD 0.1 '>IAIPAHU 

HINES.BR 7.()() 7;37 940 21\Pll PL 1.9 \l/AIPAHU PIO FNTG AOOSSICAU DISPATCH JF llLEGAl.LYP 

RUIZ.STANLEY 7:1l-O 744 94045'j Y.AHUALENA ST 1.6 WAIPAHU 

COLEMAN. CATHERI~ E 7:47 941520WAIPAHU ST 0.1 \llAIPAHU 

HOOt:AHl. lARAY 1&? 940274 WAIPAHU ST. 11241 2A WAIPAHU 

AM9 IAllOREWS. FAEDERI SOIJ 9403'.lSAPOWALE ST us WAIPAHU 

TOMA.RE 0 -- aos 940'583 LOAA ST 06 \l/AIPAHU 

FAUMUJNA.JOHIJ 7.00 Sl 4 940192KlME Pl 2.4 VILLAGE PAI 

FAUMUlNA. JOHil 8'30 9,07 lANA.~tACRAFT BAOiElOT. 1600 9ACI 15.7ILIUHA ONLYACflVE OOAADIHG t.AUGH TING PERll.llTEC 

TOMA.REID 9,09 l.ANAAllACR BACHELOT. 1Im EIACI 0.1 

~ 

UUHA ONLY ACTIVE SOAROltlG !.ALIGHTINGPERMll TEI: 
AMO YJIKAAKO HEAA JOHii DOMINIS AllOA(\115. FRLOEAIO 0.15 2. 

HEAR JOHN DOMINIS 


ORTIZ. BARBARA 8:15 


AMT HOOKAl 11. l.AflflY 9'30 
NEARJOHN DOMINIS 


RUIZ.STANLEY 9.15 
 K.AKMl(Q NEARJOHti DOMINIS 


COLEMAN.CATHEAl~JE 8.15 :lB KAl'-AAKO PAAK,KOULA ST 
 l:AKAAKO NEMJOHN DOMINIS 


HINES. ORIAll 8:15 924 KAt:MKO PARK. ( ULA ST 
 KllKAAKO NEAR JOHN DOMINIS 


RAPOZA.ALFRED O.'.iO -- 525 ~OPAAr...KaULA ST 
 KA~O NEAR JOHN DOMINIS 

KAI.IHI JOE COMBER @SFTY SYSTMS:306·52?0(Phl 5 Mlt SMITH. STEVEN e:-:i0 ~l 3(; SlSWAIMAMILO AO 2.9 AMl 
g:oo WA!Klr.I 8LU£ WAIEA SHRIMP & SEAFOOD pufdok1lh., 4Vt> 

9'30 

5.7 

..i..,e);h~~.t he Co~~I l f' vk-4) <!? 7 &if """" I 
q .,.V'\6 tLf ft I/ 81 s-- "lo er d--ot1 - ·if- /~q VI/\ •.b.1 

........ . "',_A-t)
fo_r <4/fa ,.-'iv...-t. tJ D-"t.. 11 '(p 

http:HINES.BR
http:SMITH.SI


--

---

St:~.J)f ® 

(l._,.N ){.)l'V 

AM! NISHIMOTO. GRACE 90J S51050MAK.AIMISl.llHJ,0 14.0 MILIWUMA 

8.07 550500 KANAMEE ST 1.5 MIL!LANIAM2 SNYDER.JOHN 

0.13 950159WAIMAKUAOR 1.1 MIUlANIAJ.13 NISHIMURA SUMIYE 

AM5 KOBUKE. TAKASHI 9:20 S:20 940352 HAKAMOA ST 1.5 MIULANI 

6:J4 950269WAI ;A NI OR 4.0 MIULANIAM6 BELISARIO. JULIA 8:00 
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